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TRODUCTION: 

 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a condition of synovial joints that represents failed repair of 

joint damage that results from stresses that may be initiated by an abnormality in any of 

the synovial joint tissue. OA is the conditions which can be localized to one joint or 

compromise multiple joints. It is attributed as commonest form of the arthopathy 

targeting specific joints like , knees, hips, finger inter phalangeal joints, thumb bases, 

first metatarsophalangeal joints, and spinal facet joints(1,2). OA is seen as primary and 

leading cause of disability affecting the population all across the world. As much as 60- 

70% of the population older than 60 years of age is annually affected around the world. 

It usually affects the hand and large weight bearing joints; often the knee and the hip 

are most commonly affected (1, 2, 3,4). These days it is prevalent even in fourth and fifth 

decades of the life with changing lifestyles. 

 
 

The worldwide prevalence estimate for symptomatic OA is 9.6% among men 

and 18% among women. According to WHO, OA will become fourth primary cause of 

disability by year 2020, with almost 57% increase in individuals being affected with OA. 

With 66% increase in chances of outbreak of OA, it is the fourth leading cause of year 

lived with disability (YLD) and accounts for causing decrease in activities in daily living 

with, accounting for 2.8% total life span of YLD.Prevalence of OA in India is reported to 

be in the range of 17- 60.6% and is the second largest osteoarthritis patient base with 

over 15 million affected out of which women forming a large mass of this population (3,4).
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Osteoarthritis (OA) is classified on the basis of the causative etiology and 

pathological factors. 

Primary OA: Primary osteoarthritis is a chronic degenerative disorder related to but not 
 

caused by aging. The pathophysiology of osteoarthritis involves a combination of 

mechanical, cellular, and biochemical processes. Interaction of these processes leads 

to changes in the composition and mechanical properties of the articular cartilage. As a 

person ages, the water content of the cartilage decreases as a result of a reduced 

proteoglycan content, thus causing the cartilage to be less resilient ( 7,8)
 

Secondary OA: Secondary OA is also caused due to cartilage degeneration and 
 

pathological factors also contribute. Factors such as 

 

-Congenital or developmental disorders of joints 

 

-Mechanical: limb length discrepancy, misalignment, hyper laxity 

 

-Inflammatory: all chronic forms of arthritis. 

 

-Traumatic: injury to joints or ligaments, postsurgical. 

 

-Endocrine diseases 

 

- Neuropathic arthopathy 

 

Knee OA alone is the commonest cause of lower limb disability in elderly people. 

It is usually bilateral, although symptoms may be more pronounced on one side. 

Unilateral knee OA is more common in young men, and is often caused by old knee 

injury or surgery. Most patients with knee OA have medial compartment tibiofemoral 
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joint (TFJ) OA, patellofemoral joint (PFJ OA), or a combination of both. Pain, stiffness, 

and locomotion restriction are the main symptoms of knee. 

Other symptoms include crepitus, joint deformity, or joint swelling which is caused by 

bony remodeling, excessive osteophytosis, or joint subluxation. Along with these 

symptoms, OA knee patients may also experience poor neuromuscular control, slower 

walking speed, decreased functional activity and walking.(8,9,10)
 

Gait initiation may be defined as the series or sequence of the events that occurs from 

the inition of movement to the beginning of the gait cycle. Gait cycle includes the 

activities that occur from the point of initial contact of one lower limb to point at which 

same extremity contacts the ground again. Gait initiation is divided into two phases – 

Stance phase and Swing phase. Stance phase begins as soon as /at instance that one 

extremity contacts the ground and continues only as long as same portion of foot is in 

contact with the ground. Swing phase beings as soon as the toe of the extremity leaves 

the ground and ceases just before the heel strike or contact of the same extremity. 

Stance phase consist of – Loading reasponse, mid stance, Terminal stance and Pre 

swing. Swing phase consist of – Initial swing, mid swing, Terminal swing.(32,33,37)
 

Gait analysis is an aspect of kinesiology that involves the study of components that 

control and allow human walking. It is best thought of as a clinical investigation, which is 

used together with the history, physical examination and other special investigations to 

perform a detailed assessment of a patient with a walking disorder Gait analysis can be 

classified into qualitative (kinematic) and quantitative(both kinetic and kinematic) gait 

analysis. 
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Kinematic qualitative gait analysis can be performed clinically through Observational 

Gait Analysis (OGA) and ambulation profiles (scales). 

 
 

 
Observational Gait Analysis (OGA) is commonly done by following ways: 

 

 Visual Gait Analysis (VGA) 
 

 Videotape Gait Analysis (VTGA) 

 

VGA is the simplest form of gait analysis is that made by the unaided human eye. 

Visual gait analysis is in reality is the most complicated and versatile form of analysis 

available and used extensively. VTGA has widespread use of videotape which has 

provided one of the most useful enhancements to gait analysis during recent years. Its 

helps in documenting the data and replicate the data. 

OGA- Clinical Measurement Scales includes following scales which are used- 

 

 Gillette Gait Index 
 

 Tinetti Gait Scale 
 

 Hauser Ambulation Index 
 

 Wisconsin Gait Scale (WGS) 
 

 Edinburgh Gait Score Guidelines 
 

 Modified Gait Abnormality Rating Scale(GARS-M) 
 

 Emory Functional Ambulation Profile 

 

With advancement of the technology Gait analysis has undergone dynamic 

change. It is considered a potential assessment tool in defining prognosis of the 
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disease. These days gait analysis set up along with EMG setups and force plate 

platform are used to assess the three dimensional values of gait. With more 

advancement, setups are available with automatic sensors placed on the boy 

directly along with video graphic assessment.(25,26)
 

Kinematic Gait Parameters in this study will be assessed using sensor based gait 

analyzer with force plate walk way. Kinematic gait parameters assessed will be 

-Step length is the linear distance between two successive points of contact of opposite 

extremities. Expressed in m/sec 

-Stride length is the linear distance between two successive events that are 

accomplished by the same lower extremity during gait. Expressed in m/sec 

-Walking velocity is the rate of linear forward motion of the body, which can be 

measured in meters or centimeters per second, meters per minute, or miles 

per hour. 

 

-Cadence is the number of steps taken by a person per unit of time. Cadence may be 

measured as the number of steps per second or per minute, but the latter is 

more common 
 

Cadence - number of steps/time 

 

-Single leg support time Single-support time is the amount of time that elapses 

during the period when only one extremity is on the supporting surface in a gait 

cycle.(32,33) 
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Effect of Abnormal Hip Mechanics on Knee joint and Gait Cycle: 

 

Hip joint is the most proximal joint forming a link between trunk and lower limb kinematic 

chain and it shares a common link with the knee joint with femur. Femur proximally 

articulates with the acetabullum of the pelvis as it comprises the hip joint. Distally it is 

tightly bound to tibia through a complex structure of ligaments and tendons along with 

the joint capsule to facilitate mobility and attain dynamic stability. Impaired hip muscle 

performance can suspect the hip joint to dysfunction in all the planes. Abnormal motion 

of the femur can have direct effect on tibiofemoral joint kinematics and stress the soft 

tissue that holds back tibia to distal end of femur.(17,18)
 

Hip and knee joints form an important part of gait cycle and even slight alteration in 

muscles can alter the lower limb mechanics. In normal gait cycle, the loading response 

phase of walking (i.e. initial 10% of the gait cycle after initial contact) the hip flexes, 

adducts and internally rotates during the movement. This triplanar motion is caused by 

external moments acting at the joints and is resisted by hip extensor, adductors and 

external rotators respectively. Amount of hip flexion excursion during loading response 

is minimal (0-20 degrees) as compared to the amount of adduction and internal rotation 

motion (10-15 degrees). Excessive hip adduction and internal rotation causes centre 

anatomical axis of knee joint line to shift more medially relative to centre of anatomical 

axis of foot. With foot fixated to the ground in stance phase, inward movement of the 

knee joint causes the tibia to abduct thus resulting in pronation of the foot leading to 

dynamic knee valgus during walking. Excessive hip adduction and internal rotation 
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during the weight bearing has the potential to affect the entire kinematics of the lower 

limb segment. 

With diminished hip muscle strength, has been implicated in contributing 

numerous tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint dysfunction. Individuals with knee OA 

were seen utilizing altered muscle activation patterns while walking and negotiating a 

step as compared to healthy age and gender based matched control subjects without 

knee OA. There is reduced knee flexion excursion seen along with increased co- 

activation during loading response phase of the gait cycle which may indicate stiffening 

of the joint. Overall combination of these factors may lead to increased comprehensive 

loading and reduced the potential femoral contact area over which the force can be 

distributing to increase cumulative loading in localized area. 

Hip muscles particularly, abductors and adductors strength may be important for 

reducing knee adduction moment. These muscles during walking stabilize the pelvis on 

the hip joint in frontal plane. Position of the pelvis tends to alter the centre of mass and 

there by alter loads on knee joint. Movement of the contra lateral pelvis or the lateral 

lean of the trunk during stance phase on stance limb which may occur as result of hip 

muscle weakness. Thus hip muscle activity appears to be an important yet understudied 

contributor to knee joint loads.(10,16)
 

Treatment of knee OA includes analgesia and nonsteroidal anti inflammatory drugs, 

intra-articular hyaluronic acid injection, transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation, and 

insoles. However, these treatments do not address musculoskeletal strength and 

flexibility. It is important to understand the relationship between the different forces 
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acting on the femur when considering the biomechanics of the lower extremity. A 

number of forces are exerted on the knee during ambulation, and the muscles acting on 

the femur play an important role in balancing these forces as they maintain the kinetic 

chain of lower extremity. (9, 11)
 

 

Therapeutic exercise not only reduces OA symptoms but also delays disease 

progression and is thus beneficial to patients with knee OA. (13)When gluteus medius 

muscle becomes weak, it allows femur to rotate and pull inwards abnormally. This is 

called a "collapsing kinetic chain” (7, 9). This abnormal position of femur puts excessive 

stress and strain around your knee joint and patella. 

Exercise represents one of the strong hold of therapy for knee OA, and has been 

repeatedly demonstrated to yield significant pain reduction in patients. Conventionally, 

exercise regimens for knee OA have focused on strengthening the quadriceps and 

hamstrings because these muscles function to stabilize the knee joints. Exercise 

regimes can help to achieve a variety of target oriented goals in patients with 

osteoarthritis yet studies fall short for these regimens have not being examined what 

effect exercise might have on the aberrant biomechanical loading at the knee which 

characterizes knee osteoarthritis. The duration of exercise in studies on the effect of 

exercise ranges from 4 (8) to 12 weeks (4-7). Because quadriceps muscle weakness is a 

frequent finding among patients with knee OA (12) and is associated with pain intensity, 

physical dysfunction, and decreased function (11, 15, 16), quadriceps strengthening is 

commonly prescribed for OA knees because it reduces pain and improves function (12,
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14). Also in recent studies focus is being given to strengthening the hip musculature as 

well. 

Studies on Biomechanical gait analysis showed the evidence that there is reduction in 

the torque generating capacity in the hip musculature in general and hip abductor in 

particular which can lead to increase in the adduction moment at the knee joint of the 

same kinematic chain. Given that hip muscle strength has the potential to alter knee 

load, we hypothesize that hip muscle strengthening may be a novel intervention for 

rehabilitation of knee OA patients that slows disease progression and reduces 

symptoms. 

Owing to increasing prevalence in knee OA in Indian population and with more 

validation required for non invasive treatment options, there is still dearth of literature 

supporting effectiveness of strengthening specific group of muscles in patients with OA. 

Hence an attempt is made through this study to examine effects of hip muscle 

strengthening on kinematic gait variables in gait cycle of knee OA patients. 
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NEED FOR THE STUDY: 

 
Out of all the weight bearing joints, knee is the most common joint affected by 

osteoarthritis (OA). With escalating prevalence rate of OA knee and upsurge seen in 

number of cases with increasing age seen as early as mid 40’s, effective treatment 

strategies are required. Frequently seen symptoms in knee OA patients comprises of 

pain and stiffness around the joint as well as difficulty with activities of daily living such 

as walking, stair-climbing and housekeeping etc. loss of functional independence and a 

profound reduction in overall quality of life is seen in the disease. 

To date, treatment options available for knee OA has focused on surgical or 

pharmacological strategies even though effective, all these interventions have many 

potential side effects in long run. A few of them being expensive and are yet short lived. 

Recent knee OA guidelines reinforce more on importance on usage of non 

pharmacological strategies in the management of condition where physiotherapy plays 

a very important role. Primary goal of exercise therapy involved in treatment protocol  

for OA is pain reduction and improving functional mobility. 

Walking is the important activity of daily living which involves direct weight bearing 

and loading on knee joint. Patients with OA tend to develop their own pattern of walking 

due to pain and muscular weakness. When a person tends to walk, the body should be 

able to provide support for locomotion, bear proper weight and maintain equilibrium to 

achieve the body alignment. As mobility is required for the independence of the patient 

they tend to retain this ability even in presence of severe symptoms. 
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Exercise regimes for knee OA involves general aerobic exercise, programs such as 

walking or cycling aqua therapy as well as more specific programs involving 

strengthening of particular muscle groups and/or flexibility exercises. 

Muscle strengthening is a key component of most exercise regimes for knee OA. 

Recent attention has also focused on whether muscle strengthening can slow disease 

progression in addition to improving symptoms is extensively studied. Majority of 

strengthening protocols are focused on improving quadriceps strength only,Xie et al. 

(2018) on studying 80 subjects with symptomatic knee OA advocated that strengthening 

of quadriceps along with hip abductors is more effective in improving functional status of 

knee OA patient as compared to only quadriceps strengthening. During walking,these 

muscles stabilize the pelvis on the hip joint in the frontal plane. The position of the pelvis 

can alter the position of the body's centre of mass and thereby alter loads at the knee 

joint (7).
 

Also Rana S.Hinman et al (2010) on comparing the strengths of patient group 

and controls, they concluded that significant hip musculature weakness can be seen in 

OA patients and further supported inclusion of hip strengthening exercises in 

rehabilitation protocols. 

Severity of knee OA directly co-related with the gait alteration. Recent research has 

thrown importance on assessment of gait parameters for knee OA patients for planning 

of efficient treatment protocols(24). Julien Favre and Brigitte M. Jolles (2016) in their 

research work titled have studied gait alterations consistently associated with knee OA 

and its role in OA treatment and pathogenesis. They concluded that association of 

kinematic and kinetic variations of gait alteration are associated with OA progression 
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and symptoms. Gait analysis plays important role and provides the critical information 

needed to understand the role of ambulatory biomechanics in OA development, and to 

design therapeutic interventions.(17)
 

Given that hip muscle strength has the potential to alter knee load, and alter kinetics 

and kinematics at knee joint, more light requires to be thrown on their role Hence, due  

to paucity of data little attention has been paid on strengthening hip muscles in patients 

with OA and its effects on altered gait kinematics. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF STUDY: 

 

AIM: 

 

“To observe the effects of hip muscle strengthening on kinematic gait 

variations in patients with osteoarthritis of knee” 

 
 
 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

1) Primary objectives: 
 

• To assess the pre and post strengthening gait variations and hip muscle strength 

in patients with OA of knee. 

2) Secondary objectives: 
 

• To determine the effects of hip muscle strengthening on kinematic gait variations 

in patients with OA of knee. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION: 

 
 

Is there any kinematic gait variation seen in patients with osteoarthritis of knee post 6 

weeks of hip muscle strengthening? 

 
 

 
HYPOTHESIS: 

 
 
 

There may be significant changes seen in kinematic gait variation in patients with 

osteoarthritis of knee post hip muscle strengthening. 

 
 
 
 

NULL HYPOTHESIS: 

 
 
 

There may be no significant changes seen in kinematic gait variation in patients with 

osteoarthritis of knee post hip muscle strengthening. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

 

Prevalence of Osteoarthritis: 
 

- Osteoarthritis (OA)is one of the most common contributors for causing disabilities 

and impairments in elderly.OA is second most common rheumatological problem 

and most frequent joint disease with prevalence of 22% to 39% in India and 

hence it’s important to address it. The worldwide prevalence estimate for 

symptomatic OA is 9.6% among men and 18% among women was concluded by 

S.K,Topwal RS Pathak in their research Study on Prevalence and Risk 

Factors of Primary Osteoarthritis Knee in a Tertiary Care Hospital of North 

India(2016)(2)
 

 

- A.Abhishek, Doherty in their study describing Diagnosis and Clinical 

Presentation of Osteoarthritis (2013) Osteoarthritis (OA) has a marked 

variability of clinical presentation and prognosis. OA targets specific joints (eg, 

knees, hips, finger IPJs, thumb bases, first metatarsophalangeal joints, and 

spinal facet joints).Frequent symptoms and signs include usage-related joint 

pain, morning-related or inactivity-related stiffness of short duration, locomotor 

restriction, coarse crepitus, bony enlargement, and joint-line tenderness. Rest 

pain, night pain, and deformity suggest severe OA. Painful periarticular soft 

tissue disorders frequently coexist with knee, hip, and first 

metatarsophalangealOA.The diagnosis of OA may be reached without any 

laboratory or radiographic investigations in the at-risk population in the presence 

of typical signs and symptoms.(1)
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-Study report was published in 2013 to find the prevalence of knee osteoarthritis 

and its associated factors in Indian population by Dr Chandra Prakash Pal. They 

used radiographic diagnosis for confirmation of knee Osteoarthritis. The K-L grade 

of OA grading was used for the same. The present study shows a prevalence of 

28.7% in the overall sample. This varies slightly in the individual states where the 

study was conducted – Agra (35.5%), Bangalore (26.6%), Kolkata (33.7%), 

Dehradun (27.2%), and Pune (21.7%). Prevalence was highest in participants who 

have a sedentary lifestyle followed by participants with a physically demanding 

lifestyle and active lifestyle. (3,4)
 

-M Fransen, J Crosbie and J Edmonds (2001) conducted a randomized control 

trial to assess the effectiveness of physiotherapy in treating OA in their research 

work titled Physical therapy is effective for patients with osteoarthritis of the 

knee: a randomized controlled clinical trial. They studied 126 patients who were 

randomized into one of 3 allocation arms: individual treatments (n = 43), small 

group format program (n = 40), and waiting list control (n = 43). After reassessment 

at 8 weeks, patients allocated to waiting list control were randomized into one of 

the2 active treatment arms. Assessments included both self-report measures 

(WOMAC, SF-36) and objective measures of physical performance (gait analysis 

and muscle strength). They concluded that Responsiveness to treatment was 

modified by loss of medial joint space width, the interaction being significant for 

physical function, gait, and knee extensor strength. Physical therapy, either as an 
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individually delivered treatment or in a small group format, is an effective 

intervention for patients with knee OA. (6)
 

 

 
Assessement of Gait Parameters in Patients with Osteoarthritis of Knee: 

 

- Xie et al. (2018) conducted a study titled, Quadriceps combined with hip 

abductor strengthening vs. quadriceps strengthening in treating knee 

osteoarthritis: a study protocol for a randomized control trial. 80 subjects with 

symptomatic knee OA were randomly recruited into two groups- Experimental 

and Control group. Experimental group performed Quadriceps plus hip abductor 

strengthening were to train quadriceps and hip abductors by doing 4 exercises, 

twice a day for 6 weeks at home. Control group performed 2 exercises for 

training quadriceps only twice a day for 6 weeks at home. Subjects were 

assessed for the pre strengthening and post strengthening with scores for the 

scales VAS for pain,WOMAC,SF -36 and FTSST(five times sit to stand test), 

Stair ascent and descent and figure of 8 walking for lower limb objective function. 

All the assessment accepts VAS was carried out for 6th.8th and 12th weeks also. 

They concluded that improved muscle strength markedly showed changes in pre 

and post scores for WOMAC, FTSST and VAS assessed pre and post 8 weeks 

of strengthening protocol. WOMAC scores improved as much as by 78%.Also, 

they advocated that strengthening of quadriceps along with his abductors is more 

effective in improving functional status of knee OA patient as compared to only 

quadriceps strengthening(7) 
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- In a study titled Specific Contribution of Hip Abductor Muscle strength to 

turning movement in individual with knee OA by H.Ijima et al (2018) 

analyzed spatio temporal parameters of gait using Timed up and Go test (TUG 

test ) in 163 diagnosed knee OA patients aged between 50-85 years of age. TUG 

test was assessed for three phases – 1) forward phase 2) return phases 3) 

turning phase. Maximum isometric strength was also assessed. They observed 

that over all lower knee extensor strength was significantly associated with a 

longer timed required to complete TUG test during all three phases. Reduced hip 

muscle strength was found closely related to alter gait speed specially during 

turning phase. They also suggested that hip adductor strength could be a 

modifiable risk factor in knee OA patients.(8)
 

 

- M. Karia et al (2018) in their study titled, Comparison of gait biomechanics in 

patients with and without knee osteoarthritis during different phases of 

gait, studied the Knee Adduction Moment (KAM) and Knee Adduction Angle 

(KAA) during gait cycle and compared it to Center of Pressure (COP) in 

volunteers with and without knee OA. 108 participants were recruited out of 

which 84 were not suffering from OA, 18 had medial knee OA and 6 had lateral 

OA. Participants completed the Knee Osteoarthritis Outcome Scores (KOOSs) 

questionnaire. Patients walked at a comfortable speed along the 6-m walkway 

five times, or until three clean foot strikes had been recorded from each force 

plate for gait analysis. Kinematic and kinetic parameters at the ankle, knee, and 

hip were determined for participants without knee OA and patients of knee Aaron 
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analyzing the data patients with lateral OA showed a substantial medial shift in 

their COP toward the centre of the foot for all three phases of the gait as 

compared with healthy and medial OA groups. Significant differences were found 

between groups for the KAA at all stages of gait, KAM at phase one of gait, and 

centre of pressure in the media-lateral direction at phases one and two of gait.(9)
 

 

- Gait analysis before and after corrective osteotomy in patients With knee 

osteoarthritis and a valgus deformity was studied by N. van Egmond et al 

(2017). They observed the changes in kinetics and kinematics of gait and clinical 

outcomes after a varus osteotomy (tibial, femoral or double osteotomy) in 

patients with osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee and a valgus leg alignment as 

compared to healthy subjects. 12 patients and 10 healthy controls were included. 

The clinical evaluation consisted of the Visual Analogue Scale for maximum pain 

(VAS-pm) and the frequency (VAS-pf) the patient experienced pain, The Dutch 

Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index (WOMAC) the 

Oxford Knee Score (OKS) the Knee Outcome Survey Activities of Daily Living 

Scale (KOS) and an evaluation of postoperative complications along with 

radiographic assessment of hip knee ankle.  On analysis they found that the 

knee adduction moment increased significantly postoperatively (p < 0.05) and 

almost similar to the control group. Patients showed less knee and hip flexion/ 

extension motion and moment during gait pre- and postoperatively compared to 

the controls. A significant improvement was found in WOMAC KOS, OKS and 

VAS-pain in all patients irrespective of the osteotomy technique used. The 
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radiographic measurements showed a mean hip knee ankle (HKA) angle 

correction of 10.4° thus suggesting improved parameters.(13)
 

 

- Meireles et al (2017) carried out a research titled Medial knee loading is 

altered in subjects with early osteoarthritis during gait but not during step- 

up-and-over task, on subjects with early OA and ones with established OA out 

of 53 subject recruited for the study, 37 were with varying grades of OA; 18 with 

early OA, 16 with established OA and19 were controls. All of them were 

assessed for gait analysis and step up and over task. Knee joint moments, knee 

contact forces (KCF) magnitude for contact pressure and centre of pressure 

(COP) were analyzed. It was scrutinized that during the gait cycle, 1st peak of 

medial KCF was significantly higher for patients with early OA (p=0.048) and 

established knee OA (p=0.001) as compared to control subjects. The medial 

contact pressure magnitudes and location of COP were obtained significantly 

different in both groups. Knee rotation moments moments (KRM) a; on with knee 

internal and external angles were found significantly higher during early stance 

phase for both the groups (p<0.0001) as compared to controls. On performing 

step up and over test, participants showed high variability amongst and no 

significant difference in KCF in between the group. And for patients with early 

OA, kinetic and kinematics were found to be altered.(10) 

 

- K.L. Bacon at el (2017) monitored The non linear relationship of quadriceps 

strength in fictional limitation in people with knee OA : the most study in 
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their research work. They aimed at establishing relationship between quadriceps 

strength to functional limitation in patients with knee OA. They studied 834 

participants with baseline OA, K-L grade >1 with symptomatic pain, aching or 

stiffness for most of the days. They gathered data for 5 times Sit to Stand test, 

followed by 20 meter walk, WOMAC scores and maximum isometric strength 

measured for quadriceps.They observed a non-linearity in associations between 

quadriceps strength and function in women, but not in men, indicating that at low 

strength along with increments in strength produced marked changes in physical 

function, whereas above a strength threshold, additional strength of recruited 

muscles did not have a marked effect on function of the muscles.(11)
 

 

- Xiaolong Zeng et al (2017) analyzed Relationship between Kellgren- 

Lawrence score and 3D kinematic gait analysis of patients with medial knee 

osteoarthritis using a new gait system. They aimed at creating relationship 

between kinetics and kinematics during gait analysis and standard radiographic 

K-L grades of OA. 97 patients with medial KOA and 38 asymptomatic 

participants were involved. Patients with medial KOA were divided into early, 

moderate, and severe KOA based on the K/L score. Through kinematic gait 

analysis, a relationship between K/L score and 3D kinematic gait for patients. All 

KOA knees had a significantly reduced range of motion. With improvement in 

K/L scores, the knee flexion angles at the heel strike and 50% of the stance 

phase increased while the peak knee flexion in the swing phase were decreased. 

Along with this, the adduction and femoral rotation increased internally at the 
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heel strike, 50% of the stance phase, and maximum angle of the swing phase. 

Femoral translation increased anteriorly and distally at the heel strike and during 

50% of the stance phase. The group with server OA demonstrated more medial 

translation than the asymptomatic groups. This study provides an important 

reference for the treatment options, therapy assessment, and rehabilitation of 

KOA.(12) 

 

- A.H. Chang et al (2017) in their research study tilted Baseline Hip and Knee 

Muscle Strength and Improvement in Function and Disability 5 Years Later 

in Persons with Knee Osteoarthritis aimed at determining results for their 

hypothesis that greater hip abductor strength and knee extensor strength at 

baseline both are associated with improvement in function and disability 5-years 

later in patients with knee OA. They analyzed 187 participants for hip abductor 

and knee extensor strength measured with hand held dynamometer. They 

assessed patient-reported function in 3 domains: overall, basic lower extremity, 

and advanced lower extremity function, using the Late Life Function and 

Disability Instrument (LLFDI) scaled scores of 0–100. And patient-reported 

disability by (1) frequency of participation in 16 major life tasks, (2) limitation in 

ability to perform each task, and (3) limitation in ability to participate in 

instrumental roles of home or community activities, using a similar 0–100 scale in 

LLFDI.On analysis they found no significant associations between baseline knee 

extensor strength and subsequent improvement in either LLFDI function or 

disability components. And hip abductor strength showed significant association. 
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Hence their study is suggestive of stronger baseline hip abductors may be a 

contributing factor for improvement in disability scores over 5 years in persons 

with knee OA.(14)
 

- Sang-Kyoon Park et al (2016) in their research tilted Effect of Hip muscle 

strengthening on Frontal plane gait mechanics patients with knee 

osteoarthritis on assessing 9 patients graded between K-L grades 1-3 

underwent 6 weeks of hip muscle strengthening protocol and on assessing their 

gait observed that after the 6 week program, the OA patients demonstrated 

9.0%, 8.5%, 3.1% increase in abductor, rotator, and extension strength, 

respectively in maximal isometric measurements. Pain was reduced 46% 

(p=0.001). Strengthening hip abductors decreases hip adduction ankle inversion 

leading to reduced external loading on the medial compartment of the knee. Hip 

adduction angels at heel contact underwent a greater reduction on more affected 

side of the lower extremity. Thus effectively altering kinematics during walking 

and reducing pain.(15) 

 

- Ssu-Yu Chang et al (2016)conducted a study tilted Exercise Alters Gait 

Pattern but Not Knee Load in Patients with Knee Osteoarthritis. They 

studied 6 female patients with bilateral knee OA and 6 healthy females’ controls. 

The patient group received 6 weeks physiotherapist supervised and home based 

programme. Pre and post WOMAC scores and Short Form -36 Health Survey 

were documented and patient’s gait analysis was recorded.They observed that 

post intervention WOMAC and Short Form -36 Health Survey response improved 
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along with better hip flexor moment and improved walking speed were observed 

after the intervention, even though knee loading was not reduced compared with 

that at baseline. Significantly lower scores of physical function in both SF-36 and 

WOMAC as well as decreased pain suggested that patients with knee OA 

responded favorably to the exercise program.(16)
 

 

- Julien Favre and Brigitte M. Jolles(2016) in their research work titled Gait 

analysis of patients with knee osteoarthritis highlights a pathological 

mechanical pathway and provides a basis for therapeutic interventions 

aimed to review gait alterations consistently associated with knee OA and its role 

in OA treatment and pathogenesis. They concluded that association of kinematic 

and kinetic variations of gait alteration are associated with OA progression and 

symptoms. Gait analysis plays important role and provides the critical information 

needed to understand the role of ambulatory biomechanics in OA development, 

and to design therapeutic interventions. From literature review they suggested 

that OA progression was associated with larger heel-strike KFA and larger mid- 

stance KAM and KFM values. Also values for heel-strike KFA and mid-stance 

KAM increases as the disease severity progresses. (17) 

 

- S. Tadano et al(2016) conducted a study titled Gait characterization for 

osteoarthritis patients using wearable gait sensors (H-Gait systems) and 

have attempted to define more precise gait parameters in spatiotemporal 

assessement of the gait. Acceleration and angular velocities were measured for 
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the 10 knee OA patients using 3 dimensional gait analyser. Kinetic and kinematic 

results obtained along with joint trajectories for hip,knee and ankle in horizontal 

and frontal plane. Angles for OA affected extrimity were found to be almost twice 

as large as normal values( 21.3 ⁰ vs 11.06⁰ and 14.9⁰ vs 7.8⁰) and ankle joint 

during stance phase adducts less to avoid adduction at knee joint as severity of 

the OA and leads to more acute angles at knee and ankle joints(18).
 

 
 

 
- S.K Park et al (2016) published a research titled relationship between lower 

limb muscle strength, self reported pain and function, frontal plane gait 

kinematics in knee osteoarthritis they studied 24 controls and 24 patients with 

OA.They assessed VAS.KOOS maximal voluntary isometric muscle contraction ( 

MVIMC) and Q angle for both the groups along with frontal plane kinematics 

during treadmill walking. They obtained reduced hip external rotator, knee 

extensor and ankle inversion muscle force as compared with healthy controls. 

They concluded that patients with knee OA exhibit deficit in muscle strength and 

play important role in self reported patients with knee OA.They also stated that 

covariates like age,sex and BMI can affect the gait variations.(18)
 

- M O’Connell et al( 2016) in their study The role of knee joint moments and 

 
knee impairments oneself reported knee pain during gait in patients with 

knee OA total 67patients with OA whom they grouped into 3 groups namely 18 

with no pain,22 with moderate /severe pain, and 27 with mild pain. 3 dimensional 

analysis was performed along with quadriceps strength was measured and knee 
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extension range too. Findings of the study showed that moderate/severe pain 

demonstrated worst global pain and physical function scores. This group patient 

also walked with greater knee flexion moment during the instance phase of the 

gait. They also demonstrated greater knee varus alignment (p=0.003) associated 

with higher weight acceptance peak adduction (p=0.003).(20)
 

 
 

 
- Kobsar D, Osis ST, Hettinga BA and Ferber R (2015) studied 39 individuals 

with mild to moderate knee OA, who completed 6 weeks of hip strengthening 

protocol. They sub grouped them as non responders, low responders and high 

responders based on KOOS score High-Responders displayed different hip 

frontal plane kinematics during loading response of walking gait as compared to 

other subgroups. High-Responders demonstrated an increasing level of hip 

adduction during the loading response, while Low-Responders and Non- 

Responders were better able to maintain their frontal plane hip angle throughout 

the gait cycle (22). 

 

-  S.Farrokhi et al (2015) in their research work Altered gait biomechanics and 

increased knee specific impairments in patients with co-existing 

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral osteoarthritis, on comparing patellofemoral 

and tibiofemoral knee OA studied 106 patients with radiographic tibiofemoral OA 

(TFAO) divided into 3 groups of no PFO, mild PFO and severe PFO were 

assessed for gait analysis and quantitative quadriceps strength and knee ROM 
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were documented. On comparing with PFOA, those with severe PFOA exhibited 

reduced loading response and knee excursion response (p=0.002) and increased 

single leg stance, external knee flexion moment, (p<0.005). Severe PFO also 

showed reduced quadriceps strength as compared to strength of no PFOA and 

mild PFOA.(23)
 

 

- Alvaro Muro-de-la-Herran, Begonya Garcia-Zapirain * and Amaia Mendez- 

Zorrilla in their metanalysis research work Gait Analysis Methods: An 

Overview of Wearable and Non-Wearable Systems, Highlighting Clinical 

Applications studied various( 2014) types of gait analysis setups including 

image processing, floor sensors and sensors placed on the body. They studied 

the characteristics of each method and concluded in 40% of the reviewed 

articles published in late 2012 and 2013 were related to non-wearable systems, 

37.5% presented inertial sensor-based systems, and the remaining 22.5% 

corresponded to other wearable systems. From their metanalysis they were able 

to contribute that sensor based systems are compatible and more sensitive for 

data collection and assessment of gait related parameters 

 
 
 

- Jayalath J.L.R. Dassanayake T.D.M.S.B., Dissanayake M.M (2014) conducted 

a cross sectional study titled Gait variation in patients with knee 

osteoarthritis : a controlled study on 120 individuals including both male and 

female participants. They were asked to walk on a pathway once in a single 
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direction and readings were collected. The single support time, step length, 

walking velocity and cadence showed reductions in gait parameters. Males with 

OA showed a significant reduction in walking velocity. Females with OA had 

reduce single support time, step length, walking velocity and cadence and 

increase walking base compared to healthy control group of females. In the 

comparison among males showed reduced step length, walking velocity, 

cadence and walking base.(25)
 

 

- Michael B. Pohl et al (2013) examined 15 patients with symptomatic 

patelofemoral osteoarthritis (PFOA) and 15 control ,who underwent gait analysis 

and maximal hip strength testing in their research wrok titled Gait 

biomechanics and hip muscular strength in patients with patellofemoral 

osteoarthritisThey obtained data suggesting changes in peak angular values of 

contra lateral, hip adduction and hip internal rotation during stance phase of gait. 

They suggested that weak hip adductor strength does not alter gait.(23) 

 

- Stief et al. (2013) in their reserch titlted Reliability and Accuracy in Three- 

Dimensional Gait Analysis: A Comparison of Two Lower Body Protocols 

made an attempt to compare standrad Plug In Gait(PiG) protocol commonly used 

in 3 dimentional analysis which includes identidying inconsistent anatomical 

landmarks anf knee malingment was compared with custom made lower body 

protocol(MA). 25 subjects volunteered to check intertrial reliblity. They concluded 

that for frontal plane knee angles and moments as well as transverse plane 
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motions in the knee and hip joint, the intersession errors were lower for the MA 

compared with the standard protocol . For knee joint angle cross-talk, the MA 

produced 4.7°more knee flexion/extension ROM and resulted in 6.5° less knee 

varus/valgus ROM in the frontal plane. Hence, the MA tested in this study 

produced a more accurate and reliable knee joint axis compared with the PiG 

protocol ,especially important for measuring frontal and transverse plane gait 

parameters. 

 
 

- In study titled Changes in Knee Biomechanics After a Hip-Abductor 

Strengthening Protocol for Runners With Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome by 

Ferber R,Kendall KD Farr L(2011) studied effect of a 3-week hip-abductor 

muscle-strengthening program to identify changes in strength, pain, and 

biomechanics in runners with patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS). Subjects 

consisted of active recreational athletes running at least 30 minutes per day a 

minimum of 3 days per week. The PFPS group consisted of 5 men and 10 

women and the control group consisted of 4 men and 6 women. They measured 

their maximal isometric hip-abductor muscle strength, 2-dimensional peak knee 

genu valgum angle, and stride-to stride knee-joint variability were analyzed on 

the analyzer. All measures were recorded pre and post 3 weeks of strengthening. 

They observed that pre strengthening values for the PFPS group exhibited 

reduced strength, no difference in peak genu valgum angle, and increased stride- 

to-stride knee-joint variability compared with the control group was seen . After 

the 3-week protocol, the PFPS group demonstrated increased strength, less 
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pain, no change in peak genu valgum angle, and reduced stride-to-stride knee- 

joint variability compared with baseline. Though changes were observed as 

compared to base line, no changes were seen in peak knee genu valgum angle. 

 
 

- Elizabeth A. Sled, Latif Khoja, Kevin J. Deluzio, Sandra J. Olney, Elsie G. 

Culham conducted a study titled Effect of a Home Program of Hip Abductor 

Exercises on Knee Joint Loading, Strength, Function, and Pain in People 

With Knee Osteoarthritis: A Clinical Trial(2010) and studied the effect of an 8- 

week home strengthening program for the hip abductor muscles on knee joint 

loading (measured by the external knee adduction moment during gait), strength 

(force-generating capacity), and function and pain in individuals with medial knee 

OA. They conducted 3 dimensional gait analysis was performed to obtain peak 

knee adduction moments in the first 50% of the stance phase. Isokinetic 

concentric strength of the hip abductor muscles was measured using an 

isokinetic dynamometer. The Five-Times-Sit-to-Stand Tes( FTSST) was used to 

evaluate functional performance. Knee pain was assessed with the Western 

Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index questionnaire (WOMAC). 

They obtained that OA group showed significant improvement in hip abductor 

strength, but not for knee adduction moment. Functional performance on 

improved in the OA group as FTSS and WOMAC score improved and they 

reported decreased knee pain post intervention. 
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- Rana S.Hinman et al (2010) in their research work Hip Muscle Weakness in 

Individuals With Medial Knee Osteoarthritis studied 89 patients with OA, out 

of which 23 were control under the age of 60 years of age. They assessed the 

hip muscles strengths using hand held dynamometer amongst the same age and 

sex matched controls.on analysis,in people with knee OA, significant strength 

deficits were seen for all hip muscle groups evaluated (P < 0.05). As compared to 

control group strength deficits ranged from 16% (hip extensors) to 27% (hip 

external rotators) after calculating the differences in sex and age between group. 

On comparing the strengths of patient group and controls, they concluded that 

significant hip musculature weakness can be seen in OA patients. They further 

supported inclusion of hip strengthening exercises in rehabilitation protocols. 

 
 

- L.E. Thorp et al (2010) in their research work The biomechanical effects of 

focused muscle training on medial knee loads in OA of the knee: a pilot, 

proof of concept study In their study they studied 6 subjects with medial 

compartment knee OA performed a four-week exercise program specifically 

targeting the hip abductor musculature in combination with traditional quadriceps 

and hamstring training. Their gait was analyzed to measure the external knee 

adduction moment,along with  WOMAC questionnaires and strength for knee 

was evaluated. Their statistical analysis demonstrated a decrease in their 

external knee adduction moment, with decrease of 9% (p<0.05) following the 

exercise intervention. There was a 78% (p<0.05) decrease in WOMAC knee pain 

scores. These results were suggestive of that targeting hip, rather than only knee 
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muscles, may represent an effective biomechanically-based treatment option for 

medial knee OA. 

 
 

- Heiden L,Lloyd DG and Timothy R. Ackland RT(2009) in their research article 

titled Knee joint kinematics, kinetics and muscle co-contraction in knee 

osteoarthritis patient gait studied 30 asymptomatic controls and 54 OA patients 

for comparing gait parameters. They assessed KOOS and SPF -36 scores for 

both the groups. They found that gait differences in the knee osteoarthritis 

patients were greater knee flexion at heel strike and during early stance along 

with reductions in the peak external knee extension moment in late stance. 

Larger adduction moments were related to lower self-perceived pain and 

symptoms in patients with knee OA 

 
 

- Kristin Briem and Lynn Snyder-Mackler (2008) in their research work titled 

Proximal Gait Adaptations in Medial Knee OA observed 32 patients with 

medial compartment OA and analyzed their gait. Kinetic and kinematic data 

which was calculated and were compared. Results showed that no interlimb 

difference in the peak knee adduction moment was observed (p¼0.512), 

whereas a great reduction in hip adduction moment was seen on the involved 

side (p<0.001) during the early part of stance. For the involved limb, flexion was 

significantly reduced, hip and knee flexion moments were smaller compared to 

the uninvolved side. Gait adaptations included lateral sway of trunk and which 

successfully lead to relatively lower ipsilateral knee adduction moment. 
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- Janie L. Astephen et al (2007) in their study titled Biomechanical Changes at 

the Hip, Knee, and Ankle Joints during Gait Are Associated with Knee 

Osteoarthritis Severity studied 60 asymptomatic, 60 patients with moderate 

knee OA and 610 with severe knee OA. On comparing the groups amongst each 

other, observed various gait alterations especially during stance phase and heel 

strike. Changes seen in both OA i.e. moderate and severe OA subjects 

compared to asymptomatic group showed increased mid-stance knee adduction 

moments, decreased peak knee flexion moments and peak hip adduction 

moments along with decreased peak hip extension moments. Variations found 

only in the severe knee OA group were kinematic and kinetic differences at the 

hip, knee, and ankle joints. Gait differences that progressed with OA severity 

included decreased stance phase knee flexion angles, decreased early stance 

knee extension moments, decreased peak stance phase hip internal rotation 

moments, and decreased peak ankle dorsiflexion moments. 

 
 

- Bennell LK,Hunt A M, Wrigley V T, Hunter J D and Hinman S R (2007) 

published study focusing on The effects of hip muscle strengthening on knee 

load, pain, and function in people with knee osteoarthritis: a protocol for a 

randomized, single-blind controlled trial studied 88 participants with painful 

radiological medial compartment knee OA and varus alignment and were 

randomly allocated strenghthtning group or control group. The hip strengthening 

group performed 6 exercises to strengthen the hip abductor and adductor 
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muscles at home 5 times per week for 12 weeks and consulted with a 

physiotherapist on 7 occasions to be taught the exercises and progress exercise 

resistance. The control group will be requested to continue with their usual care. 

Blinded follow up assessment will be conducted at 12 weeks after randomisation. 

The primary outcome measure is the change in the peak external knee adduction 

moment measured during walking. Questionnaires assessed changes in pain 

and physical function. They concluded that hip adduction ankle inversion lead to 

decreased external loading on medial compartment of knee. Strengthening hip 

muscles can improve and effectively change joint kinematics at knee during walki 

 
 

- Jennifer Rowe and et al (2007) in their research Hip strength and knee apin 

in females studied 19 female patients between age group of 18-40 years 

experiencing unilateral knee pain since 4 weeks. Their strength was assessed 

using hand held dynamometer. They concluded that with existence of 

biomechanical relationship between hip and knee, examination for entire lower 

limb should be done. The difference of 4.39% change (SD = 5.33) between the 

strength scores for the unaffected gluteus medius and affected gluteus medius 

was significant (df = 18; t = 3.49; p<0.025). In addition, the difference of 1.9% 

change (SD = 1.26) between the strength scores for the unaffected gluteus 

maximus and affected gluteus maximus was also significant (df = 18; t = 6.47; 

p<0.025). They concluded that with existence of biomechanical relationship 

between hip and knee, examination for entire lower limb should be done. 
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- Mu¨ndermann A, Dyrby O C, and Andriacchi P T(2005) in their study 

Secondary Gait Changes in Patients With Medial Compartment Knee 

Osteoarthritis Increased Load at the Ankle, Knee, and Hip during Walking 

(2005) studied 42 patients with bilateral medial compartment knee OA and 42 

control subjects matched . 19 patients had KL grades grades of 1 or 2, and 23 

patients had K/L grades of 3 or 4. Three-dimensional kinematics and kinetics 

were measured in the hip, knee, and ankle while the subjects walked at a self- 

selected speed. On statistical analysis they concluded that patients with more 

severe knee OA had greater first peak knee adduction moments than their 

matched control subjects (P _ 0.039) and than patients with less severe knee OA 

(P < 0.001). All patients with knee OA made initial contact with the ground with 

the knee in a more extended position than that exhibited by control subjects. An 

increased axial loading rate was present in all joints of the lower extremity. 

Patients with more severe knee OA had lower hip adduction moments. 

 
 

- Haydar Gök, Süreyya Ergin and Günes Yavuzer(2002) in their focused on 

studying Kinetic and kinematic characteristics of gait in patients with medial 

knee arthrosios compared mechanics of gait in 13 patients with early medial 

arthrosis (OA) of the knee and 13 normal controls, by measuring gait events, 

kinematic and kinetic parameters. In the OA group, walking velocity, cadence 

and stride length were reduced and stride time and double support time 

accordingly increased on both sides, the overall stance phase was prolonged in 
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the OA group, but the stance phase and swing phase peakflexion were reduced. 

The varus in the stance phase and the valgus in the swing phase were 

increased. The extensor moment in the loading response was increased and the 

flexor moment at late stance reduced in the OA group. Patients with OA had a 

greater valgus (abductor) and internal rotation moment during the stance phase. 

Their findings indicated that computerized gait analysis can be used to reveal 

various mechanical abnormalities accompanying arthrosis of the knee joint at an 

early stage. Some of these abnormalities may have etiologic implications, but 

others may represent secondary changes developed in part as a compensatory 

mechanism in knee OA. 

Assessment scores and scales used in Osteoarthritis (OA) of knee: 
 
 

 

For functional assessment of the OA patients, WOMAC Index (version Likert 3.0) is 

commonly used. This functional assessment instrument, containing 24 questions is 

used to grade the pain, stiffness, and physical function difficulty pertaining to the knee 

joint. Patient’s answer is graded on a qualitative scale (0 none, 1 mild, 2 moderate, 3 

severe, 4 extreme). The maximum score could be 96 (pain 20, stiffness 8, difficulty 68). 

 
 

Most commonly used assessment used for OA is radiographic readings and functional 

mobility scales. Kellgren JH, Lawrence JS (1957) suggested grading scale from 0-4 to 

grade the severity of OA of knee. (17)
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Numeric pain rating scale is an effective way to measure the severity of pain intensity 

where the individual marks the number which interprets experiencing current intensity of 

pain. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

 
 

Permission and approval to carry out the research work “Effects of hip muscle 

strengthening on kinematic gait variations in patients with osteoarthritis of knee: 

A randomized control trial” was obtained from institutional ethical committee and the 

head of the institute. (Annexure I) 

 
 

-Study Design: Randomized control trial 

 
 

-Study Setting: Physiotherapy OPD setup 

 
 
 

-Sample Size: This study being a randomized controlled trial computer generated 

random allocation plan was prepared in which a sample of 80 subjects were allocated 

to 2 groups – 40 patients in experimental group and 40 subjects in control group. As it 

is a single blind randomized controlled trial, patients were blinded from the treatment 

procedure 

 
 

Sample size was calculated on the basis of previous published study Ssu-Yu Chang et 

al.Exercise Alters Gait Pattern but Not Knee Load in Patients with Knee Osteoarthritis. 

BioMed Research International.(2016) Assuming confidence interval 95%, mean and 

standard deviation values. Sample is calculated using OPEN EPI DATA software. 
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-Type of Sampling: Simple random sampling 

 
 

-Target Population: Diagnosed cases of OA knee coming to Physiotherapy OPD 

 
 

Duration of study: 12 months 

 
 

Dependant Variables: 

 
-NPRS scores 

 
-WOMAC scores 

 
-Hip and knee muscle strength 

 
-Kinematic gait variation 

 
 
 
 

Independent Variables: -Age 

 
-Gender 

 
 

 

Outcome measures:  
 
 NPRS scores 

 

 WOMAC scores 
 

 Hip and Knee muscle strength 
 

 Kinematic gait variation 
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Inclusion Criteria:  
 

 Both genders 
 

 45 yrs and above 
 

 Kellgren Lawrence grades more than 2( Annexure III B) 
 

 Able to walk without assistive device. 
 

Exclusion Criteria: 
 

 History of musculoskeletal injury or surgery to lower limb since 1 year. 
 

 History of neurological condition affecting lower limb. 

 
 

MATERIALS: 
 

- Jamar dynamometer (Photo 1 ) 

 
- WOMAC index 

 
- Weight cuffs ( Photo 2) 

 
- Soft pads ( Photo 3) 

 
- Stabilization belt ( Photo 4) 

 
- Gait analyzer 

 
- Pen 

 
- Paper 

 
- Plinth 
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METHODOLOGY: 

 
-Patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria were selected, protocol and procedures of the 

study was explained to the patients and participation was confirmed by obtaining a 

written consent from each patient. (Annexure III A) 

- Documentation of demographic data and anthropometric data will be done. 
 

- NRPS Scores: 
 

Intensity of the pain was assessed using Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS). Patient 

would be asked to mark their perception of pain on the scale. NPRS consist of scoring 

scale of 10 points where 

0- no pain and 
 

10 – Unbearable pain. ( Annexure III C ) 
 

- WOMAC Scores: 
 

Patients were asked to fill in Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis 

Index (WOMAC) which will be used to evaluate the condition of patients with OA of 

knee. It comprises three components: pain, stiffness, physical function. Patient will be 

scoring all the three parameters on scale of 0-4 where, ( Annexure III D) 

0- None 
 

1- Mild 
 

2- Moderate 
 

3- Severe 
 

4- Extreme 
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-Strength Measurement: 
 

-Strength of hip and knee muscles will be measure using Jamar dynamometer. Strength 

for hip and knee muscles were measured pre strengthening protocol and post 

strengthening protocol. 

-Strength for hip and knee muscles were assessed in patient and therapist positions in 

testing positions similar to standard Manual Muscle Testing Positions. 

i) Group of muscles: Hip Flexors (Photo 5) 

 
 

Patient position: Supine lying 

 
 

Therapist position: Standing on the test leg side 

 
 

Testing position: Subject was asked to lift the leg. The examiner applied counter force 

to produce an isometric contraction through the dynamometer in the direction of 

extension. 

Stabilization: at pelvis with stabilization belt 

 
 

ii) Group of muscles: Hip Extensors ( Photo 6) 

 
 

Patient position: Prone lying 

 
 

Therapist position: Patient was asked to lift the leg. The examiner applied counter 

force to produce an isometric contraction through the dynamometer in the direction of 

hip flexion. 

Testing position: Patient extends hip against the downward counter force produced 

by dynamometer 

 
Stabilization: at pelvis with stabilization belt 
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iii) Group of muscles: Hip Adductors ( Photo 7) 

 
 

Patient position: Side lying 

 
 

Therapist position: Standing on the test leg side behind the patient at level of knee 

 
 

Testing position Patient was asked to lift the leg. The examiner applied counter force 

to produce an isometric contraction through the dynamometer in the direction of 

abduction. 

 

 
Stabilization: body weight stabilizes the resting extremity 

 
 

iv) Group of muscles: Hip Abductors (Photo 8) 

 
 

Patient position: Side lying 

 
 

Therapist position: Standing on the test leg side behind the leg 

 
 

Testing position: Patient abducts hip against the downward counter force produced 

by Dynamometer 

 
Stabilization: body weight stabilizes the resting extremity 

 
 

v) Group of muscles: Quadriceps ( Photo 9) 

 
 

Patient position: High sitting on couch 

 
 

Therapist position: Half kneeling on the side of the test leg side 
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Testing position: Patient was asked to extend the knee without moving the limb, the 

pressure was given in the direction of knee flexion. 

Stabilization: body weight stabilizes the pelvis 

 
vi) Group of muscles: Hamstrings ( Photo 10) 

 
 

Patient position: Prone lying with knee flexed and feet out of couch 

 
 

Therapist position: Standing on the test leg side behind the leg 

 
 

Testing position: Patient was asked to do knee flexion without moving the limb, the 

pressure was given in the direction of knee extension 

 
Stabilization: at pelvis with stabilization belt. 

 

 
-Gait Analysis: 

 

- Patients were instructed and prepared for gait analysis. Four wearable 

sensors were placed on patients with help of adhesive tape and Velcro 

straps. Sensors were  placed by color coded sequence mentioned as per 

user manual on the well defined landmarks as followed: (Photo 19 (a) (b) (c) ) 

- Green – posterior superior iliac spine 
 

- Blue –lateral thigh 
 

- Red – anterior leg 
 

- Yellow – dorsum of foot 

 
Sensors were switched on and analyzer was programmed to record the readings. 
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-Patients were instructed to walk at self selected speed to complete the distance of 

 

1.5 meters of force plate and kinematic variables of gait were recorded using gait 

analyzer .Pre strengthening protocol score was be recorded. After 6 weeks, post 

strengthening gait analysis was done.(Photo 17 ) 

-Gait Analyzer Details: 
 

 

Gait analyzer used for the assessment of the gait analysis of the patient consist of 6 

sensors, force plate of 1.5 m and video graphic analysis.(Photo 12) 

Name of the analyzer: RM INGENIERIE 

Sensors: BIOVAL 

Force plate: Vim track 

Software: Sycamore 

- Strengthening Protocol: 

 
 

-Group A (hip and knee strengthening) performed progressive resisted exercises 

(PRE) for hip and knee strengthening exercises by Delorme and Watkins technique 

(Photos 11, 12.13.14,15,16) 

 

-Group B (knee strengthening) performed regular institutional exercise protocol which 

included static strengthening exercises for quadriceps and hamstrings, strengthening for 

knee muscles and closed kinetic chain exercises. 
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-Exercises were started after calculating 1RM for the patient with ½ kg weight cuffs, 

which were gradually increased to 1kg. Further resistance was increased to 1 ½ kgs. 

Increment of ½ kg weight was done after every 2 weeks for 6 weeks. 

-Low resistance exercise training was preferred because osteoarthritis is a painful 

condition and a higher resistance exercises may induce patient’s symptoms. The patient 

had to repeat each exercise for 15 times. The sets and frequency for strengthening 

exercises were 3 sets and twice daily for 5 days per week. 

After 6weeks NPRS, WOMAC index, strength and gait analysis was measured for both 

group A and group B. The collected data was analyzed statistically. 
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Permission from Head of the Institute 

Selection of the patients 

according to inclusion criteria 

NPRS scores, strength of hip and knee 

muscles WOMAC index and Gait analysis for 

both the groups were taken after 6 weeks 

Data was obtained 

Flow chart for the procedure: 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Group B (n=40) Group A (n=40) 

Approval from the ethical 

committee 
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Photograph .1: Jamar Dynamometer 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Photograph.2: Weight cuffs 
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Photograph .3: Soft Pads 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Photograph .4: Stabilizing Belt 
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Photograph 5: Strength for Hip Flexors 
 
 

 

 

 
Photograph .6: Strength for Hip Extensors 
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Photograph 7: Strength for Hip Abductors 
 

 

 
Photograph 8: Strength for Hip Adductors 
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Photograph .9: Strength for Quadriceps 
 

Photograph.10: Strength for Hamstring 
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Photograph 11: Progressive resisted exercise for Hip Flexors 
 
 

 

 

 
Photograph 12: Progressive Resisted Exercise for Hip Extensors 
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Photograph 13: Progressive Resisted Exercise for Hip Abductors 
 
 

 

Photograph 14: Progressive Resisted Exercise for Hip Adductors 
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Photograph 15: Progressive Resisted Exercise for Quadriceps 
 
 

 

Photograph 16: Progressive Resisted Exercise for Hamstrings 
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Photograph 17: sensors used in gait analyzer 
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Photograph 18 : Force plate and walkway 
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Photograph 19 (a) Placement of sensors in anterior view 
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Photograph 19 (b) placement of sensor in lateral view 
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Photograph 19 (c)Placement of electrodes in posterior view 
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Photograph 20 : Patient walking at self selected speed 
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DATA ANALYSIS: 

 

-Data was entered in Microsoft excel word sheet and analyzed with STATA version 10.0 

 

-For analysis of pre and post hip and knee muscle strength,WOMAC scores, NPRS 

Scores, and kinematic gait variables tests used in statistical analysis are: 

1. Chi squared test 
 

2. Paired’ test 
 

3. Unpaired’ test 
 

-  Level of significance: p<0.05 is considered as statistical significance in all 

variables. 

Chi squared test: 
 

 To see association between both genders and distribution across the 

population. 

 To explore distribution of age group for more than 45 years of age in 

population. 

 To examine distribution of population according to K-L grade. 
 

Paired t test: 
 

 To compare pre and post intervention changes in values of NPRS 

scores,WOMAC scores, Hip and knee muscle strength and Gait parameters 

Unpaired t test: 
 

 To compare mean difference between group A and group B pre and post 

intervention 

 Dependant Variables: 
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- NPRS scores 

 
-WOMAC scores 

 
-Hip and knee muscle strength 

 
-Kinematic gait variation 

 
 

 Independent Variables: -Age 

 
 

-Gender 
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RESULTS: 

 
-Total number of participants included in the study was 80 patients who were diagnosed 

cases of Knee Osteoarthritis. Patients were more aged more than 45 years of age and 

divide into two groups: 

GROUP A =40 (Hip and Knee muscle strengthening) 

 
 

GROUP B = 40 (Knee strengthening) 

 
 

-Pre-intervention and post-intervention effect was evaluated using numeric pain rating 

scale (NPRS), Western Ontario McMaster University Index – Modified Pune Vesion 

(WOMAC) and Gait Parameters using Gait Analyzer 

Following are the observation and results of the study: 

 

AGE: 

 

-Number of participants in age group of less than 45 years in Group A (Hip and Knee 

muscle strengthening) are 5 and in Group B (Knee strengthening) are 6. 

Number of participants found in age group 51-60 years in Group A (Hip and Knee 

muscle strengthening) are 16 and in Group B (Knee strengthening) are 12. 

 
 

Number of participants found in age group 61-70 years in Group A (Hip and Knee 

muscle strengthening) are 13 and in Group B (Knee strengthening) are 11. 

 
 

Number of participants found in age group ≥71 years in Group A (Hip and Knee muscle 

strengthening) and in Group B (Knee strengthening) are 4 each. 
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-There is no statistical significance found in age distribution with chi square value of 
 

0.284 (Table 1, Graph 1) 

 

-Mean age distribution and standard deviation in group A is 60.25±7.53 and Mean in 

group B is 59.82±7.67(Table 2,Graph 2) 

 
 

Gender: 
 

In this study, distribution of sample population showed 42.50% of female and 57.50% of 

male population. There were 17 Males and 23 Females participating in the study. Non 

significant chi square value suggests that gender does not affect outcome measures 

assessed in this study. (Table 3, Graph3) 

 
 

Kellgren –Lauren Grades (K-L Grade): 

 

37.5% of patients were found in Grade 2 K-L Grade (Group A : 15,Group B: 11 ) and 

45%of patients in Grade3 (Group A : 18,Group B: 20 ). 

18 % of patients in Grade 4 Group A : 7,Group B: 9 )Chi square value calculated was = 

0.9706 . no statistically significant values obtained (Table 4,Graph 4) 

 
 

NRPS Scores: 
 

Pre-intervention pain intensity on numeric pain rating scale (NPRS) for Group A was 
 

7.05 ±1.08 which reduced to 2.65±1.46 after performing strengthening protocol. 
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Whereas in Group B was 7.45 ±1.17 which reduced to 3.55±1.46 after following 

institutional protocol. There was statistically significant change pain intensity in both the 

groups. (p value < 0.005) (Table 4 and 5, Graph 5) 

 
 

As statistical improvement in mean pain intensity score was noted with decrease in 

mean score value in both the groups from, hence both the intervention are considered 

effective. (p value <0.005) 

WOMAC scores: 

 

-When intergroup comparion of Modified WOMAC disability score was done in Group  

A, observed mean score of 59±5.51 reduced to 50.42±5.54. And WOMAC scores for 

Group B were 55.2±5.96 reduced to 47.82 ±5.59 with p value <0.005.(Table 7) 

When between the groups comparison was done in Group A and Group B the Mean  

SD pre strengthening was 8.57±2.44 which reduced to 7.37 ±2.75 with p value =0.04 

Hence, statistically significant improvement was noted with strenghthening protocol in 

both the groups with more imrovement seen in Group B (Table 8, Graph 6) 
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Effect of strengthening on Hip and Knee muscles: 
 

 

HIP FLEXORS: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Hip flexor muscle was done in Group A,  observed  

mean SD of 9.95±1.16 increased to 13.05±1.88. And values for Group B were 

9.67±1.45 increased to 9.77 ±1.52 with p value <0.005.(Table 9) 

When v between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 3.1±0.92 which reduced to 0.1 ±0.3 with p value = 

0.000 (Table 10,Graph 7) 

 

Hence, statistically significant improvement was noted strenghthening protocol in both 

the groups but being more significant in group A. 

HIP EXTENSORS: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Hip Extensor muscle was done in Group A, observed 

mean SD of 8.87±1.68 improved to 12.32±1.92 And values for Group B  were  

8.77±1.59 improved to 10.5±1.45 with p value <0.005.(Table 11) 

When between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 3.45±0.81 which reduced to 1.75±0.87 post 

strengthening with p value = 0.000(Table 12,Graph 8) Hence, statistically significant 

improvement was noted post strenghthening protocol in both the groups. 
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HIP ADDUCTORS: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Hip Adductor muscle was done in Group A,pre 

intervention observed mean SD of 6.87±1.52 improved to 9.8 ± 1.58 . And values for 

Group B were 8.77±1.59 improved to 10.8±1.43 with p value <0.005.(Table 13) 

When between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 2.92±1.4 which reduced to 2.15± 1.7 post 

strengthening with p value = 0.029(Table 14,Graph 9) Thus. statistically significant 

improvement was noted strenghthening protocol in both the groups. 

HIP ABDUCTOR: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Hip Abductor muscle was done in Group A,pre 

intervention observed mean SD of 7.42±1.59 improved to 10.07 ±1.81. And values for 

Group B were 8.72 ±1.56 improved to 10.6±1.29 with p value <0.005.(Table 15) 

When between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 2.65±0.66 which reduced to 1.87±0.79 post 

strengthening with p value = 0.000 (Table 16,Graph 10) Thus. statistically significant 

improvement was noted strenghthening protocol in both the groups 

QUADRICEPS: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Qudriceps group of muscle was done in Group A,pre 

ntervention observed mean SD of 7.62±1.58 improved to 10.22±2.08 . And the values 

for Group B were 8.75±1.49 reduced to 10.82±1.51 with p value <0.005 .(Table 17) 
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When between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 2.6±1.56 which reduced to 2.07±0.79 post 

strengthening with p value = 0.0625 (Table 18,Graph 11) Thus, statistically not 

significant. 

 
 

 
HAMSTRINGS: 

 

When intergroup comparion of Hamstrings group of muscle was done in Group A,pre 

intervention observed mean SD of 7.57±1.44 improved to 10.75 ±1.51. And values for 

Group B were 8.67±1.63 improved 10.77±1.49 th p value <0.005.(Table 19) 

When between the groups comparison was done between Group A and Group B the 

Mean SD pre strengthening was 2.65±0.66 which reduced to 1.87±0.79 post 

strengthening with p value = 0.001 (Table 20,Graph 12) Thus. statistically significant 

improvement was noted strenghthening protocol in both the group. 

Gait Parameters: 
 

 

Cadence: 

 

On analysing readings for Cadence pre and post strengthtning protocol inter group, 

mean SD 80.8±1.03 increased to 81.85 ±0.61 for Group A, and increased from 

80.0±1.06 to 81.75±0.07 in Group B with p value =0.00.(table 21) 

When between the groups analysis was done between Group A and Group B, Mean 
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SD reduced from 1.04±0.63 to 0.99±0.59 with p value = 0.472 i.e., more than 

0.005hence not statistically significant (table 22, graph 13) 

Though the mean change from pre to post cadence measurements were more in 

Group A as compared to Group B ,but was not significant statistically. 

Step Length: 

 

On analysing readings for step length pre and post strengthtning protocol inter group, 

mean SD 45.75±4.86 increased to 48.08 ±4.42 for Group A, and increased from 

46.22±5.03 to 48.4±4.58 in Group B with p value =0.00.(table 23) 

When between the groups analysis was done between Group A and Group B, Mean  

SD reduced from 2.32±1.01 to 2.17±1.03 with p value = 0.517 i.e., more than 0.005 

hence not statistically significant. (table 24, graph 14) 

Stride Length: 

 

On analysing readings for step length pre and post strengthtning protocol inter group, 

mean SD 1.09±0.01 for Group A and 1.09 ±0.01 Group B with p value =0.00.(table 25) 

When between the groups analysis was done between Group A and Group B, Mean  

SD 0.0005±0.002 with no significant p value (table 26 graph 15) 

Walking velocity: 

 

On analysing readings for walking velocitty pre and post strengthtning protocol inter 

group, mean SD 0.62±0.06 for Group A and 0.62±0.06 Group B with p value =0.(table 

27) 
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When between the groups analysis was done between Group A and Group B, Mean  

SD 40 with no significant p value, statistically not significant. (Table 28 graph 16) 

Single limb support time: 

 

On analysing readings for single leg support time pre and post strengthtning protocol 

inter group, mean SD for Group A and 0.02±0 Group B with p value =0.00.(table 29) 

When between the groups analysis was done between Group A and Group B, Mean  

SD 0.0005±0.002 with no significant p value (table 30,graph 17) 



 

 
 

 

Table1. Distribution of sample population in both groups according to its age: 
 
 
 

 
 GROUP TOTAL 

GROUP A GROUP B  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AGE 

 
 
≤50 

Number 

 
patients 

of  
 
5 

 
 
6 

 
11 

% with age 12.5 15 27.5 

 
 
51-60 

Number 

 
patients 

of  
 
18 

 
 
19 

 
37 

% with age 45 47.5 92.5 

 
 
61-70 

Number 

 
patients 

of  
13 

 
11 

 
24 

% with age 32.5 27.5 60 

 
 
≥70 

Number 

 
patients 

of  
4 

 
4 

 
8 

% with age 10 10 20 

 
 
TOTAL 

 Number 

 
patients 

of  
40 

 
40 

 
80 

% with age 100 100 100 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 1: Distribution of population in both groups according to its age: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chi Squared value =0.2846, p =0.963 

 
Amongst the groups, age is comparable as p value is not significant 

Figure : Distribution of patients by age groups 
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Table 2: Comparison of mean age between Group A and Group B 
 
 
 

Mean age (years) by groups 

Variable No. Mean Sd 

Group A 40 60.25 7.53 

Group B 40 59.82 7.67 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Graph2: Distribution of age among population 

 

Mean age in group A =60.25 and in Group B =59.82 
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Table3: Distribution of population according to gender in Group A and Group B 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sex 

 
 
Group A 

 
 
Group B 

 
 
Total 

 
 
% 

 
 

Male 

 
 
17 

 
 
17 

 
 

40 

 
 
42.5 

 
 

Female 

 
 
23 

 
 
23 

 
 

40 

 
 
57.5 

 
 

 

 

Graph 3: Distribution of population according to gender in Group A and Group B 

 

 42.5% of female and 57.50% of male population. There were 17 Males and 23 Females 
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Table 4: Distribution of sample population in both groups acccording to KL grade 
 

 

GRADE GROUP A GROUP B TOTAL 

Grade II 15 11 26 

Grade III 18 20 38 

Grade IV 7 9 16 

 
 

 

 

Graph 4.Distribution of sample population in both groups according to KL grades 

Patients of KL grade III were  45% of the total population, Grade II were 37%and 

Grade IV were 18 % 

Distribution of population according to KL 
grades 
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Table 5: Effect of strengthening on pain intensity in Group A and Group B 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean NPRS in groups 

 
Variable 

Group A Group b 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 7.05 1.08 40 7.45 1.17 

Post 40 2.65 1.46 40 3.55 1.46 

P values 0.0001 0.0001 

Table 6: Mean Difference of pre-post NRPS in the groups 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post NRPS in groups 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

A 40 2.65 1.46 

B 40 3.55 1.55 

P values 0.009 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Graph 5: Mean NPRS scores across the group 
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Table 7: Effect of strengthening on WOMAC scores in Group A and Group B 
 

 

Table: Pre-post comparisons of Mean WM by two 

 
groups 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 59 5.51 40 55.2 5.96 

Post 40 50.42 5.54 40 47.82 5.59 

P values 0.001 0.001 

 

 

Table 8: Mean Difference of pre-post WOMAC in the groups 

 
Mean Difference of pre-post WOMAC in groups 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

A 40 8.57 2.44 

B 40 7.37 2.75 

P values 0.0427 

Mean Difference of pre-post WOMAC 
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Table 9: Mean Difference of pre-post hip flexor strength in the groups 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Hip Flexor Strength 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 9.95 1.61 40 9.67 1.45 

Post 40 13.05 1.88 40 9.77 1.52 

P values 0.0000 0.0440 

 
 
 

Table 10 : Pre –post comparison of hip flexor in the groups 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Hip Flexor 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 3.1 0.92 

2 40 0.1 0.3 

P values 0.0000 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Graph 7: Pre-post comparisons of hip flexors in group 
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Table 11: Mean Difference of Pre-post comparisons of Hip Extensor Strength 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Hip Extensor Strength 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 8.87 1.68 40 8.77 1.59 

Post 40 12.32 1.92 40 10.5 1.45 

P values 0.0000 0.000 

 
 

 

Table 12: Pre-post comparisons of Hip Extensor Strength in the Groups 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Hip Extensor Strength 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

A 40 3.45 0.81 

B 40 1.72 0.87 

P values 0.0000 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 8: Pre- post comparison of Hip extensor in groups 
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Table 13: Pre-post comparisons of Hip Adductor 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Hip Adductor 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 6.87 1.52 40 8.65 2 

Post 40 9.8 1.58 40 10.8 1.43 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 14 : Mean Difference of pre-post Hip Adductor 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Hip Adductor 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 2.92 1.4 

2 40 2.15 1.7 

P values 0.0292 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 9: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hip Adductor 
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Table 15: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hip Abductor 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hip Abductor 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 7.42 1.59 40 8.72 1.56 

Post 40 10.07 1.81 40 10.6 1.29 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 16 : Mean Difference of pre- post Hip Adductor 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Hip Abductor 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 2.65 0.66 

2 40 1.87 0.79 

P values 0.0000 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 10: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hip Adductor in groups 
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Table 17: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Quadriceps strength in groups 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Quadriceps in groups 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 7.62 1.58 40 8.75 1.49 

Post 40 10.22 2.08 40 10.82 1.51 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 18 : Mean Difference of pre-post Quadriceps strength 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Quadriceps 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 2.6 1.56 

2 40 2.07 0.79 

P values 0.0625 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 11: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Quadriceps strength 
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Table 19: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hamstrings strength in groups 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hamstrings strength 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 7.57 1.44 40 8.67 1.63 

Post 40 10.75 1.51 40 10.77 1.49 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 20 : Mean Difference of pre-post Hamstrings strength 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Hamstrings 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 2.6 0.7 

2 40 2.1 0.67 

P values 0.0018 



 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hamstring 
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Graph 12: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Hamstring strength 



 

Table 21: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Cadence in group 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Cadence in group 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 80.8 1.03 40 80.8 1.06 

Post 40 81.85 0.61 40 81.75 0.7 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 22: Mean Difference of pre-post Cadence 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Cadence 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 1.04 0.63 

2 40 0.94 0.59 

P values 0.4726 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Graph 13: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Cadence in groups 
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Table 23: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Step length in groups 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Step length in groups 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 45.75 4.86 40 46.22 5.03 

Post 40 48.08 4.42 40 48.4 4.58 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 24: Mean Difference of pre-post Step length 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post Step 
 

length 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 2.32 1.01 

2 40 2.17 1.03 

P values 0.5170 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph14: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Step Length 
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Table 25: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Stride length 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Stride length 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 1.09 0.01 40 1.09 0.01 

Post 40 1.09 0.01 40 1.09 0.01 

P values 0.1599 0.1599 

 
 
 

Table 26: Mean Difference of pre-post Stride length 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post 
 

Stride length 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 0.0005 0.002 

2 40 0.0005 0.002 

P values 1.0000 



 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Stride length 
in groups 
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Graph 15: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Stride length in group 
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Table 27 : Pre-post comparisons of Mean Walking velocity 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Walking velocity 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 0.62 0.06 40 0.62 0.06 

Post 40 0.62 0.06 40 0.62 0.06 

P values - - 

 
 
 

Table 28: Mean Difference of pre-post Walking velocity 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post 
 

Walking velocity 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 0 0 

2 40 0 0 

P values - 
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Graph 16: Pre-post comparisons of Mean Walking velocity in groups 



 

Table 29: Table: Pre-post comparisons of Mean SST by two groups 
 

 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Single Support time 

 
Variable 

Group A Group B 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Pre 40 0.6 0.09 40 0.6 0.09 

Post 40 0.64 0.09 40 0.63 0.09 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 
 
 

Table 30: Mean Difference of pre-post Single support time 
 

 

Mean Difference of pre-post 
 

Single support time 

 
Group 

pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 40 0.03 0.01 

2 40 0.02 0 

P values 0.1057 



 

Pre-post comparisons of Mean Single Support 
time in groups 
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Graph 17:Mean single support time 
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DISCUSSION: 

 

Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is one of the major sources of disability and 

reduced quality of life in large number of population. With high prevalence rate and 

sedentary life styles, its present day prevalence is seen in young population too. 

Patients with knee OA frequently report symptoms of knee pain and stiffness as well as 

difficulty in performing activities of daily living, such as walking, stair climbing and 

housekeeping which can lead to loss of functional independence and a profound 

reduction in quality of life(1,2).
 

Present study is a randomized control trial conducted to document the 

effectiveness of hip muscle strengthening on kinematic gait variables in patient with 

osteoarthritis(OA) of knee. Radha M.S and Gangadhar M.R conducted(2015) a 

prevalence of OA in Indian city by assessing demographic data, WOMAC scores, BMI 

scores and ESR values. The target population included for the study was in age group 

between 40-65 years, diagnosed cases of knee OA. Prevalence of OA in India is 

reported to be in the range of 17-60.6%.(1,2) . The prevalence of OA increases 

indefinitely with age, because the condition is not reversible. Men are affected more 

often than women among those aged <45 years, whereas women are affected more 

frequently among those aged >55 years.(1,2,3,4,5) Thus,literature supports the age range 

selection for the study i.e. more than 45 years of age. In current study age does not 

alter the outcome measures. 
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With varied prevalence of the knee OA across the gender, in current study there was 

statistically non significant values obtained, gender do not affect the parameters to be 

assessed for the current study. According to Burden of Musculoskeletal Diseases Bone 

and Joint Decade 10% of men and 13% of women are affected by knee O.A, whose 

number is likely to increase due to aging of population, excessive sedentary lifestyle 

and obesity21. 

Subjective evaluation of pain done using NPRS Scores (table4) showed 

significant difference (p=0.000) between the pre and post intervention in both the 

groups in the study. Inter-group analysis showed significant difference (table6) in pain 

The current study can be correlated with the study conducted by Bennell L K et al 

found that there was a significant improvement in pain and physical function in patients 

with osteoarthritis after a supervised strengthening programme for the knee joint and 

improvement in gait parameters assessed. As statistical improvement (p=0.009) in 

mean pain intensity score was noted with decrease in mean score value in both the 

groups from, hence both the intervention are considered effective in reducing pain. 

 
 

The Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) 

is a widely used measure of symptoms and physical disability originally developed for 

people with osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip and/or knee. The WOMAC index includes 

assessment of pain during five functional activities. Post intervention analysis showed 

,significant decrease in pain in both groups (table 7,8) Statistical analysis between the 

groups showed a higher reduction of pain in group A than in group B, which is 

statistically significant. the mean sd values for the Group A improved more as compared 
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to Group B .This result proves that hip strengthening can provide a greater improvement 

in physical function related pain, which can be proposed due to the change in altered 

mechanics of knee joint associated with osteoarthritis. The finding can be correlated 

with the study conducted by Bennell KL et al showing a significant improvement in pain 

and physical function in the experimental group which was given hip strengthening 

exercises when compared with the control group. 

 
 

 
Muscle weakness is a common feature of knee OA having significant impact on 

pain and physical function. Patients with knee OA tend to have reduced muscle strength 

as a consequence of reductions in physical activity and pain inhibition. Muscle fibre 

atrophy (loss of cross-sectional area) and inhibition of muscle activation are important 

mechanisms underlying muscle weakness in OA. Atrophy may result from relative 

disuse due to reduced activity levels in people with knee OA. Muscle function becomes 

less efficient as age advances, which means older muscles generate less force than 

younger muscles. Exercise is alone of the important component of the management of 

knee osteoarthritis which is commonly restricted to strengthening of the quadriceps and 

hamstring muscles. Muscle strengthening results in, increase in the cross sectional area 

of the muscle, muscle bulk and number of muscle fibers’. This results in increase in 

muscle strength and decrease in pain . Ssu Yu Chang et al in study their suggested 

that strengthening the muscle around knee joint ,improves gait patterns and makes 

walking easier for the patient with knee OA. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Bennell%20KL%22%5BAuthor%5D
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Following the guidelines of Delorme’s strengthening protocol for progressive 

resistive exercises, were performed for hip and knee by Group A and only for knee by 

Group B by using weight cuff. on assessing the strength for all the group hip muscles 

and knee muscles, both the group showed significant difference in strength measured 

for the muscles. In between the group comparison in Group A and Group B showed 

Quadriceps and Hamstrings strength were see more increased in Group B as only 

those were targeted .Group A and Group B also demonstrated increased hip flexor, hip 

extensor, hip adductor and hip abductor muscle strengths statistically significant also. 

Various studied have proved that people with knee OA have increased knee 

adduction moment. The external knee adduction moment is an indirect measure of load 

in the medial compartment of the tibiofemoral joint, which is an important and widely 

accepted biomechanical marker of knee load. Greater knee adduction moment results 

in decrease physical activity. The external knee adduction moment determines load 

distribution across the medial and lateral tibial plateau. (6,7,8,9)
 

In current study, patients were also assessed for pre and post strengthening 

kinematic gait variable in patients with osteoarthritis of knee. Parameters assessed 

include stride length, step length, cadence, walking velocity and single support time. 

Kinematic variable are distance and time based variables of the gait cycle. These 

parameters are easily altered due reduced muscle strength and improper axial joint 

loading. In this study, in between comparison for Group A and Group B showed 

statistically showed no significant values for any of the parameters (tables 21-30) 
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But there is indication that the hypothesis of the experimental group (Group A) having 

better results in terms of Mean Cadence and Step length values as compared to control 

group (Group B) may be true but has not been not being substantiated statistically due 

to small sample size. If the studies are done with large sample size specific objective or 

hypothesis than statistically significant results may be observed. 

Jayalath J.L.R, Dassanayake T.D.M.S.B, Dissanayake M.M concluded that diseased 

knee OA patients had reduced single support time, step length, walking velocity and 

cadence and there was an increase in the walking base. During the pathological 

process of osteoarthritis, degenerative changes occur in the knee joint, causing knee 

joint laxity, resulting in decreased muscle activation. It becomes difficult to compensate 

body weight during the gait cycle; hence the body tries to keep the next step to 

overcome the difficulty as a result reducing the step length. Reduced step length cause 

reduction in walking velocity and cadence. Thus, change in mean values of the 

cadence and step length is indicative of hypothesis having better results. 

 
 

The hip muscles, particularly the abductors, play an important role in stabilization of the 

pelvis and trunk. Indeed, movement of the contra lateral pelvis or lateral leaning of the 

trunk over the stance limb, which may occur as a result of hip muscle weakness, has 

been suggested to adversely influence the magnitude of the knee adduction moment. 

The hip abductor and adductor muscle strength is important for reducing the knee 

adduction moment. During walking, these muscles stabilise the pelvis on the hip joint in 

the frontal plane. The position of the pelvis can alter the position of the body's centre of 

mass and thereby alter loads at the knee joint. Previous studies have shown that 
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people with a lower external hip adduction moment (suggesting weaker hip abductor 

muscles) demonstrated more rapid knee OA progression. Thus, increasing the strength 

(force-generating capacity) of the hip abductor muscles and controlling the pelvis in the 

frontal plane might reduce joint loading and have a disease-modifying effect. 

Group A performed hip and knee strengthening and Group B performed only knee 

muscle strengthening for 6 weeks. As hip muscle plays important role in maintaining 

lower limb kinematics, various studies are have stated that hip muscles weakness play 

important role in altering kinetics and kinematics of gait thus reducing loads on knee 

joint buy altering the muscle activation and muscle strength. 

In this current study an attempt was made to study most commonly affected 

joint by osteoarthritis i.e. knee joint and importance of muscle specific strengthening 

protocol to improve physical functioning of the knee OA patient. With no significant 

difference seen in gait parameters statically for in the between the group comparison, 

larger sample is required to obtained statically significant values. Both the stengthtening 

protocols are effective in reducing pain improving physical function but Group A which 

performed hip and knee muscle strengthening protocol showed changes in gait 

parameters . 
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CONCLUSION: 

 

A randomized controlled trial was conducted on 80 clinically diagnosed cases of 

osteoarthritis (OA) of knee. Patients were randomly grouped into Group A and Group 

B with 40 in each group aged more than 45 years of age, radiologically diagnosed 

cases of KL grades (more than grade 2). Pre and post values for NRPS scores, 

WOMAC Scores, strength for hip and knee muscles and kinematic gait variables were 

calculated. Patients showed significant decrease in was Numeric pain rating scale score 

and Modified WOMAC scores (p>0.005) in between the group comparisons. Strength 

improved in both the groups with hip muscle strength (p>0.005)having improved more 

for Group A and knee muscle strength more in Group B . 

Kinematic gait variables were not found statistically significant but Mean SD values for 

Cadence and Step length improved in Group A as compared to Group B indicating that 

hypothesis fulfilling for Group A as larger sample size is required for statistically 

significant results representing the population. In this study both the protocols were 

effective in reducing pain and improving functional mobility by altering gait parameters 

by border line changes. Hence, effect of hip muscle strengthening is seen on kinematic 

gait variations in patients with osteoarthritis of knee. 
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LIMITATIONS: 

 

 In the present study the effectiveness of sagittal plane muscles (hip 

flexors, extensors) and frontal plane muscles (hip abductors and 

adductors) were studied. The role of transverse plane muscle (rotators) 

was not included. 

 Though the strengthening exercises for sagittal plane and frontal plane 

muscles showed significant improvement in the pain and physical function 

in patients with osteoarthritis of knee, the role of individual group was not 

studied. 

 Sample size of the target population was deficit to establish statistically 

significant results, hence further study is required to establish significant 

results 

 Knee OA patients were taken under one umbrella and not segregated 

based on unilateral or bilateral involvement and patellofemoral or 

tibiofemoral syndrome. Category specific research can be done. 

 Only kinematic variable were assessed for gait analysis , kinetic variables 

were not taken into consideration due to specification of gait analyzer 

setup 

 Body mass index (BMI) plays important role in altering obesity levels in 

patients with metabolic diseases. BMI can also be considered potential 

contributing factors in increasing joint loads on knee joint due to increased 

obesity, which was 

not taken in this study. 
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STRENGTHS: 

 

 This study attempted at establishing importance of using gait analysis as a 

potential tool for planning and assessment of knee OA patients to assign 

individualized treatment protocol. .

 Modified WOMAC scale (Pune version) is used to evaluate level of functional 

disability considering Indian population. There is no literature available using this 

outcome measure to analyze effect of hip muscle strengthening on kinematic 

variables of gait in knee O.A.

 Most participants of this study were educated and cooperative and maintained 

follow up till the end of the protocol.

 This study assessed to different type of strengthening protocol both of which are 

effective clinically.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATION: 

 

Large number of studies has investigated the effect of strengthening exercises on 

improving strength of knee muscles in patients with knee OA. Little attention has been 

paid to improve the strength of proximal muscles of lower limb such as hip muscles 

influencing gait cycle. 

In the present study, which focused on hip muscle strengthening in addition to 

knee strengthening to find out the effect on knee osteoarthritis showed significant 

improvement in pain, physical function and alterations in gait parameters after the 

progressive resisted exercises of hip muscles in people with knee OA? 

The present study clinically implies that hip muscles strength plays an important 

role in the mechanics of the lower limb. Hip muscle strengthening helped to reduce the 

knee adduction moment and improved peak knee angles at different phases of the gait, 

thereby improved the distribution of loading at the knee joint. 

Lower limb strengthening has recently received interest as an inexpensive 

treatment for knee OA due to its ability to reduce knee pain and improve physical 

function, and also because of its potential ability to reduce and alter knee joint loads 

during gait cycle. 
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SUMMARY: 

 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most prevalent form of arthritis and a leading cause of chronic 

disability between fourth and fifth decade of life. Prevalence of OA in India is reported to 

be in the range of 17- 60.6% and is the second largest osteoarthritis patient base with 

over 15 million affected out of which women forming a large mass of this population. 

Though incidence of osteoarthritis is high, the awareness about the disease is very low. 

Exercise represents one of the mainstays of therapy for knee OA. Lower limb 

strengthening exercises are an important component of the treatment for knee 

osteoarthritis (OA). A variety of exercise programs for knee OA have been described 

and many studies found out the effects of strengthening quadriceps for knee OA. Due to 

the lack of research little attention has been paid on strengthening hip muscles. 

Aim of the study was to study Effects of hip muscle strengthening on 

kinematic gait variations in patients with osteoarthritis of knee. A Randomized Control 

Trail was conducted on 80 patients in age group more than 45, both genders with knee 

OA selected according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Patients were divided into 

two groups that are group A and group B. Pain on NPRS, WOMAC Scores for functional 

disability and strength for hip and knee muscles with the help of jammer dynamometer 

were taken for both the groups. Group A performed knee strengthening in addition to  

hip strengthening exercises and Group B performed only knee strengthening exercises. 

Pain on NPRS scores WOMAC index, strength for hip and knee muscles and gait 

analysis were again taken after 6weeks. 
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The study showed that there was a significant difference in pain (p = 0.00) and physical 

function (p = 0.0005) in patients performing both hip and knee strengthening exercises. 

Gait variations were observed in group A performing hip muscle strengthening. Hip 

muscle strengthening along with knee muscle strengthening resulted in decrease in 

pain and improved physical function, strength in and alterations in gait variables patients 

with knee OA. 
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ANNEXURE I 

PERMISSION LETTER (A) 

To, 

 

The Head of Institute, 

 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

I, Miss  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request you 

to grant me permission to carry out my research work. My research topic is, 

“Effectiveness of kinesio taping on pain and functional disability in grade I and grade II 

unilateral knee osteoarthritis: A Randomized Controlled Trial.” 

For this purpose, I would be utilizing the institution and the equipments required for the 

same would be kept in the same premises and the subjects would be studied in the 

institution. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
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PERMISSION LETTER (B) 
 

To, 

 

The Chairman, 

Ethical Committee 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

 

I, Miss  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request 
 

you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. 

 

My research topic is, “Effectiveness of kinesio taping on pain and functional disability in 

grade I and grade II unilateral knee osteoarthritis: A Randomized Controlled Trial.” 

I promise that the ethics as well as subjects care shall be duly complied. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
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ANNEXURE II (A) 

 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

 

I am willing to participate voluntarily 
 

as a subject for the dissertation entitled “Effectiveness of kinesio taping on pain and 

functional disability in grade I and grade II unilateral knee osteoarthritis: Randomized 

Controlled Trial”. 

I have been informed regarding the nature of study and the duration of work. I have no 

objection to undertake the required procedure and to undergo various testing 

procedures pertaining to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me, that I would be treated well without any 

untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality are protected. 

 
 
 
 
 

Signature of the Subject 

 
 
 

 
Place: 
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ANNEXURE II (B) 
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ANNEXURE II (C) 
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Annexure III (A) 

 

Parameters for assessment of study outcome. 
 

 

PROFORMA 

 
 

NAME- 

AGE- 

SEX- 

HEIGHT- 

WEIGHT- 

BMI- 

OCCUPATION- 

RESIDENCE- 

CONTACT NO.- 

DATE OF EVALUTION- 
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Annexure III (B) 

 
 

Kellgren-Lawrence Grading Scale 

 

Grade 1: doubtful narrowing of joint space and possible osteophytic 
lipping 

Grade 2: definite osteophytes, definite narrowing of joint space 

Grade 3: moderate multiple osteophytes, definite narrowing of joints 
space, some sclerosis and possible deformity of bone contour 

 
Grade 4: large osteophytes, marked narrowing of joint space, severe 

sclerosis and definite deformity of bone contour 
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Annexure III (C) 

NUMERICAL PAIN RATING SCALE: 

The Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) is a unidimensional measure of pain intensity. 

 

The NPRS is a segmented numeric version of the visual analog scale (VAS) in which 

an individual selects a whole number (0–10 integers) that best reflects the intensity of 

the pain. 

The common format is a horizontal bar or line. 

 

Individuals have to mark or circle the number over the scale according to the severity of 

the pain experienced currently. 

SCORING: 
 

0-No pain 
 

1-3:Mild pain. 
 

4-6:Moderate pain. 

7-10:Severe pain. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

NPRS SCALE. 
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 GROUP A – EXPERIMENTAL GROUP- GAIT PARAMETERS  

 

SR.N 
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CAD 
pre 
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post 

SL 
pre 

SL 
Post 

S Lgth 
pre 

S Lgth 
post 

WV 
PRE 

WV 
POST 

SST 
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SST 
post 

 
1 

 
79.52 

 
81.48 

 
48.5 

 
50.5 

 
1.08 

 
1.08 
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0.47 
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81.5 
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GROUP B- CONTROL GROUP – STRENGTH 
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Introduction 

 
Flexiblity is the ability to move a single joint or a series of joint and easily 

through an unrestricted painfree rom.1,2one of the basic concerns in physical 

therapy is  to increased flexibility  in day to day practice1. flexibility is a goal for 

any patient recovery from a period of immobilization or injury that involving the 

connective tissues. In normal day to day function optimal flexibility is required 

by most of the athletic2 .imbalance at joint and faulty posture alignment may 

create by a shorten muscle may lead to injury and joint dysfunction3. 

 Even In healthy subject the clinicians have reported that tight calf muscle 

may lead to injuries  such as Achilles tendinitis gastronemius strain and 

planter fasciitis are cause by the loss of ankle dorsi flexion range of motion. 

Clinical have reported regarding the triceps surae muscle flexibility the loss of 

ankle Dorsiflexion range of motion(ADFROM) is present in healthy subject. 

This may lead to compensatory hind foot pronation. Injury such as Achilles 

tendonitis gastronemius strain and planter fasciitis is caused by the tight calf 

muscle4,5. 

Extensibility defined as the ability to stretch a muscle tendon unit to its fullest 

length muscle contracture result in decreased extensibility joint motion. 

Physical therapist used many different types of technique and methods to 

maintain and increased joint range of motion and prevent deformity and 

injuries ,dysfunction resulting from the muscle contracture. clinical trials with 

research has long advocated the use using the thermotherapy to increase 

flexibility with a stretching program design to lengthen tissue. supporting 
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connective tissue and lengthening the musculotendinous unit increase the 

range of motion through which a movement can occur at the joint as well as 

the muscle ability to respond to stress placed upon it.6,7,8,9 

In physical  fitness stretching is the important part of rehabilitation programme 

because it positively affect the performance and prevent injury. To investigate 

the effectiveness of stretching numerous studies have been conducted 

contracture and shortness of plantar flexor muscle cause the limitation in 

normal range of muscle is restricts by this.Contracture and shortness of 

planter flexor muscle may be the reason limitation in range of motion that 

restricts the normal range of muscle1,2,5,10. 

Previous studies suggested that In eccentric phase of activity most of the 

injury occurs.  In early groups Dynamic range of motion have examined, none 

have investigated how to improve flexibility using an eccentric agonist 

contraction ,to reduce injury rates and improve the performance of subject  

and flexibility eccentric training a muscle through a full range of motion is 

used.1,2 

Shoes is important accessories for both men and women but in modern 

society high heel are very important for women to increase their height both 

men and women uses heels since ancient times. Women think that 

attractiveness can be increased by the high heels. Accordance with fashion 

lines rise or might fall be moderate for both women and men but women 

wearing high heels more than 15cm give more attraction11. 

Different types of heels wearied by the women are kitten heels, cone heels, 

prism heel, puppy heels, spool or Louis heel, stiletto heel. Different type of 
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heels 0-15 inch, kitten heels(1.5 to 2inches)high heel(2.5 to 4inches)extreme 

(over 4 inches)11.subject worn stilettos with minimum heel height of 5cm five 

time in a week for a minimum of 2 year can lead to calf muscle mtu in shorten 

position.csapo12..  

 Wearing high heels for longer time give the negative consequences. high 

heels place the  foot is planter flexed(new), its slop the foot in forward position 

and forced in this position causes the calf muscle tendon unit and 

gastrocnemius muscle(part of the calf muscle ) muscle in shorten position.risk 

of wearing high heels are it damage soft tissue of foot planter fasciitis, tendon 

pain, lower back pain, tendon sprain, hammer toes,bunions, high heels 

transferred greater weight to the toes and ball of the foot. High heels can 

causes sprains and fracture, shorten the calf muscle, foot and tendon 

pain,lower back pain.wearing frequently high heel increase the degenerative 

incidence of the knee joint normal rotation of the foot is also decreas.11,12,13,14 

 

Skeletal muscle is a highly malleable tissue that can alter both functionally 

and morphologically to constant a chance in mechanical loading. In human 

high heels wearing is the common condition tendon units (muts) in shorten 

position. In this state calf muscle length is reduced by the ankle plantar 

flexion. Long term use of high heels might indirectly affect mechanical 

properties of the tendon. Shortening of the fascicles of gastrocnemius muscle 

can be caused by regular wearing of High heels stilettos it may lead to change 

in the mechanical properties of the Achilles tendon.11,12,13,14 
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 MET is defined as a manual therapy procedure which involves contraction of 

patients muscle in a precisely controlled direction at every level of intensity, 

against a distinctly executed counterforce applied by the therapist. 15,29 

.muscle energy technique is this technique which developed by osteopaths 

now many manual therapy professions use it. primarily this approach targets 

the soft tissue(it has major contribution in joint mobilization)is know as muscle 

energy technique, it used in variety of purposes it lengthening a shortened 

muscle.30 

Eccentric exercise involves dynamic loading of a muscle beyond its force-

producing capacity, causing physical lengthening of muscle as it attempts to 

control the load, as when lowering a weight. Eccentric  training, in particular, 

is thought to be an essential component of a rehabilitation or conditioning 

program to reduce the risk of musculoskeletal injury or re injury during 

activities that involve high-intensity deceleration and quick changes of 

direction.16 

various studies have been undertaken which used muscle energy technique  

and eccentric training to improve flexibility of triceps surae muscle their fore 

study will be undertaken to see which method is more effective in improving 

flexibility of muscle. 
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NEED FOR STUDY 
 

 Wearing high heels for longer time causes the gastrocemius muscle and calf 

muscle tendion unit in shorten position.11,12 wearing high heels can lead to 

Tightness of triceps surae muscle can alteration of foot biomechanics 

resulting in compensatory hind foot pronation and restricted Range of motion 

even in normal individual leading to pain Therefore this studys is been 

undertaken to compare the effectiveness of muscle energy technique and 

eccentric theraband on tricepsurae muscle. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

 

AIM 

The aim of the study is to compare two different technique muscle energy 

technique and eccentric theraband in normal healthy female individual 

wearing high heel between 22-30 years of  age with shortening of triceps 

surae muscle”. 
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OBJECTIVES:  

Primary objectives: 

To compare the effect of eccentric training technique and Muscle energy 

technique on tricepsurae muscle flexibility. 

Secondary objectives: 

1. To study  the effect of eccentric training on tricep surae muscle. 

2. To study the effect of Muscle energy technique on triceps sure muscle 

flexibility 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 

Which among the two technique ,muscle energy technique and eccentric 

training using theraband is useful in increasing triceps surae muscle 

flexibility?  
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HYPOTHESIS 

Hypothesis 

“Muscle energy technique is more effective than eccentric training using 

theraband in improving triceps surae muscle flexibility”. 

Null hypothesis: 

“There is no difference in effect of MET and eccentric training using theraband 

on triceps surae muscle flexibility”. 

Alternate hypothesis: 

“eccentric training using theraband is more effective than muscle energy 

technique in improving triceps surae muscle flexibility.. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

1) Gajendrakumar Patel ( year 2015 ) : conducted a study titled: A 

Comparative Study of Muscle Energy Technique (MET) and Eccentric 

Training using Theraband to Improve Triceps Surae Muscle Flexibility. In 

this study 30 healthy subject age 20-30year with  triceps surae muscle 

shortning. 30 subject were selected by mean of simple random sampling 

procedure. they  randomly made two groups.pre test measurement is taken 

for both the groups for rom of dorsiflexion. group a is muscle energy 

technique group b eccentric training by using theraband for the period of 4 

weeks. After the end of 4 weeks posttest measurement taken as similar to the 

pre-test measurement and result obtain. A paired ‟t‟ test is applied within the 

group and unpaired „t‟ test is applied between the group at 95% of confident 

interval. this study concluded that eccentric training with uses of theraband 

show greater improvement in improve rom of dorsiflexion,then the muscle 

energy technique  in subjet with triceps surae muscle shortning.   

2)M .prasadnaik et al (year 2015 ) : Naik MP, Reddy AV, Madhavi K. Effect 

of muscle energy technique on flexibility of hamstring and calf muscles 

and sprinting performance in sprinters. in this study 30 male sprinter age 

between 15-30year. This study is an experimental study. They made 2 group 

a and b both the group they give met. all subject received warm up met and 

cool down period of 6 week out come measure 90-90 popliteal angle for 

assessing hamstring flexibility and rom of ankle joint for calf muscle by 

universal goniometer. In this study independent „t‟ test and paired ‟t‟ test are 

used to analysed the data a significant different was found between pre and 
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post value this study concluded that the effect of muscle energy technique on 

hamstring and calf muscle  flexibility shows significant changes in sprinting 

performance . 

3)Askarp.v et al ( year 2015 ): Effectiveness of eccentric training, dynamic 

range of motion exercises and static stretching on flexibility of 

hamstring muscle among football players.  In this study 88 male with 

limited hamstring flexibility 4 group made groip 1-eccentric training group 2-

dynamic training group 3 static stretching group 4-control group . group 

analysis done by t test shows significant difference between 1,2,3,4 group in 

this study shows that eccentric training is more effective technique in 

improving hamstring muscle flexibility static stretching and eccentric training 

was not having any significant different dynamic range of motion exercises 

was significantly higher but not as much as eccentric training and static 

stretching group analysis.they concluded that eccentric training increase  the 

range of motion of hamstring.  

4)Alexander M.zoller et al ( year 2015 ): Zöllner AM, Pok JM, McWalter EJ, 

Gold GE, Kuhl E. On high heels and short muscles: A multi scale model 

for sarcomere loss in the gastronomies muscle.In this study a case 

studies of healthy female subject is performed study concluded that acute and 

chronic effect of high heels foot ware on kinematic of calf muscle tendon unit 

their study reviled raising the heels by 13 cm reduces the length o muscle 

tendon unit by 12mm which causes gastronomies shorting on an average 5% 

in gastronomies muscle while the length of archills tendon remain unchanged. 

5)M.A maarouf ( year 2015 ) : . The impact of wearing high heels on 

women’s health and attractiveness: a field study. in this study is a field 
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study used about 200 of business women and employees  and university 

student ( girls) 1 group for business women and employees  2 group for 

university student .concluded that there are some problem had happened for 

foot because of wearing high heels for longer time where heel shoes slant the 

foot forward and down while bending the toes up,the more that the feet are 

forced into this position ,the more it may causes the gastrocnemius muscle to 

shorten, this may causes problem when the wearer chooses lower heels or 

flat-soled. 

6)Chaudhry s, Morrissey d, Woledge rc, Darder dl, screen hr ( year 2015):. 

Eccentric and concentric exercise of the triceps surae: an in vivo study of 

dynamic muscle and tendon biomechanical parameters. triceps surae 

eccentric exercises is more effective than concentric for treating Achilles 

tendinopathy, howere the mechanism underpinning these effect are unclear 

.this study compared the biomechanical characteristic of eccentric and 

concentric exercises to identify difference in the tendon load response.11 

healthy volunteers performed eccentric and concentric exercises on a force 

plate, with ultrasonography, motion tracking , and EMG applied to measure 

Achilles tendon force,lower limb movement,and leg muscle activation. tendon 

stiffness and extension did not vary between exercises(25%-

40%higher,p=0.2).furthermore, perturbation during eccentric exercises was 

found negatively correlated with the tendon stiffness(R=.59).the particular 

efficacy of eccentric execises does not apper to result from variation in tendon 

stiffness or extensionwithin given session.howere, varied, , perturbation 

magnitude may have a role meditating the observed clinical effect. This 
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property is subject –specific,with the source and clinical timecourse of such , 

perturbation reqired further research. 

6)Tanwar, rahul et al (year 2013 ) : Tanwar R, Moitra M, Goyal M. Effect of 

Muscle Energy Technique to Improve Flexibility of Gastro-Soleus 

Complex in Plantar Fasciitis: A Randomised Clinical, Prospective Study 

Design. in this study 30 subject both male and female in age group 25-65 year 

with planter fasciitis were recruited for study.rom, pain and FFI were analyzed 

in met and ss group outcome measured were Nprs goniometer and FFI 

muscle energy technique were proved to be more effective in reducing pain 

improving range of motion and foot functional index in planter fasciitis 

patients.  

7)Jean Louis, honeine et al( year 2013 ) : The functional role of the triceps 

surae muscle during human locomotion. in this study 10 healthy subject(1 

female and 9 male)initiated gait in both unloaded condition (30% of body 

weight attached at abdominal level), for two walking velocities spontaneous 

and fast ground reaction force and EMG activity of soleus and gastrocnemius  

medialis and lateralis muscle of the stance leg wear recorded .center of mass 

velocity and position ,and disequilibrium torque were calculated .this study 

concluded that triceps surae is not responsible for the generation of 

propulsive force but is merely supporting the body during walking and 

restraining it from falling. by controlling the disequilibrium torque , however 

,triceps surae can affect the propulsive force through the exchange of 

potential into kinetic energy. 

8) Fouré A, Nordez A, Cornu C( year 2013 ): effects of eccentric training on 

mechanical properties of the plantar flexor muscle-tendon complex. in 
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this study high risk of planter flexor muscle injury and Achilles tendon ruptures 

than women. biomechnical parameter are thought to play a role in the higher 

frequency of injury to males.one parameter is the stiffness of tissue;a stiff 

tissue cannot absorb sufficient energy with loading ,and subsequently may be 

more likely to be  more likely to be injured. Thus purposes of the study was to 

investigated the gender differencebin geometrical parameter of planter flexors 

muscle tendon complex and stiffnessvof both active and passive parts of the 

series elastic component young healthy men=49 and women=31 findings 

showed that was higher in men p<0.001 but this difference was not apperent  

when sec2bwas normalized to csaat p.0.05.in contrast,sec1 was lower in men 

p,0.001 and remained so after normalization to csa.thus result of this study 

have implication for performance and injury. 

9)NielG. cronin et al( year 2012 ): . Long-term use of high-heeled shoes 

alters the neuromechanics of human walking. in this study 9 habitual high 

heels wearers who worn  high heels shoes daily for 2 year and 10 control 

participant who wear heels less than 10 weak. Statistical analysis. As the 

Levene‟s test for equality of variances always produced non significant 

results, comparisons of all variables between groups were performed using 

independent t-tests. Comparisonswithin the HH group between walking in 

heels and barefoot were performed using paired samples t-tests. Significance 

was accepted forP _ 0.05.this study concluded that in long term high heels 

wearers ,walking in high heels is associated with substantial increased in 

muscle fascicles strains and muscle activation during the stance phase 

compared with barefoot walking adaptations attributable to long term high 

heels use may compromise muscle efficiency in both barefoot  and high heels 
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wearers often experience discomfort and muscle fatigue and suggest that 

high heels use may increased the risk of strain injuries. 

10)Siddiqui m. aijaz et al ( year 2011 ): A comparative study on eccentric 

training using thera-band and static stretching in improving triceps 

surae muscle flexibility. In this study a 60 healthy collage male volunteers 

are taken subject were assigned randomly to 1 of 3 group (a)eccentric training 

(b)static stretching(c)control each group 20subject. Means and SDs for all 

groups and all measurements were calculated. We used one-way ANOVA 

with repeated measure to analyze the data. Appropriate post hoc tests were 

performed to interpret the findings. An alpha level of P<0.05 was the level of 

significance. Results shows that both the experimental group, eccentric 

training(5.75) and static stretching(4.10) were shown statically significant 

improvement in triceps surae muscle flexibility, when compared with control 

group(0.15).where as follow up analysis indicated significant differences 

between eccentric training and static stretching group. This study shows that 

eccentric training and static stretching both are effective in increasing, but the 

eccentric training is more effective and statistically significant in increasing 

triceps surae muscle flexibility in males.  

 

11)R.csapo et al ( year 2010 ): On muscle, tendon and high heels.  In this 

study 11 women regularly wearing high heels(age 42.9+-11.0year,height 

166.5+-7.1cm,mass 65.6+-11.0kg)regularly wearing high heels (HH) and 

control group 9 women (age 33.2 +- 9.3 years, height 170.2+-5.8,mass 64.4+-

6.3kg)different age and mass group in not significant (p.0.05)control  group 

wear flat shoes, control group 9 women wear required. Differences between 
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groups were tested either with mixed-factorial ANOVAs or, where appropriate, 

with independent sample t-tests. The statistical level of significance was set at 

P<0.05 and values are reported as means ± s.dNo significant differences in 

GM, GL and SOL muscle volumeswere observed between the HH and CTRL 

groups. Likewise, GMPCSA, Ltend and AT MA were similar in the two groups. 

TendonCSA was significantly greater in the HH group, but the GMPCSA:AT 

CSA ratio was similar (P>0.05) in the two groups. Also,the resting position of 

the ankle was found to be significantly more plantarflexed in the HH group. All 

measurements of morphologicalparameters and muscle architecture are  

In both groups, GM Lf increased from 47.7±6.8mm as measuredat a joint 

angle of +20deg to 67.07±7.18mm (–20deg), whereas qdecreased from 

20.23±2.11deg (+20deg) to 15.00±1.53deg(–20deg). In agreement with 

the more plantarflexed resting positionof the ankle, resting Lf was significantly 

shorter in the HH group.No significant differences in resting q were found. GM 

PCSA wasgreater by 8.4% in the HH group; however this did not 

reachstatistical significance.As a consequence of the shorter resting Lf, the 

tendon-to-fasciclelength ratio tended to be greater in the HH group (HH 

3.86±0.53;CTRL 3.38±0.48; P0.051). Likewise, the amount of 

fascicleshortening induced by passive joint rotation was greater inthe HH 

group (F5.308, d.f.1, P<0.05). Post-hoc independentsample t-tests 

revealed that the change in Lf caused by a 30rotation of the foot (–20 to 

+10deg) differed significantly (P<0.05).this study concluded that long tearm 

use high heels shoes lead to  shortening of the gastrocnemius muscle 

fascicles together with an increase in a size and stiffness.(2) 
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12)Dylan Morrissey et al ( year 2010 ) :The effect of eccentric and 

concentric calf muscle training on Achilles tendon stiffness. Clinical 

rehabilitation this study 38 athletes completed 6 week eccentric (6 male 13 

female) or concentric training (8male ,11 female). achilles tendon  stiffness, 

tendon modulus and single –leg jump height were measured pre and post 

intervantation (r = 0.01).this study. All data are reported as mean ± SD. 

Groups were matched for height and weight but the eccentric training group 

were more active at baseline (P < 0.05). Tendon stiffness was higher in the 

eccentrically trained group at baseline compared to the concentrically trained 

group (20.9 ± 7.3 N/mm v 13.38 ± 4.66 N/mm; P = 0.001) and decreased 

significantly after eccentric training (to 17.2 ( ± 5.9) N/mm (P = 0.035)). There 

was no stiffness change in the concentric group (P = 0.405). Stiffness 

modulus showed similar changes to stiffness. An inverse correlation was 

found between initial, and subsequent, reduction in stiffness (r = −0.66). Jump 

height did not change and no correlation between stiffness change and 

adherence was observed in either groupconcluded that 6 week of eccentric 

training can alter Achilles tendon stiffness while a matches concentric 

program show no smillar effect‟s. 

13)Mahiev NN et al ( year 2008 ): Effect of eccentric training on the plantar 

flexor muscle-tendon tissue properties. in this study 74 healthy subject 

were randomized into 2 group an eccentric training group and control group . 

eccentric training performed for 6 week for calf muscle before n after  all 

subject were  evaluated for dorsiflexion range of motion by goniometry . The 

results of the study reveal that the dorsiflexion range of motion was 

significantly increased only in the eccentric training group. The eccentric heel 
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drop program also resulted in a significant decrease of the passive resistive 

torque of the plantar flexors (from 16.423 +/- 0.827 to 12.651 +/- 0.617 N.m). 

The stiffness of the Achilles tendon did not change significantly as a result of 

trainingthis study concluded that eccentric training program result in changes 

to some of mechanical properties of planter flexor muscle. 

14)Shadmehr .A et al(year 2004) : The effect of Muscle Energy Techniques 

on Flexibility of the Short Hamstring 30 female (age 20-25 yr) 

participated in this study all subject had limited hamstring flexibility in 

degrees of passive knee extension subject in expermintal 

group(n=15)received 3 muscle energy  technique (50% mvic, hold time=10 

sec) for 4 weeks, where the control group (n=15) remained without treatment 

before and after range of knee extension was measured for all subject. In this 

paied t test revealed a significant difference in flexibility foe experimental 

group(p<0.001)there was no significant difference in flexibility gains in control 

group(p,0.001)treatment group had significant greater flexibility than the 

control group(p,0.001) concluded that muscle energy technique with 50%of 

maximal voluntary isometric contraction and 10second hold in compared to 

control group produced  an increase of hamstring muscle flexibility(16) 

15)Russel t. nelson and willam D bandy( year 2004 ): Eccentric training and 

static stretching improve hamstring flexibility of high school males. in 

this study 81 subject  voluntary basis participated they made 2 group .group a 

is eccentric training  group b static stretching. in that limited hamstring 

flexibility(define as 20 degree loss of knee extension measured with the thigh 

held at 90 degree of hip flexion)were recruited for this study. result  difference 
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were significant for test and for the test by group interaction fellow up analysis 

indicated significant difference between the control group (gain=1.67 degree) 

and both the eccentric-training (gain=12.05 degree)groups no 

differenceMeans and SDs for all groups and all measurements were 

calculated. We used a 3 (group) × 2 (test) ANOVA with repeated measures on 

one variable (test) to analyze the data. Because an interaction was found, 

appropriate post hoc tests were performed to interpret the findings. An alpha 

level of P< .05 was the level of significance.Intheis study concluded that  in 

male ages 15 to 17 year old ,hip –flexion range of motion gains ( indicating 

increased hamstring flexibility) with eccentric training were equal to 

…those.made by statically stretching the hamstring muscle. 

16)Ballantyne F et al( year 2003 ):  The effect of muscle energy technique 

on hamstring extensibility: the mechanism of altered flexibility. In this 

study 40 asymptotic subject were randomly allocated to control group or 

experimental group. A significant increase in range of motion was observed at 

the knee (p< 0.019) following a single application of MET to the experimental 

group. No change was observed in the control group. When an identical 

torque was applied to the hamstring both before and after the MET, no 

significant difference in range of motion of the knee was found in the 

experimental group. IN raw data was collated using Microsoft Excel. 

Repeated Measures ANOVA was used to analyze pre and post test ROM and 

torque values in both control and experimental groups. This analysis was 

performed using SPSS v11 software.  this study concluded that the single 

application of met produce on increased in passive stretch of the hamstring 

muscle when the post test torque applied to the muscle remained constant 
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(the same as used in pre-testing),no significant changes in length occurred. 

This suggested that a single application of met produced no biomechanical 

change to the muscle, but created a change in tolerance to stretch. 

17).Nelson RT, Bandy WD. Year 2004 :Eccentric training and static 

stretching improve hamstring flexibility of high school males. in this 

study objective to determine if the flexibility of high school male would improve 

after 6 week eccentric exercises program.in addition the changes in hamstring 

flexibility that occurred after the eccentric program were compared with a 6 

week program of static stretching and with a control group .subject were 

assigned randomly to 1 to 3 groups: eccentric training, static stretching ,or 

control grouped.69 subject mean age grouped 16.45±0.96years and with 

limited hamstring flexibility 20degree of knee extension measured with the 

thigh held at 90 degree of hip flexion. hamstring flexibility measured by 90 /90 

test before and after  the 6week program. result shows difference were 

significant for test and for the test by group interaction. analysis indicated 

significant difference between the control group( gain=1.67)and both the 

eccentric training(gain=12.79)and static stretching (gain=12.05).no difference 

was found between static stretching and eccentric group. the concluded 

that:the gain gains achieved in range of motion of the knee extension 

improvement in hamstring flexibility with eccentric training were equal to those 

made by statically stretching the hamstring muscle 

18)Bishop KN, Durrant E, Allsen PE, Merrill G. ( year 1991 ): The effect of 

eccentric strength training at various speeds on concentric strength of 

the quadriceps and hamstring muscles. This study investigated the effect 

of eccentric training on concentric strength of the quadriceps and hamstring 
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muscle, the dominant legs of 43 college age males ware pre stetted 

concentrically using the KIN-COW2 at speed of 60 and 1180degree / sec 28 

treatment subject trained eccentrically at one of the testing speed for a period 

of eight weeks,the remainder served as the control group prior to training 

session the subject ability  to train eccentrically a concentric post test was 

take to determine any treatment effect the quadriceps muscle did not show 

any significant change after eccentric training eccentric training at 60 and 

180degree significantly increased the concentric strength of the hamstring 

eccentric training does appear to be effective in developing concentric 

strengthen the hamstring the speed of eccentric training was not a factor in 

concentric condition. 
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MATERIAL AND METHOLOGY. 

1 Research design: randomized controlled trial 

2 Setting :Institutional  based. 

3 Target  population:22-30 years of young female having triceps surae muscle 

tightness. 

 

Sample size calculation/estimation: 

Sample size was calculated STATA version 10.1 year 2011 based on pretest 

and post test mean of 2 group MET and Eccentric training using theraband 

groups sample size is calculated from previous study (Gajendrakumarpatil) 

sample size was determined on following assumption based on the finding of 

the previous study 

1. Change from baseline from group 1 is 2.8 ċ( with) SD = 2 (group 

1) 

2. Mean change from baseline group 2 is 4.06ċ( with) SD = 3 

(group 2) 

3. Alpha error = 0.5% 

4. Power = 80% 

5. Required sample size is N = 65 in each group. 

Sample size:65 per group(A&B)totaling 130 

Study population: young female (22-30 years)of age group having 

tightness of triceps surae muscle due to wearing high heels. 

6.SAMPLING TECHNIQUE: systemic random sampling will be used to 

selected required no of studies participated n=130.sampling frame of all 
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eligible study subject full filling eligible criteria will be prepared thus study 

subject will be female age group 22-30 years studying in collage and who 

wear high heels sandals regularly. sampling frame will include approximately 

250-300 such girls student therefore systemic random sampling will be used 

in which every second girl will be selected in the sample so as to get required 

n=130.First girl study subject in the sample will be selected randomly and then 

there after every girl will be selected with a sampling interval of 2. 

7.Duration of study: 1year(12 month) 

   OUT COME MEASURE: 

o All the subjects will evaluate by full circle Goniometry ( active 

Range of motion of dorsiflexion ) 

o Outcome measure will take as pre ROM and post ROM. 

o Group A: Muscle EnergyTechnique (MET) 

Active ROM of dorsiflexion of foot pre and post intervention. 

o Group B: Eccentric Trainning Using Theraband 

  Active ROM of dorsiflexion of foot pre and post 

INCLUSION CRITERIA: 

a) Age >22years to <30 years females wearing high heels 

b) Voluntarily willing to participate 

c) Ability to complete the structured exercise program 

d) Subject having inability to achieve 20 degree of active dorsiflexion. 

 

EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 

a) Any injury to the lower limb muscle(Gastrocnemius strains,and 

plantar facitiis, hamstring strain) 
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b) Any lower limb fracture 

c) Any previous surgery in lower limb. 

d) Any Neurological disorder or any circulatory problem in lower 

limb. 

e) Metal implant in the leg. 

 

MATERIALS USED FOR ASSESSMENT: 

Full circle goniometry.photo2 

A standard stop watch.photo3 

Assessment forms 

Consent forms(English, Hindi, Marathi). 

Pen and paper. 

MATERIALS USED FOR TREATMENT 

Blue theraband(latex free)photo1 

Treatment tablephoto4 

11. Permission was obtained from institutional ethical committee to conduct 

this study subject fulfilling inclusion criteria were selected and informed about 

the procedure in language they understand written consent was taken from 

subject to participated in this study once they convinced. To know the 

tightness of triceps surae muscle(calf and gastronomies) muscle tightness. 

The pre test measurements are taken for both the group for range of motion 

of ankle dorsiflexion with the help of full circular goniometry. 

Range of motion is measured with goniometry ,goniometry Measurements , 

fibular head, lateral Maleolus, the base of 5th metatarsal and 5th metartarsal 

head were marked with permanent marker. Stationary arm of the goniometry 
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was placed along the long axis of fibula by using the marks on the fibular 

head and the lateral maleolus. moving arm of the goniometer was placed 

parallel to the lateral border of the foot by using the marks on the base and 

head of the 5th metatarsal. The axis of the goniometer  then fell on the lateral 

border of foot. The zero position of dorsiflexion was defined as the 90 degree 

angle between the long axis of the fibula and lateral border of foot. All the 

measurements ware recorded as the subject achieved maximum active 

dorsiflexion less than 20 degree.17,29,photo5 To establish reliability of Rom   

measurement across Session , we took pre and post treatment Rom at the 

start of 1st day of treatment (1st week)and last day of treatment(4th) week. 

Group(A)will get muscle energy technique(met). 

Group(B)will get eccentric training with use of theraband for the period of 4 

weeks. 

After the end of 4 weeks  of intervention post-test measurement taken as 

similar to the pre-test measurement and result obtained are compared. 

Group A Met group (muscle energy technique):1,18 

A post isometric relaxation type of Met is used,5 times repetition each for 10 

seconds  with the rest of 10 seconds each . 

5 times in each session per day for 5 day in a week. 

Group B Eccentric training using theraband:1,2 

Eccentric theraband 30 second hold 1 time treatment a day for 5 consecutive 

days in a week. 

After the end of 4 weeks of intervention post-test measurements taken as 

similar to the pre-test measurements and result obtained are compared. 

Group A: Met (muscle energy technique):1,17 
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Patient position: supine position. 

Therapist position: therapist was standing beside treatment table. 

Procedure: subject in this group will be give muscle energy technique to 

gastronomies and soleus to improve triceps surae muscle flexibility. 

Subject will be in supine with the knee flexed  if soleus is being treatedphotoe6, 

and the knee straight if gastronomies is being treatedphoto7. Starting from the 

appropriate position, at the restriction barrier or just short of it, the patient is 

asked to exert a small effort(no more than 20%of available strength)towards 

planter flexion ,against unyielding resistance, with appropriate breathing. 

This contraction is held for 7-10 second together with a held breath. on 

exhalation, ankle joint slightly dorsi flexion and painlessly beyond the new 

barrier, with the help of  subjects assistance(to allow slow lengthening of 

tissue, tissue will be held in slight stretch for at least 10 second).this treatment 

will be repeated for 5 times in each session per day for 5 days in a week. 

Each single session last for 30 minute,5 minutes of warm up and cool down 

exercises 1 min of rest period in met cycle. 

Group B: Eccentric training using theraband1,2 

Patient position: supine position with both leg fully extended. 

Therapist position: therapist was standing beside treatment table. 

Procedure: subject in this group will be given eccentric training using 

theraband. Eccentric group performed full range of motion of ankle using 

eccentric training for the triceps surae muscle. The subject lie supine with Left 

leg fully extended. A 4inches width, 5 feet length piece of blue theraband was 

used in this group, around the fore foot of right  leg blue colored theraband 
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was wrapped and the subject held the both end of the theraband in each 

hand. All the subjects was instructed to keep the right knee flexed and ankle 

in neutral position. Subjects in this group was instructed to bring the ankle in 

dorsi flexion with the help of both the arm pulling on the there band, knee was 

taken towards extension.photo8 With the help of the arm the subject was pulling 

ankle in full dorsi flexion, then subject was instructed to resist simultaneously 

the ankle joint in ankle dorsi flexion and knee joint in knee extension by 

eccentrically contracting the triceps surae muscle during end range of ankle 

dorsi flexion, then instruction was given to the subject to provide sufficient 

resistance with help of both the arms to overcome the eccentric activity of the 

triceps surae muscle,so that the full range/end range of ankle dorsi flexion 

took place it take approximately 5 second to complete.photoe9 

Once this position achieved by subject this position was held for 5 seconds, 

and then gently relaxed the extremity. This procedure was performed 6 time, 

no rest in between, at the end  range 30 second of stretching is done to 

achive eccentric contraction with theraband. 
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FLOW CHART 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Muscle energy technique were proved to b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Permission and approval from ethic committee and head of institution 

was obtained 

Individuals aged between 20-30 years, female fulfilling inclusion criteria 

were selected 

Procedure of the study was explained and consent was taken 

                         130 subjects were divided into 2 groups 

Group b MFR=65 Group a MET =65 

Out come measurement was- ankle dorsiflexion of foot pre and post 

measurement for both the group after  4week of intervention. 

Intervention was given for 4 weeks(11 patient failed to continue in group 

A MET group and 9 patient failed to continue in group B Eccentric group) 

 

                        Data obtained and analyzed statistically 
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MATERIALS 

 

 

                                                  Photo 1: Blue color theraband 

 

 

 

 

                                                 Photo 2 : Full Circle Goniometer  
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                                     Photo 3 : Standard Stopwatch 

 

 

                                            Photo 4 :Treatment Table 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

Photo 5 : Measuring triceps surae flexibility 

 

Photo 6 : Muscle energy technique with the knee flexed for soleus muscle 
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Photo 7 : Muscle energy technique given to the gastrocnemius muscle 

 

 

                                      Photo 8 : theraband starting position 

 

Photo 9 : End position of theraband starting position 
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Data analysis: 

 

Statistical software STATA version 10.0 was used for data analysis.  

To compare two different techniques, muscle energy technique and eccentric 

theraband in normal healthy female individuals wearing high heels statistical 

tests used are:   

 

1. Chi squared test  

2. Paired „t‟ test  

3. Unpaired „t‟ test  

Chi squared test: 

1. To explore distribution of age group from 22-30 years in the study. 

 

Paired ‘t’ test: 

1. To compare pre and post intervention change in active range of ankle 

dorsiflexion in females wearing high heels. 

 

 

Unpaired ‘t’ test: 

1. To compare muscle energy technique and eccentric training using 

theraband in increasing active dorsiflexion range of ankle.. 
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Dependent variable are: 

1. active ankle dorsiflexion range of motion 

 

Independent variable are:  

1. eccentric training with theraband 

 

2. muscle energy technique 

 

level of significance :p<0.05 is consider as statistical significance for all 

variable. 
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Result: 

Total number of participant included in this study 130 subject with tightness 

triceps surae muscle divided into 2 groups through systemic random sampling 

and analysed. 

Group 1 n=65; muscle energy technique. 

Group 2 n=65;eccentric training with theraband. 

Pre-intervention and post-intervention effect was evaluated using  full circle 

goniometer to know the active range of dorsiflexion range of motion. 

In group 1(a):11 subject fails to continue with the treatment. 

In group 2(b): 9 subject fails to continue with the treatment. 

 

Following are the observation and result of  this study: 

1.Maximum number of participants were found in age 23 to 25 years in both 

group(group 1:Met-23-13,24-15,25-11,group 2:eccentric training with 

theraband 23-20,24-13,25-11)and minimum number of participants are found 

in age 22,26,27,28,29(group-1 met:22-7,26-7,28-3,29-1group-2 eccentric 

training with theraband 22-8,26-5,27-8,28-1,29-0)test used for this is 

chi2(df=7)=2.94.p value=0.891 is greater than 0.005 it mean not significant. 

(table 1,graph 1) 

2.table 2 show that mean age(years) by group  shows that group 1 no of 

participant- 65 ,24.6±1.77,group 2 no of participant-65,24.32±1.59.t (df=128) 

=0.94,p value:0.3508 is greater than 0.005 that mean not significant.(table 2, 

graph 2).  
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3.Group 1 met left leg: pre intervention ankle dorsiflexion 17.62±0.62 

increased the range of dorsiflexion 19.61±0.49 after the application of met to 

triceps surea muscle for 4 weeks. there was staticalcally significant increase 

range of motion(table 3,graph3). 

4.Group 2 eccentric training with theraband left leg : pre intervention ankle 

dorsiflexion 18.12±0.6 increase the range of dorsi flexion 20.48±0.5after the 

application of eccentric training with theraband  to triceps surea muscle for 4 

weeks .there was staticalcally significant increase range of motion(tables 

4,graph 4). 

5.There was significant improvement in ankle dorsiflexion of both the groups 

of left legs. Met and eccentric training with theraband ,pre and post 

intervention. However when the mean improvement of met group (1)1.98±0.3 

was compaired with mean improvement of eccentric training with thraband 

group (2)was2.35±0.84 with p value 0.0025.the mean improvement difference 

was found to be significant.(table5,graph 5) 

6. Group 1 met right leg: pre intervention ankle dorsi flexion 17.98±19.75 

increased the range of dorsi flexion 19.75±0.43 after the application of met to 

triceps surea muscle for 4 weeks. there was staticalcally significant increase 

range of motion(table 6,graph6). 

7. Group 2 eccentric training with theraband right leg : pre intervention ankle 

dorsiflexion 20.12±0.33 increase the range of dorsi flexion 20.12±0.33after the 

application of eccentric training with theraband  to triceps surea muscle for 4 

weeks .there was staticalcally significant increase range of motion(tables 

7,graph 7). 
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8. There was significant improvement in ankle dorsi flexion of both the groups 

of left legs. Met and eccentric training with theraband ,pre and post 

intervention. However when the mean improvement of met group a1.77±0.41 

was compaired with mean improvement of eccentric training with thraband 

group was2.58±2.3 with p value 0.0025.the mean improvement difference 

was found to be significant.(table8,graph 8) 
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  Tables and graphs 

Table1: Age distribution of subjects in two groups 

Age 
(years) Group 1 Group 2 

  No. % No. % 

22 7 10.77 8 12.31 

23 13 20 15 23.08 

24 15 23.08 14 21.54 

25 11 16.92 14 21.54 

26 7 10.77 5 7.69 

27 8 12.31 8 12.31 

28 3 4.62 1 1.54 

29 1 1.54 0 0 

Total 65 100 65 100 

Chi2 (df= 7) =2.94. p value= 0.891. NS 

 

 

Maxim number of patient was found in the age group of 22-25 years and 

minimum number of patient in age group 26-29 years. 
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Graph 1: Age distribution of subjects 
in two groups

Group 1

Group2
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Table: Mean age (years) by groups 

Group No. Mean SD 

1 65 24.6 1.77 

2 65 24.32 1.59 

t (df=128)= 0.94,  p value : 0.3508 

 

Table 2:  mean difference between age group 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation table 2 and graph 2: shows the mean difference between both 

the group. 

According to the p value age group has no impact on the outcome measures 

assessed in the study.(p value is 0.03508) 
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graph 2: Mean Age difference 
between both group. 
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variable group 1 

 No. mean SD 

left leg pre 54 17.02 0.62 

left leg post 54 19.61 0.49 

Within the groups P 

values 

      0.0001 

 

Table 3 pre-post comparison of mean of left leg(group 1 met) 

 

 

 Graph 3 pre –post comparison of mean in left leg ankle rom (group 1 

met) 

Interpretation table 3 and graph 3 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom 

In left leg group 1.(met) 

The p value is 0.0001indicate significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in group 1 (met) 
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variable group 1 

 No. mean SD 

left leg pre 56 18.12 0.6 

left leg post 56 20.48 0.5 

Within the groups P 

values 

                     0.0001 

 

table4- pre-post comparison of mean of left leg(group 2 eccentric training with 

theraband ) 

 

 

 Graph 4-pre- post comparison of mean in left leg ankle rom (group 2 

eccentric training with theraban) 

Interpretation table 4 and graph 4 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom  

In left leg group 2.(eccentric training with theraband) 

The p value is 0.0001indicate significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in group 2 (eccentric training with theraband).  
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Table : Mean Difference of pre-post 

in left leg by groups 

Group  
pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 54 1.98 0.3 

2 56 2.35 0.84 

Between the 
group  

P value 
0.0025 

 

Table 5-mean difference of pre and post in left leg between the  groups. 

 

 

 Graph 5 showmean difference between pre-post ankle dorsi flexion of left leg 

between both the groups. 

Interpretation table 5 and graph 5 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom  

In left leg between both the groups(group1andgroup2) 

The p value is 0.0025 indicate significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in both the  group  (group 1and group 2) 
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variable group 1 

 No. Mean SD 

right leg pre 54 17.98 0.65 

Right leg post 54 19.75 0.43 

Within the groups P 

values 

      0.0001 

Table 6-pre- post comparisons of mean in right leg ankle dorsiflexion  

 

 

Graph 6 pre –post comparison of mean in right leg ankle rom (group 1 

met) 

Interpretation table 6 and graph 6 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom  

In left leg group 1.(met) 

The p value is 0.0001indicate significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in group 1 (met) 
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variable group 1 

 No. mean SD 

right leg pre 56 17.53 2.3 

Right leg post 56 20.12 0.33 

Within the groups P 

values 

                     0.0001 

 

table- 7pre-post comparison of mean of right leg(group 2 eccentric training 

with theraband ) 

 

 

Graph 7-pre- post comparison of mean in right leg ankle rom (group 2 

eccentric training with theraband) 

Interpretation table 7 and graph 7 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom  

In left leg group 2.(eccentric training with theraband) 

The p value is 0.0001indicate significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in group 2 (eccentric training with theraband).  
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Table : Mean Difference of pre-post 

in right leg by groups 

Group  
pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

1 54 1.77 0.41 

2 56 2.58 2.3 

Between the 

group 

P value 0.0122 

 

Table 8-mean difference between pre and post right leg between the group 

 

Interpretation table 8 and graph 8 shows the pre and post mean values of 

ankle rom  

In left leg between both the groups(group1 and group2) 

The p value is 0.0025 indicate  significant difference of pre and post  of ankle 

Rom in both the  group  (group 1and group 2) 
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Discussion 

A randomized controlled trial carried out amongst individuals who were having 

triceps surae muscle tightness between age group 22-30 years young 

females wearing high heels. This individual were divided into two group in 

which Group A received muscle energy technical(Met) Group B received 

eccentric training using theraband on gastrocnemius and soles muscle to 

improve triceps surae muscle flexibility and ankle dorisiflexion. 

Shortening of triceps surae muscle is a common problem of young female 

who wear high heels with the age group 22-30 years. In this study comparison 

is done between the two techniques. Muscle energy technique and eccentric 

training with theraband is given to 130 subjects having active rom of 

dorsiflexion <20 degree(active range of motion). In the present study there is 

improvement in ankle dorsiflexion in both the group, but the baseline values of 

both group for ankle rom dorsiflexion are different. 

In this study statistical significance results shows maximum number of subject 

wear 24-27 year of age, minimum subject wear 22,23,28,29 years of age. 

Chi2 test is used for age distribution of subjects in two groups 

chi2(df=7)=2.94.p value=0.891 which is not significant(table1graph2) .Mean 

age(years)by groups shows group 1: 24.6±1.77,in group 2: 24.32±1.59 

t(dt=128)=0.94,pvalue=0.3508is greater than 0.005 that mean is not 

significant.(table 2, graph 2).Group 1 met left leg: pre intervention ankle dorsi 

flexion 17.62±0.62 increased the range of dorsi flexion 19.61±0.49 after the 

application of met to triceps surea muscle for 4 weeks. there was staticalcally 

significant increase range of motion(table 3,graph3).Group 2 eccentric training 
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with theraband left leg : pre intervention ankle dorsiflexion 18.12±0.6 increase 

the range of dorsi flexion 20.48±0.5after the application of eccentric training 

with theraband  to triceps surea muscle for 4 weeks .there was staticalcally 

significant increase range of motion(tables 4,graph 4).There was significant 

improvement in ankle dorsi flexion of both the groups of left legs. Met and 

eccentric training with theraband ,pre and post intervention. However when 

the mean improvement of met group (1)1.98±0.3 was compaired with mean 

improvement of eccentric training with thraband group (2)was2.35±0.84 with p 

value 0.0025.the mean improvement difference was found to 

besignificant.(table5,graph 5) according to the mean value obtain, eccentric 

training using theraband is more effective in improving ankle dorsiflexion 

range in female wearing high heels(mean value-2.58).Group 1 met right leg: 

pre intervention ankle dorsi flexion 17.98±19.75 increased the range of dorsi 

flexion 19.75±0.43 after the application of met to triceps surea muscle for 4 

weeks. there was staticalcally significant increase range of motion(table 

6,graph6).Group 2 eccentric training with theraband right leg : pre intervention 

ankle dorsiflexion 20.12±0.33 increase the range of dorsi flexion 

20.12±0.33after the application of eccentric training with theraband  to triceps 

surea muscle for 4 weeks .there was staticalcally significant increase range of 

motion(tables 7,graph 7).. There was significant improvement in ankle dorsi 

flexion of both the groups of left legs. Met and eccentric training with 

theraband ,pre and post intervention. However when the mean improvement 

of met group a1.77±0.41 was compared with mean improvement of eccentric 

training with thraband group was2.58±2.3 with p value 0.0025.the mean 

improvement difference was found to be significant.(table8,graph 8)according 
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to the mean value obtain, eccentric training using theraband is more effective 

in improving ankle dorsi flexion range in female wearing high heels(mean 

value-2.35). 

Clinically there are supporting evidence for both the technique (eccentric 

training and Met) for improvement of Rom of dorsiflexion of ankle joint in 

shortening triceps surae muscle.1,2,19 

The statistical result shows, that pre and post intervention of both the 

techniques that are eccentric training and MET have better improvement in 

active range of ankle dorsiflexion in females wearing high heels. 

Intra-groupcomparison showed improvement in range of ankle dorsiflexion in 

females weraring high heels after receiving eccentric training with the use of 

theraband. 

Accordingly the result supports, the present study showsthat both the groups 

showed improvement in range of anke dorsiflexion (eccentric training using 

theraband and MET) but better results was obtained by eccentric training 

using theraband. The gains obtained result is smiller to Gajendrakumar 

patel(1) ( year 2015) examine the effect  of eccentric training with the use of 

theraband shows greater improvement in increasing Rom  of dorsiflexion then 

muscle energy technique(Met)in subject with triceps surae muscle shortening. 

In this study they used muscle energy technique of  reciprocal inhibition. 

when there is activation of the golgi tendon organ and muscle spindles 

reciprocal and autogenic inhibition both occur. musculotendionus and 

propriorecptors this both are located around the joint which are respon 

to change in muscle because of that tension and length of the muscle 
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changes this help in the coordination and muscular control of the 

muscle.gto plays a vital role in flexibility of the muscle when gto agonist 

muscle contraction occur the antagonist muscle to contract more 

willingly so we can stretched muscle further and easier.  autogenic 

inhibition can not seen in static stretching. static stretching are long-

duration stretch, low force .7to 10secs,tension of muscle increase which 

activates the gto because of that muscle spindle stretched which 

inhibited temporarily because of that muscle can be stretch further. 

muscle spindle is situated with in the muscle belly which stretch a long 

the muscle. when this happpen it muscle spindle is activated which 

causes a reflexive contraction in the agonist muscle this is known as 

stretch reflex because of that antagonist muscle relaxation occur this is 

know as reciprocal inhibition.  18 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the reciprocal effect of an isometric 

contraction of a skeletalmuscle, resulting in an inhibitory influence on its 

antagonist. 

Similar study was conducted by leon chaitow et al.(2013)20- MET variations: 

possible neurological mechanism. edition VOD Leon Chaitow, MET variations: 

possible neurological mechanism. concluded that MET appears to increase 

range of motion of joint and extensibility of muscle 

 M. Prasad naik et al. in (year 2015) 21: effect of muscle energy technique on 

flexibility of hamstring and calf muscle and sprinting performance in sprinter in 

this study reported that there was a significant effect of met on hamstring and 

calf muscle flexibility and sprinter performance.  
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Adel rashad ahmed et al(year 2011)22: Acomparative study of muscle energy 

technique and dynamic stretching on hamstring flexibility in healthy adults in 

this study they concluded that muscle energy technique and dynamic 

stretching improving on hamstring flexibility.  

According to study done by Fryer G et al.201123:Muscle energy technique: An 

evidence-informed approach that MET technique is the most useful technique 

variations(such as strength of contraction, number of repetition and duration 

of stretch phase)this causing frustration for those endeavouring it relevant 

evidence practice that demonstrate an increase in the extensibility of muscles 

and spinal ranges of motion. 

Eccentric   exercise involves dynamic loading of a ,muscle beyond its force-

producing capacity,causing physical lengthening of muscle as it attempts to 

control the load,as when lowering a weight.3 

Eccentric muscle activity with increased flexibility this mechanism through full 

range of motion is unclear. The one explanation found while examining the 

possible neurologic mechanism that occur with stretching. to increase the 

length of the muscle to prolongedeccentric exercise through the full range of 

motion is a repeated  movement  lasting only for 5 second, the muscle spindle 

does not appear to time for  adapt, this explanation is not appear to be 

suitable for  explaining the changes occur in flexibility due to the eccentric 

activity. as in static stretching the triceps surae muscle achieves the same 

flexibility that occur in eccentric training, more functional option for flexibility 

training can be performed in eccentric training. The chance of injury is reduce 

if we train the muscle individually in eccentric phases.24,25,28 
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In this study statistical result shows (table no 5,8 graph no 5,8) that mean and 

SD in group 2 increase According to the mean and SD value obtain training 

using theraband is more effective in improving ankle dorsiflexion range ,T.G 

Potier  et all(2009)26 conducted a study Effect  of eccentric strength training 

on biceps femoris muscle architecture and knee joint range of movement. In 

this study they investigated that eccentric strengthening  can changed the 

muscle architecture of biceps femoris muscle and consequently, range of 

motion of knee joint and they found that increase in FL(fascicle length) in 

biceps femoris  and this lead to increase in range of motion in knee joint.  

Batista et al,(year2008)27conducted a study effect of an active eccentric 

stretching program for knee flexor muscle on range of motion and torque. they 

conclude that this program was effective for increasing flexibility. 

Russel et al(year2004)19 conducted study on eccentric training and static 

stretching improve hamstring flexibility of high school males. Eccentric and 

static starching program is done for 6 week and after 6 weeks they concluded 

that range of motion of knee joint is achieved with eccentric training were 

equal to those in statically stretching of hamstring muscle. In our study triceps 

surae muscle we can concluded that  the gain achieved in range of motion of 

ankle dorsiflexion with eccentric training for 3 weeks, the result were 

significant as  compared to those made by static stretching. 
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Conclusion 

 

A randomized controlled trial was carried out in 130 individuals having 

unilateral tightness of gastronemus and soleus muscle which lead to tightness 

of triceps surae muscle tightness result of the study show that, application of 

muscle energy technique and eccentric using theraband increase the active 

dorsiflexion of the ankle joint.  A significant decrease in the range of motion 

can be seen in the ankle joint with the help of  full circle goniometer. result 

show that comparison between met and eccentric training with  theraband 

both the technique are effective in increasing improving ROM of dorsiflexion 

of the ankle joint comparison between met and eccentric training using 

theraband is more effective in improve ROM of dorsiflexion of the ankle joint 

then the muscle energy technique (MET) in subject with triceps surae muscle 

shortening. 
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Limitation of study: 

1. Only female patient have taken. Study could elaborated on the male 

patients also. 

2. Age group taken for study is limited (22-30 year)  of female further study 

can be done with different age groups. 

3. Sample size of the study was small. 

4. This study was done for the short duration of 1month (4week). 

5.The measurement of the ankle joint was taken with the goniometer it need 

more perfection with inclinometer or more recent advance device  can be 

used. 
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Clinical implication 

 

Flexibility exercises help us to lengthen and stretch muscle help to prevent 

injuries, back pain, and balance problem full range of motion can be achieves 

by well-stretched muscle.Less energy is require by flexible joint to move 

through a greater range of motion this increase physical performance and 

decreases overall risk of injury. Flexibility is an important component of 

physical fitness exercises it increase range of motion. Tightness of triceps 

surae muscle is are usually neglected in physical fitness exercises. There is 

less triceps surae muscle flexibility even in healthy subjects. 

 In order to increase the triceps surae muscle flexibility. This study has 

focused on eccentric training using theraband. the current study prove that 

one time application of theraband for 30 second of hold one time treatment a 

day for 5  consecutive days in a week increase the flexibility of triceps surae 

muscle which increases the ankle dorsiflexion. Eccentric training using 

thearaband  can be use as a physical fitness exercises to increase flexibility. 

In Result ,the young female wearing high heels age 22-30 year are able to 

achieve  the full range of ankle dorsi flexion with the help of eccentric training 

with theraband. 

 Scope of future study 

1.Future studies of same technique can be done with different  muscle group. 

2.Age group of the study is limited future studies can be done with different 

types of age group. 

3.Future study can be performed with different sex group(male subject). 
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Summary 

 

A randomized controlled trial was carried out to know effect of MET and 

Eccentric  training using theraband on triceps surae muscle to increase the 

ankle dorsiflexion aged grouped between 22-30 years of female 130 individual 

were selected. who were assessed for the triceps surae muscle tightness and 

not able to achieved active dorsiflexion of ankle <20 degree and divided into 

two groups-group A(Met)and group(B) Eccentric training using theraband this 

two group are divided using systemic random sampling. Individuals were 

assessed for outcome measure-all the subject will evaluated by using full 

circle goniometer(active range of motion less than 20 degree).Met and 

eccentric training using theraband was given to increase the active range of 

ankle dorsiflexion during course of study 20 subject fail to continue the 

study(11 subject in met group A,9 subject  in eccentric training using 

theraband in group B).data was documented pre and post -4 weeks of 

intervention and analyzed using paired and unpaired t test. Result concluded 

that, application of MET and Eccentric training using theraband both the 

technique increase the range of motion of dorsiflexion of the ankle joint. 

Comparison between both the technique showed that group B technique 

Eccentric training using theraband increase more/better range of motion of the 

ankle joint. 
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Annexure-I 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To, 

The Head of Institute, 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

I, Miss____________________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, would 

request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work in your 

estimated institute. 

My research topic is“TO COMPARE THE EFFECT OF MUSCLE ENERGY 

TECHNIQUE AND ECCENTRIC TRAINING USING THERABAND ON 

TRICEPS SURAE MUSCLE FLEXIBILITY IN YOUNG FEMALE WEARING 

HIGH HEELS AGE 2O-30YEARS” 

For this purpose, I would be utilizing the institution and the equipment 

required for the same would be kept in the same premises and the subjects 

would be studied in the institution. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 

Guide                                                                        Head of Institute 
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Annexure-I (a) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To, 

The Chairman, 

Ethical Committee. 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

I, Miss_____________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request 

you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. 

My research topic is, “TO COMPARE THE EFFECT OF MUSCLE ENERGY 

TECHNIQUE AND ECCENTRIC TRAINING USING THERABAND ON 

TRICEPS SURAE MUSCLE FLEXIBILITY IN YOUNG FEMALE WEARING 

HIGH HEELS AGE 20-30 YEAR” 

I promise that the ethics as well as subjects care shall be duly complied. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
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ANNEXURE-II: 

SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET: 

Purpose: 

To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from subject according to 

the regulatory of ICMR and approved by IEC. 

Scope: 

This standard operational procedure includes  female who are voluntarily 

participating in this study in the Health Institution. 

Responsibilities: 

The researcher will obtain written informed consent from all the subjects who 

are volunteering to be the part of this study. 

Procedure: 

1. The investigator will select the individuals from Instituation. 

2. The investigator will explain the experimental protocol to allay 

apprehension and answer all the queries of the subject. 

3. If the subject decides to participate then they would be consented 

according to the standard operational procedure. 

4. If the subject expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they 

would be solved. 

5. If the subjects are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the 

informed consent according to standard operational procedure. 

6. Study procedures will begin after the subject’s concern. 

7. Detailed medical and any other physical problem history will be obtained 

from the subjects so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
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8. If subject wants to discuss this information to their family members then 

they entitled to do so before giving the consent. 

General information to research subjects: 

1. Name: 

Age: 

Sex: 

Date: 

2. You would be required to fill the Performa and the purpose of the research 

is to study to compare the effect of muscle energy technique and eccentric 

training using theraband on triceps surae muscle flexibility in young female 

wearing high heels age 20-30 year. 

3. If you are willing to voluntarily participate in the study then you are 

expected to enroll with us right from the moment of filling Performa till the 

completion of the test. 

4. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so that 

we can help you and overcome your problems without any untoward effect. 

5. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation. 

6. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then you 

are free to do so and there would not be any hindrance from our side. 

7. The details of the risk, discomfort, advantages and disadvantages of the 

study will be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent. 

8. The data obtained from this study would be confidentially protected and 

maintained and if the photograph is used then your identity would not be 

revealed. If the photograph is published then permission would be obtained. 
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9. All the risk of various test procedures required for this study will be 

explained to you and accordingly the consent will be taken. 

10. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw at any time 

without any consequences. 

11.Name of Researcher: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

12. Name of Guide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

13. Name of Institution: 
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Annexure-III 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

 

I am willing to participate voluntarily as a subject for the dissertation “to 

compare the effect of muscle energy technique and eccentric training using 

theraband on tricepsurae muscle flexibility in young female wearing high heels 

age 20-30 years” . conducted by…………………….. 

I have been informed regarding the nature of study and the duration of work. I 

have no objection to undertaken the required the nature of study and the 

duration of work. I have no objection to undertaken the required procedure 

and to undergo various testing procedure to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me, that I would be treated well without 

any untoward effect and the rights of confidentiality protected. 

 

 

 

 

Signature of subject: 

 

Place: 

Date: 
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Annexure-III (a) 

lgerhi= 

 

eS ------------------------------------------------------ esjh iw.kZ lgerh ls bl ‘kS{kf.kd v/;;u gsrq ijh{k.k es 

algHkkxh gks jgk@jgh gwWA v/;;u ijh{k.k dk fo”k;] ‘Vqd‚Eisj /k bQsDV v‚Q ely ,uthZ 

Vsduhd v¡M blsafVªd VªSfuax ;qflax FksjkcWUM v‚u =k;lsillwjs ely ¶ysfDlfcfyVh bu ;ax 

fQesy osvfjax gk; fgYl ,t „å & …å b;lZ% :j¡MebTM dk¡VªksysM Vªk;y 

eq>s v/;;u ijh{k.k ds fy;s yxus okyk le;] lHkh i/nrh oS|dh; ijh{k.k vkSj 

fu;eksa ds ckjs esa eq>s igys ls crk;k x;k gSA 

‘kks/kdrkZ] ‘kks/k funsZ’kd us eq>s igys gh fo’okl fnyk;k gS fd fdlh Hkh izdkj ds nq”ifj.kke 

fcuk v/;;u ijh{k.k njE;ku eq>s vPNh lqO;oLFkk feysxh vkSj esjs rjQ ls v/;;u ijh{k.k ds 

loZ vf/kdkjksa dh fo’oluh; Lo:I ls xqIrrk j[kh tk;sxh@jgsaxh A  

v/;;u ijh{k.k esa yxus okysa lHkh ijh{kk ds fy, esjk fojks/k ugh gSA 

esjh iqjh vuqerh gSA 

LFkku %  

rkjh[k %         ijh{kkFkhZ ds gLrk{kj 
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Annexure-III (b) 

laerhi= 

eh --------------------------------------------------------------------- ekÖ;k iw.kZ laerhus ;k ‘kS{kf.kd v/;;u ^^Vqd‚Eisj 

n bQsDV v‚Q ely ,uthZ Vsduhd v¡M blsafVªd VªSfuax ;qflax FksjkcWUM v‚u =k;lsillwjs 

ely ¶ysfDlfcfyVh bu ;ax fQesy osvfjax gk; fgYl ,t „å & …å b;lZ% :j¡MebTM 

dk¡VªksysM Vªk;y** ;k ijh{k.kkr lgHkkxh gksr vkgs- njE;ku eyk gks.kkÚ;k v/;;u 

ijh{k.kklkBh ykx.kkjk osG loZ i/nrh oS|dh; fu;ekckcr laiw.kZ dYiuk ekfgrh 

iqjfo.;kr vkyh vkgs-  

‘kks/k ekxZn’kZdkus eyk vk/khp [kk=h fnyh vkgs dh v/;;u ijh{k.k njE;ku dks.kR;kgh 

nq”ifj.kkek fo”k;h eyk pkaxyh okx.kqd feGsy vkf.k ekÖ;kdMwu v/;;u ijh{k.kkps loZ 

vf/kdkjkph fdaok fo’oluh;rsph xqIrrk jk[k.;kr ;sbZy-  

v/;;u ijh{k.kkyk ykx.kkÚ;k loZ ijh{ksdjhrk ek>k fojks/k ukgh- ek>h iw.kZ 

lgerh vkgs-  

LFkG %  

fnukad %         ijh{kkFkhZph Lok{kjh 
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Annexure-IV 

  

Performa 

 

1. Name: 

2. Age: 

3. Sex: 

4. Pre ROM assessment: 

5. Any past medical history: 

GROUP A- Muscle Energy Technique (MET) 

ROM assement 1st week ROM 4th week ROM 

Pre ROMassement    

Post ROMassement   

 

GROUP B- Eccentric tranining with theraband 

ROM assement 1st week ROM 4th week ROM 

Pre ROMassement   

Post ROMassement   
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ANNEXURE V 

DETAILS OF FULL CIRCLE GONIOMETER 

 

 

 

 

1. Scale 360degree full circle goniometer. 

2. 8.5" (inches) protractor goniometer 

3. Measurements displayed in inches and centimeter (on both arms) 

4. Scale reads 1-degree increments 

5. National Posture Institute branded goniometer for a professional look 
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Annexure-VI 

DETAILS OF THERABAND: 

 

 

 

 Latex Free Blue Exercise Band 

 Dimensions: 4 Inches Width, 5 Feet Length 

 Latex Free, No Scent, No Powder 

 Color-coded levels increasing in difficulty from tan to gold 

 

Technical Details: 

Batteries Included No 

Brand TheraBand  

Color Blue 

Material-Type synthetic-fiber 

Size 5 Foot 

    

 

 

 



group 1 met

srno name age sex

right leg left leg  right leg left leg

1 preeti .s 23 f 18 19 20 20

2 ekta.u 27 f 19 18 20 20

3 snehalata .s 27 f 19 17 20 19

4 chetna.b 26 f 19 18 20 20

5 pallavi.a 23 f 18 17 20 19

6 priya.s 25 f 18 17 ……. …..

7 pooja.m 26 f 19 17 20 19

8 payal.p 27 f 18 18 20 20

9 heena.r 24 f 17 16 19 19

10 trushna.s 22 f 18 18 20 20

11 chandni.g 23 f 19 18 20 20

12 deepa.r 25 f 18 18 20 20

13 poonam.d 25 f 18 17 20 19

14 sanskruti.t 27 f 19 17 20 19

15 ankita.a 26 f 18 18 20 20

16 neha.b 25 f 18 18 20 20

17 rupsa.g 26 f 17 18 19 20

18 chanchal.k 27 f 18 17 20 19

19 simran.n 28 f 17 18 19 20

20 sayali.g 29 f 18 17 20 19

21 amrin.s 25 f 18 17 20 19

22 smita.j 24 f 19 18 20 20

23 chahat.k 25 f 19 19 20 20

24 roshni.d 26 f 18 17 20 19

25 kalindi.r 27 f 19 18 20 20

26 pooja.m 28 f 18 17 20 19

27 nidhi.s 25 f 17 17 19 20

28 prishika.n 24 f 19 18 20 20

29 vaibhavi.r 22 f 18 19 20 20

30 shazia.s 24 f 17 18 .. …

31 shital.d 25 f 18 17 .. ….

32 shruti.k 23 f 18 18 .. …..

33 pinky .t 24 f 19 18 .. ….

34 sonia.t 25 f 18 18 .. ….

35 payal.n 24 f 18 17 .. ….

36 lulu fatema 25 f 19 18 20 20

37 surabhi.m 26 f 19 18 20 20

38 nidhi.a 27 f 18 17 20 19

39 amrapali.r 27 f 18 18 20 20

40 kirti.s 28 f 17 18 19 20

41 pilla.s 26 f 18 17 20 19

42 pooja.m 24 f 17 17 .. ..

43 tanushree 24 f 18 18 .. ..

44 supriya.d 23 f 19 17 .. ….

45 rashmi.p 23 f 18 18 ….. …

46 gauri.p 22 f 17 18 19 20

47 kashmira.b 23 f 17 18 19 20

pre intervention post internvation



48 vishakha.i 24 f 18 17 20 19

49 taliya.m 22 f 18 17 20 19

50 surabhi.r 23 f 17 18 19 20

51 neelam.k 24 f 18 17 20 19

52 nikita.d 23 f 18 18 20 20

53 manjri.c 24 f 17 17 19 19

54 shruti.s 23 f 18 18 20 20

55 bhagyashree 23 f 17 18 19 20

56 ekta.s 25 f 18 18 20 20

57 veronicaa 24 f 18 17 20 19

58 humara 22 f 17 17 19 19

59 divya.s 24 f 17 18 19 20

60 ankita.s 23 f 17 18 19 20

61 ashwini.k 24 f 18 18 20 20

62 yamimi.m 23 f 18 17 20 19

63 ankita.s 22 f 18 18 20 20

64 shikha.k 24 f 18 17 20 19

65 nayan.g 22 f 18 18 20 20

stdve 0.672967 0.604471 0.431548 0.492076

MEAN 17.98462 17.61538 19.75926 19.61111

group 2 eccentric contraction with theraband

sr.no name age sex

right leg left leg right leg left leg

1 monali g 27 f 18 18 21 21

2 deepali.m 22 f 18 19 20 20

3 pooja.a 24 f 18 18 20 20

4 shrutika k 23 f 18 19 21 21

5 radha n 25 f 18 18 20 20

6 sharaddha c 26 f 19 18 20 20

7 aayushi.a 23 f 18 18 21 21

8 vijiya.t 25 f 19 18 … …….

9 neelam.k 25 f 18 19 21 21

10 shabnam.k 24 f 18 19 20 20

11 diksha.j 25 f 19 18 20 21

12 monika .p 26 f 18 18 21 20

13 vrushali.b 27 f 19 18 20 21

14 sunita.k 22 f 18 19 20 20

15 sana.k 23 f 18 19 20 21

16 fatema.h 24 f 17 18 … …

17 trushna.s 25 f 18 19 20 20

18 roshni.o 24 f 18 19 20 21

19 sanskruti.t 25 f 17 18 20 20

20 sanika.b 26 f 18 18 20 20

21 vasvi.k 25 f 17 18 .. …

22 mrunal.m 27 f 18 18 20 20

23 mani.k 23 f 18 19 20 20

24 naina.s 24 f 17 18 20 21

pre intervantion post intervantion



25 aishwarya.p 26 f 18 18 20 20

26 rujuta.r 25 f 18 19 20 21

27 priyanka.c 23 f 17 18 20 20

28 pooja.k 24 f 18 18 20 21

29 neeha.c 23 f 18 18 21 20

30 kiran.k 25 f 18 18 … ..

31 rajshree.g 22 f 18 17 … ..

32 preeti.p 23 f 17 17 …. …

33 madhur.c 24 f 18 18 20 21

34 shaima.f 24 f 17 19 20 20

35 pragya.c 25 f 17 18 20 21

36 arti.v 23 f 18 17 20 20

37 netra.s 27 f 18 18 … …

38 ankita.a 24 f 18 18 … …

39 alicia.c 25 f 17 17 … …

40 sangeeta.c 26 f 17 18 20 21

41 sonal.s 24 f 18 19 21 20

42 reena.c 22 f 18 18 20 21

43 spriha.d 27 f 17 18 20 20

44 neha.w 22 f 18 17 20 21

45 veena.t 27 f 18 18 20 20

46 shrutika k 23 f 1 18 20 21

47 varshney.m 24 f 18 18 20 20

48 madhura.f 23 f 17 17 20 20

49 neeta.v 27 f 18 18 20 21

50 shilpi.s 25 f 18 19 20 20

51 shilpa.v 24 f 18 18 20 21

52 namrata.a 28 f 17 18 20 20

53 priti.m 25 f 18 17 20 20

54 swati.b 23 f 18 17 20 21

55 sripriya.p 22 f 18 18 20 21

56 binu.s 27 f 17 18 20 20

57 prachi.m 23 f 18 18 20 21

58 vidhatri.t 24 f 18 18 20 20

59 kamini.n 25 f 18 17 20 21

60 aishwarya.s 23 f 17 18 20 20

61 swati.c 24 f 18 18 20 21

62 jagrati.c 23 f 18 19 20 20

63 seema.s 22 f 18 18 20 21

64 reshmi.c 22 f 17 17 20 21

65 niharika.p 23 f 18 18 20 21

MEAN 17.55385 18.06154 20.125 20.48214

STDEV 2.150805 0.609224 0.333712 0.504203
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Stroke is a complex dysfunction caused by a lesion in the brain. It is one of the 

leading causes of mortality and morbidity due to which in the near future it will be 

major health problem in India (1). According to the India stroke factsheet updated in 

2012, each year approximately twenty million people will suffer from stroke and of 

these 5 million will not survive (2). 

In recent years, there has been an increasing economic and demographic 

development in developing countries resulting in a shift from disease caused by 

poverty towards chronic, non-communicable, and lifestyle related diseases(3).In  

India, there is a growing burden of non-communicable diseases. According to the 

South-East Asia Region (SEAR) of WHO (WHO, 2014; United Nations Statistics 

Division)non-communicable diseases have contributed to more than 2/3rd of the total 

deaths. This is due to the increasing life span, urbanization, industrialization, socio- 

economic development and changing life style. A higher prevalence of diabetes and 

hypertension was observed in educated and more affluent groups in urban areas (4). 

Some studies also support the notion that urbanization, westernization, affluence 

have a significant role in the huge explosion of non-communicable diseases in 

countries like India. When compared to urban population who lives a sedentary 

lifestyle, one would expect a lower prevalence of non communicable diseases in a 

rural population who traditionally lead a more active lifestyle.(5) 
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Stroke is no longer a disease of the developed world: Low and middle-income 

countries account for 85.5% of total stroke deaths worldwide and the number of 

disability-adjusted life years in these countries was approximately seven times that in 

high-income countries (6).The estimated adjusted prevalence rate of stroke range, 

84-262/100,000 in rural and 334-424/ 100,000 in urban areas. Compared to men, 

women had substantially higher age adjusted prevalence rate (564/100,000 for 

women versus 196/100,000 for men) for all age groups except for people aged 50-69 

years, women had a higher prevalence rate than did men. The incidence rate is 119- 

145/100,000 based on the recent Indian population based studies.(7) 

Stroke is defined by the WHO as “rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global) 

disturbance of cerebral function, with symptoms lasting 24 hours or leading to death, 

with no apparent cause other than of vascular origin”1(8). The pathophysiology of 

stroke is complex and it can be briefly explained as an interference with the blood 

supply to the central nervous system, due to stroke which leads to a sudden loss of 

brain functions. Normal cerebral blood flow (CBF) is approximately 50– 60 

ml/100g/min. If cerebral blood flow reduced below 20 ml/100g/min it results in an 

electrical silence and less than 10 ml/100g/min causes irreversible neuronal injury. 

Overall 85% of strokes are of ischemic origin, which cause the blockage of one or 

more cerebral artery by blood clots, that result in reduction of cerebral perfusion. 

Ischemic stroke may manifest in the form of embolic stroke (with/without knowing 

cardiac and/or arterial factor); thrombotic stroke (large vessel and small vessel 

types); systemic hypoperfusion (Watershed or Border Zone stroke); or venous 

thrombosis. The remaining stroke cases are hemorrhagic, involving either 

intracerebral or subarachnoid hemorrhage (9). 
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Stroke leads to impairments such as depressed motor output, decreased rate of 

neural activation, poor timing and co-ordination of segmental movements, sensory 

deficits, cognitive and behavioural problems which impact severely on functional 

performance. (10) 

Stroke is a major cause, because of which the patient gets dependent for long term 

as it limits their everyday activity .Upper extremity impairment is one of the main 

factors that cause functional disability in stroke patients (11). In particular, recovery of 

upper limb function is challenging (12, 13). 

The motor homunculus in the primary and supplemental motor strips, are spread 

upside down over a vast expanse of gray matter. Neurons controlling the lower 

extremities reside between the two hemispheres, in the interhemispheric fissure, 

whereas neurons moving the trunk, arms, and face are draped upside down over the 

superficial cortex. Cortical lesions, therefore, often involve the face, arm, and trunk, 

but spare the legs, which are protected in the interhemispheric fissure. Cortical 

lesions hence cause an incomplete hemiparesis, affecting the face and arm but not 

the leg. 

Of course, fibers to the leg descend and merge with those to the face and arm as the 

pyramidal tract forms deep within the brain, subcortically, to run in the internal 

capsule, cerebral peduncles, and the pyramids themselves. Thus, even a small 

subcortical lesion can affect all conjoined fibres. Subcortical lesions thus cause a 

complete hemiparesis, affecting face, arm, and leg. 

For example; lesions of the primary motor cortex in one hemisphere result in 

paralysis of the contralateral extremities, with the finer and more skilled movements 

suffering most. Destruction of the primary motor area (area 4) produces more severe 
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paralysis than destruction of the secondary motor area (area 6). Destruction of both 

areas produces the complete form of contralateral paralysis. 

Lesions of the secondary motor area alone can produce difficulty in the performance 

of skilled movements, with little loss of strength. 

The sensory homunculus has a similar somatotropic arrangement that results in an 

analogous pattern of localization (14). 

It has been reported that 3 months after stroke only 20% of all stroke survivors have 

an entirely normal arm function, leaving a great number of patients with either a non- 

functional or an impaired arm(15). The patterns of recovery are similar for upper and 

lower extremity, but whereas a subject may be able to walk independently with 

limited motor recovery of the lower extremity, functional use of the upper extremity 

requires finer motor control and therefore a higher level of recovery (16). 

The paralysis that follows stroke is thought to result mainly from ‘irreversible’  

damage with little potential for brain repair and recovery. The old view of brain 

function was a ‘standard model’, which was based on the last century of neurology 

which conceptualized that the brain consists of a large number of highly specialized 

autonomous modules that interact very little with each other and are hardwired at 

birth. Neurological disorders, in this observation, result from relatively permanent 

irreversible injury to one or a small subset of modules. This is considered as 

incorrect and could mislead to the individuals who suffer from such injuries. 

An important finding, that recovery has been found even in patients with extensive 

Central Nervous System (CNS) damage and advance age. Such findings suggest 

that we need to revise the ‘serial hierarchical modular view’ of the brain and replace 
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it with a new more dynamic view of brain. Instead of thinking of brain modules as 

hardwired and autonomous, we should think of them as being in a state of dynamic 

equilibrium with each other and the environment including the body, in which 

connections are being constantly formed and re-formed as a result to the changing 

environmental needs. Neurological dysfunction, in some instances may be caused 

not only by irreversible destruction of a module but also by a functional shift in 

equilibrium. Perhaps the equilibrium point can be shifted back to its usual state by 

hitting a reset button using relatively simple non-invasive procedures. (17) 

Recovery of function is the “re- acquisition of movement skills lost through injury”. In 

its definition, the performance of the required skills is identical in every way to pre- 

injury performance. In a less strict interpretation of recovery, performance is 

achieved through variation in the pre-injury movement patterns. Recovery from 

stroke is generally fastest in the first few weeks after onset, with measurable 

neurological and functional recovery occurring in the first 1-3 months period after 

stroke. Patients continue their functional gains at a reduced rate for up to 6 months 

or longer after the insult. Few patients may need prolonged recovery with 

improvement occurring over a period of years, especially in the areas of language 

and visuospatial function. (18) 

CNS plasticity is said to account for continuing recovery. Neural plasticity has been 

defined as “the ability of the brain to change and repair itself”. Several explanations 

have been given for plasticity. A theory suggests that different and underutilized 

areas of the brain can take over the functions of damaged tissue, a process called 

‘vicariance’. Another view holds that the CNS has back-up systems that become 

operational when the primary system breaks down the ‘redundancy’. The 

‘unmasking’ of new (redundant) neural pathway permits function to be maintained. 
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Areas of the brain are also capable of becoming reprogrammed, a process termed 

‘functional substitution’. It is said that the adoption of compensatory strategies leads 

to reorganization within the brain and enhance function .In this way, mechanisms 

underlying recovery of function after neural injury can be categorized as either 

restoration (direct) or compensatory (indirect). Direct mechanisms involve the 

resolution of temporary changes and the recovery of the injured neural tissue itself. 

In indirect or compensatory recovery, completely different neural circuits enable the 

recovery of lost or impaired function (18). 

Blood flow changes suggest of neural activity that have been found to exist on both 

sides of the brain (cortical and sub-cortical structures) and areas that are remote 

from the injured site. Nerve growth and repair of brain tissue have been 

demonstrated following brain injury. Finally, neural plasticity may be seen as a 

continuum from short term changes in the efficiency or strength of synaptic 

connections to long term structural changes in the organization and number of 

connections among neurons.(19) 

Since there are no widely available medical or surgical intervention that consistently 

reduce the extent of neuronal damage following stroke, neuro-rehabilitation remains 

the mainstay of outcomes in these patients (10). Understanding the effect of 

rehabilitative techniques on brain plasticity is potentially important in providing more 

effective and longer lasting motor recovery. With the advent of techniques such as 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) and Functional Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (fMRI), it is now possible to non-invasively map the motor regions of the 

brain, to determine the cortical representation areas in muscles producing 

movement. Rehabilitation begins early in the acute stage which optimizes the 

patient’s potential for functional recovery. A number of factors appear to be related to 
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rehabilitation including the site of lesion, medical stability, readiness of patient, 

motivation, patient endurance, ability to learn and the environment around the 

patient.(10) 

The hand is one of the complex and beautiful pieces of natural engineering in the 

human body. The function of hand is mainly for interacting with people and objects in 

the environment. The complexity of hand use are as such, it is needed to be 

independent in functions such as eating, drinking, dressing and other large variety of 

tasks during daily life. Hence, there is need of incorporating newer techniques and 

approaches to the conventional rehabilitation for enhancing the motor recovery of the 

upper extremity. 

Number of interventions has been published evaluating the effect of newer 

rehabilitation techniques. The main aim of any stroke rehabilitation is to  reduce 

motor impairments and improve motor functions; hence, there have been innovation 

of many therapeutic techniques in the recent decade which includes constraint- 

induced movement therapy, mental practice, mirror therapy, virtual reality, robotics, 

and brain stimulation techniques (20). 

Ramachandran and Rogers were the first to one introduce the use of visual illusion 

created by mirror for the treatment of phantom limb pain (21). Since this initial report, 

showed successful use mirror therapy in patients with chronic regional pain 

syndrome, sensory re- education and hand injuries (21,22). This concept further 

progressed in the field of rehabilitation for stroke recovery. 

The principle of mirror therapy is simple: When the patient looking into the mirror, 

they observe the reflection of the non-paretic limb positioned as the paretic limb as 

the mirror is placed in the midline of the body, beside the non-paretic limb, blocking 
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the view of the paretic limb. When performing motor or sensory exercises with the 

non-paretic limb, it creates a visual illusion which provides a positive feedback to the 

motor cortex, that the movement of the paretic limb has occurred. This strong visual 

signal from the mirror can alternatively be used to improve motor performance and 

the perception of the paretic limb (23,24). Mirror Therapy works on the principle of 

mirror neurons (which are responsible for the ability to differentiate between the left 

and the right side). When using the mirror box these mirror neurons get activated 

during the imitation of the movements and interact simultaneously with the motor 

neurons, this helps in the recovery of paretic limb. (25) 

However, not all mirror therapy studies involving stroke patients have achieved the 

desirable and encouraging results (26). In one of the study it was observed that 

positive effect of mirror therapy decreases over time, and the patients became bored 

with the simple movements and started to resist therapy. Observing this, there was 

incorporation of variety of tasks oriented activities i.e. (A training or therapy where 

patient has to practice context- specific motor task and receive some form of 

feedback. (27) Which were proposed to be more effective than only simple 

movements designed to mimic tasks because simple movements restrict the 

functional recovery of more complicated movements performed by the upper 

extremity. (28,29,30) 

Tasks oriented rehabilitation focuses on improvement of performance in functional 

tasks through goal- directed practice and repetition. It has been seen that, movement 

emerges from an interaction between the individual, the task and the environment in 

which the task is being carried out. 
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Hence, this study has been undertaken to see the effectiveness of mirror therapy vs. 

task- oriented mirror therapy to improve hand functions in sub-acute and chronic 

stroke patients. 
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NEED FOR THE STUDY 
 
 
 
 
 

Stroke is a major cause of disability in adults. Approximately 70%- 80% of people 

who sustain a stroke have upper-extremity impairment. Most of the interventions 

need intensive inputs from patient as well as the treating therapist. There is a need  

to incorporate patient- directed and effective treatment technique to the conventional 

rehabilitation. Task oriented mirror therapy if recommended may improve upper 

extremity impairment to enhance motor recovery, functioning and quality of life in 

patients with stroke. It is simple to administer, easy to use and less expensive. 
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AIM 
 
 
 
 

 

To find out effect of task- oriented mirror therapy to improve hand function in stroke 

patients. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary objectives: 

 

• To evaluate the effect of mirror therapy on motor performance of hand using 

Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section) 

 
 

• To evaluate the effect of task –oriented mirror therapy on motor performance 

of hand using Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section) 

 
 

• To evaluate the effect of mirror therapy on hand related functioning using 

Upper Extremity Functional Index. 

 
 

• To evaluate the effect of task-oriented mirror therapy on hand related 

functioning using Upper Extremity Functional Index. 

 
 

Secondary objectives: 

 

• To compare the pre-test and post-test scores by using, Wolf Motor Function 

Test (Hand section) & Upper Extremity Functional Index in both the groups. 
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HYPOTHESIS 
 
 
 
 
 

There is significant difference between Task-oriented mirror therapy and Mirror 

therapy to improve hand functions in sub-acute and chronic stroke patients. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NULL HYPOTHESIS 
 
 
 
 

 

There is no significant difference between Mirror Therapy and Task-oriented Mirror 

Therapy to improve hand functions. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
 
 

1. JitkaVeldema, et.al. (2017), investigated the relationship between changes of 

cortical hand motor representation and motor recovery of the affected hand in 

subacute stroke. They enrolled 17 in- patients with motor impairment of the 

affected hand. Hand motor function tests and neurophysiological evaluations 

were obtained from both hands and hemispheres at baseline and two, four, 

and six weeks of inpatient rehabilitation. Hand motor function tests were Wolf 

Motor Function Test, Action Research Arm Test and Neurophysiological 

evaluations resting motor threshold, motor evoked potentials, motor map area 

size, motor map area volume,and motor map area location. Hand motor 

impairment at baseline and hand motor recovery over time showed a wide 

spectrum. They concluded that recovery of motor function of the affected  

hand after stroke showed definite changes in excitability, size, volume, and 

location of hand motor representation over the contralesional primary motor 

cortex (31). 

 

2. Deo Rishi Tripathi, et al.(2016), investigated whether mirror therapy is 

effective at short-term (at 4wk) and long-term (at 6month) intervals on motor 

recovery, spasticity, and hand-related functioning of patients with sub-acute 

stroke. They concluded that hand function improved more after mirror therapy 

in addition to a conventional rehabilitation program compared with a control 

treatment directly after 4 weeks of treatment and at the 6-month follow-up, 

whereas mirror therapy does not affect spasticity.(1) 
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3. Mirror therapy has been seen to provide effective and encouraging results in 

treatment of hemiparesis. (32-34) 

 

4. Studies done by Langhorne P et al., French B et al., Narayan Arya K et al., 
 

Winstein C.J et al.,concludedthat one of the promising upper extremity 

motor recovery intervention is task-oriented practice. (35,36,37,38) 

 

5. Kyunghoon Kim, et al. (2016), the objective of this study was to investigate 

the effects of mirror therapy combined with exercise tasks on the function of 

the upper limbs and activities of daily living. The therapies session was for 30 

minutes per day, five times per week, for a total of four weeks. The outcome 

measures for Upper limb function was measured with the Action Research 

Arm test, the Fugl-Meyer Assessment, and the Box and Block test, and 

activities of daily living were measured with the Functional Independence 

Measure. A paired t-test was performed to compare in the intra-group 

differences between before training and after four weeks of therapy and an 

independent t-test was performed to compare the differences between the two 

groups before and after four weeks of therapy. In the result of intra-group 

comparison, both groups showed significant differences and in the inter-group 

comparison, the mirror therapy group showed significant improvements 

compared with the conventional therapy group, both in upper limb function 

and activities of daily living. The findings of this study stated that mirror 

therapy is much effective for stroke patients to improve their upper limb 

function and activities of daily living.(39) 
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6. Kil-Byung Lim , et al (2016),investigate the effect of mirror therapy 

containing functional tasks on upper extremity function and activities of daily 

living in patients with sub -acute stroke.The mirror therapy group underwent a 

task oriented program together withconventional therapy for 20 minutes per 

day on 5 days per week for 4 weeks. The control group underwent the same 

schedule as the mirror therapy group. The subjects were evaluated by using 

The Fugl-Meyer Motor Function Assessment (FMA), Brunnstrom motor 

recovery stage, and Modified Barthel Index (MBI) after 4 weeks of the 

treatment. All data were statistically analyzed using SPSS ver. 19.0 for 

Windows (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Independent sample t-test, Chi-square 

test and Fisher exact test, paired comparison t-test was used to analysis the 

data. The data interpreted that the upper extremity function on the affected 

side and ability to perform daily life activities after theintervention were 

significantly improved in both groups and showed improvements in the Fugl- 

Meyer Motor Function Assessment and Modified Barthel Index greater in the 

mirror therapy group than the control group. In this study, they found that the 

mirror therapy containing functional task was effective in terms of improving 

the upper extremity functions and activities of daily living in patients with sub- 

acute stroke.(40) 

 

7. Carolina Colomer, et al. (2016), carried out a study in which their aim was to 

determine the effectiveness of mirror therapy on chronic stroke survivors with 

severe upper-limb impairment in comparison with passive mobilization. They 

have done a randomized controlled trial in which 31 subjects were equally 

divided in both the groups and twenty-four intervention sessions were 
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performed for both groups. Each session included 45-minute period of mirror 

therapy (experimental group) or passive mobilization (control group), for three 

days a week. Subjects were assessed before and after the intervention with 

the Wolf Motor Function Test, the Fugl-Meyer Assessment, and the 

Nottingham Sensory Assessment. In comparison with passive mobilization, 

mirror therapy in chronic stroke survivors with severely impaired upper-limb 

function may provide motor improvement and a limited but positive effect on 

light touch sensitivity.(41) 

 

 
8. SnehalNarsinhaWaghavkar , et al. (2015) conducted a study on 

Effectiveness of Mirror Therapy to Improve Hand Function in Acute and Sub- 

acute Stroke Patients. They concluded that mirror therapy can be a useful 

intervention supplement in rehabilitation.(42) 

 

9. PreetinderKaur, et al. (2015), conducted a Randomized Clinical Trial to 

Study the Effectiveness of Mirror Therapy in Improving Hand Function of 

Stroke Patients. Found that mirror therapy with conventional therapy is 

effective than only conventional therapy.(43) 

 

 
10. RoshiniRajappan, et al.(2015), carried out the study on effect of mirror 

therapy on hemiparetic upper extremity in sub-acute stroke patients. This 

study concluded that incorporating mirror therapy improves and can directly 

influence the upper extremity functions.(44) 
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11. Jin-Young Park, et al. (2015), carried out a study on the effect of mirror 

therapy on upper-extremity function and activities of daily living in stroke 

patients. This study was conducted with 30 adult hemiplegic patients. This 

study confirmed that mirror therapy is effective in improving upper-extremity 

function and self-care in the performance of activities of daily living. (45) 

 

 
12. Hwanhee Kim, et al. (2015), published an article on which they carried out an 

Investigation of the effects of mirror therapy on the upper extremity functions 

of stroke patients using the manual function test. In which they included 14 

hemiplegia patients (8 males, 6females; 9 infarction, 5 hemorrhage; 8 right 

hemiplegia, 6 left hemiplegia). In this study they used the Korean version of 

the manual function test (MFT). The test was performed in the following order: 

arm movement (4 items), grasp and pinch (2 items), and manipulation (2 

items).The entire program course was of four weeks. The result showed that, 

the grasp-and-pinch and manipulation functions were improved through mirror 

therapy.(46) 

 

13. SelvarajSamuelkamaleshkumar, et al. (2014), conducted a study on Mirror 

Therapy Enhances Motor Performance in theParetic Upper Limb after Stroke: 

A Pilot Randomized Controlled Trial. The purpose of the study was to assess 

the effectiveness of mirror therapy (MT) combined with bilateral arm training 

and graded activities to improve motor performance in the paretic upper limb 

after stroke. It was the Randomized, controlled, assessor-blinded study. 

Patients with first-time ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, confined to the 

territory of the middle cerebral artery, occurring<6 months before the 
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commencement of the study were included. Both the groups underwent a 

patient-specific multidisciplinary rehabilitation program for 5 d/wk, 6 h/d, over 

3 weeks. Mirror therapy group received 1hour of MT in addition. Outcome 

Measures they used in the study are The Upper Extremity Fugl-Meyer 

Assessment for motor recovery, Brunnstrom stages of motor recovery for the 

arm and hand, Box and Block Test for gross manual hand dexterity, and 

modified Ashworth scale to assess the spasticity. They concluded that mirror 

therapy when combined with bilateral arm training and graded activities was 

effective in improving motor performance of the paretic upper limb after stroke 

compared with conventional therapy without mirror therapy. (47) 

 

14. Holly E. Rossiter, et al, (2014), conducted a study on Cortical Mechanisms 

of Mirror Therapy after Stroke. This study is the first to measure cortical 

activity directly during MT using MEG and to examine the differential effects in 

controls and stroke patients. They used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to 

measure changes in cortical activity during mirror training after stroke. 

Specifically, they examined movement-related changes in the power of 

cortical oscillations in the beta (15-30 Hz) frequency range, known to be 

involved in movement. Ten stroke patients and 13 control participants were 

recruited to this study. They were recorded using MEG while performing 

bimanual hand movements in 2 different conditions. In one, subjects looked 

directly at their affected hand whereas in the other, they looked at a mirror 

reflection of their unaffected hand in place of their affected hand. The 

movement-related beta desynchronization was calculated in both primary 

motor cortices. In the patients, movement-related beta desynchronization was 
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generally smaller than in controls, but greater in contralesional as compared 

to ipsilesional motor cortex. This initial asymmetry in movement-related beta 

desynchronization between hemispheres was made more symmetrical by the 

presence of the mirror. Hence it was concluded that Mirror therapy could 

potentially aid stroke rehabilitation by normalizing an asymmetrical pattern of 

movement-related beta desynchronization in primary motor cortices during 

bilateral movement.(48) 

 

15. Young-Rim Paik, et al. (2014), conducted a pilot study on simple and task- 

oriented mirror therapy for upper extremity function in 4 stroke Patients. They 

found that task- oriented mirror therapy is more effective in improvement of 

upper extremity function in stroke patients.(49) 

 

 
16. Manzoor A Mir, et.al.(2014), published an article in which they have 

elaborated about pathophysiology of stroke. A stroke is a serious neurological 

disease; it is one of the leading causes of mortality and morbidity throughout 

the world. The pathophysiology of stroke is complex and it can be briefly 

explained as an interference with the blood supply to the central nervous 

system, due to stroke which leads to a sudden loss of brain functions 

().Normal cerebral blood flow (CBF) is approximately 50– 60 ml/100g/min. If 

cerebral blood flow reduced below 20 ml/100g/min it results in an electrical 

silence and less than 10 ml/100g/min causes irreversible neuronal injury. Lack 

of blood circulation to the brain deprives neurons of necessary glucose and 

oxygen. Therefore, they require a constant supply of energy as neurons are 

the impulse transmitters. Overall 85% of strokes are of ischemic origin, with 
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most attributable to blockage of one or more cerebral artery by blood clots, 

with resulting reduction in cerebral perfusion. Ischemic stroke may manifest in 

the form of thrombotic stroke (large vessel and small vessel types); embolic 

stroke (with/without knowing cardiac and/or arterial factor); systemic 

hypoperfusion (Watershed or Border Zone stroke); or venous thrombosis. The 

remaining stroke cases are hemorrhagic, There are two types of hemorrhagic 

stroke: intra-cerebral hemorrhage (generally occurs in small arteries or 

arterioles and is commonly due to hypertension, trauma, bleeding disorders, 

amyloid angiopathy, and vascular malformations), and sub-arachnoid 

hemorrhage (due to rupture of aneurysms from the base of the brain and 

bleeding from vascular malformations near the pial surface).In the affected 

region of brain, there is a general observation that a spectrum of severity is 

due to the presence of collateral circulation. Thus, part of the brain 

parenchyma (core) undergoes immediate death, while others may only be 

partially injured with potential to recover (penumbra). After the onset of 

Ischemic stroke, cerebral blood flow is disrupted throughout the affected 

region of the brain. Due to the presence of collateral circulation, blood flow 

disruption to the tissue is not uniform resulting in a flow gradient. As a result, a 

“core” region of infarct develops in which flow is severely reduced, there is 

90% decreases in normal functioning due which tissue undergoes necrosis 

within minutes as insufficient adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is present to 

maintain homeostatic ionic gradients and metabolic functions (Astrup J 1977). 

Neighbouring this core region in which blood flow is severely reduced is the 

“penumbra”, a tissue distribution in which flow is less severely reduced and 

remains typically around 35% of baseline flow (Astrup J 1977). Disruption in 
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the ability for normal action potential firing, tissue initially progresses to 

cellular death, eventually resulting in an expanded core lesion without 

restoration of cerebral blood flow (Lo EH 2008). Hemorrhagic Stroke occurs 

due to a blood vessel rupture in the brain. Its harmful effects are the 

consequential of: (a) hypoxia due to disrupted vascular supply; (b) irritant 

effect of releasing blood on brain parenchyma and vasculature; and (c) raised 

ICP due to continued bleeding, which may further restrict cerebral blood flow. 

In this aspect, hemorrhagic strokes are more dangerous than ischemic 

strokes.(9) 

 

17. M. INVERNIZZI, et al. (2013), conducted a study on the value of adding  

mirror therapy for upper limb motor recovery of subacute stroke patients: a 

randomized controlled trial. Their aim of this study was to evaluate if mirror 

therapy combined with conventional therapy can improve motor recovery of 

the upper limb more than conventional therapy alone in subacute stroke 

patients with moderate to sever upper extremity impairment. They concluded 

that mirror therapy combined with conventional therapy is effective and easy 

treatment to improve motor recovery of the upper limb in subacute post stroke 

patients.(50) 

 

 
18. JeyarajDuraiPandian, et al. (2013),conducted a study on stroke 

epidemiology and stroke care services in India.(7) 
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19. Sneha S. Khandare, et al. (2013), carried out study on comparison of task 

specific exercise and mirror therapy to improve upper limb function in sub- 

acute stroke patients. They concluded that both the intervention should be 

combined together in the treatment of sub-acute stroke patients to improve 

upper limb function.(52) 

 

 
20. Sea Hyun Bae, et al. (2012), carried out a study to examine the effects of 

mirror therapy on subacute stroke patients’ brain waves and upper extremity 

functions. They included Twenty patients who were randomly and equally 

assigned to a control group (n=10) and a mirror therapy group (n=10). Before 

and after the intervention, the changes in the subjects were measured using 

electroencephalography (EEG) and a manual function test (MFT). They found 

that Mu rhythm suppression at C3, Cz, and C4 was significant in both groups 

after the intervention, with a more effective result in the mirror therapy group 

and also each group also saw significant changes in its MFT results after the 

intervention. Hence they concluded that Mirror therapy had an effect on mu 

rhythm suppression, improving brain activities and positively influencing motor 

function recovery. It is simple to apply, and it can be performed independently 

by patients. It is also cost-effective. Therefore, it is considered to be useful as 

part of a rehabilitation program.(53) 

 

21. Gundesha A, et.al. (2011), in thisliterature review, they focussed on Mirror 

Therapy for treatment of upper extremity post stroke. Using the key words like 

“stroke”, “upper extremity” and “mirror therapy”, they analyzed publications of 

the  last  5 years (2005 to 2010) from PUBMED.  For the  review they selected 
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only Randomised Controlled Trials, Literature Reviews and Meta-analysis 

published in English language. The literature review shows that mirror 

neurons may play an important role in observation based learning and it also 

shows that mirror therapy may prove to be a helpful tool for the treatment of 

upper extremity dysfunction post stroke.(53) 

 

22. Goel D, et al, (2009), published a research paper, mirror therapy in stroke 

rehabilitation, purpose of which was to synthesize the relevant literature about 

mirror therapy in order to facilitate its integration into physical therapy  

practice. The study suggests that effect of mirror therapy improve the 

functional outcomes after stroke by facilitating plastic re- organization of the 

cortex in the brain in response to visual feedback. Results implicated that 

mirror therapy can provides an important tool to access the  motor network 

and improve outcome post stroke.(54) 

 

 
23. Dohle C, et.al, (2009), conducted a study to evaluate the effect of a therapy 

that included use of a mirror to stimulate the affected upper extremity with the 

unaffected upper extremity during the acute phase (first 8 weeks) after stroke. 

Thirty- six patients with severe hemiparesis because of a first- ever ischemic 

stroke in the territory of the middle cerebral artery were enrolled, no more than 

8 weeks after the stroke. They completed a protocol of 6 weeks of additional 

therapy (30 minutes a day, 5 days week), with random assignment to either 

mirror therapy (MT) or an equivalent control (CT). The main outcome 

measures were the Fugl- Meyer subscores for the upper extremity, evaluated 

by independent raters through videotape. Patients also underwent functional 
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neuropsychological testing. It was found that in the subgroup of 25 patients 

with distal plegia at the beginning of the therapy, MT patients regained more 

distal function than CT patients. Further, across all patients, MT improved 

recovery of surface sensibility. Neither of these effects depended on the side 

of the lesion hemisphere. MT stimulated recovery from hemi-neglect. Thus, 

the authors concluded that the mirror therapy early after stroke is a promising 

method to improve sensory and attention deficits and to support motor 

recovery in a distal plegic limb.(55) 

 

24. Sciusso A, et al, (2008), in this study they have combined mirror therapy with 

conventional therapy to compare with only conventional therapy for motor 

recovery of the upper limbs. They have includedn14 patients with brain 

injuries in a sub-acute or chronic phase in the trial. They were divided into 2 

groups. Before and after 4 week of intervention, each patient underwent 

examination and complete physiatric evaluation (Mini- Mental State 

Examination [MMSE], Functional Independence Measure [FIM], Fugl- Meyer 

Assessment [FMA], Modified Ashworth Scale [MAS]). After 4 weeks of 

intervention, the group in which mirror therapy combined with conventional 

therapy showed a slightly lower grade of spasticity, an improvement in the 

motor ability of the arms, general posture, and a greater autonomy. They 

came to the conclusion that, this approach should be used in addition to 

conventional therapy, as it is relatively effective, easy to do. Mirror therapy 

combined with observational –imitation therapy could possibly represent a 

valid approach to augment the motor recovery of the upper limbs after stroke, 

in sub- acute or chronic phase patients.(56) 
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25. GunesYavuzer, et al. (2008) carried out a study on 40 in-patients with stroke 

all within 12 months poststroke and where intervention of mirror therapy was 

given for 4 weeks to improve hand function. They found improvement after 

intervention. (58) 

 

26. Buccino G, et al, (2006), investigated on the function of mirror neuron 

system. They infer that mirror neurons discharge during the execution of hand 

object- directed actions and during the observation of the same actions 

performed by other individuals. These neurons were first identified in the 

ventral premotor cortex (area F5) and later on in the inferior parietal lobule of 

monkey brain, thus constituting the mirror neuron system. More recently, 

mirror neurons for mouth object- directed actions have also been found in the 

monkey. Several pieces of experimental data demonstrate that a mirror 

neuron system devoted to hand, mouth, and foot actions are also present in 

humans. Authors reviewed the experimental evidence on the role of the mirror 

neuron system in action understanding, imitation learning of novel complex 

actions, and internal rehearsal (motor imagery) of actions. On the basis of 

features of the mirror neuron system and its role in action understanding and 

imitation, they have discussed the possible use of action observation and 

imitation as an approach for systematic training in the rehabilitation of patients 

with motor impairment of the upper limb after stroke. (28) 
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27. Steven L. Wolf, et al. (2001), proved reliability and validity of Wolf Motor 

Function Test Scale in assessment of hand motor function in stroke 

patients.59,60,61,13,16 

 

 
28. Stratford PW, et al. (2001), carried out a study on Development and initial 

validation of the upper extremity functional index. This study proves reliability 

and validity of the upper extremity functional index.(62) 

 

29. Sathian K, et al, (2000), they have conducted a case report, which described 

the successful application of “mirror therapy” for post- strokepatients 

rehabilitation with poor functional use of an upper extremity, due to mainly 

somatosensory deficits. Mirror therapy facilitated employment of a motor copy 

strategy (bimanual movements) and later progression to “forced use” of the 

affected arm. The end result was increased functional use of the affected 

upper limb. (63) 

 

30. Altschuler EL, et al, (1999), included 9 stroke patients in the study, who were 

at least 6 months post stroke, underwent mirror therapy. This study was 

assessor blinded, patients were randomly assigned to spend the first 4 weeks 

using a mirror or transparent plastic, and then crossed over to the other 

treatment for the next 4 weeks. The intervention consisted of bilateral hand 

and arm movements, using the mirror or plastic sheet (control group), given 

for 15 minutes twice a day for 6 days a week, for 4 consecutive weeks. They 

concluded that range of motion, speed and accuracy of arm movement 

improved after mirror therapy.(32) 
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Methodology 
 
 

MATERIAL AND METHOD: 

 

The present study aimed at evaluating effectiveness of Mirror Therapy and Task- 

oriented Mirror Therapy on diagnosed cases of hemiplegic coming to the Institution 

for rehabilitation. The permission and approval to carry out the research work was 

obtained from the head of the Institution and the Institution’s Ethical Committee. 

 

 Study design- Randomized control trial 

 
 

 Study setting- Institutional based study 

 
 

 Duration of study- 1 year 

 

 Sampling size- 30subjects are included as per the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria. 

 Sample size estimation: - It was done on the bases of following assumption 

considering mean difference in Wolf Motor Function Test as the main 

outcome. 

1. Group A mean ± SD = 2.11±1.25 

2. Group B mean ±SD = 0.53±1.25 

3. Mean change (effect size) = 1.58 

4. Confidence Interval = 95% 

5. Power = 90% 

6. Ratio of sample size = 1:1 
 

Required sample size per group is 14 therefore 15 subjects in each group 

was selected so, total sample size = 30. 

Based on article by Kaur P, et al. (2015)43 
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1 2 

1 2 1-α/2 1-β) 

Sample size for the study was calculated using OpenEpi, Version 3, open 

source calculator—SSMean. 

 Formula for sample size estimation for testing difference between two 

population means:- 

n= [(α  2+α 2) (Z + Z 2] 
 

δ2 

 
Where, α 2+α 2 are variances of 2 populations Z1-

α/2 is standardized score for 2 sided α (i.e. 5%) Z 

1-β is standardised score for β (i.e. 10%) 

And δ= Minimum Significant Difference between 2 population means 

(i.e. Effect size) 

 
 

 Sampling Technique - Computer- generated random number list. 

 
 

 Grouping -Using Computer- generated random number list, subjects were 

divided into two groups. 

 
 

 Method of data collection – Data was collected of pre and post therapy 

intervention. 

 
 Method of selection - 30 subjects were divided into two groups by using, 

computer- generated random number list. 

Both groups consist of (n=15) subjects. Blinding of the subjects or the 

physiotherapist is not possible because of the nature of the therapy. 
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

 

METHOD OF SELECTION OF STUDY SUBJECTS (ELIGIBILITY CRIETERIA): 
 

eligibility of the patients for the study was based on the criteria mentioned below. 

 
 
 

 
 Inclusion Criteria: 

 

1. Subjects diagnosed with first episode of stroke with hemiplegia. 

 
 

2. Subjects having Brunnstrom recovery score between stages of 2 and 5 for 

hand.64 

 

3. Subjects with sub-acute and chronic stroke ≥ 3 months post stroke was 

taken. 

4. Both male and female subjects. 

 

5. Subjects who was able to understand and follow simple verbal instructions 

and has normal hand function before the stroke. 

6. Willing to participate in the study. 

 

 Exclusion Criteria: 
 

1. Fractures, musculoskeletal injuries of the affected upper extremity. 

 
 

2. Subjects with severe tightness or contractures of wrist and hand. 

 
 

3. Inability to understand and follow simple verbal instructions. 
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4. Subjects with poor vision. 

 
 

 
5. Subjects having difficulty in attending therapy session on daily basis. 

 
 

 
 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS:- 

 

Stroke:- Stroke or brain attack  is  the sudden loss of neurological function  caused 

by an interruption of the blood flow to the brain18. 

Mirror Therapy: -When the patient looking into the mirror, they observe the reflection 

of the non-paretic limb positioned as the paretic limb, using movements of the 

stronger body part to "trick our brain" into thinking that the weaker body part is 

moving. 

Task- Oriented: - A training or therapy where patient has to practice context- specific 

motor task and receive some form of feedback. 27 

 
 

Instruments and Related Measurements:- 

 

 Tools used for Intervention - 
 

1. Mirror box(refer annexure 3A ) (Photo 7.3) 
 

2. Squeeze Ball 
 

3. Coffee beans 
 

4. Coffee mug 
 

5. Pencil 
 

6. Saucer 
 

7. Can 
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 Tools of Outcome Measures- 
 

1. Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section)59,60,61,13,16(refer annexure 3B ) 

(Photo: 7.4, 7.5) 

o Pencil 
o Paper Clip 
o Stack Checkers 
o Cards 
o Dynamometer 
o Key & Lock 

o Towel 

 
 

 
2. Upper Extremity Functional Index Scales62,44(refer annexure 3C ) 

 
 
 

 VARIABLES: 
 

1. INDEPENDENT: Age 

 

Site of involvement 

 

2. DEPENDENT: Wolf Motor Function Test 

Upper Extremity Functional Index 
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STUDY INSTRUMENTS:- 

 

 Mirror box(refer annexure 3 A ) 
 

 Table 
 

 Chair 
 

 Squeeze Ball 
 

 Coffee beans 
 

 Coffee mug 
 

 Pencil 
 

 Saucer 
 

 Can 

Only for Task-

oriented Mirror 

Therapy Group 

 
(Photo: 7.6) 
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Photo 7.3: Mirror Therapy 

 

Equipments and materials 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 7.2: Table Photo7.1 : Chair 
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Photo 7.4: Tools of Outcome 

 
Measures-Wolf Motor Function Test 

Photo 7.5: Hand 

Dynamometer 

Photo 7.6: Tools used for Intervention 
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Photo 7.9: Stack checkers Photo 7.10: Flip cards 

Photographs of the subject performing the Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand 

section) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Photo 7.8: Lift paper clip 
Photo 7.7: Lift pencil 
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Photo 7.11: Fold towel 

Photo 7.12: Turning key in lock 
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Photo 7.15: Fingers Abduction 

and Adduction 

Photographs of the patient’s performing Mirror Therapy 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 
 

 

 

Photo 7.14: Finger Extension Photo 7.13: Wrist Extension 
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Photo 7.18: Fingers 

Numbering 
Photo 7.19: Wrist Flexion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 7.17: Fingers Opposition Photo7.16: Fingers Flexion 
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Photo 7.20: Wrist Ulnar 

Deviation 

Photo 7.21: Wrist Radial 

Deviation 
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Photographs of the patient’s performing Task-Oriented Mirror Therapy 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Photo 7.24: Grasping and 

releasing ball 

Photo 7.25: Hold beans in 

palm and pour into dish 

Photo 7.26: Pick up Can and 

place in different direction 

Photo 7.23: Pick up and 

hold saucer 

Photo 7.22: Pick up Pencil, turn 

it anticlockwise then clockwise 
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PROCEDURE: 

 

• Subjects fulfilling the inclusion criteria were included after taking informed 

consent. 

• All 30 subjects were randomly divided into two study groups namely Control 

group (Mirror Therapy) (n=15) and Experimental group (Task-oriented Mirror 

Therapy) (n=15) by using a computer- generated random number list. 

• Demographic data and all baseline parameter in regards to the outcome 

measures (Wolf Motor Function Test and Upper Extremity Functional Index) of 

the paretic hand were noted for all the subjects. 

• Subjects in both the groups followed institutional rehabilitation protocol for 

stroke with the frequency of 5 days/ week, along with group specific hand 

exercises as per schedule. 

Group A: Subjects participated in control group (n=15). In which they performed non- 

paretic side wrist and fingers movements such as wrist flexion and extension, wrist 

ulnar and radial deviation, finger flexion and extension, finger abduction and 

adduction, finger numbering, opposition movements while they are looking into the 

mirror, seeing the mirror reflection of the hand movement projected as the paretic 

hand. (Photo: 7.13- 7.21) 

Group B: Subjects participated in experimental group (n=15), In which they 

performed task- oriented exercises by non-paretic hand while looking  into  the 

mirror, seeing the mirror reflection of the hand movement projected as the paretic 

hand. Task- oriented exercises such as:- 
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1. Hold beans in palm and pour into dish10 
 

2. Grasping and releasing ball10 
 

3. Pick up pencil, put it down on table, turn it anticlockwise to point in opposite 

direction, then clockwise; use target lines on tabletop10 

4. Pick up and hold saucer or lid of large jar10 
 

5. Pick up Can and place in different direction10 
 

While patients looked into the mirror, seeing the mirror reflection of the hand 

movement projected as the paretic hand. (Photo: 7.22- 7.26) 

Subjects in both the groups performed their respective exercises for 40 minutes 

(including 3 minutes rest interval), 5days in a week for 1 month. After completing the 

therapy period of 1 month, hand functions of all subjects were re-evaluated by using 

the outcome measures (Wolf Motor Function Test and Upper Extremity Functional 

Index). Data was analysed statistically. 
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FLOW CHART 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Permission obtained from institutional head and ethical committee 

30 Sample selected according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Procedure of the study was explained and consent was taken. 

30 patients were divided into two groups. 

Intervention was given for 4 weeks. 

Experimental group: task- 

oriented mirror therapy group 

were given to (n=15). 

Control group: Mirror therapy 

group were given to (n=15). 

Data obtained and analyzed statistically 

Outcomes were assessed by: Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section) and Upper Extremity 
 

Functional Index, for change from pre and post 4 weeks intervention 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
 
 

 

 Statistical software STATA version 10.1 year 2011 was used for data 

analysis. 

 
 

 Tests used for statistical analysis are: 
 

1. Paired ‘t’ test 
 

2. Unpaired ‘t’ test 

 
 

 Paired ‘t’ test: To compare pre and post intervention change in values of 

Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section) and Upper Extremity Functional 

Index scores in group A and group B. 

 
 

 Unpaired ‘t’ test: To compare mean difference between group A and group B 

pre and post intervention. 

 
 

 p - value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. 
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Table 1: Mean age of the study population 
 
 
 
 

 
Comparison of age by group 

 
Group 

 
No. 

 
Mean 

 
Sd 

 
Control 

 
15 

 
55 

 
12.2 

 
Experimental 

 
15 

 
57.86 

 
13.47 

 
p value : 0.5463 
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Table 2: Gender distribution among the study population 
 
 
 

 

Gender by group 

 
Gender 

Control 
Group1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. % No. % 

Male 11 73.33 12 80 

Female 4 26.67 3 20 

Pearson chi2(1) = 0.1863 Pr = 0.666 

 
 
 
 

Graph 2: Gender distribution among the study population 
 

Control Group Experimental Group 

20% 

26.67% 
Male 

Female 

Male 

Female 

73.33% 

80% 
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Table 2.3: Type of lesion distribution among the study population 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Type Lesion by group 

 
Lesion 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. % No. % 

Hemorrhagic 5 33.33 6 40 

Ischemic 10 66.67 9 60 

Pearson chi2(1) = 0.1435 Pr = 0.70 

 
 
 

Graph 2.3: Type of lesion distribution among the study population 
 
 

 

Hemorrhagic 

Ischemic 
60% 

40% 

Experimental Group 

Hemorrhagic 

Ischemic 66.67% 

33.33% 

Control Group 
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Table 4: Paretic side distribution among the study population 
 
 

Paretic side by group 

 
Paretic side 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. % No. % 

Left 6 40 6 40 

Right 9 60 9 60 

Pearson chi2(1) = 0.0000 Pr = 1.000 

 
 
 
 
 

Graph 4: Paretic side distribution among the study population 
 
 

 

Control Group Experimental Group 

40% Left 40% 

60% Right 
60% 

Left 

Right 
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Table 5: Mean of Brunnstrom score in the study population 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Comparisons of Mean 

Brunnstrom score(by ANOVA 
and F- test) 

Group No. Mean SD 

Control 15 3.33 1.23 

Experimental 15 3.06 0.96 

P values 0.5146 
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Lift Pencil Test 
 
 

 
 

Table 1: Baseline- post intervention comparisons of Mean 
Lift Pencil (by ANOVA and F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 1.4 1.54 15 1.2 1.14 

Post 
Intervention 

15 2.26 1.43 15 2.06 1.09 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 

 

Graph: 1 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant mean scores 

changes in both the groups Control and Experimental. 

Experimental Control 

0 

0.5 

Baseline 

Post Intervention 
1 

1.2 
1.4 1.5 

Baseline-Post intervention comparison of mean 

scores of Lift Pencil Test 
2.5 2.26 

2.06 
2 
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Table 2 : Mean score difference of pre-post Lift Pencil 
Test by group 

Group 
Difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.86 0.35 

Experimental 15 0.86 0.35 

P values 1.0000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inferences: When both the groups were compared, no statistically significant mean 

differences were found in the scores of Lift Pencil test 
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Lift Paper Clip Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 3: Baseline scores- post intervention 
comparisons of Mean scores (by ANOVA and F- 

test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
scores 

15 1.4 1.68 15 0.86 1.06 

Post 
Intervention 

15 1.6 1.8 15 1.6 1.29 

P values 0.0824 0.0000 
 

 

Graph 3 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant change of 

mean scores in Experimental group whereas no statistically significant mean score 

differences were found in Control group. 

Experimental Control 

0 

0.5 

Baseline 

Post Intervention 

0.86 1 

1.4 1.5 

1.6 1.6 

2 

Baseline-Post intervention comparison 
of Lift Paper Clip 
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Table 4: Mean scores differences of pre and post 
Lift Paper Clip Test 

Group 
Difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.2 0.41 

Experimental 15 0.73 0.45 

P values 0.0023 
 
 
 

 

Inference: When both Control and experimental groups were compared the result 

showed statistically significant mean scores differences. 
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Stack Checkers Test 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5: Basline scores –post intervention 
mean comparisons of Stack checkers (by 

ANOVA and F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 1.4 1.45 15 1.2 1.26 

Post 
Intervention 

15 1.93 1.43 15 2.2 1.26 

P values 0.0013 0.0089 
 
 

 

Graph: 5 
 

 

 
Inferences: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant mean score 

changes in both the groups 

2.5 

2.2 

2 1.93 

1.5 1.4 

1.2 

1 

Baseline Scores 

Post Intervention 

0.5 

0 

Control Experimental 
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Table 6 : Mean scores difference of pre-post 
Stack Checkers Test 

Group 
pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.53 0.51 

Experimental 15 1 0 

P values 0.0016 
 
 
 

Inference: statistically significant mean score differences were observed when both 

the groups were compared. 
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Flip Cards Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7 : Baseline- post intervention mean 
comparisons of Flip Cards (by ANOVA and F- 

test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 1.06 1.53 15 0.8 0.77 

Post 
Intervention 

15 1.33 1.71 15 1.13 1.12 

P values 0.0406 0.0192 

 

Graph 7 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows there is a significant mean scores 

change in both the groups. 

1.4 1.33 

1.2 1.13 
1.06 

1 

0.8 
0.8 
 

0.6 
Baseline Scores 

Post Intervention 

0.4 
 

0.2 
 

0 

Control Exprimental 
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Table 8 : Mean scores difference of pre and post 
Flip Cards Test 

Group pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.26 0.45 

Experimental 15 0.33 0.48 

p value 0.7025 

 
 
 
 
 

Inferences: When mean scores of both the groups were compared, no statistically 

significant differences was seen. 
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Grip Strength Test 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 9: Baseline –post intervention mean score 
comparisons (by ANOVA and F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 11.33 10.94 15 7.46 7.72 

Post 
Intervention 

15 14.53 11.19 15 11.46 7.94 

P values 0.0000 0.0000 
 

Graph 9 
 

 
 
 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant mean scores 

change in both the groups. 

16 
14.53 

14 
 

12 11.33 11.46 

10 
 

8 7.46 Baseline Scores 

Post Intervention 
6 
 

4 
 

2 
 

0 

Control Experimental 
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Table 10 : Mean Difference of baseline scores-post 
intervention Grip Strength 

 

Group 
pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 3.2 1.52 

Experimental 15 4 1.3 

P values 0.1339 
 
 
 
 

 

Inference: When both the groups were compared, no statistically 

significant mean differences were observed. 
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Turn Key in Lock Test 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 11: Baseline scores-post intervention mean 
score comparisons Turn Key in Lock (by ANOVA 

and F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 1.06 1.48 15 0.66 0.72 

Post 
Intervention 

15 1.4 1.54 15 1.06 0.96 

p value 0.0192 0.0086 

 

Graph: 11 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant change in the 

mean scores in both control and experimental groups. 

1.6 
1.4 

1.4 

1.2 1.06 1.06 

1 

0.8 0.66 

0.6 

Baseline Scores 

Post Intervention 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

Control Experimental 
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Table 12 : Mean scores difference of pre-post Turn 
Key in Lock Test 

Group 
Difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.33 0.48 

Experimental 15 0.4 0.5 

P values 0.7165 
 
 
 

Inference: When both the groups were compared, no statistically significant 

differences was seen. 
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Fold Towel Test 
 
 
 
 

Table13:Baseline scores-post intervention mean 
score comparisons Fold Towel (by ANOVA and 

F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 1.06 1.33 15 1 1 

Post 
Intervention 

15 1.8 1.56 15 1.93 1.03 

P values 0.0000 
 
0.0000 

 
 

Graph: 13 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant change in 

both the groups. 
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Table 14 : Mean scores difference of pre-post 
Fold Towel Test 

Group 
pre-post difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 0.73 0.45 

Experimental 15 0.93 0.25 

P values 0.1517 
 
 
 

 

Inference: Statistically significant differences was not seen when both the groups 

were compared. 
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Upper Extremity Functional Index Test 
 
 

 

Table15: Baseline scores-post intervention mean 
score comparisons Upper Extremity Functional 

Index (by ANOVA and F- test) 

 
Variable 

Control 
Group 1 

Experimental 
Group 2 

No. Mean SD No. Mean SD 

Baseline 
Scores 

15 18 18.71 15 12.26 12.45 

Post 
Intervention 

15 22.2 20.42 15 19.4 14.99 

P values 0.0018 0.0000 
 

Graph: 15 
 

 

 
Inference: The above table and graph shows that there is a significant mean change 

in both the groups. 
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Table 16 : Mean scores differences of pre-post 
Upper Extremity Functional Index 

Group 
Difference 

No. Mean SD 

Control 15 4.2 4.22 

Experimental 15 7.13 3.81 

P values 0.0559 
 
 
 
 

 

Inference: Statistically significant mean score differences were observed when both 

the groups were compared. 
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RESULTS 
 
 
 

Results of the present study shows that: 

 

Wolf Motor Function Test: Control Group 

 

 A significant improvement i.e (p value < 0.05) was seen in the results of  

mean test scores after 4 week of intervention of lift pencil, stack checkers, flip 

cards, turn key in lock, grip strength and fold towel. 

 

 
 No significant change was seen in the mean of the test score of lift paper clip. 

 
 

 
Wolf Motor Function Test: Experimental Group 

 

 A significant improvement i.e. (p value < 0.05) was seen in the result of mean 

test scores after 4 week of intervention of lift pencil, lift paper clip, stack 

checkers, flip cards, turn key in lock, grip strength and fold towel. 

 
 
 

Wolf Motor Function Test: Mean differences of Control and Experimental groups 

 

 In intragroup comparison a statistically significant differences were seen in 

mean of the test scores result of lift paper clip and stack checkers. 

 
 

 In the mean of the test scores of lift pencil, lift paper clip, stack checkers, flip 

cards, turn key in lock, grip strength and fold towel, no significant changes 

were found in the results. 
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Upper Extremity Functional Index Test: is used to measure upper extremity 

function in individuals with hand and upper extremity disorders. It is 

acceptable convergent, discriminate, longitudinal validity; test-retest reliability; 

and sensitivity to change. 

 
 

Upper Extremity Functional Index Test: Control Group 
 

 A significant change was observed in the result of mean of the test score in 

control group i.e. (p value < 0.05) 

 
 

 
Upper Extremity Functional Index Test: Experimental Group 

 

 A significant change was found in the mean of the test score in experimental 

group i.e. (p value < 0.05) 

 
 
 

 
Upper Extremity Functional Index Test: Mean differences of Control and 

Experimental groups 

 In intragroup comparison, statistically significant mean differences were seen 

in both the groups. 
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Discussion 
 
 
 

The hand is one of the complex and beautiful pieces of natural engineering in the 

human body. The function of hand is mainly for interacting with people and objects in 

the environment. The complexity of hand use are as such, it is needed to be 

independent in functions such as eating, drinking, dressing and other large variety of 

tasks during daily life. Hence, there is need of incorporating newer techniques and 

approaches to the conventional rehabilitation for enhancing the motor recovery of the 

upper extremity. 

The present study assessed the individual effect of Control group and Experimental 

group in addition to the conventional rehabilitation and also compared their effects  

on hand functions in patients with stroke. Hand function in both the study groups 

were assessed using Wolf Motor Function Test (Hand section) and Upper Extremity 

Functional Index. 

The first objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of Control and 

Experimental groups on motor performance of hand using Wolf Motor Function Test 

(Hand section) and secondly to compare the mean differences of both the groups. 

WMFT (Hand section) include various mode of prehension of hand, which are Lift 

Pencil, Lift paper clip, Stack Checkers, Flip Cards, Grip Strength, Turn Key in Lock 

and Fold Towel. 

In this study it was observed that post intervention mean score of Lift Pencil test 

was found statistically significant i.e. (0.0001). As well as in Experimental group 

significant changes were also seen in the mean score i.e. (0.0001). However, mean 

differences of both the group were not significant (1.0000). 
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Statistically significant changes were found in the mean score of stack checkers 

test in both the group’s control (0.0013) and experimental (0.0089). Also significant 

mean changes were observed when both the groups were compared (0.0016). 

Significant changes were also seen in the mean score of fold towel test in both the 

group’s control (0.00001) and experimental (0.00001). On the other hand, there were 

no significant mean differences observed in both the groups when compared 

(0.1517). 

Lift pencil test and stack checkers test falls into the category of 3-jaw chuck, in 

which thumb, index and middle fingers are used. The fold towel test is the example 

of 2-jaw chuck, in which thumb and index fingers are used, both are type of pad-to- 

pad prehension. In this test the MP (Metacarpophalangeal) and PIP (Proximal 

Interphalangeel) joints of the finger are partially flexed and DIP joint is extented or it’s 

in slight flexion. Thumb is held in CMC (Carpometacarpal) flexion, abduction and 

rotation. MP and IP joint is partially flexed or fully extended .Major use of muscles for 

these tests are flexor digitorum superficialis, flexor pollicis brevis, abductor pollicis 

brevis and especially the adductor pollicis. Thus, it can be assumed that if there is 

any structural improvement or muscles power gain, the end result of these tasks can 

give effective results. Thus, result shows significant changes in both the groups for 

these tests.(66,67) 

A significant change was observed in the mean score of lift paper clip test in 

experimental group i.e. (0.0001).However, no significant differences were seen in the 

mean scores of control group (0.0824). Although, when both the groups mean 

differences were compared there was statistical significant changes (0.0023) were 

seen. 
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Lift paper clip test is the example of tip-to-tip prehension which is most precise  

form of grasp. If flexion range for the distal phalanx in either the opposing finger or 

the thumb is not available, or if the active force for IP flexion and MP joint ulnar 

deviation cannot be provided, tip to tip prehension cannot be performed effectively. 

This could be one of the reasons for getting no significant changes in control 

group.(66,67) 

A significant change were observed in the mean score of flip cards test i.e., control 

(0.0406) and experimental (0.0192) groups and also in turn key in lock test both 

the control (0.0192) and experimental (0.0086) groups had significant mean score 

results. But when both the groups were compared, no statistically significant mean 

differences was seen in flip cards test (0.7025) and turn key in lock test (0.7165). 

The pad-to-side prehension is being used for these tests. It is least precise of all 

forms of precision handling, it can actually be performed by a person with paralysis 

of all hand muscles, if it is assumed that active wrist extensors are present it may 

create pad-to-side prehension. This may be the reason of significant improvement 

seen in control and experimental groups.(66,67) 

Grip strength test mean scores had significant change in both the group’s control 

(0.00001) and experimental (0.00001). However, no statistically significant mean 

differences were seen when both the groups were compared (0.1339). 

Cylindrical grip mainly involves use of the flexors to carry the fingers around and 

maintain grasp on an object. In the static phase, the FDS (Flexor Digitorum 

Superficialis) muscle assists when the intensity of the grip requires greater force. 

Therefore, it can be said that after intervention of 4 weeks, the flexors muscles got 

strengthened, which showed significant results individually in both the groups.(66,67) 
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This is in accordance with the study by Preetinder Kaur, et al. (2015)(43), where 30 

patients with sub-acute and chronic stroke were randomly divided into 2 groups of 

which 15 patients received mirror therapy with conventional physiotherapy (group A) 

and rest 15 patients received only conventional physiotherapy (group B) for 4 weeks, 

and there was a significant improvement in the performance of both group A (p 

value= 0.002) and group B (p value= 0.088) WMFT. Another study was carried out 

by Snehal Narsinha Waghavkar, et al. (2015)(42) in which patients received mirror 

therapy showed significant improvement in WMFT-WH that changed from 7.545 to 

15.727 (p value= <0.0001) after intervention. 

The second objective was to evaluate the effect of Control and Experimental groups 

on hand related functioning using Upper Extremity Functional Index and then 

compare the mean differences of both the groups. The results of this study reveal 

that individually in control group (0.0018) and experimental group (0.00001) in 

addition to conventional rehabilitation were significantly beneficial for hand related 

functioning and when both the group’s mean differences were compared, results 

showed statistically significant difference (0.0559) . 

Study by Roshini Rajappan, et al. (2015)(44) stated that mirror therapy is effective 

and can directly influence the upper extremity functions. Jin-Young Park, et al. 

(2015)(45) also concluded that mirror therapy improves upper-extremity function and 

self-care activities of daily living. 

Task-oriented practice is one of the promising upper extremity motor recovery 

intervention, this was stated by Langhorne P et al., French B et al., Narayan Arya 

K et al., Winstein C.J et al.(37,38) 
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The present study investigated that conventional rehabilitation in addition to Task- 

oriented Mirror Therapy session consists activities that can be used to increase 

precision of movements; here are some tasks which were used in this study. 

Hand-cupping tasks such as hold seeds in palm and pour into dish and grasping and 

releasing ball was used to train opposition of radial and ulnar sides of the hand. 

Picking up pencil and turning it anticlockwise and clockwise using use target lines on 

tabletop. Spider grip (Kapanji 1992) in which hand spans the whole diameter, thumb 

extended to the maximum and fingers stretched widely, for this pick up and hold 

saucer task was used and finally pick up ‘Can’ and placing it in different direction  

was given. All these tasks were performed while patients looked into the mirror, 

seeing the mirror reflection of the hand movement projected as the paretic hand.(10) 

Significant improvement seen in post intervention by the subject’s in hand motor 

performance and hand related functioning in the Experimental group is in accord with 

previous evidences and theories that support and suggest the use of task- oriented 

training and create visual illusions by mirror therapy to enhance motor performance 

and motor functions in patients with stroke 37,3854,55. 

Park (2006) suggested that combining conventional rehabilitation program with the 

task- oriented training stimulates neuronal reorganization and is more effective than 

therapy, which requires patients to learn only a sequence of simple movements. 

Task- oriented training helps the systematization of motor behaviour and it is an 

efficient treatment method. It can improve upper extremity movement patterns, 

dexterity and manipulation skills. Since both the hands of an individual are  

connected in time and space, the effect of the treatment can be generalized by 

encouraging the correct use of both hands during task-oriented training. According to 
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Utley, et.al (1998) during the training of bilateral movements the ADL motions is 

known to get better in certain aspects of task performance for e.g., speed, runtime 

and control of attitude. Even though mirror therapy does not involve movement of  

the affected limb, it is thought to have a similar neurological effect and it produces 

benefits similar to those resulting from bilateral movement. The false impression that 

the patient is moving the affected side is thought to activate mirror neurons (neurons 

that trigger when one acts or observes contra-lateral actions) and induces movement 

of the affected side behind the mirror. 

Conventional rehabilitation in addition of the Control group showed statistically 

significant improvement in subject’s PRE to POST intervention scores of Wolf Motor 

Function Test (Hand section) and Upper Extremity Functional Index. 

Stevens et.al (34), defined mirror therapy as a form of visually guided motor imagery, 

which is the mental performance of a movement without overt execution of that 

movement. This could substitute for the decreased proprioceptive information, thus 

helping to recruit the premotor cortex and creating an intimate connection between 

visual input and premotor areas, decreasing the discrepancy between motor 

intentions, proprioceptive and visual feedback to some extent. 

Extensive clinical, neurophysiologic and neuroimaging evidence demonstrates the 

effect of mirror visual illusion on brain activity. Areas active during action observation 

are similar to those active during actual movement. Garry, Loftus and Summers 

performed transcranial magnetic stimulation during mirror illusion in healthy subjects 

and showed increased excitability of primary motor cortex (M1) of the hand behind 

the mirror. This finding provides neurophysiologic evidence supporting the 

application of mirror therapy in stroke rehabilitation. 65 
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Another important mechanism of the effect of the mirror visual feedback is attributed 

to the ‘mirror neurons’. Mirror neurons are bimodal visuomotor neurons in the 

premotor area of both monkeys and humans that are active during action 

observation, mental stimulation (imagery) and action execution. These neurons 

become active during observation of meaningful movements. Some authors suggest 

that these neurons are found in frontal as well as parietal lobes. The areas/lobes are 

rich in motor command neurons, each of which fires to generate a series of muscle 

twitches to produce uncomplicated skilled movement such as reaching for and 

grasping an object, manipulation of objects etc. Astonishingly, a subset of these 

neurons- mirror neurons- also fire when a person merely watches another individual 

perform the same movement. Mirror neurons are now generally understood to be the 

system underlying the learning of new skill, by visual inspection of the skill (51). 

Mirror neurons necessarily involve interactions between multiple modalities like 

vision, propiroception, motor commands, which suggest that they might be involved 

in the efficacy of the mirror visual feedback in stroke. After stroke there may be a 

residue of mirror neurons that have survived but are ‘dormant’ or whose activity is 

inhibited and does not reach threshold. Thus practicing with the mirror can help 

stimulate these dormant neurons by providing the visual input to revive them. It is 

quite probable that illusion by the use of mirror can prevent, or at least reduce 

“learned non-use” of a paretic limb (17). 

 
 

In this study both groups, Control (Mirror Therapy) and Experimental (Task- oriented 

Mirror Therapy) helps enhance the motor performance and in turn hand related 

functioning by their independent neurophysiologic basis, both the intervention 
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strategies in addition to conventional rehabilitation seem to have equal potential for 

an intervention period of 4 weeks. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
 

 

This study suggested that both Control and Experimental group individually, in 

addition to conventional rehabilitation enhances the motor performances as well as 

functional improvement of hand at the end of 4 weeks of intervention. 

However, on comparing the result of mean difference from baseline score to post- 

intervention score of Wolf Motor Function Test in both control group (Mirror Therapy) 

and experimental group (Task- oriented Mirror Therapy), was found statistically 

significant in the tests scores of lift paper clip and stack checkers, rest of the test 

score which are lift pencil, flip cards, turn key in lock, grip strength and fold towel 

showed no significant mean changes in the tests scores when compared. 

In Upper Extremity Functional Index test, statistically significant mean differences 

were observed. 

Thus, both the techniques are potentially beneficial in enhancing the hand functions 

of patients with stroke (sub-acute& chronic). 
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 

 Both Mirror Therapy and Task- oriented Mirror Therapy are simple, 

inexpensive patient- directed treatment strategies, which can be used as an 

important adjunct in the treatment of hand function in stroke patients in 

different stages of recovery. 

 Use of Task- oriented Mirror Therapy as an adjunct to conventional 

rehabilitation could help in to improve muscle strength, voluntary movement 

and enhance functional abilities. Proper patient instructions and adequate 

training, will help them to incorporate this therapy into their home therapy 

programme. 

 Incorporation of Mirror Therapy into conventional rehabilitation could support 

motor recovery. It is easy to implement, even in an acute setting and highly 

motivated patients can be instructed to practice it on their own or added into 

their home programme. 
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Limitations of the Study 
 
 
 
 
 

 Intervention was given for a limited period of 4 weeks. 

 
 

 Stages of Brunnstom scores was not compared. 
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SUMMARY 
 

 

The complexity of the hand-use and the need to be independent in daily functions 

leads to the need of incorporating of newer techniques and approaches to the 

conventional rehabilitation for enchancing the motor performances of the upper 

extremity post stroke. Task- oriented Mirror Therapy and Mirror Therapy are two of 

the many newer techniques which are simple and convenient techniques and have 

been under research for their role in motor recovery and functional improvement for 

the paretic hand. 

Thus the aim of the study was, “To find out effect of task- oriented mirror therapy to 

improve hand function in stroke patients”. 

The present study was a randomized control trial. All 30 subjects was randomly 

divided into two study groups namely Control group (Mirror Therapy) (n=15) and 

Experimental group (Task-oriented Mirror Therapy) (n=15) by using a computer- 

generated random number list after taking written consent. All subjects were 

assessed for the outcome measures by the principal investigation at baseline. Both 

the study groups received rehabilitation. 

Subjects in both the groups performed their respective exercises for 40 minutes 

(including 3 minutes rest interval), 5days in a week for 1 month. After completing the 

therapy period of 1 month, hand functions of all subjects has been re-evaluated by 

using the outcome measures (Wolf Motor Function Test and Upper Extremity 

Functional Index). 

In data analysis The present study showed that the mean scores for all of the Wolf 

Motor Function Test (WMFT hand section) are increased after the intervention 
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individually in task-oriented mirror therapy and mirror therapy groups (p<0.05), but 

only lift paper clip pre and post mean scores was not statistically significant in mirror 

therapy group(p value= 0.0824). However, when both the groups Control (mirror 

therapy) and Experimental (task- oriented mirror therapy) mean differences were 

compared, there were statistically significant mean differences found in the lift paper 

clip score (p value= 0.0023) and stack checkers score (p value= 0.0016),but there 

were no statistical significant mean differences in rest of the parameters of Wolf 

Motor Function Test (Hand section) which are lift pencil test, the flip cards test, the 

grip strength test, the turning key in lock test and the fold towel test . 

In the second outcome measure i.e. (Upper Extremity Functional Index Test) the 

results of this study reveal that individually both the groups were significantly 

beneficial for hand related functioning and when both the group’s mean differences 

were compared, results showed statistically significant difference (0.0559) in hand 

related functioning. 

Thus, both the techniques are potentially beneficial in enhancing the hand functions 

of patients with stroke (sub-acute& chronic). 
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ANNEXURE 1 A 
 

 

PERMISSION LETTER 
 
 

 

To, 
 

The Head of Institute, 
 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

I, Miss  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request 

you to grant me permission to carry out my research work in your estimated institute. 

My research topic is, “MIRROR THERAPY VS. TASK-ORIENTED MIRROR 

THERAPY TO IMPROVE HAND FUNCTIONS IN SUB-ACUTE AND CHRONIC 

STROKE PATIENTS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIAL.” 

For this purpose, I would be utilizing the Physiotherapy OPD and the equipment 

required for the same would be kept in the same premises and the subjects would be 

studied in the Physiotherapy OPD. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
 

Guide Head of Institute 
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ANNEXURE 1B 
 
 

 

PERMISSION LETTER 
 

To, 
 

The Chairman, 

Ethical Committee. 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 
 

I,  Miss  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, would 

request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. 

My research topic is,“MIRROR THERAPY VS. TASK-ORIENTED MIRROR 

THERAPY TO IMPROVE HAND FUNCTIONS IN SUB-ACUTE AND CHRONIC 

STROKE PATIENTS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIAL.” 

I promise that the ethics as well as subjects care shall be duly complied. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
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ANNEXURE 1C 
 

SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET 
 

Purpose: To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from subject 

according to the regulatory of ICMR and approved by IEC. 

Scope: This standard operational procedure includes subjects fulfilling the inclusion 

criteria and is willing to participate in this study. 

Responsibilities: 
 

The researcher will obtain written informed consent from all the subjects who will be 

the part of the study. 

Procedure: 
 

1. The investigator will select the subjects fulfilling the inclusion criteria from the 

patients coming to the tertiary hospital setup. 

2. The investigator will explain the experimental protocol to allay apprehension and 

answer all the queries of the subjects. 

3. If the subject decides to participate then they would be consented according to the 

standard operational procedure. 

4. If the subject expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they would be 

solved. 

5. If the subjects are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the informed 

consent according to standard operational procedure. 

6. Study procedures will begin after the subject concern. 

 
7. Detailed medical and any other physical problem history of the subjects will be 

obtained so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
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8. If subject wants to discuss this information to their family members then they are 

entitled to do so before giving the consent. 

General information to research subjects: 
 

1. Name: Age: 
 

Sex: Date: 
 

2. You would be required to undergo hand function assessment test to know your 

functional ability. Mirror Therapy or Task-oriented Mirror Therapy would be 

administered and functional assessment will be done again to check the progress in 

movement ability. 

3. If you are willing to take part in the study then you are expected to enroll with us 

right from the pre treatment assessment till the end of the test. 

4. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so that we can 

help you and overcome your problems without any untoward effect. 

5. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation. 

 
6. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then you are 

free to do so and there would not be any hindrance from our side. 

7. The details of the risk, discomfort, advantages and disadvantages of the test will 

be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent. 

8. The data obtained from this study would be confidentially protected and 

maintained and if the photograph is used then your identity would not be revealed. If 

the photograph is published then permission would be obtained. 

9. All the risk of test procedure will be explained to you and accordingly the consent 

will be taken. 
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10. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw at any time without 

any consequences. 

11. Name of Researcher: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

 
 
 
 

12. Name of Guide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

 
 
 
 

13. Name of Institution: 
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ANNEXURE 2A 
 

 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

 
 
 

 
I,  have read the information give in the Subject 

Information sheet for the dissertation, entitled “MIRROR THERAPY VS. TASK- 

ORIENTED MIRROR THERAPY TO IMPROVE HAND FUNCTIONS IN SUB- 

ACUTE AND CHRONIC STROKE PATIENTS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIAL.” 

Conducted by  I have been informed regarding the 

nature and duration of work. I have no objection to undertake the required 

examination pertaining to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me, that I would be tested well, without any 

untoward effects and the right of confidentially protected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Signature of Individuals) 

Place: 

Date: 
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ANNEXURE 2B 
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ANNEXURE2C 
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ANNEXURE 3A 
 
 
 
 

I. MIRROR BOX 
 

 

A Mirror Box is a device that hides one limb from view while providing a mirror image 

of the healthy limb for the patient to see. 

 
Unique Features 

 
 

 Easy single-handed setup 
 

 Compact, folds flat for easy storage 
 

 Adjustable, spacious interior allows a wide range of motion 
 

 Large opening for therapy partner access 
 

 Affordable 

 
 

Physical Dimensions 

 
 

 Open: 12″ x 12″ x 17″ 
 

 Folds to: 11.81″ x 13.75″ x 1.13″ 
 

 Mirror Size: 11″ x 12.75″ 
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ANNEXURE 3B 
 
 
 

 

II. WOLF MOTOR FUNCTION TEST 
 
 

 

General Description of the WMFT 

 

Of the available 17 subtests in the WMFT, only those pertaining to hand functional 

abilities (test 10-16) will be performed. 

All tasks are performed as quickly as possible and are truncated at 120 seconds. 

Tasks are as follows :- 

1. Lift pencil (front): Patient attempts to pick up the pencil using 3-jaw chuck grasp 

(thumb and first two fingers). The pencil should be picked up on the table and not 

over the edge of the table. Note - If the patient performs the task by lifting the pencil 

over the edge of the table once, repeat the task one more time. Assign a 120+ if the 

task cannot be accomplished in the correct manner. 

2. Lift paper clip (front): Patient attempts to pick up the paper clip using a pincer 

grasp (pads of thumb and index finger opposed). The paper clip should be picked up 

on the table and not over the edge of the table. Note - If the patient performs the task 

by lifting the paper clip over the edge of the table once, repeat the task one more 

time. Assign a 120+ if the task cannot be accomplished in the correct manner. 

3. Stack checkers (front): Patient attempts to stack the two end checkers onto the 

center checker. The task can be executed by picking up either checker first. 
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4. Flip cards (front): Using a pincer grasp on the near edge of cards, patient attempts 

to flip each of the cards over. This task should be done by sliding the front edge of 

the card just past the front edge of the table with some or all of the fingers and then 

grasping the card edge protruding past the table edge between the palmar surfaces 

of thumb and index finger. Cards should be flipped over from side to side (rather 

than from front to end). The cards do not have to be straightened or adjusted after 

they have been turned over. The patient should first flip over the card on side being 

tested, then the center card, and then the card on the opposite side. Patient should 

be prevented from wetting fingers by licking (which they commonly try to do). 

5. Grip strength (Front- Close):- Patient attempts to grip the dynamometer with 

greatest grip strength possible. The test should be conducted 3 times with a 1- 

minute rest between trials. 

6. Turning the key in lock (front): Using a lateral pincer grasp, patient attempts to 

move the key in the lock from the vertical position first to the side being tested, then 

to the opposite side and finally back to the vertical starting position. Tumblers of the 

lock are set so that the key moves through a 180-degree arc (only), with 90 degrees 

of that arc on either side of the midline 

7. Fold towel (front): Patient picks up the towel with both hands, grasping the far 

corners of the towel. The patient first folds the towel lengthwise. The patient then 

folds the towel in half again across its center (widthwise). The second fold is done 

with the arm being tested only and is done from the side of the towel corresponding 

to the arm being tested. The folding does not need to be exact, but ends of the towel 

need to be approximately aligned (within 1.5 inches). 
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Functional Ability Scale 
 

 

0 – Does not attempt with upper extremity (UE) being tested. 

 

1 –UE being tested does not participate functionally; however, attempt is made to 

use the UE. In unilateral tasks the UE not being tested may be used to move the UE 

being tested. 

2 – Does, but requires assistance of the UE not being tested for minor 

readjustments or change of position, or requires more than two attempts to  

complete, or accomplishes very slowly. In bilateral tasks the UE being tested may 

serve only as a helper. 

3 – Does, but movement is influenced to some degree by synergy or is performed 

slowly or with effort. 

4 – Does; movement is close to normal *, but slightly slower; may lack precision,  

fine coordination or fluidity. 

5 – Does; movement appears to be normal *. 

 

(*) For the determination of normal, the less-involved UE can be utilized as an 

available index for comparison, with pre-morbid UE dominance taken into 

consideration. 
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ANNEXURE 3C 
 

 

III. The Upper Extremity Functional Index (UEFI) 
 

We are interested in knowing whether you are having any difficulty at all with the 

activities listed below because of your upper limb problem for which you are currently 

seeking attention. Please rate each activity with the number 0,1, 2, 3 or 4, based on 

the following: 

0= Extreme Difficulty 
 

or Unable to Perform Activity 

1= Quite a Bit of Difficulty 

2= Moderate Difficulty 

3= A Little Bit of Difficulty 

4= No Difficulty 

Today, do you or would you have any difficulty at all with: 

Activities 

1 Any of your usual work, housework or school activities 

2 Your usual hobbies, recreational or sporting activities 

3 Lifting a bag of groceries to waist level 

4 Lifting a bag of groceries above your head 

5 Grooming your hair 

6 Pushing up your hands (ex: from bathtub or chair) 

7 Preparing food (ex: peeling, cutting) 

8 Driving 
 

9 Vacuuming, sweeping or raking 

10 Dressing 

11 Doing up Buttons 
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12 Using tools or appliances 

13 Opening doors 

14 Cleaning 
 

15 Tying or lacing shoes 

16 Sleeping 

17 Laundering clothes (washing, ironing, folding) 

18 Opening a jar 

19 Throwing a ball 
 

20 Carrying a small suitcase with your affected limb 

 
 

Column Total 

 
 

Add the column totals to get your final score. 

Score: _/80 

Minimum Level of Detectable Change (90% Confidence) : 9 points 

 
 

Source: Stratford et al (2001): Development and initial validation of the upper 

extremity functional index. Physical Therapy 79:371-383. 
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ANNEXURE 3 D 
 
 

 

Institutional Physiotherapy Protocol:- 
 

1. Strengthening Upper & Lower Limbs (10 Minutes) 
 

2. Trunk Stability Exercises (10 Minutes) 
 

3. Standing Balance Training (15 Minutes) 
 

4. Functional Re-education 
 

Frequency – 5 session/ week for 4 weeks. 

Duration of each session – 60 Minutes 

Follow up – At the end of 4 weeks. 
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ANNEXURE 4A 
 

 

PROFORMA 
 
 
 
 
 

Date: Serial no: 
 

 

Name:   Gender:   
 

 

Age:   Occupation:    
 

 

Dominance:   Time since stroke:  months. 
 

 

Diagnosis:   Paretic side:    
 

 

Lesion type: Ischemic/ Hemorrhagic 

Medical history: 

 
 

Brunnstrom recovery stage for hand:    
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Examination: 

 

1. Wolf Motor Function Test : 
 
 
 
 

Task Pre Intervention Post Intervention 

1. Lift Pencil   

2. Lift Paper Clip   

3. Stack Checkers   

4. Flip Cards   

5. Grip Strength   

6. Turn Key in Lock   

7. Fold Towel   

 
 
 

2. Upper Extremity Functional Index: 
 
 
 
 

Pre intervention stage Post intervention stage 
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WOLF MOTOR FUNCTION TEST DATA COLLECTION FORM 
 
 

 

Subject’s Name:  Date:    
 
 

 

Test (check one): Pre-treatment  Post-treatment    
 
 

 

Arm tested (check one): More-affected  Less-affected    
 
 
 
 
 

Task Time Functional Ability Comment 

 
 

 
1. Lift pencil 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

2. Lift paper clip 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

 
3. Stack checkers 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

 
4. Flip cards 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

 
5. Grip strength   kgs. 

 
 

 
6. Turn key in lock 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

 
7. Fold towel 0 1 2 3 4 5
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UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTIONAL INDEX 
 

 
 
 
 

We are interested in knowing whether you are having any difficulty at all with the 

activities listed below because of your upper limb problem for which you are currently 

seeking attention. Please rate each activity with the number 0,1, 2, 3 or 4, based on 

the following: 

 
 

0= Extreme Difficulty or Unable to Perform Activity 1= Quite a Bit of Difficulty 

2= Moderate Difficulty 3= A Little Bit of Difficulty 

4= No Difficulty 

 
 

Today, do you or would you have any difficulty at all with: 

 
 

Activities 
 

1 Any of your usual work, housework or school activities 

2 Your usual hobbies, recreational or sporting activities 

3 Lifting a bag of groceries to waist level 

4 Lifting a bag of groceries above your head 

5 Grooming your hair 

6 Pushing up your hands (ex: from bathtub or chair) 

7 Preparing food (ex: peeling, cutting) 

8 Driving 
 

9 Vacuuming, sweeping or raking 

10 Dressing 
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11 Doing up Buttons 
 

12 Using tools or appliances 

13 Opening doors 

14 Cleaning 
 

15 Tying or lacing shoes 

16 Sleeping 

17 Laundering clothes (washing, ironing, folding) 

18 Opening a jar 

19 Throwing a ball 
 

20 Carrying a small suitcase with your affected limb 

 
 

Column Total 

 
 

Add the column totals to get your final score. 

Score: _/80 

Minimum Level of Detectable Change (90% Confidence) : 9 points 
 

Source: Stratford et al (2001): Development and initial validation of the upper 

extremity functional index. Physical Therapy 79:371-383. 
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MASTER CHART 

 
 Demographic Data of Control Group (Mirror Therapy)  

 

Sr. No 

Age Gender Dominance Time Since Stroke(M) Type of lesion Paretic 
side 

Brunnstrom 
score 

        

1 58 MALE RIGHT 87 ISCHEMIC LEFT 4 

2 53 MALE RIGHT 88 HEMORRHAGIC LEFT 2 

3 40 MALE RIGHT 42 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 3 

4 44 MALE RIGHT 41 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 5 

5 73 FEMALE RIGHT 36 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 5 

6 54 MALE RIGHT 11 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 5 

7 30 MALE RIGHT 10 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 2 

8 68 FEMALE RIGHT 10 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 2 

9 63 FEMALE RIGHT 120 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 5 

10 65 MALE RIGHT 12 HEMORRHAGIC LEFT 2 

11 67 MALE RIGHT 29 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 3 

12 50 MALE RIGHT 36 ISCHEMIC LEFT 4 

13 60 MALE RIGHT 10 ISCHEMIC LEFT 3 

14 60 FEMALE RIGHT 72 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 3 

15 40 MALE RIGHT 24 ISCHEMIC LEFT 2 
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Wolf Motor Function Test 

Lift Pencil Lift Paper 
Clip 

Stack 
Checkers 

Flip Cards Grip 
Strength(Kg) 

Turn Key in 
Lock 

Fold Towel 

PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

3 3 3 4 2 3 2 3 30 33 2 3 2 3 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 10 0 1 0 1 

3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 18 22 3 3 3 4 

4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 16 18 4 4 4 5 

3 4 3 4 2 3 3 4 32 36 3 4 2 3 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3 4 3 3 2 3 0 1 18 20 3 3 2 3 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 1 

1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 10 0 1 0 1 

3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 22 26 1 1 2 3 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 12 0 0 0 1 

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 14 16 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Upper Extremity Functional Index 

PRE POST 

28 45 

7 11 

3 8 

46 51 

40 42 

44 53 

3 4 

2 2 

54 56 
6 7 

9 11 

10 16 

5 7 

9 13 

4 7 

Control Group 
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Sr. no Age Gender Dominance Time Since Stroke(M) Type of lesion Paretic side Brunnstrom score 

1 68 MALE RIGHT 36 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 3 

2 50 MALE RIGHT 14 ISCHEMIC LEFT 3 

3 37 MALE RIGHT 8 ISCHEMIC LEFT 2 

4 60 MALE RIGHT 12 HEMORRHAGIC LEFT 2 

5 48 MALE RIGHT 10 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 2 

6 75 MALE RIGHT 29 ISCHEMIC LEFT 4 

7 72 FEMALE RIGHT 12 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 3 

8 58 MALE RIGHT 36 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 2 

9 35 MALE RIGHT 10 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 4 

10 65 MALE RIGHT 72 ISCHEMIC RIGHT 5 

11 68 MALE RIGHT 11 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 3 

12 65 FEMALE RIGHT 12 ISCHEMIC LEFT 4 

13 36 MALE RIGHT 9 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 2 

14 69 MALE RIGHT 18 HEMORRHAGIC RIGHT 3 

15 62 FEMALE RIGHT 48 ISCHEMIC LEFT 4 

Demographic Data of Exprimental Group (Task- oriented Mirror Therapy) 
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Wolf Motor Function Test 

Lift Pencil Lift Paper 
Clip 

Stack 
Checkers 

Flip 
Cards 

Grip 
Strength(Kg) 

Trun Key in 
Lock 

Fold Towel 

PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 8 14 1 1 1 2 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 1 

3 4 2 3 3 4 2 2 16 20 2 2 3 4 

1 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 6 12 1 1 1 2 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 1 

2 3 2 3 3 4 2 3 8 12 1 2 2 3 

3 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 28 32 2 3 2 3 

1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 10 12 1 1 1 2 

3 4 2 3 2 3 1 2 14 18 1 2 2 3 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 

1 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 4 10 0 1 1 1 

2 3 2 3 3 4 1 2 12 16 1 2 2 3 

 

 

 
Upper Extremity Functional 
Index 

PRE POST 

7 16 

2 8 

3 7 

4 7 

2 7 

22 34 

8 18 

2 5 

21 26 

45 54 

9 11 

28 42 

4 8 

7 16 

20 32 
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INTRODUCTION 

The terms "Diabetes" and “Mellitus” have Greek origin. “Diabetes” 

denotes "a passer through and the "Mellitus" denotes "sweet"1. Diabetes 

mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by hyperglycaemia 

resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or both2. 

Diabetes is a condition primarily defined by the level of hyper-

glycaemia giving rise to risk of micro vascular damage (retinopathy, 

nephropathy and neuropathy)3. Diabetes Mellitus (DM) contributes as 

biggest endocrine driver for global burden disease4.According to the 

International Diabetes Federation in 2015, an estimated 415 million people 

all over the world suffer from this condition5.The percentage of death due to 

diabetes mellitus increased to 92.7% from 1990 to 2010. Diabetes mellitus 

is the leading cause of death as compared to other disease such as ischemic 

heart disease, cerebrovascular disease and chronic kidney disease, also its 

complications are high in list of risk factors6. In the year 2000, India topped 

the world with highest number of diabetes mellitus patients7. Rise in diabetic 

population in India increased from 11.9 million in 1980 to 64.5 million in 

2014. Prevalence of diabetes mellitus doubled for male population in India, 

i.e. from 3.7% to 9.1% in the year 20148. Diabetes mellitus (DM) has two 

broad categories viz. type 1 and type 2. Type 1 DM has absolute insulin 

deficiency. In type 2 DM, there is variable degree of insulin resistance, 

impaired insulin secretion and increased glucose production9. 
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Diabetes mellitus is one of the fastest growing health problems in 

developed and developing countries. It is estimated that number of people 

with diabetes will reach 300 million by 202510.Diabetes mellitus is 

characterised by chronic hyperglycaemia with disturbances of 

carbohydrates, fat, protein metabolism from defects in insulin secretion, 

insulin action, or both11. Etiologic classification of diabetes includes type 1 

DM, type 2 DM and other specific types (genetic defects of beta cell 

dysfunction, genetic defects in insulin action, disease of exocrine pancreas, 

drug and chemical induced, infection). Type 1 DM is primarily due to beta 

cell destruction. There is total or near total insulin deficiency. It could be 

idiopathic or immune mediated12.  

Type 2 DM is characterised by disorders of insulin action and insulin 

secretion. Acute complications of DM include Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) 

and hyperglycaemic hyperosmolar state(HHS)12. Chronic complications can 

be divided into vascular and nonvascular complication. The vascular 

complications of DM are further subdivided into microvascular (retinopathy, 

neuropathy, and nephropathy) and macrovascular complications [coronary 

heart disease (CHD), peripheral arterial disease(PAD), cerebrovascular 

disease]12. Nonvascular complications include problems such as 

gastroparesis, infections, and skin changes. Hyperglycaemia of diabetes is 

associated with long term damage, dysfunction and failure of different 

organs especially eyes, kidneys, nerves, heart and blood vessels12.  
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Diabetic peripheral neuropathy is defined as “symmetrical length-

dependent sensorimotor polyneuropathy attributed to metabolic and micro 

vessel alterations as a result of chronic hyperglycaemia exposure and 

cardiovascular covariates.”13. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy is 

characterised by presence of nerve dysfunction in diabetic patients after 

non-diabetic causes have been excluded14. The pathogenesis of diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy is complex process marked by both metabolic and 

vascular factors15. Out of many key metabolic events, hyperglycaemia is one 

of the known cause for axonal and microvascular injury15. 

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy affects nerve endings of feet, hands 

and other regions of body after individual have experienced extended 

hyperglycaemia. It affects peripheral sensory and motor nerves of proximal 

and distal regions of the body16. Sensory neuropathy is prominent in diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy. It is characterised by numbness and pricking 

sensation in glove and stocking pattern. It starts from feet and spreads 

proximally. Common symptoms include pain, numbness, and tingling16. 

Painful form presents with burning or dull aching sensation or lancinating 

pain. Pain is often worse at night and relieved by movement16. These 

symptoms affect patient’s quality of life by causing deviations in gait. 

Gait may be described as translatory progression of body as whole, 

produced by coordinated rotatory movements of body segments. One gait 

cycle is measured from heel strike to heel strike on ipsilateral side. It consists 
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of 60% stance phase and 40% swing phase. Gait is complex sequence of 

events. It involves both autonomic and somatic functions17.  

Gait involves combination of eccentric and concentric muscular 

contractions to resist gravity and achieve forward propulsion of body’s centre 

of gravity17. Plantar cutaneous sensation and joint position sensation are 

important factor for ambulation in addition to efferent motor action for 

muscular contraction. Skin receptor on plantar surface of foot are sensitive 

to pressure and vibration. Thus, the plantar surface is described as “sensory 

map” that provides CNS with information on position of body based on 

distribution of receptors that get activated17.Data from the peripheral 

somatosensory system such as discriminative touch, proprioception, 

kinesthesia and vibration are carried by dorsal column medial lemniscal 

pathway to various parts of central nervous system18.  

Forward propulsion of body involves voluntary contraction of muscles 

of lower limb and rest of body including trunk rotation and arm swinging. 

During heel strike there is eccentric contraction of tibialis anterior muscle. 

During mid-stance gastro-soleus contracts eccentrically., followed by 

concentric contraction in terminal stance. In swing phase there occurs 

concentric contraction of tibialis anterior for adequate ground clearance. 

Hamstrings fire at the end of swing phase and function to decelerate hip 

flexion. Quadriceps contract at heel strike to prevent knee from buckling. Hip 

abductors that is gluteus medius and gluteus minimus prevent sagging of 

pelvis on unsupported side by contracting on supported side. In this way a 
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healthy gait pattern depends on series of biomechanical features that are 

co-ordinated by Intact central nervous system and peripheral nervous 

system17. 

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy leads to mobility related dysfunction 

and alterations in gait characteristics.  Impaired gait in diabetes is attributed 

to numerous abnormalities, including sensory loss (impaired vibration and 

protective sensation), decreased lower extremity strength (force producing 

capacity) and alterations in central nervous system17. Diabetic neuropathy 

initially presents with sensory disturbances, resulting in loss of tactile and 

proprioceptive function and slowed reaction times19. This leads to 

inappropriate stepping responses after a balance perturbation.  At later 

stages there is weakness of muscles of lower leg and foot, hence, due to 

peripheral neuropathy, there is loss of joint position sensation, touch and 

vibration19. With the progression, there occurs muscle weakness and 

wasting around ankle joint. Thus, due to sensory impairment and decreased 

lower extremity strength, gait patterns are altered leading to impaired motor 

and gait performance19. Diabetes has been associated with gait variations 

such as slowed gait speed, shorter steps, prolonged double support time 

and increased step width19.Diabetes also affects balance. Balance is a 

complex process which requires input from afferent receptor system, 

vestibular system and proprioception to generate motor response for static 

and dynamic activities20. In diabetic peripheral neuropathy, due to altered 

sensation, disturbance is observed in balance20. 
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Gait is not automatic process but demands cognitive resources21. A 

number of studies have offered evidence supporting relationship between 

gait and cognitive resources22. Gait requires executive function and attention 

as well as judgment of external and internal cues22. Executive function is the 

higher level cognitive function. Executive function is responsible for 

planning, initiating, sequencing and monitoring complex activities and 

therefore it is essential for daily living23. In addition to executive function, 

attention also plays an important role while walking and multitasking 

especially the divided attention23. Divided attention refers to the ability to 

carry out more than one task at the same time23.Walking is important 

component of physical function which is most natural daily activity for 

humans. It is important for activities of daily living. Many activities performed 

in daily routine require management of motor- cognitive tasks while 

simultaneously processing external information, for example: thinking about 

shopping list while carrying cup of tea from one room to another or crossing 

a street while observing traffic24. This can be described as motor-cognitive 

dual task24. Dual task refers to performing task while simultaneously 

performing another task or performing two or more tasks continuously and 

simultaneously.  Performing multitask while walking is a norm rather than an 

exception in daily life. Thus, normal functioning of cognition also plays an 

important role while walking. Recent years have identified cognitive deficits 

even at early stages of the disease25. There is also evidence that diabetes 
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damages central nervous system structures underlying important cognitive 

functions26. The reduced cognitive function and structural brain 

abnormalities have been associated with the metabolic syndrome and 

cardiovascular burden caused by the disease19. The cognitive domains 

affected are reduced psychomotor speed, impaired memory, executive 

function and attention. Therefore, the presence of cognitive deficits might 

reduce the availability of cognitive resources to compensate for diabetic gait 

disturbances by compromising motor planning in complex everyday 

environment19. 

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy which affects variety of body systems, 

including the locomotor, sensory, vestibular and visual systems can lead to 

poor balance which further leads to abnormalities in gait27. This can cause 

great morbidity and worsen patient’s quality of life27. Abnormalities in gait 

leads to increased risk of fall among diabetics. 
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NEED FOR STUDY 

Previous research has assessed spatial-temporal variable of gait in dual 

cognitive motor task, but kinematic variable in dual cognitive motor dual task 

have not been found in published literature 28,29,30. Analysis of kinematic 

variables of gait may help in forming the baseline desired ROM at hip, knee 

& ankle joint for fall prevention in patients with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

AIM: 

To study the effect of dual task on kinematic variables of gait in 

patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and non-diabetic 

individuals. 

OBJECTIVE: 

Primary objective- 

To compare kinematic variable at hip, knee and ankle joint of gait in 

cognitive motor dual task between patients with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy and individuals without diabetes. 

Secondary objective- 

To determine the kinematic variable of gait in single and dual task 

condition within the groups. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

1. Tessa Riandini, et al. (2017), carried out a study to examine 

differences in health-related quality of life (HRQoL) between patients 

with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and patients without diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy. The other aim was to see whether these 

differences can be explained by functional deficit. This cross-

sectional study included 160 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.  

One group had 80 patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and 

other group had 80 patients without diabetic peripheral neuropathy. 

The study included patients of age 40 to 79 years. Each participants 

completed questionnaires on socio-demographic characteristics 

(age, gender, ethnicity, education, employment, marital status, 

monthly household income, housing type), medical history 

(hypertension, dyslipidemia, heart disease, peripheral arterial 

disease, arthritis), The International Physical Activity Questionnaire 

(IPAQ) for assessment of physical activity, Michigan Neuropathy 

Screening Instrument (MNSI) for assessment of diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy symptoms and health related quality of life questionnaire. 

Physical examination included measurement of height, weight, basic 

vital signs, foot examination. Physical function assessment consisted 

of muscle strength at ankle and big toe, joint range of motion at ankle 

and knee joint. Functional capability was assessed using the timed 

up and go (TUG), five times sit-to-stand (FTSTS) and functional reach 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Riandini%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29185052
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tests. These tests were used to measure mobility, strength, and 

balance. Also, a balance platform (Accugait, AMTI, USA) was used 

to measure average body sway velocity with the participant standing 

with eyes closed for 2 min. It was observed that there was reduction 

in balance confidence and increase in body sway velocity. Hence the 

study concluded that patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

have lower health related quality of life31. 

2. Uazman Alam et al. (2017), published a literature review on diabetic 

neuropathy and gait. The review focused on kinetics, kinematics and 

posture during gait in diabetic peripheral neuropathy patients. An 

intimate link between diabetic peripheral neuropathy and 

abnormalities in gait was identified and demonstrated an increased 

risk in falls for older patients with diabetes17.  

3. Indian express, (2016), An article stated that there is fourfold rise in 

diabetes from 1980 to 2014. India is one among top three countries 

with higher number of diabetic population8.  

4. Gisele de Cassia Gomes, et al, (2016), Gait performance of the 

elderly under dual-task conditions: Review of instruments employed 

and kinematic parameters. The elderly showed changes in 

spatiotemporal gait parameters under dual task conditions. Gait 

speed and stride variability were often assessed and, together, were 

considered good indicators of risks of falls32. 
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5. Amirah Mustapa, (2016), A review article showed that postural 

instability and gait imbalance in DPN may contribute to high risk off 

all incidence, especially in the geriatric population14. 

6. Tassiana Mendel, (2016), A survey conducted in PUBMED, 

MEDLINE, LILACS, PEDro concluded that Dual task training 

improves gait, cognition, automation skills, and transference of 

learning33. 

7. Olivier Beauchet, et al. (2015), performed a cross sectional study.  

Aim was to relate the respective and combined effects of impairments 

in sensorimotor systems and cognition on gait performance. This 

study described the respective effects of impairments in muscle 

strength, distance vision, lower-limb proprioception and cognition on 

the Timed Up & Go (TUG) scores (i.e., performed TUG [pTUG], 

imagined TUG [iTUG] and the time difference between these two 

tests [delta TUG]) in older community dwellers. In this study, 1792 

community-dwellers were recruited of age 65 years and above. The 

division of participant was as follows: healthy individuals and 15 

subgroups of individuals according to the presence of impairment in 

one or more subsystems involved in gait control (i.e., muscle strength 

and/or distance vision and/or lower-limb proprioception and/or 

cognition [episodic memory and executive performance]). individuals 

were asked to perform the timed up and go (TUG) at their self-

selected normal speed. For the imagined timed up and go(ITUG) 

condition, individuals sat on the chair and were instructed to imagine 
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performing the TUG (iTUG) and to say “stop” out loud when they were 

finished. The times for each condition were recorded with a 

stopwatch. Also, the time difference between the two were recorded. 

The study concluded that cognitive integrity is central for efficient gait 

control and stability, whereas lower-limb proprioception seems to be 

central for gait imagery34. 

8. Seema Abhijeet Kaveeshwar, (2014), A paper published by the 

author in Australasian Medical Journal briefed about epidemiology of 

diabetes mellitus, its effect on level of morbidity and mortality, 

aetiology and how its complications pose significant burden on 

families and society7. 

9. Jaikrit Bhutani and Sukriti Bhutani (2014), published the study in 

Indian journal of endocrinology and metabolism. This study analyzed 

series of articles emphasizing on South Asia, describing global 

burden of diabetes in the year 2010 as compared to 1990. The study 

concluded that diabetes mellitus and complications or comorbid 

conditions figure high in the list of risk factors and causes of death6. 

10. Elizabeth L. Stegemöller, et al. (2014), conducted a study on 35 

individuals with Parkinson disease to find association between 

cognitive and gait performance under single and dual tasking. Spatial-

temporal gait parameter under single and cognitive motor dual task 

walking were analyzed using vicon plug-in-gait system. This study 

showed that, the slowing of overall processing speed may indicate a 
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shared neural system underlying walking and cognitive 

performance35. 

11. Jason L. Rucker, et al (2014), conducted study on diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy patients to examine relationship between 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy, executive function and physical 

function & concluded that verbal, visuospatial and multi-tasking 

measures of executive function may be impaired in adults with 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy26. 

12. Rebecca K. MacAulay, et al. (2014), carried a longitudinal study on 

effects of dual tasking on gait in elderly individuals. Uniform Data 

Set(UDS) neuropsychological test was performed. Single and dual 

task conditions were analyzed & provided evidence on dynamic 

relationship between intra-individual cognitive change and its 

influence on dual task gait step time36. 

13.  XingdaQu, (2014), conducted a study on 12 young-age and 12 old-

age participants to asses age related cognitive task effect on gait 

parameter. Three cognitive task involving different working memory 

was examined. Dual task of walking on treadmill and simultaneously 

performing cognitive task was analysed using eight-camera motion 

analysis system concluded that cognitive tasks involving visuo-spatial 

sketchpad interfered with gait more severely in older adults as 

compared to younger adults21. 

14. Tine Roman de Mettelinge, et al. (2013), conducted a cross 

sectional study to investigate the effect of peripheral neuropathy and 
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cognition on gait performance in older adults with type 2 diabetes 

mellitus. The study included older adults of age 60 years and above. 

Total number of participants were 101 consisting of patients with 

diabetes, 28 with peripheral neuropathy and 28 without peripheral 

neuropathy, 45 age and gender matched control. The outcome 

measures were spatiotemporal gait parameters recorded under 3 

conditions: (1) single-task walking, (2) walking while counting 

backward by 3 from 40 (arithmetic dual task), and (3) walking while 

reciting animal names (verbal fluency dual task). Results showed that 

older adults with diabetes walked slower, took shorter strides during 

all walking conditions, and showed more gait variability especially 

during dual-task conditions. Gait patterns did not differ between 

participants suffering from diabetes mellitus with and without 

neuropathy. Dual-task conditions affected all gait parameters 

similarly in all groups as compared with normal walking. In 

participants with diabetes, backward counting affected gait more than 

animal naming19. 

15. Bettina Wallison and Claudia Voelcker-Rehage, et al. (2012), 

carried out systemic review to investigate whether healthy older 

adults benefit from training interventions in motor–cognitive dual-task 

(DT) situations and which specific aspects of the intervention and/or 

task selection contribute to training benefits. The effects were 

analysed with regard to the training programme (e.g., general single 

task or dual task training) and task conditions (e.g., standing or 
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walking, complexity of secondary cognitive task). task). The literature 

search was done via OVIDsp (Medline, EMBASE, PsycINFO). 

Thirteen studies were reviewed which included four types of 

interventions: (1) general single-task (ST) motor training, (2) specific 

ST motor training, (3) general dual (DT) training, and (4) task-related 

(specific)DT training. The review results suggest that to improve 

cognitive and motor performance optimally, the training protocols 

should prefer a dual task training over single task training, include a 

certain level of exercise load such as rising difficulties, a certain 

duration and level of task specificity to gain task related adaptations, 

and variable task prioritization of the training tasks24. 

16. Shaw JE, et al. (2010), estimated the prevalence of diabetes for the 

year 2010 and 2030 for 216 countries. Studies from 91 countries were 

used to calculate prevalence of diabetes which was applied to 

national population estimate and showed increasing burden of 

diabetes in developing countries4. 

17. Rani PK, et al. (2010), carried out study to estimate the prevalence 

of neuropathy and associated risk factors. A population-based 

sample of 1401 people with diabetes underwent stereoscopic digital 

photography (45° four field) for retinopathy and Vibration perception 

threshold (VPT) measurements for neuropathy. Concluded that every 

fifth individual in population having type 2 diabetes is likely to have 

neuropathy37. 
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18. Nagwa M.H. Badr et al. (2010), conducted a study on gait analysis 

in patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Aim was to compare 

kinematic gait parameters in diabetic peripheral neuropathic patients 

and healthy controls. Total 60 subjects participated in the study. Thirty 

subjects were diabetic peripheral neuropathic patients, the other thirty 

subjects were age, weight, height and gender matched healthy 

controls. Age range was 40-60 years. Gait analysis was done using 

three-dimensional motion analysis system which consists of: Motion 

capture unit (a camera system), wand-kit (L-shaped wand and T-

shaped wand), serial interface adaptor, personal computer and 

reflective markers. statistically significant differences were found 

between both groups in all variables. Diabetic peripheral neuropathic 

patients had significantly lower values of walking velocity (m/sec), 

cadence (step/min), stride length (m), and angles of the ankle and 

knee joints (degrees)27. 

19. Paul L. et al. (2009). Carried out study on effect of cognitive or motor 

task on gait parameter of diabetic patients with and without 

neuropathy. Subjects underwent four walking trails of normal walking 

conditions (single task); four walks for motor dual task and four walks 

for cognitive dual task. The temporal and spatial parameters of gait 

were determined using the GAITRite walkway. Findings showed that 

patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy have different gait 

parameter as compared to diabetic patients without neuropathy30. 
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20.  A report of WHO/IDF consultation, (2006). A report is formed by 

WHO and International Diabetes Federation(IDF), about diagnostic 

criteria for diabetes, definition of normal plasma glucose level, 

definition for impaired glucose level38. 

21.  S. Ashok, et al. (2001), Conducted study on type 2 diabetes mellitus 

patients in South India to determine the prevalence and risk factors 

for neuropathy and concluded that prevalence of neuropathy was 

19.1% Also found that age and duration are risk factor for 

neuropathy39. 

22.  Michael J Mueller, et al. (1994), conducted a study to compare (1) 

the gait characteristics, (2) the plantar-flexor peak torques and (3) 

ankle range of motion in subjects with diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

and age matched controls. Study included 10 subjects with diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy and 10 age matched controls with age range 

of 37-68 years. Data was collected using AMTI LG6-2-1 force 

platform. Subjects walked on the walkway and the required data was 

recorded. The results showed that the diabetes mellitus group had 

less ankle mobility, ankle moment, ankle power, velocity, and stride 

length during walking than the non-diabetes mellitus group40. 
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RELATED REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Harrison, Kasper, Fauci, et al, Principles of internal   

medicine.16th edition,   

Diabetes mellitus is a group of common metabolic disorders that 

share the phenotype of hyperglycaemia. The National Diabetes Data 

Group and World Health Organization have issued diagnostic criteria 

for diabetes mellitus based on the following premises: (1) the 

spectrum of fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and the response to an 

oral glucose load varies among normal individuals, and (2) DM is 

defined as the level of glycemia at which diabetes specific 

complications occur rather than on deviations from a population-

based mean.  Symptoms of diabetes plus random blood glucose 

concentration ≥ 11.1mmol/L (200 mg/dL) or fasting plasma glucose 

≥ 7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dL) or two-hour plasma glucose ≥ 11.1 mmol/L 

(200 mg/dL) during an oral glucose tolerance test. 

The type 2 diabetes mellitus is characterized by three 

pathophysiologic abnormalities: 

(1) Impaired insulin secretion - In type 2 DM, insulin secretion initially 

increases in response to insulin resistance to maintain normal 

glucose tolerance. 

Initially, the insulin secretory defect is mild and selectively involves 

glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. The response to non-glucose 
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secretagogues, such as arginine, is preserved. Eventually, the 

insulin secretory defect progresses to a state of inadequate insulin 

secretion. 

(2) Peripheral insulin resistance - The decreased ability of insulin to 

act effectively on peripheral target tissues (especially muscle and 

liver). It results from a combination of genetic susceptibility and 

obesity. Impaired glucose utilization by insulin-sensitive tissues and 

increase in hepatic glucose output; both these effects contribute to 

the hyperglycaemia. Another emerging theory proposes that due to 

obesity, the elevated levels of free fatty acids, which is its common 

feature may contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 DM. Free fatty 

acids impair glucose utilization in skeletal muscle, promote glucose 

production by the liver, and impair beta cell function. 

(3)  Excessive hepatic glucose production - In type 2 diabetes 

mellitus, due to insulin resistance in liver there is failure of 

hyperinsulinemia to suppress gluconeogenesis, which results in 

fasting hyperglycaemia.  

COMPLICATIONS OF DIABETES MELLITUS –  

(1) Diabetic Ketoacidosis (DKA) - mainly occurs in patients with type 

1 diabetes, but it is not uncommon in some patients with type 2 

diabetes. This condition is a complex disordered metabolic state 

characterized by hyperglycemia, ketoacidosis, and ketonuria.  
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(2) Hyperosmolar Hyperglycaemic state (HHS) – it is seen in type 2 

diabetes mellitus. It is characterised by profound dehydration and 

hyperosmolality and reveals hypotension, tachycardia, and altered 

mental status. 

CHRONIC COMPLICATION –  

(1) Opthalmologic complication -  characterised by diabetic 

retinopathy. It occurs in two stages: non-proliferative and 

proliferative retinopathy. It is marked by retinal vascular 

microaneurysms, blot haemorrhages, and cotton wool spot and 

macular oedema. appearance of neovascularization is the 

hallmark of proliferative diabetic retinopathy. Eventually, 

progressive retinopathy can lead to blindness. 

(2) Nephropathy – characterised by persistent albuminuria. Protein 

loss in the urine due to damage to the glomeruli may become 

massive, and cause a low serum albumin with resulting 

generalized body swelling (edema) and result in the nephrotic 

syndrome. 

(3) diabetic peripheral neuropathy - 

Pathogenesis of diabetic peripheral neuropathy is a complex 

process. It is marked by both metabolic and vascular factors. Out of 

many key metabolic events, hyperglycaemia one key metabolic 

events to cause axonal and microvascular injury. The other key 

events include hyperglycaemia, toxic adiposity, oxidative stress, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proteinuria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proteinuria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glomerulus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serum_albumin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anasarca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nephrotic_syndrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nephrotic_syndrome
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mitochondrial dysfunction, activation of polyol pathway, 

accumulation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs), and 

elevation of inflammatory markers. There also occurs microvascular 

defects, including endoneurial basement membrane thickening as 

well as endothelial cell proliferation and hypertrophy of the nerves. 

It manifests as polyneuropathy, mononeuropathy, and/or autonomic 

neuropathy. The development of neuropathy correlates with the 

duration of diabetes and glycaemic control. both myelinated and 

unmyelinated nerve fibers are lost. 

Symptoms include Hyperesthesia, paresthesia, and dysesthesia. 

Any combination of these symptoms includes sensation of 

numbness that begins in the feet and spreads proximally. 

Physical examination reveals sensory loss, loss of ankle reflexes, 

and abnormal proprioception and kinesthesia. 

Autonomic neuropathy - can involve multiple systems, including the 

cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, sudomotor, and 

metabolic systems. 

MACROVASCULAR COMPLICATION  

(1) coronary artery disease - The underlying mechanism involves 

reduction of blood flow and oxygen to the heart muscle due to 

atherosclerosis of the arteries of the hear.tThe absence of chest 

pain (“silent ischemia”) is common in individuals with diabetes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myocardium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atherosclerosis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronary_arteries
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(2) LOWER EXTREMITY COMPLICATIONS – The interaction of 

several pathogenic factors: neuropathy, abnormal foot 

biomechanics, peripheral arterial disease and poor wound healing 

lead to the complication of lower extremity.  The peripheral sensory 

neuropathy leads to altered normal protective mechanisms and 

allows the patient to sustain major or repeated minor trauma to the 

foot, often without knowledge of the injury. Reduced proprioception 

causes abnormal weight bearing while walking and subsequent 

formation of callus or ulceration. Sensory and motor neuropathy 

leads to abnormal foot muscle mechanics and structural changes in 

the foot (hammer toe, claw toe deformity, prominent metatarsal 

heads, Charcot joint). Autonomic neuropathy results in anhidrosis 

and altered superficial blood flow in the foot, this in turn, promotes 

drying of the skin and fissure formation. Peripheral arterial disease 

and poor wound healing hamper resolution of minor breaks in the 

skin, allowing them to enlarge and to become infected. 

Infection can cause foot ulcer, which subsequently lead to 

amputation41. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study design: Cross-sectional study 

Target population: Patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

and patients without diabetes. 

Sample size: 100 

Sampling method / sampling technique: 

Selection of diabetic peripheral neuropathy group – consecutive 

sequential sample of the eligible patients attending the medicine 

OPD was selected till the required sample size was achieved during 

12 months period. 

Selection of non-diabetic group – random sample of age and gender 

match controls fulfilling inclusion criteria was selected from the lot 

(batch) of patient’s relatives attending the out-patient department 

setting concurrently by lottery method. 

Study setting: Physiotherapy Out Patient Department 

 

Outcome measure:  

Hip flexion and extension joint ROM 

Knee flexion and extension joint ROM 

Ankle dorsiflexion and plantarflexion joint ROM 
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Inclusion Criteria: 

1. Subjects with both genders. 

2. Diagnosed patients of diabetes mellitus (type 2) with diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy 

3. Ability to solve the cognitive test of 50 one-digit and two-digit 

simple addition and subtraction test with an average score of 

correct answers above 90% 18. 

4. Ability to walk for 10 meters without assistive devices. 

5. Age group and gender matched subjects without diabetes. 

Exclusion Criteria: 

1. Stroke 

2. Peripheral nerve lesion 

3. Polyneuropathies related to medical condition such as 

alcoholism, renal disease, malignancies, or infections such as 

leprosy, HIV, Guillain-Barre syndrome or associated with 

metabolic abnormalities such as malnutrition or toxic effects of 

drugs or chemicals. 

4. Recent injury that may hamper performance for dual task 

5. Fracture or trauma of lower extremity 

6. Hearing impairment. 

7. Uncorrected visual impairment. 
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➢ MATCHING CRITERIA- 

Age-group and gender will be matched for both the groups 

➢ OPERATIONAL DEFINITION- 

Dual task – The participant will perform cognitive task of counting 

backward and motor task of walking at self-selected speed 

simultaneously. 

➢ VARIABLES: 

• INDEPENDENT: Dual task 

• DEPENDENT: Kinematic parameter (hip, knee, and ankle joint  

range of motion) of gait. 

Materials:  

RM INGENIERIE HI-TECH GAIT AND MOTION ANALYZER 

consists walkway of total 5.3 metre, out of which 1.63m is pressure 

sensor mat. The system has 1.7metre initial and 1.7 metre final 

sections that are inactive. These sections are camouflaged with 

pressure sensor mat to allow for acceleration and deceleration while 

walking and also to avoid awkward stop.  
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Photograph 1:  The complete walking platform 

 

Photograph 2: Monitor 
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Photograph 3: The sensors  

 

Procedure 

Ethical approval was sought from institutional ethical committee. 

Target population which included patients with peripheral diabetic 

neuropathy (group A) and non-diabetic individuals (group B) were 

approached. Subjects of both the groups were age-group and 

gender matched.  Patients who met the inclusion criteria were 

included in the study. The procedure was briefed to the subjects. 

Informed consent was taken from the subjects who were willing to 

participate in the study. Data collection sheet included demographic 

data, the basic question about the presence of diabetes and duration 

of the diabetic peripheral neuropathy was noted. Gait analysis was 

done on RM INGENIERIE HI-TECH GAIT AND MOTION 

ANALYZER and the kinematic variables that are hip, knee and ankle 
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joint range of motion were recorded for single and dual task 

conditions 

RM INGENIERIE HI-TECH GAIT AND MOTION ANALYZER 

Analysis of kinematic variables of gait that is hip flexion and 

extension, knee flexion and extension, ankle plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion joint range of motion of subjects in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group and non-diabetic group for single and cognitive-

motor dual task condition was done using RM INGENIERIE HI-

TECH GAIT AND MOTION ANALYZER. The system consists of four 

sensors (green, blue, red and yellow) which were attached on 

following landmarks on one side of the body: The range of motion of 

joints were analysed in sagittal plane. 

(1)  Green sensor – posterior superior iliac spine 

(2)  Blue sensor -   lateral aspect of mid-thigh, 

(3)  Red sensor -    shin of the tibia, 

(4)  Yellow sensor-dorsum of the foot.  

Subjects were instructed to walk on walkway of gait and motion 

analyser bare feet at their self-selected speed. Three walks were 

allowed prior to recording data, so that subjects get familiar to 

walkway. Then, the sensors were switched on and they were asked 

to begin from starting position which was determined during test trial 

and the data was recorded for single and dual task condition.  
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Single task condition- 

The subjects walked on the walkway of gait and motion analyser at 

the self-selected speed.  

Dual task condition- 

The subjects walked on the walkway of gait and motion analyser at 

self-selected speed while simultaneously counting backward with 

the difference of one or three after receiving the random number 

command from the examiner.  

The kinematic variables in the form of range of motion at hip, knee 

and ankle were recorded in sagittal plane:  

1) Hip flexion and extension joint motion 

2) Knee flexion and extension joint motion 

3) Ankle dorsiflexion and plantarflexion joint motion 

The above procedure was then carried out for the opposite lower 

extremity. 

Attachment of the sensors for gait analysis  
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Photograph 4: Anterior view  

Red sensor attached to the shin of tibia, yellow sensor to the 

dorsum of foot 

                      

 

Photograph 6:      Photograph 7: 

Yellow sensor - dorsum of foot    Red sensor - shin of tibia    
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             Photograph 8: Lateral View  

 

 

 

Photograph 8: Blue sensor on mid thigh  
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Photograph 9: Posterior view 

 

 

Photograph 10: Green sensor on posterior superior iliac spine 
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Photograph 11: while patient is walking on the walkway 
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                                                                   STATISTICAL ANALYSIS   

The two groups namely group A (diabetic peripheral neuropathy) and group 

B (non-diabetic) were compared on their kinematic parameter at hip, knee 

and ankle joint which was the outcome measure. The total number of 

patients studied in the two groups were as follows: group A n= 50, group B 

n=50   

Data was coded and analyzed in a statistical software STATA version 

10.1,2011. 

Descriptive statistics included mean and standard deviation for continuous 

variable and frequency of percentage for categorical variable. 

Inferential statistics included test of significance for comparing between the 

group and within the group changes from single and dual task kinematic 

variable. 

Paired t test was used for testing difference in mean within the group. 

Two independent sample t test with equal variance (unpaired t test) was 

used for between the group comparisons of mean difference. 

Chi square test was used for comparing difference in comparison between 

the two groups 

p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.   
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TABLES AND GRAPHS 

  

Participant characteristics are illustrated in table 1. 50 subjects with diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy and 50 non-diabetic subjects. each group consisted 

19 female and 31 male subjects. The mean age for group 59.82 year, ± 3.15. 

The mean age for group B was 59.96 years, ± 3.39. 

 Table 1: Distribution of subjects by age group in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group and non-diabetic group B 

Table 1: Distribution of subjects by age groups 

Age Groups (years) 

Group A Group B 

No. Percentage No. Percentage 

55-59 23 46.0% 22 44% 

60 - 64 23 46.0% 23 46% 

65+   4 8.0% 5 10.0% 

Total 50 100.0% 50 100.0% 

Pearson chi2(2) =   0.1333   Pr = 0.936 

Mean age (±SD) | 59.82± 3.16                  | 59.96± 3.39     

GRAPH NO 1 
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Table 2:  Percentage of male and female in diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group A and non-diabetic group B 

Table 2: Distribution of subjects by gender 

Gender 

Group A Group B 

No. Percentage No. Percentage 

Male 31 62.0% 31       62.0% 

 Female 19 38.0% 19       38.0% 

Total 50 100.0% 50 100.0% 

Pearson chi2(df=2) =   0.0,   P value = 1.0, NS 

GRAPH NO 2 
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SINGLE TASK COMPARISON BETWEEN DIABETIC PERIPHERAL 

NEUROPATHY AND NON-DIABETIC INDIVIDUALS 

Table 3:  mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic 

B group during single task condition 

Table 3: Mean STHR in two groups  

 

Group A Group B Difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 36.26 °       40.66° 4.4° 

SD 6.68°        5.74°  

t (df=98) value=   3.54,   P value = 0.0006, HS  

GRAPH NO 3 

 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 3 shows comparison of mean 

values at hip joint (right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group A and non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0006, indicating 

significant difference in hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) between both the groups during single task condition. 
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Table 4: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) 

between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic group B 

during single task condition 

Table 4: Mean STHL in two groups  

 

Group B 

 

Group A 

 

Difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 36.14° 40.04° 3.9° 

SD 6.66° 5.97°  

t (df=98) value=   3.08,   P value = 0.0027, HS  

GRAPH NO 4 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 4 shows comparison of mean values at 

hip joint (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-

diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0027, indicating significant difference in 

mean values of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) during 

single task condition between both the groups. 
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Table 5: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic 

group B during single task condition 

Table 5: Mean STKR in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
Difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 51.92°       53.2° 1.28° 

SD 6.92°        6.65°  

t (df=98) value=   0.94,   P value = 0.3477, NS  

GRAPH NO 5 

 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 5 shows comparison of mean values at 

knee (right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-

diabetic group B. The p value is 0.3477 this indicates that the mean 

difference of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) is not 

statistically significant during single task condition. 
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Table 6: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic 

group B during single task condition. 

Table 6: Mean STKL in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
Difference  

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 50.86°       52.16° 1.3° 

SD 6.79°        6.43°  

t (df=98) value=   0.98,   P value = 0.3284, NS  

GRAPH NO 6 

 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 6 shows comparison of mean values at 

knee joint (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-

diabetic group. The p value is 0.3284.This indicates that the mean difference 

of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) is non-significant 

during single task condition. 
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Table 7: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range 

motion (right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-

diabetic group B during single task condition. 

Table 7: Mean STAR in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 22.72°       25.8° 3.08° 

SD 5.04°        5.62°  

t (df=98) value=   2.88,   P value = 0.0048, HS  

GRAPH NO 7 

 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 7 shows comparison of mean values at 

ankle joint (right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-

diabetic group. The p value is 0.0048, indicating statistically significant 

difference in mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range 

of motion (right) during single task condition between both the groups.  
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Table 8: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-

diabetic group B during single task condition. 

Table 8: Mean STAL in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
Difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 21.96°       25.08° 3.12° 

SD 5.12°        5.46°  

t (df=98) value=   2.95,   P value = 0.0040, HS  

GRAPH NO 8 

 

 

INTERPRETATION: table & graph 8 shows comparison of mean values at 

ankle joint (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-

diabetic group. The p value is 0.0040, indicating statistically significant 

difference in mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range 

of motion (left) during single task condition between both the groups. 
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DUAL TASK CONDITION BETWEEN GROUP A AND GROUP B 

Table 9: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 

in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic group (B) 

during dual task condition 

Table 9: Mean DTHR in two groups Difference 

 

Group A Group B 
 

 (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 32.94°       37.16° 4.22° 

SD 6.96°         6.40°  

t (df=98) value=   3.16,   P value = 0.0021, HS  

GRAPH NO 9 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 9 shows the comparison of hip joint (right) in 

dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0021.This indicates there is significant 

difference in mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic group 

while performing dual task. 
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Table 10: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic group 

(B) during dual task condition 

Table 10: Mean DTHL in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
Difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 31.58°       36.0° 4.42° 

SD 6.59°        6.62°  

t (df=98) value=   3.35,   P value = 0.0012, HS  

GRAPH NO 10 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 10 shows the comparison of hip joint (left) in 

dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0012. This indicates there is 

significant difference in mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range 

of motion (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-

diabetic group while performing dual task condition. 
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Table 11: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic group 

(B) during dual task condition. 

Table 11: Mean DTKR in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
Difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 47.58°       49.1° 1.52° 

SD 7.93°        6.51°  

t (df=98) value=   1.05,   P value = 0.2974, NS  

GRAPH NO 11 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 11 shows the comparison of knee joint (right) 

in dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.2974. This indicates that the 

difference in mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic group 

while performing dual task is non-significant. 
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Table 12: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic group 

(B) during dual task condition 

Table 12: Mean DTKL in two groups  

 

Group A 

 

Group B 

 

Difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 45.92°       48.54° 2.62° 

SD 7.34°        6.48°  

t (df=98) value=   1.89,   P value = 0.0613, NS  

GRAPH NO 12 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 12 shows the comparison of knee joint (left) 

in dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0613. This indicates the difference 

in mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 

between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic group 

while performing dual task is non-significant. 
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Table 13: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (right) in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic 

group (B) during dual task condition.  

Table 13: Mean DTAR in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 17.54°       21.58° 4.04° 

SD 5.14°        5.91°  

t (df=98) value=   3.65,   P value = 0.0004, HS  

GRAPH NO 13 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 13 shows the comparison of ankle joint (right) 

in dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0004. This indicates there is 

significant difference in mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion 

joint range of motion (right) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group 

and non-diabetic group while performing dual task. 
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Table 14: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (left) in Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) and non-diabetic 

group (B) during dual task condition. 

Table 1: Mean DTAL in two groups  

 

Group A Group B 
difference 

(n=50) (n=50)  

Mean 16.74°       21.28° 4.54° 

SD 4.89°        5.33°  

t (df=98) value=   4.44,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 14 

 

Interpretation- Table & graph 14 shows the comparison of ankle joint (left) in 

dual task condition between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and 

non-diabetic group B. The p value is 0.0001. This indicates there is 

significant difference in mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion 

joint range of motion (left) between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and 

non-diabetic group while performing dual task. 
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SINGLE TASK VS DUAL TASK FOR DPN GROUP (A) 

Table 15: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint ROM (right) in 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and dual task 

condition. 

Table 15: Mean STHR and DTHR in group A  

 

Group A STHR Group A DTHR 
difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 36.26°       32.94° 3.32° 

SD 6.68°        6.96°  

t (df=49) value=   2.74,   P value = 0.0085, HS  

GRAPH NO 15 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 15 shows comparison of single and dual task 

condition for hip joint (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. P value 

is 0.0085. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean 

value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) between single 

and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 
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Table 16: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and dual 

task condition 

GRAPH NO 16 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 16 shows comparison of single and dual task 

condition for hip joint (left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. P value 

is 0.0003. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean 

value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) between single 

and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 
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Table 16: Mean STHL and DTHL in group A  

 

Group A STHL Group A DTHL 
difference 

      (n=50)        (n=50)  

Mean 36.14°       31.58° 4.56° 

SD 6.66°        6.59°  

t (df=49) value=   3.92,   P value = 0.0003, HS  
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Table 17: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and dual 

task condition 

Table 17: Mean STKR and DTKR in group A  

 

Group 1 STKR Group 1 DTKR 
difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 51.92°       47.58° 4.34° 

SD 6.92°        7.93°  

t (df=49) value=   2.81,   P value = 0.0071, HS  

GRAPH NO 17 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 17 shows comparison of single and dual task 

condition for hip joint (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy. P value is 

0.0071. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean 

value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) between 

single and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 
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Table 18: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and dual 

task condition 

Table 18: Mean STKL and DTKL in group A  

 

Group A STKL Group A DTKL 
difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 50.86°       45.92° 4.94° 

SD 6.79°        6.34°  

t (df=49) value=   3.42,   P value = 0.0013, HS  

GRAPH NO 18 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 18 shows comparison of single and dual task 

condition for knee joint (left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. P value 

is 0.0013. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean 

value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) between 

single and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 
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Table 19: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and 

dual task condition 

Table 19: Mean STAR and DTAR in group A  

 

Group A STAR Group A DTAR 
difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 22.72°       17.54° 5.18° 

SD 5.04°         5.14°  

t (df=49) value=   4.24,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 19

 

Interpretation: table & graph 19 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for ankle joint (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 

P value is 0.0001. This shows that there is statistically significant difference 

in mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion 

(right) between single and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group. 
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Table 20: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group (A) during single and 

dual task condition 

Table 20: Mean STAL and DTAL in group A  

 

Group A STAL Group A DTAL 
difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 21.96°       16.74° 5.22° 

SD 5.12°         4.89°  

t (df=49) value=   4.34,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 20 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 20 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for ankle joint (left) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. P 

value is 0.000. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in 

mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion 

(left) between single and dual task condition in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group. 
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SINGLE VS. DUAL FOR NON-DIABETIC GROUP B 

Table 21: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition 

Table 21: Mean STHR and DTHR in group B  

 

Group B STHR Group B DTHR 
Difference  

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 40.66°       37.16° 3.5° 

SD 5.74°        6.40°  

t (df=49) value=   7.97,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 21 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 21 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for hip joint (right) in non-diabetic group. P value is 0.0001. 

This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean value of 

hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) between single and 

dual task condition in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 22: mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) 

in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition  

Table 22: Mean STHL and DTHL in group B  

 

Group B STHL Group B DTHL 
Difference  

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 40.04°       36.0° 4.04° 

SD 5.97°        6.62°  

t (df=49) value=   8.16,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 22 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 22 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for hip joint (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. P 

value is 0.0001. This shows that there is statistically significant difference in 

mean value of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) between 

single and dual task condition in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 23: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition 

Table 23: Mean STKR and DTKR in group B  

 

Group B STKR Group B DTKR 
Difference  

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 53.2°       49.1° 4.1° 

SD 6.65°        6.51°  

t (df=49) value=   19.48,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 23 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 23 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for knee joint (right) in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group. 

P value is 0.0001. This shows that there is statistically significant difference 

in mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 

between single and dual task condition for in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 24: mean value of knee flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(left) in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition 

Table 24: Mean STKL and DTKL in group B  

 

Group B STKL Group B DTKL 
Difference  

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 52.16°       48.54° 3.62° 

SD 6.44°        6.48°  

t (df=49) value=   12.49,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 24 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 24 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for knee joint (right) in non-diabetic group. P value is 0.0001.  

This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean value of 

knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (left) between single and 

dual task condition in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 25: mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint ROM 

(right) in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition 

Table 25: Mean STAR and DTAR in group B  

 

Group B STAR Group B DTAR 
Difference  

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 25.8°       21.58° 4.22° 

SD 5.62°         5.91°  

t (df=49) value=   24.86,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 25 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 25 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for ankle joint (right) in non-diabetic group P value is 0.0001 

This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean value of 

ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (right) between 

single and dual task condition in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 26:  mean value of ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of 

motion (left) in non-diabetic group (B) during single and dual task condition 

Table 26: Mean STAL and DTAL in group B  

 

Group B STAL Group B DTAL 
Difference 

          (n=50)          (n=50)  

Mean 25.8°       21.58° 4.22° 

SD 5.62°         5.91°  

t (df=49) value=   24.86,   P value = 0.0001, HS  

GRAPH NO 26 

 

Interpretation: table & graph 26 shows comparison of single task and dual 

task condition for ankle joint (left) in non-diabetic group. P value is 0.0001. 

This shows that there is statistically significant difference in mean value of 

ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (left) between 

single and dual task condition in non-diabetic group. 
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Table 27: single task comparison for hip flexion and extension, knee flexion 

and extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion 

between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic group B. 

Table 27 Diabetic 
peripheral 
neuropathy 
group 

Non-diabetic 
group 

Difference  P value Level of 
significance 

Hip right 36.26°± 6.68° 40.66°± 5.74° 4.4° 0.0006 HS 

Hip left 36.14°± 6.66° 40.04°± 5.97° 3.9° 0.02 HS 

Knee right 51.92°± 6.92° 53.2°± 6.65° 1.28° 0.3477 NS 

Knee left 50.86°± 6.79° 52.16°± 6.43° 1.3° 0.3284 NS 

Ankle right 22.72°± 5.04° 25.8°± 5.62° 3.08° 0.0048 HS 

Ankle left 21.96°± 5.12° 25.08°± 5.46° 3.12° 0.0040 HS 

GRAPH NO 27 
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Table 28: Dual task comparison of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion 

and extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion 

between diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A and non-diabetic group B 

Table 28 Diabetic 
peripheral 
neuropathy 
group 

Non-diabetic 
group 

Difference  P value Level of 
significance 

Hip right 32.94° ± 6.96° 37.16°± 6.40° 4.22° 0.002 HS 

Hip left 31.58° ± 6.59° 36° ± 6.62°  4.42° 0.002 HS 

Knee right 47.58° ± 7.93° 49.1° ± 6.51° 1.52° 0.2 NS 

Knee left 45.92° ± 7.34° 48.54°± 6.48° 2.62° 0.06 NS 

Ankle right 17.54° ± 5.14° 21.58°± 5.91° 4.04° 0.0004 HS 

Ankle left 16.74° ± 4.89° 21.28°± 5.33° 4.54° 0.0000 HS 
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Table 29: The mean values of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and 

extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion in 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy group A during single and dual task 

condition 

TABLE 29 Single task Dual task difference P value Level of 
significance 

Hip right 36.26°± 6.67° 32.94°± 6.95° 3.32° 0.0085 HS 

   Hip left 36.14°± 6.65° 31.58°± 6.59° 4.56° 0.0003 HS 

Knee right 51.92°±6.91° 47.58°±7.93° 4.34° 0.0071 HS 

Knee left 50.86°± 6.79° 45.92°± 7.33° 4.94° 0.0013 HS 

Ankle right 22.72°± 5.04° 17.54°± 5.13° 5.18° 0.0001 HS 

Ankle left 21.96°± 5.11° 16.74± 4.88° 5.22° 0.0001 HS 
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Table 30: The mean values of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and 

extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion for non-

diabetic group B during single and dual task condition 

Table 30 Single task Dual task difference P value Level of 
significance 

Hip right 40.66°± 5.74° 37.16°± 6.40° 3.5° 0.0001 HS 

Hip left 40.04°± 5.97° 36°± 6.61° 4.04° 0.0001 HS 

Knee right 53.2°± 6.64° 49.1°± 6.50° 4.1° 0.0001 HS 

Knee left 52.16°± 6.43° 48.54°± 6.47° 3.62° 0.0001 HS 

Ankle right 25.8°± 5.62° 21.58°± 5.91° 4.22° 0.0001 HS 

Ankle left 25.08°± 5.45° 21.28°± 5.32° 3.8° 0.0001 HS 
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RESULTS 

 

The result of the present study showed that: 

The mean difference of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion, knee 

flexion and extension joint range of motion, ankle plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion joint range of motion between diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group and non-diabetic group during single task condition was: 

• The hip flexion and extension joint range of motion was reduced by 

(right 4.4 degree and left 3.9 degree) in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group as compared to non-diabetic group with the p value 

0.0006 and 0.02 respectively. Statistical significance was observed 

for hip flexion and extension joint range of motion. Hip  joint in diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy group showed reduced joint motion as 

compared to non-diabetic group 

• For the knee flexion and extension joint range of motion, though the 

difference was observed in right by 1.28 degree and left by 1.3 degree 

as compared to non-diabetic group, the p value being 0.3477 and 

0.3284 was non-significant. 

• For ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (right) 

3.08 degree (p value = 0.0048); ankle joint motion (left) 3.12 degree, 

(p value = 0.0040). Statistical significance was observed for ankle 

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion. Ankle joint in 
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diabetic peripheral neuropathy group showed reduced joint motion as 

compared to non-diabetic group. 

The mean difference of hip flexion and extension joint range of motion, knee 

flexion and extension joint range of motion, ankle plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion joint range of motion between diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group and non-diabetic group during dual task condition was: 

• Hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 4.22 degree (p 

value = 0.002); hip joint motion (left) 4.42 degree (p value = 0.002). 

Statistically significant difference was found. Thus, hip joint motion in 

dual task condition was reduced in diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group as compared to non-diabetic group during dual task condition. 

• Knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 1.52 degree 

(p value = 0.2); knee joint motion (left) 2.62 degree, (p value = 0.06). 

For the knee flexion and extension joint range of motion though there 

was difference in the mean value, that is, the joint motion at knee was 

reduced, it was not statistically significant as p value was more than 

0.05. 

• Ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (right) 4.04 

degree (p value = 0.0004); ankle joint motion (left) 4.54 degree, (p 

value = 0.0000). statistical significance was observed for ankle 

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion as p value was 

less than 0.05. The joint motion was reduced in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group as compared to non-diabetic group. 
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The mean difference of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and 

extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion for 

single vs. dual task condition in non-diabetic group was: 

• Hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 3.5 degree (p 

value = 0.0000); hip joint motion (left) 4.04 degree (p value = 0.0000).  

• knee flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 4.1 degree (p 

value = 0.0000); knee joint motion (left) 3.62 degree, (p value = 

0.0000).  

• Ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (right) 4.22 

degree (p value = 0.0000); ankle joint motion (left) 3.8 degree, (p 

value = 0.0000).  

• Thus, all the three joints had reduced hip flexion and extension, knee 

flexion and extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range 

of motion during dual task condition as compared to single task 

condition which was statistically significant as p value was less than 

0.05. 

The mean difference of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and 

extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion for 

single vs. dual task condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group 

was: 

• Hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 3.32 degree (p 

value = 0.0085); hip joint motion (left) 4.56 degree (p value = 0.0003). 
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Thus, statistically significant difference was found for hip flexion and 

extension joint motion.  

• knee joint motion (right) 4.34 degree (p value = 0.0071); knee joint 

motion (left) 4.94 degree, (p value = 0.0013). For the knee flexion and 

extension joint motion the difference in the mean value was 

statistically significant.  

• Ankle joint motion (right) 5.18 degree (p value = 0.0001); ankle joint 

motion (left) 5.22 degree, (p value = 0.0001). statistical significance 

was observed for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. 

• Hip, knee and ankle had reduced joint range of motion in dual task 

condition as compared to single task condition in diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy group. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

In the current study kinematic variable of hip, knee and ankle joint 

were studied in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic 

individuals. The variables include hip flexion and extension joint motion, 

knee flexion and extension joint motion and ankle plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion joint motion. These variables were assessed in sagittal plane 

using RM INGENIERIE GAIT AND MOTION ANALYSER. 

These kinematic variables were studied for both the groups in single 

and cognitive-motor dual task condition.  

Diabetes mellitus, a chronic condition, is associated with long term 

damage and failure of various organs. It affects variety of body systems 

including vision, nerves, heart, kidney, blood vessel, vestibular and 

cognition27. 

Among many complications of diabetes mellitus, diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy is a debilitating microvascular complication among the patients 

with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Neuropathies affect 50% of patients with 

diabetes mellitus. This causes great morbidity because symptoms severely 

decrease patient’s quality of life. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy leads to 

increased risk of fall and thus the injuries14. 

Diabetic neuropathies are nerve damaging disorders associated with 

diabetes mellitus. Neuropathic conditions are thought to result from a 

diabetic microvascular injury involving small blood vessels that supply 
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nerves in addition to macrovascular conditions. Common conditions which 

may be associated with diabetic neuropathy include third, fourth, or sixth 

cranial nerve palsy, mononeuropathy; diabetic amyotrophy; a painful 

polyneuropathy and autonomic neuropathy. As diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy affects sensory, motor and autonomic nerves, it can affect all the 

organs as all are innervated. Depending upon the nerve affected various 

signs and symptoms can be seen including numbness, tingling, dysesthesia, 

urinary incontinence, facial, mouth, eyelid drooping, changes in vision, 

burning pain, trouble with balance and muscle weakness 16,42. 

In sensorimotor polyneuropathy large nerve fibres are affected. In this 

syndrome, burning pain, night pain, decreased sensation occurs in glove 

and stocking pattern. It starts distally and spreads proximally16. 

The present study consisted of two groups:  50 patients with diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy and 50 non-diabetic individuals. Both the groups 

performed single and cognitive-motor dual task walking. Kinematic 

parameters of hip, knee and ankle joint were recorded for both the lower 

extremities and observation was analysed for both the group.  

The mean values for non-diabetic group in single task condition were:  

hip flexion and extension joint motion (right) 40.66 degree ± 5.74; hip joint 

(left) 40.04 ± 5.97. For knee joint flexion and extension joint motion (right) 

53.2 ± 6.64; knee joint (left) 52.16 ± 6.43. For ankle plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion joint motion (right) 25.8 ± 5.62 for ankle join (left) 25.08 ± 5.45. 
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The mean values of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and 

extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion in single task 

condition for diabetic peripheral neuropathy group were: hip joint (right) 

36.26 degree ± 6.67; hip joint (left) 36.14 ± 6.65. For knee joint (right) 51.92 

± 6.91; knee joint motion (left) 50.86 ± 6.79. for ankle joint (right) 22.72 ± 

5.04 for ankle joint motion (left) 21.96 ± 5.11.  

Both the groups had difference in mean values of hip flexion and 

extension, knee flexion and extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion 

joint motion in single task condition. The mean difference between diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy and non-diabetic group were: 

Hip joint motion (right) 4.4 degree (p value = 0.0006); hip joint motion 

(left) 3.9 degree (p value = 0.02). Thus, statistically significant difference was 

found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. Hip joint in diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy group showed reduced joint motion as compared to 

non-diabetic group. 

Knee joint motion (right) 1.28 degree (p value = 0.3477); knee joint 

motion (left) 1.3 degree, (p value = 0.3284). For the knee flexion and 

extension joint motion though there was difference in the mean value it was 

not statistically significant. 

Ankle joint motion (right) 3.08 degree (p value = 0.0048); ankle joint 

motion (left) 3.12 degree, (p value = 0.0040). statistical significance was 

observed for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. Ankle joint in 
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diabetic peripheral neuropathy group showed reduced joint motion as 

compared to non-diabetic group. 

The findings of current study revealing significant differences in single 

task condition between the groups are similar to those of Nagwa, et al. who 

compared diabetic peripheral neuropathic patients to age and gender 

matched control group. They found significant reductions in ankle and knee 

joint angle in diabetic group27. The results are in agreement with Michael J 

Mueller, et al., who found reduced ankle joint motion in patients with diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy40.Dingwell, et al., evaluated kinematics of diabetic 

gait. In contrast to the current study they found non-significant differences45 

The possible explanatory reason for the difference in kinematic 

variable may the underlined mechanism of proprioception and kinesthesia. 

Proprioception is the sense of body’s position in space and 

kinesthesia refers to sensation associated with joint movement. 

Proprioception and kinesthesia provide information about status of 

environment, status of the body and the status of body in relation to 

environment18,43. Hence, this information plays an important role while 

walking. Receptors responsible for these sensation are: muscle spindle 

located in muscle. They monitor change in muscle length as well velocity; 

Golgi tendon organ located in the tendinous insertion of the muscle, function 

to monitor the tension in the muscle; golgi type endings located in the 

ligaments function to detect the rate of joint movement.; ruffini endings inside 

the joint capsule and ligaments are responsible for direction and velocity of 
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joint movement; paciniform endings found in the joint capsule monitor rapid 

joint movement18,43.  

The information about tactile pressure, kinesthesia, proprioception 

and vibration perceived by the peripheral nerve are carried via large 

myelinated conducting fibres of dorsal column-medial lemniscal pathway to 

the somato-sensory cortex. Data is processed on peripheral feedback and 

memory which leads to selection of movement strategy according to the task 

demand18,43. Hence this whole system plays an integral role in gait.  

In diabetes mellitus, affection of peripheral nerves leads to sensory 

disturbances. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy affects large diameter fibers 

first and so proprioception, kinaesthesia and tactile discrimination are 

diminished.  

Atrophy of the muscles due to peripheral motor neuropathy could also 

be the probable reason for differences in kinematic gait variable. During 

walking activity, when an individual transfers weight from one lower 

extremity to another, there are brief periods of large separation between the 

centre of mass and centre of pressure. High level of muscular strength is 

required to maintain balance during single limb stance periods42. Hence, 

impaired balance can lead to deviation in gait parameter. In diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy as balance is affected, gait deviations can be 

expected in this population. 
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Kinematic variable for diabetic peripheral neuropathy and non- 

diabetic group in motor-cognitive dual task condition were also observed. 

Variable included hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and extension, 

ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion.  

The mean values for the joints in non-diabetic group for dual task 

were: hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 37.16 degree ± 

6.40; hip joint (left) 36 ± 6.61. For knee flexion and extension joint range of 

motion (right) 49.14 ± 6.50; knee joint motion (left) 48.54 ± 6.47. for ankle 

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion (right) 21.58 ± 5.91. For 

ankle joint motion (left) 21.28 ± 5.32. 

The mean values for the joints in diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group for dual task were: hip flexion and extension joint range of motion 

(right) 32.94 degree ± 6.95; hip joint (left) 31.58 ± 6.59. For knee flexion and 

extension joint range of motion (right) 47.58 ± 7.93; knee joint motion (left) 

45.92 ± 7.33. for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion 

(right) 17.54 ± 5.13. For ankle joint motion (left) 16.74± 4.88.  

Both the groups had difference in mean values in dual task condition. 

The mean difference between diabetic peripheral neuropathy and non-

diabetic group were: 

Hip flexion and extension joint range of motion (right) 4.22 degree (p 

value = 0.002); hip joint motion (left) 4.42 degree (p value = 0.002). Thus, 

hip joint motion was reduced in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group as 
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compared to non-diabetic individuals. Thus, statistically significant 

difference was found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. The joint 

motion was reduced in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group as compared 

to non-diabetic group. 

Knee joint motion (right) 1.52 degree (p value = 0.2); knee joint motion 

(left) 2.62 degree, (p value = 0.06). For the knee flexion and extension joint 

motion though there was difference in the mean value, that is, the joint 

motion at knee was reduced, it was not statistically significant. The study 

conducted by Gurtej S. Grewal, et al., observed significant group difference 

for kinematic parameter of knee joint. But, in the current study we did not 

observe statistically significant difference in knee joint motion between 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic group. 

Ankle joint motion (right) 4.04 degree (p value = 0.0004); ankle joint 

motion (left) 4.54 degree, (p value = 0.0000). statistical significance was 

observed for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. The joint 

motion was reduced as compared to non-diabetic group. 

Comparison between single and dual task in non-diabetic group and diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy group difference in mean values as follows:  

For non-diabetic group single vs. dual task condition, the mean 

difference at hip flexion and extension joint motion, knee flexion and 

extension joint motion, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion 

were: 
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• Hip joint motion (right) 3.5 degree (p value = 0.0000); hip joint motion 

(left) 4.04 degree (p value = 0.0000). Thus, statistically significant 

difference was found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. 

• knee joint motion (right) 4.1 degree (p value = 0.0000); knee joint 

motion (left) 3.62 degree, (p value = 0.0000). statistically significant 

difference was found for knee flexion and extension joint motion. 

• Ankle joint motion (right) 4.22 degree (p value = 0.0000); ankle joint 

motion (left) 3.8 degree, (p value = 0.0000). statistical significance 

was observed for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. 

• Thus, joint motion for all the three joints were reduced in dual task 

condition as compared to single task condition in non-diabetic group.  

Walking is most natural daily activity for humans. It is an important 

component of physical function and daily activities. Gait (walking) requires 

healthy neuro-musculo-skeletal system and sensory systems that include 

somatosensory, visual system. Along with these, neurocognitive abilities 

also play an important role while walking.  

Functional ambulation in community require an ability to perform 

cognitive or motor task while walking during everyday activities. This 

simultaneous performance of two or more task is called dual task 

performance44. 

Although gait is considered to be an automatic, it requires attentional 

processing resources. various studies and literature have been conducted 

showing the effects of dual task on gait parameter.  
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Divided attention plays an important role while performing two or more 

task simultaneously, hence it also plays an important role while walking44. 

Several neuropsychological theories have come up to study the 

difficulties to perform two or more task simultaneously. This includes 

capacity sharing theory and bottleneck theory44. 

The capacity-sharing theory states that attentional resources are limited 

in capacity, and thus, the performance of two attention-demanding tasks will 

cause deterioration of at least one of the tasks. 

The bottleneck theory posits that if two tasks are processed by the same 

neural processor or networks, the processing of the second task will be 

delayed until the processor is free from processing the first task. Many 

studies have been carried out to study the effects of dual task on gait and 

have so that performance of second task influences gait. The 

neuropsychological process affected by age related decline include 

executive functioning and attention along with other processes. Thus, 

impairment in these processes may have influence on dual task 

performance44. 

For diabetic peripheral neuropathy group, single vs. dual task condition, 

the mean difference at hip flexion and extension joint motion, knee flexion 

and extension joint motion, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion 

were: 
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• Hip joint motion (right) 3.32 degree (p value = 0.0085); hip joint motion 

(left) 4.56 degree (p value = 0.0003). Thus, statistically significant 

difference was found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. 

• knee joint motion (right) 4.34 degree (p value = 0.0071); knee joint 

motion (left) 4.94 degree, (p value = 0.0013). For the knee flexion and 

extension joint motion the difference in the mean value was 

statistically significant.  

• Ankle joint motion (right) 5.18 degree (p value = 0.0001); ankle joint 

motion (left) 5.22 degree, (p value = 0.0001). statistical significance 

was observed for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. 

• Thus, the joint motion at hip, knee and ankle were reduced even in 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy group.  

Study conducted by Paul L, et al., who compared the gait parameters of 

patients with diabetes mellitus and patients with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy. Parameters were determined in single task, motor dual task, 

and cognitive dual task. They showed that patients with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy have different gait parameters to non-diabetic patients30. 

It is found in previously published literature that that individuals with DPN 

exhibit disturbances in aspects of executive functioning and attention.  In 

diabetic neuropathic patients, diminished sensory information makes gait 

control more cognitively dependent than in control group. Dysregulation of 

glycaemic variability in type 2 diabetes mellitus might contribute to brain 

atrophy and cognitive impairments26. Diabetes causes impairments in 
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information processing speed, memory, and attention. Therefore, gait could 

be further affected by reduced cognitive function. 

The probable reason for difference, that is, the reduced hip flexion and 

extension joint motion, knee flexion and extension joint motion, ankle 

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion in diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group could be the combined effects of dual task interference and alteration 

in sensation due to neuropathy. 
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CONCLUSION 

The study showed that kinematic variables were reduced at all the three 

joints in cognitive-motor dual task condition as compared to single task 

condition in diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and non-diabetic group. 

Thus, the motor-cognitive dual task does have effect on kinematic variable 

of gai and so, analysis of kinematic variables of gait can be useful measure 

of evaluation for predictor of fall among patients with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy. 
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CLINICAL IMPLICATION 

 

Neuropathies are the most common complication of diabetes mellitus. 

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy causes alteration in peripheral nerve. 

Affection of peripheral nerve due to diabetic peripheral neuropathy is chief 

contributor to gait variability. This may increase likelihood of fall incidence.  

Assessing kinematic variables in dual task condition may help to determine 

the difference in joint angles between single task as compared to motor-

cognitive dual task condition. 

This can be used as one of the measure of fall prediction in patients of 

diabetes peripheral neuropathy. 

This in turn can help to reduce the fall related injuries among the patients 

and help improve quality of life. 
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SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by 

hyperglycemia resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or 

both. The chronic hyperglycemia is associated with long-term damage, 

dysfunction, and failure of different organs, especially the eyes, kidneys, 

nerves, heart, and blood vessels. Acute complications of DM include 

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and hyperglycaemic hyperosmolar state(HHS). 

Chronic complications include vascular (retinopathy, neuropathy, and 

nephropathy) and nonvascular complications such as gastroparesis, 

infections, and skin changes.  

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) contributes as biggest endocrine driver for 

global burden disease. In the year 2000, India topped the world with highest 

number of diabetes mellitus patients. Rise in diabetic population in India 

increased from 11.9 million in 1980 to 64.5 million in 2014. 

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy is characterised by presence of nerve 

dysfunction in diabetic patients after non-diabetic causes have been 

excluded. An Indian study showed that every 5th individual diagnosed with 

type 2 diabetes mellitus is likely to have diabetic peripheral neuropathy. It 

affects peripheral sensory and motor nerves of proximal and distal regions 

of the body. Common symptoms include pain, numbness, and tingling, 

muscle weakness, unsteady gait and loss of balance. 
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Need of study: 

Previous research has assessed spatial-temporal variable of gait in dual 

cognitive motor task, but kinematic variable in dual cognitive motor task have 

not been found in published literature. Analysis of kinematic variables of gait 

may help in forming the baseline desired range of motion at hip, knee & 

ankle joint for fall prevention in patients with DPN. 

 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

AIM: 

To study the effect of dual task on kinematic variables of gait in patients with 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy and non-diabetic individuals. 

OBJECTIVES: 

Primary Objectives:  

To compare kinematic variable at hip, knee and ankle joint of gait in cognitive 

motor dual task between patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and 

individuals without diabetes. 

Secondary objective- 

To determine the kinematic variable of gait in single and dual task condition 

within the groups. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

STUDY DESIGN: CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY 

Diagnosed patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy & age group and gender matched individuals without diabetes 

were selected from hospital staff, relatives of the patient available in the 

study setting at the same place. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy group and 

non-diabetic group consisted 50 subjects each, total 100 subjects were 

included in the study. Both the groups performed single and cognitive-motor 

dual task while walking and gait was analyzed using RM INGENIERIE HI 

TECH GAIT AND MOTION ANALYZER. Kinematic variable observed 

consisted of hip joint flexion and extension joint motion, knee flexion and 

extension joint motion, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion in 

sagittal plane. Effect of dual task on kinematic variables of gait in patients 

with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and non-diabetic individuals was 

determined. 

RESULTS 

The results showed that there was statistically significant difference in 

kinematic variable in dual task condition as compared to single task 

condition. This difference was observed in both the groups at hip joint flexion 

and extension joint motion, knee flexion and extension joint motion, ankle 

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion in diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

group as compared to non-diabetic individuals. 
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For non-diabetic group single vs. dual task condition, the mean difference at 

hip flexion and extension joint motion, knee flexion and extension joint 

motion, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion were: 

Hip joint motion (right) 3.5 degree (p value = 0.0000); hip joint motion (left) 

4.04 degree (p value = 0.0000). Thus, statistically significant difference was 

found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. 

knee joint motion (right) 4.1 degree (p value = 0.0000); knee joint motion 

(left) 3.62 degree, (p value = 0.0000). statistically significant difference was 

found for knee flexion and extension joint motion. 

Ankle joint motion (right) 4.22 degree (p value = 0.0000); ankle joint motion 

(left) 3.8 degree, (p value = 0.0000). statistically significance was observed 

for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. 

The joint motion was reduced at all the three joints in dual task condition for 

non-diabetic group. 

For diabetic peripheral neuropathy group, single vs. dual task condition, the 

mean difference at hip flexion and extension joint motion, knee flexion and 

extension joint motion, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion 

were: 

Hip joint motion (right) 3.32 degree (p value = 0.0085); hip joint motion (left) 

4.56 degree (p value = 0.0003). Thus, statistically significant difference was 

found for hip flexion and extension joint motion. 
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knee joint motion (right) 4.34 degree (p value = 0.0071); knee joint motion 

(left) 4.94 degree, (p value = 0.0013). For the knee flexion and extension 

joint motion the difference in the mean value was statistically significant.  

Ankle joint motion (right) 5.18 degree (p value = 0.0001); ankle joint motion 

(left) 5.22 degree, (p value = 0.0001). statistical significance was observed 

for ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint motion. 

Thus, the joint motion at hip, knee and ankle were reduced even in diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy group in dual task condition. 
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Annexure I (A) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To, 

The Head of Institute, 

Patients: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

I, Miss____________________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, would 

request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work in your 

estimated institute. 

My research topic is “Effect Of Dual Task On Kinematic Variables Of Gait 

In Patients With Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy And Non-Diabetic 

Individuals: A Cross Sectional Study” 

For this purpose, I would be utilizing the institution and the equipment 

required for the same would be kept in the same premises and the patients 

would be studied in the institution. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 

Guide         Head of Institute 
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ANNEXURE I (B) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To, 

The Chairman, 

Ethical Committee 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

I, Miss_______________________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, 

would request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. 

My research topic is, “Effect Of Dual Task On Kinematic Variables Of Gait 

In Patients With Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy And Non-Diabetic 

Individuals: A Cross Sectional Study” 

I promise that the ethics as well as subjects care shall be duly complied. 

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 
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ANNEXURE II 

SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET 

Purpose: To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from subject 

according to the regulatory of ICMR and approved by IEC. 

Scope: This standard operational procedure includes subjects fulfilling the 

inclusion criteria and is willing to participate in this study. 

Responsibilities: 

The researcher will obtain written informed consent from all the subjects who 

will be the part of the study. 

Procedure: 

1. The investigator will select the subjects fulfilling the inclusion criteria from 

the patients coming to the tertiary hospital setup 

2. The investigator will explain the experimental protocol to allay 

apprehension and answer all the queries of the subjects. 

3. If the subject decides to participate then they would be consented 

according to the standard operational procedure. 

4. If the subject expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they 

would be solved. 

5. If the subjects are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the 

informed consent according to standard operational procedure. 
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6. Study procedures will begin after the subject concern. 

7. Detailed medical and any other physical problem history of the subjects 

will be obtained so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

8. If subject wants to discuss this information to their family members then 

they are entitled to do so before giving the consent. 

General information to research subjects: 

1. Name: Age: 

Sex: Date: 

2. You would be required to fill the proforma and the purpose of the research 

is “Effect Of Dual Task On Kinematic Variables Of Gait In Patients With 

Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy And Non-Diabetic Individuals: A Cross 

Sectional Study” 

3. If you are willing to take part in the study then you are expected to enroll 

with us right from the pre treatment assessment till the end of the test. 

4. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so that 

we can help you and overcome your problems without any untoward effect. 

5. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation. 

6. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then 

you are free to do so and there would not be any hindrance from our side. 
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7. The details of the risk, discomfort, advantages and disadvantages of the 

test will be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent. 

8. The data obtained from this study would be confidentially protected and 

maintained and if the photograph is used then your identity would not be 

revealed. If the photograph is published then permission would be obtained. 

9. All the risk of test procedure will be explained to you and accordingly the 

consent will be taken. 

10. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw at any time 

without any consequences. 

11. Name of Researcher: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

12. Name of Guide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

13. Name of institution 
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ANNEXURE III (A) 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

I, _________________________ have read the information give in the 

Subject Information sheet for the dissertation, entitled “Effect Of Dual Task 

On Kinematic Variables Of Gait In Patients With Diabetic Peripheral 

Neuropathy And Non-Diabetic 

Individuals: A Cross Sectional Study” Conducted by 

___________________________ I have been informed regarding the 

nature and duration of work. I have no objection to undertake the required 

examination pertaining to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me, that I would be tested well, without 

any untoward effects and the right of confidentially protected. 

 

(Signature of Individuals) 

Place: 

Date: 
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ANNEXURE III (B) 

lgerh i= 

eS ------------------------------------------------------ esjh iw.kZ lgerh ls bl “kS{kf.kd 

v/;;u gsrq ijh{k.k esa lgHkkxh gks jgk@jgh gwWA v/;;u ijh{k.k dk 

fo’k;] “bQsDV v‚Q Mîqvy VkLd v‚u dkbZukesVhd osjh;scy v‚Q 

xsV bu is'kaV foFk Mk;csfVd isjhQsjy U;wjksiWFkh v¡M u‚u Mk;csfVd 

baMhfOgnqvy: v Ø‚l lsd'kuy LVMh” 

eq>s v/;;u ifj{k.k ds fy;s yxus okyk le;] lHkh i/nrh oS|dh; 

ijh{k.k vkSj fu;eksa ds ckjs esa eq>s igys ls crk;k x;k gSA 

“kks/kdrkZ] “kks/kfuca/kd us eq>s igys gh fo”okl fnyklk gS fd fdlh 

Hkh izdkjds nq'ifj.kke fcuk v/;;u ifj{k.k nlE;ku eq>s vPNh 

lqO;oLFkk feysxh vkSj esjs rjQ ls v/;;u ifj{k.k ds loZ vf/kdkjksa 

dh fo”oluh; Lo:ils xqIrrk j[kh tk;sxh@jgsaxh A 

v/;;u ifj{k.k esa yxusokysa lHkh ijh{kk ds fy, esjk fojks/k ugh gSA 

esjh iqjh vuqerh gSA 

LFkku % 

rkjh[k %       ifj{kkFkhZ ds gLrk{kj 
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ANNEXURE III (C) 

laerh i= 

eh --------------------------------------------------------------------- ekÖ;k iw.kZ laerhus ;k “kS{kf.kd v/;;u 

“bQsDV v‚Q Mîqvy VkLd v‚u dkbZukesVhd osjh;scy v‚Q xsV bu is'kaV 

foFk Mk;csfVd isjhQsjy U;wjksiWFkh v¡M u‚u Mk;csfVd baMhfOgnqvy: v Ø‚l 

lsd'kuy LVMh” 

ifj{k.kkr lgHkkxh gksr vkgs- eyk njE;ku gks.kkÚ;k v/;;u ifj{k.kklkBh 

ykx.kkjk osG loZ i/;rh oS|dh; fu;ekckcr laiw.kZ dYiuk ekfgrh iqjfo.;kr 

vkyh vkgs- 

“kks/kdR;kus eyk vk/khp [kk=h fnyh vkgs dh dks.kR;kgh nq’ifj.kke fo’k;h 

v/;;u ifj{k.k njE;ku eyk pkaxyh okx.kqd feGsy vkf.k ekÖ;k dMwu v/;;u 

ifj{k.kkps loZ vf/kdkjkph fdaok fo”oluh; xqIrrk jk[k.;kr ;sbZy- 

v/;;u ifj{k.kkyk ykx.kkÚ;k loZ ifj{ksdjhrk ek>k fojks/k ukgh- lgerh 

fLod`rh vkgs- 

LFkG % 

fnukad %        ijh{kkFkhZph Lok{kjh 
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MASTERCHART 

DIABETIC  PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY (GROUP A)  

        SINGLE TASK CONDITION 

SR.NO UID AGE GENDER hip flex / ext knee flex/ ext ankle DF/PF 

        Right left right left right left 

1 DPN 1 55 male 44 44 60 57 20 19 

2 DPN 2 55 male 48 46 64 60 25 24 

3 DPN 3  55 female 39 40 56 55 27 25 

4 DPN 4 55 male 30 31 62 61 29 27 

5 DPN 5 55 male 40 38 41 40 21 20 

6 DPN 6 56 male 27 25 52 51 14 15 

7 DPN 7 56 male 35 35 48 47 28 29 

8 DPN 8 56 male 40 43 45 44 26 24 

9 DPN 9 56 male 34 33 60 57 30 31 

10 DPN 10 56 female 36 35 46 45 24 21 

11 DPN 11 57 female 43 44 58 58 30 28 

12 DPN 12 57 male 37 37 43 42 16 17 

13 DPN 13 57 male 49 49 42 40 17 15 

14 DPN 14 57 female 39 39 49 48 27 25 

15 DPN 15 57 female 41 41 49 48 19 17 

16 DPN 16 58 male 36 38 55 55 16 17 

17 DPN 17 58 female 29 27 59 58 22 21 

18 DPN 18 58 female 41 41 48 47 29 30 

19 DPN 19 58 male 27 26 43 42 23 22 

20 DPN 20 59 male 41 39 61 60 23 24 

21 DPN 21 59 female 28 27 43 40 25 24 

22 DPN 22 59 male 48 47 44 43 30 29 

23 DPN 23 59 female 35 34 59 61 28 26 

24 DPN 24 60 male 30 31 42 42 30 29 

25 DPN 25 60 female 36 36 64 63 23 24 

26 DPN 26 60 female 34 35 57 55 16 17 

27 DPN 27 60 male 32 33 50 52 18 17 

28 DPN 28 61 male 38 37 59 58 29 28 

29 DPN 29 61 female 33 33 56 55 15 13 

30 DPN 30 61 male 34 34 50 51 28 29 

31 DPN 31 61 female 40 39 47 46 24 23 

32 DPN 32 61 male 28 29 57 56 23 23 

33 DPN 33 61 male 29 29 61 60 14 13 

34 DPN 34 62 male 40 41 48 47 17 16 

35 DPN 35 62 female 31 32 60 60 25 24 
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36 DPN 36 62 male 42 40 50 49 26 28 

37 DPN 37 62 male 27 27 54 50 19 20 

38 DPN 38 62 female 35 36 53 51 20 23 

39 DPN 39 63 male 41 40 49 49 21 20 

40 DPN 40 63 female 25 25 45 44 26 25 

41 DPN 41 63 male 48 48 46 43 15 14 

42 DPN 42 63 male 47 46 44 46 18 17 

43 DPN 43 63 female 39 39 52 51 28 27 

44 DPN 44 64 female 26 25 59 57 26 25 

45 DPN 45 64 male 37 35 53 53 18 15 

46 DPN 46 64 male 48 48 45 44 25 23 

47 DPN 47 65 male 29 30 48 47 17 15 

48 DPN 48 65 female 26 26 65 62 15 14 

49 DPN 49 65 male 35 36 51 50 27 25 

50 DPN 50 65 male 36 38 44 43 24 21 

          

          

DPN GROUP A dual task condition 

SR.NO UID AGE GENDER hip flex/ ext knee flex/ ext 
Ankle 
DF/PF 

        right left right left right left 

1 DPN 1 55 male 26 25 41 39 25 23 

2 DPN 2 55 male 33 32 60 59 18 17 

3 DPN 3  55 female 30 28 52 40 13 13 

4 DPN 4 55 male 28 28 45 46 14 12 

5 DPN 5 55 male 34 33 54 56 23 23 

6 DPN 6 56 male 30 28 52 52 15 13 

7 DPN 7 56 male 31 29 45 45 23 21 

8 DPN 8 56 male 37 36 43 42 18 16 

9 DPN 9 56 male 25 23 51 49 19 17 

10 DPN 10 56 female 27 27 58 57 9 9 

11 DPN 11 57 female 34 33 58 55 11 10 

12 DPN 12 57 male 28 29 57 45 19 18 

13 DPN 13 57 male 38 39 47 49 23 22 

14 DPN 14 57 female 26 25 50 46 13 12 

15 DPN 15 57 female 34 32 45 38 14 13 

16 DPN 16 58 male 41 38 40 40 18 16 

17 DPN 17 58 female 22 20 41 41 22 21 

18 DPN 18 58 female 44 43 42 38 9 10 

19 DPN 19 58 male 44 42 40 39 11 11 

20 DPN 20 59 male 38 36 39 48 23 22 

21 DPN 21 59 female 21 20 49 55 20 20 
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22 DPN 22 59 male 34 32 54 40 10 9 

23 DPN 23 59 female 43 40 41 42 20 18 

24 DPN 24 60 male 26 23 45 59 11 10 

25 DPN 25 60 female 22 23 60 46 9 12 

26 DPN 26 60 female 30 31 47 38 23 24 

27 DPN 27 60 male 31 29 40 54 19 19 

28 DPN 28 61 male 40 38 56 59 14 15 

29 DPN 29 61 female 47 44 60 50 18 17 

30 DPN 30 61 male 35 33 51 51 19 20 

31 DPN 31 61 female 23 22 49 48 10 10 

32 DPN 32 61 male 33 30 41 40 21 20 

33 DPN 33 61 male 39 37 41 40 22 21 

34 DPN 34 62 male 38 39 53 52 24 23 

35 DPN 35 62 female 33 30 38 37 10 11 

36 DPN 36 62 male 48 45 68 34 11 10 

37 DPN 37 62 male 33 31 40 48 12 11 

38 DPN 38 62 female 26 23 56 54 17 15 

39 DPN 39 63 male 38 36 38 37 19 18 

40 DPN 40 63 female 25 26 40 39 23 20 

41 DPN 41 63 male 29 28 57 54 24 23 

42 DPN 42 63 male 31 30 55 57 25 24 

43 DPN 43 63 female 38 36 46 45 21 20 

44 DPN 44 64 female 38 37 42 41 24 23 

45 DPN 45 64 male 43 41 41 39 25 26 

46 DPN 46 64 male 33 31 41 37 15 14 

47 DPN 47 65 male 24 23 59 42 19 17 

48 DPN 48 65 female 22 23 38 57 23 21 

49 DPN 49 65 male 36 35 37 37 15 13 

50 DPN 50 65 male 38 37 36 40 14 14 
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NON-DIABETIC (GROUP B) 

 SINGLE TASK CONDITION 

SR.N
O UID 

AG
E 

GENDE
R HIP FLEX/EXT 

KNEE 
FLEX/EXT 

ANKLE 
PF/DF 

        right left  right left 
righ
t Left 

1 ND 1 55 male  40 39 55 54 24 23 

2 ND 2 55 male  38 37 52 51 22 21 

3 ND 3 55 male  42 40 51 50 26 27 

4 ND 4 55 female 50 51 50 48 29 28 

5 ND 5 55 male  49 48 45 44 31 29 

6 ND 6 55 female 32 31 46 45 34 33 

7 ND 7 56 male  36 37 50 51 30 30 

8 ND 8 56 female 34 33 56 55 32 31 

9 ND 9 56 female 50 49 42 41 34 33 

10 ND 10 56 male  47 48 48 49 30 29 

11 ND 11 56 female 40 38 44 43 28 27 

12 ND 12 56 male  42 42 40 41 25 23 

13 ND 13 57 male  35 34 48 47 21 20 

14 ND 14 57 female 38 37 51 50 20 19 

15 ND 15 57 male  44 43 54 53 18 17 

16 ND 16 57 female 41 42 58 57 16 14 

17 ND 17 58 female 46 47 60 58 15 17 

18 ND 18 58 male  41 40 61 59 20 21 

19 ND 19 59 male  39 37 65 63 24 25 

20 ND 20 59 male  35 35 58 59 28 27 

21 ND 21 59 male  33 30 52 50 30 28 

22 ND 22 59 female 42 40 55 53 32 30 

23 ND 23 60 male  35 36 40 39 25 25 

24 ND 24 60 female 36 37 44 45 27 26 

25 ND 25 60 male  42 41 46 45 30 31 

26 ND 26 60 male  48 47 49 48 26 27 

27 ND 27 60 male  47 47 52 51 29 28 

28 ND 28 61 male  39 38 55 54 31 30 

29 ND 29 61 female 36 35 59 58 33 32 

30 ND 30 61 male  32 31 61 60 34 33 

31 ND 31 61 male  41 40 65 64 32 30 

32 ND 32 62 female 34 35 62 63 28 27 

33 ND 33 62 female 39 38 59 58 25 24 

34 ND 34 62 male  41 41 54 53 21 20 

35 ND 35 62 female 44 42 48 47 16 15 

36 ND 36 63 male  48 49 51 50 18 17 
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37 ND 37 63 male  42 43 53 51 20 21 

38 ND 38 63 female 50 51 50 48 14 12 

39 ND 39 63 male  49 48 46 45 15 16 

40 ND 40 63 female 38 39 47 46 20 19 

41 ND 41 64 male  35 34 50 48 24 23 

42 ND 42 64 male  32 32 51 50 28 27 

43 ND 43 64 male  30 28 54 53 31 30 

44 ND 44 64 female 40 38 55 53 25 23 

45 ND 45 64 male  33 32 59 57 23 24 

46 ND 46 65 male  42 41 62 60 26 25 

47 ND 47 65 female 50 49 64 62 32 31 

48 ND 48 65 male  49 47 60 58 30 30 

49 ND 49 65 female 40 39 65 64 27 26 

50 ND 50 65 male  47 46 58 57 31 30 

          

          

          

NON-DIABETIC (GROUP B) DUAL TASK CONDITION 

SR.N
O UID 

AG
E 

GENDE
R HIP FLEX/EXT 

KNEE 
FLEX/EXT 

ANKLE 
PF/DF 

        right left right left 
righ
t Left 

1 ND 1 55 male  37 36 50 48 24 23 

2 ND 2 55 male  35 36 53 52 22 21 

3 ND 3 55 male  38 37 45 44 21 20 

4 ND 4 55 female 45 44 46 44 25 24 

5 ND 5 55 male  43 42 40 45 29 27 

6 ND 6 55 female 27 26 41 40 30 28 

7 ND 7 56 male  30 29 45 44 25 24 

8 ND 8 56 female 29 28 50 49 28 27 

9 ND 9 56 female 45 44 39 40 30 30 

10 ND 10 56 male  42 40 46 45 26 24 

11 ND 11 56 female 35 34 40 41 23 21 

12 ND 12 56 male  38 37 35 36 20 20 

13 ND 13 57 male  31 30 42 40 15 16 

14 ND 14 57 female 36 37 45 44 16 17 

15 ND 15 57 male  40 42 50 51 13 12 

16 ND 16 57 female 41 40 54 52 12 12 

17 ND 17 58 female 42 40 55 53 10 11 

18 ND 18 58 male  37 38 57 56 15 16 

19 ND 19 59 male  34 33 60 59 19 20 

20 ND 20 59 male  30 28 53 53 24 23 
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21 ND 21 59 male  29 26 52 51 25 24 

22 ND 22 59 female 40 38 50 50 29 28 

23 ND 23 60 male  29 27 41 40 20 21 

24 ND 24 60 female 31 30 40 39 22 23 

25 ND 25 60 male  39 37 42 40 25 24 

26 ND 26 60 male  44 43 45 44 22 21 

27 ND 27 60 male  42 40 48 46 25 26 

28 ND 28 61 male  36 35 50 51 26 26 

29 ND 29 61 female 32 30 54 53 29 27 

30 ND 30 61 male  20 18 56 55 30 28 

31 ND 31 61 male  38 37 60 61 28 27 

32 ND 32 62 female 30 28 59 58 25 25 

33 ND 33 62 female 39 38 55 55 20 21 

34 ND 34 62 male  42 41 50 48 16 17 

35 ND 35 62 female 40 38 43 42 11 12 

36 ND 36 63 male  46 44 47 46 12 13 

37 ND 37 63 male  39 37 49 48 15 14 

38 ND 38 63 female 46 45 45 44 10 11 

39 ND 39 63 male  45 44 41 40 11 12 

40 ND 40 63 female 34 33 43 42 15 14 

41 ND 41 64 male  31 30 46 47 21 20 

42 ND 42 64 male  26 25 49 48 26 25 

43 ND 43 64 male  36 34 50 51 27 26 

44 ND 44 64 female 30 28 51 50 20 21 

45 ND 45 64 male  38 36 55 55 19 20 

46 ND 46 65 male  48 46 58 56 22 21 

47 ND 47 65 female 47 48 60 58 28 27 

48 ND 48 65 male  46 45 56 57 25 24 

49 ND 49 65 female 36 35 60 61 22 23 

50 ND 50 65 male  44 43 54 55 26 27 
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INTRODUCTION: 

       Badminton is a popular sport in Asia which is widely played by both males and 

females of all age groups. It requires repeated overhead movements and rapid changes 

in direction. The current concept of overhead athletes came from the overhand athlete. 

The baseball pitcher was one of the most prominently studied groups of athletes with 

potential shoulder problems in 1980s. Later the model that was built on the concept of 

baseball pitcher began to be transferred to other group of athletes who were at the high 

risk of shoulder injuries. These groups included tennis players, swimmers, golfers, 

javelin throwers and volleyball and handball players. But a very few studies were done 

on badminton players. Thus the concept of overhand athlete was modified to overhead 

athletes to encompass all athletes who take their hand over head in the sporting 

activities. The hand over head position implies that the shoulder was taken to 90 degree 

of elevation and higher.1 

          Since overhead athletes demand dynamic stabilization of shoulder during the 

execution of overhead strokes, the muscles involved, forced by repetition over a period 

of time, are prone for chronic injuries and adaptive changes in the dominant upper 

extremity.2 

          Badminton injuries account for 1-5% of all sports injuries.3,4,5 The most common 

areas sustaining injuries by the badminton players were the shoulder (30% of injuries). 

Another study carried out in Sweden (2007) also reported that about half of the 

recreational badminton players had previous or ongoing shoulder pain.6 The overall 

incidence of shoulder injuries is at the rate of 5.04/1000 player hours.7 Most badminton 

injuries (~74%) are chronic overuse injuries.8 
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          Shoulder joint is particularly vulnerable to injuries since it is highly mobile and 

relies on surrounding muscles for dynamic stability. The rotator cuff musculature 

functions as primary stabilizer of glenohumeral joint in four ways. First by its passive 

bulk, second by developing muscle tension, which compresses the joint surfaces 

together, third by moving the humerus with respect to the glenoid and thus tightening 

the static stabilizers (capsular- ligamentous restraints), and fourth by limiting the arc of 

motion of the glenohumeral joint by muscle tension.9 

 
           As one of the primary dynamic stabilizing structures of the glenohumeral joint, 

high-intensity concentric and eccentric rotator cuff muscular activity has been reported 

during badminton play.10 The repetitive elevation of shoulder in overhead sports is 

thought to induce the symptoms of rotator cuff pathologies (Cingel et al. 2007).11 In a 

Malaysian study (2003) on national badminton players, it was found that shoulder 

injuries contributed to 37% of injuries in the upper extremity in badminton players. Of 

these injuries rotator cuff tendinopathy was the most common (46%) with biceps 

tendinopathy, acromioclavicular joint sprains and muscle strains of the deltoids, 

trapezius and triceps contributing to the remaining percentage.12 

 
Players may face shoulder specific fatigue problems, particularly regarding the 

rotator cuff (Cingel et al, 2007) due to fatigue of the external rotators. This occurs due to 

repeated ballistic eccentric loading during the follow through phase.11 Thus a proper 

understanding of biomechanics of shoulder in badminton strokes and the rotator cuff 

activity during these strokes would help recognize the cause of injury. 
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           In badminton, strokes that are hit on the forehand (racquet arm) side above the 

head are called forehand overhead shots. They include forehand overhead defensive 

clear, attacking clear, drop shots, half smash and smash. Backhand requires the 

reverse of forehand with the back of hand facing the shuttle.13 

           Coordinated contraction of shoulder muscles brings about the required 

badminton stroke. Biomechanics of a basic overhead forehand stroke are divided into 

three phases, namely- preparatory phase (wind up phase), hitting phase (acceleration 

phase) and follow through phase. The shoulder muscle activity in these phases is of a 

specific pattern.  

          In the preparatory phase, body is positioned for a forceful smashing action. Teres 

minor and infraspinatus contract concentrically to laterally rotate the shoulder. Eccentric 

contraction of subscapularis takes place to decelerate the external rotation moment. 

          In the hitting phase, explosive medial rotation of shoulder occurs. Subscapularis 

and pectoralis major assisted by latissimus dorsi contract concentrically to medially 

rotate the humerus. Infraspinatus stabilizes the scapula by eccentrically contraction. 

Neuromuscular control is required in this phase. Medial rotation continues till the follow 

through phase.   

In the follow through phase, the internal rotators continue concentric action and external 

rotators contract eccentrically to decelerate their moment. There is increased loading of 

posterior glenohumeral muscles and stabilizers.10 

           Because of high demands of the game there is alteration in type of contraction of 

muscles around the shoulder joint, which makes nearly half of badminton players 
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reporting previous or present pain in dominant shoulder.14 It appears that highly 

repetitive and rotational motions and forces exerted on shoulders in different vulnerable 

positions place the soft tissues at risk for microtrauma and subsequent injury in 

dominant shoulders.15 

          One-hundred percent of injured participants said that their shoulder problem 

decreased their match performance. This resulted in match forfeit for 9% of those 

injured. Thirty-six percent of those injured had to withdraw from training sessions due to 

their shoulder problem and 55% temporarily withdrew from the sport. Of those injured, 

27% said their shoulder problem lowered the standard of which they played.16 

          A Dutch kinetic study (2007) of the rotator cuff in badminton players found that 

the dominant arm was stronger than the non-dominant arm, and that concentric internal 

rotation strength is greater than external rotation strength, and that eccentric external 

rotation strength is greater than concentric external rotation strength. This is in contrast 

to other sports where external rotation typically increases and internal rotation 

decreases with repetitive overhead hitting.6 

           The posterior rotator cuff muscles are subject to fatigue more since their 

repeated forceful eccentric contraction occurs more frequently as the forehand 

overhead strokes are played more often than backhand strokes. The fatigue in these 

muscles alters the force couples in shoulder girdle. Increased upward rotation of 

scapula occurs causing a compensatory mechanism by which shoulder maintains a 

normal subacromial space. Ebaugh et al reported a decrease in scapular posterior tilting 

motion and a trend towards increased scapular upward rotation motion post fatigue,17 

whereas Tsai et al found decreased posterior tilting of scapula and external rotation 
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range of motion. These alterations in the kinematics of scapula predispose to 

subacromial impingement of the rotator cuff muscles. 18 

           The internal/external rotator force couple is another commonly imbalanced pair in 

the overhead athlete because of selective development of internal rotation strength, 

which overpowers the controlling and decelerating influence of the external rotators. 

Again this is thought to predispose the external rotators to injury through the 

deceleration phase (Cingel et al. 2007).11 

           It would therefore be highly recommended that badminton players should look to 

strengthen the rotator cuff muscles especially through eccentric loading to prevent them 

from early fatigue and muscle endurance exercises should be emphasized because the 

badminton players are at a greater risk of injury while playing with fatigue. 

           Subjective feelings of fatigue such as perceived exertion and body discomfort 

increase as the shoulder muscles get fatigued due to repeated overhead strokes. 

19Increase in the rate of perceived exertion ultimately hampers the match performance 

in the competitive badminton players.19 

          Muscular endurance to some degree is dependent on muscle strength. It is 

possible to have high levels of muscle strength and low levels muscle endurance 

(McDougall 1991). Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of fatigued external and 

internal rotators declines after repeated muscle contractions.20  

          Overall it is apparent that shoulder injuries do occur with regular occurrence 

amongst badminton players, and this is detrimental not only to match performance and 

participation but also in daily life. A standard shoulder endurance training protocol 
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therefore is required for improving strength and endurance and preventing injuries in 

badminton players.  

           Advanced Thrower’s 10 programme was designed by Dr. Kevin E. Wilk for the 

rehabilitation of injured overhead athlete and in-season training of baseball players. This 

program is a continuation of the Throwers Ten Exercise Program, which has been 

utilized with excellent results in clinical practice and in athletic performance training.   

This expanded program incorporates throwing motion-specific exercises and movement 

patterns performed in a discrete series, utilizing principles of coactivation, high-level 

neuromuscular control, dynamic stabilization, muscular facilitation, strength, endurance, 

and coordination, which all serve to restore shoulder muscle balance and symmetry in 

the overhead athlete. This unique combination of advanced exercise techniques bridges 

the gap between rehabilitation and training, facilitating a kinetic linking of the upper and 

lower extremities and providing a higher level of humeral head control necessary for the 

overhead athlete. Alternating movement patterns challenge the shoulder girdle 

neuromuscular control and facilitate the rotator cuff musculature via alternating dynamic 

movements with sustained hold drills. Since the rotator cuff muscles are mainly 

endurance-type muscles, endurance training in these muscles by progressive resistive 

exercises (PRE) is based on low weight and high repetition.  Advanced Throwers10 is a 

tailored exercise program to increase the strength and endurance of rotator cuff and 

scapular muscles in overhead athletes.21 
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NEED FOR THE STUDY 

 

            Badminton is one of the most widely played sports in the world. It is considered 

a relatively safe sport. Despite this many badminton players report shoulder pain. 

Shoulder pain affects or had affected over 50% of recreational and elite badminton 

players, with 20% reporting ongoing shoulder pain.  

 
Repeated overhead strokes in badminton are the cause for rotator cuff muscles 

of shoulder to fatigue faster. Recent studies showed that rotator cuff fatigue alters the 

ability of scapulohumeral muscles to maintain a healthy scapulohumeral rhythm and 

also increases the contribution of synergistic muscles. Fatigue induced by repetitive 

movements of shoulder gives rise to a global postural and movement reorganization 

that occurs in more than one plane leading to altered joint mechanics, thus possibly 

predisposing to rotator cuff pathologies.  

 
Compromised functional mobility and stability due to fatigue of the shoulder 

muscles has a tremendous impact on performance of the badminton players therefore 

routine endurance testing of shoulder muscles is imperative. 

 
Specific endurance/fatigue tests should be performed while routine assessment 

since they are more reflective of functional use than isolated measure of muscle 

strength. 
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           The Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test (PSET) has been developed to measure 

endurance of the posterior shoulder muscles in the clinical setting with minimal 

equipement requirements. Number of repetitions of prone horizontal abduction 

performed in PSET is measured for assessing endurance of rotator cuff muscles. 

 
Muscular endurance to some degree is dependent on muscle strength. Since 

isometric strength of fatigued external and internal rotators decreases after repeated 

muscle contractions. Isometric strength testing of external and internal rotators therefore 

needs to be routinely assessed in competitive badminton players so that prophylactic 

exercises can be suggested. 

 
           In studies demonstrating objective signs of fatigue in shoulder after repeated low 

force contractions, the reported increases in perceived fatigue, discomfort or exertion 

show a large range. Apparently, subjective feelings of fatigue are more consistently 

found compared to objective fatigue manifestations. Modified Borg Scale is a reliable 

measure of rating perceived exertion after local muscular fatigue. Therefore the score of 

Modified Borg Scale needs to be recorded. 

          There is high prevalence of shoulder injuries in paediatric and adolescent 

overhead athletes since shoulder is one of the most unstable joints at this age. 

Repetitive stress and rotational torques over the immature physis further predisposes 

the shoulder to injuries in this age group. Males and females have different 

morphological and physiological characteristics. Female gender is more prone to 

shoulder injuries in badminton. Also fewer studies have been on female badminton 

players regarding their shoulder endurance training. Therefore endurance training and 
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fatigue testing of shoulder muscles needs to be studied particularly in female adolescent 

badminton players. 

          A comprehensive program designed to enhance dynamic stability, endurance and 

strength for the young badminton players is necessary to avoid injury and maximize 

performance.  

 
          Advanced Throwers 10 is designed to be carried out both in the field and in a 

clinical setting using common resources of elastic resistance and weights. This program 

consists of low-resistance, high-repetition exercises that emphasize on endurance of 

shoulder and scapulothoracic muscles and proper technique. It aims to balance the 

external and internal rotator strength ratio in overhead athletes. 

 
Studies are lacking regarding the effect of specific endurance training 

programme of Advanced Throwers 10 in female adolescent badminton players. A clear 

understanding of it would help physiotherapist to develop more effective, preventive and 

interventional strategies for a female badminton players of age 12-16 years. 
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AIM: 

“To study the effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme on shoulder 

internal and external rotator muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 12-

16 years using Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test ” 
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OBJECTIVES: 

Primary Objective: 

- To study change in shoulder internal and external rotator muscle endurance 

before and after 4-week Advanced Thrower’s 10 exercise programme in female 

badminton players of age 12 to 16 years using Posterior Shoulder Endurance 

Test. 

Secondary Objectives: 

- To study change in isometric strength of shoulder external and internal rotator 

muscles before and after 4-week Advanced Thrower’s 10 exercise programme in 

female badminton players of age 12 to 16 years. 

 

- To study change in Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE) on Modified Borg Scale 

before and after 4-week Advanced Thrower’s 10 exercise programme in female 

badminton players of age 12 to 16 years. 
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HYPOTHESES: 

HYPOTHESIS 

There is significant difference in pre and post test results of shoulder internal and 

external rotator muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 12-16 years after 

performing the 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme. 

NULL HYPOTHESIS 

There is no significant difference in pre and post test results of shoulder internal and 

external rotator muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 12-16 years after 

performing the 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION: 

Does the 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme show change in shoulder 

internal and external rotator muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 12-

16 years? 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Literature reviews on prevalence studies in shoulder injuries in 

badminton- 

           Fahlstrom M et al. (2006) conducted a study, "Shoulder pain - a common 

problem in world class badminton players". A questionnaire was given to 188 

international top-level badminton players. Results showed that 52% of players had 

previous or present shoulder pain on dominant side, while 37% of players had previous 

shoulder pain and 20% of players had ongoing shoulder pain. There were no significant 

differences in prevalence of shoulder pain between men and women. The majority of 

shoulder pain had started gradually. The pain was usually associated with shoulder 

activity and stiffness was a common associated symptom. Furthermore, the shoulder 

pain was associated with consequences such as sleeping disturbances, changes in 

training and competition habits and it also affected activities of daily living. The majority 

of players had sought medical advice and treatment. This study implies shoulder pain 

as a common and significant problem in world class badminton players and the 

consequences are most likely of importance for their training and playing capacity.22 

           Over half of badminton players suffer from shoulder pain: Is impingement to 

blame? Is a systematic review conducted by  Manit Arora, Sunil H. Shetty, Ravindra G. 

Khedekar, Sachin Kale published in  journal of arthroscopy and joint surgery            

(2015).  A total of 4 studies were identified on primary search, and later expanded to 10 

studies. This review discussed that shoulder pain affects or had affected over 50% of 

recreational and elite badminton players, with 20% reporting ongoing shoulder pain. 
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There was no difference for shoulder pain prevalence between males and females. Most 

continue to play through the pain but report an impact on training, competition and 

activities of daily living. Shoulder kinematics were different for dominant and non-

dominant shoulders, however the direction of difference is controversial. Conclusion was 

that over half of recreational and elite badminton players report previous or current 

shoulder pain, most likely the result of subacromial impingement, instability or 

scapulothoracic dyskinesia.14 

            Yung P S et al (2007) studied epidemiology of injuries in Hong Kong elite 

badminton players. They took 44 elite badminton players team training records were 

reviewed to retrieve training and competition hours. Medical records from PT 

department were obtained regarding injuries. They found that 253 injuries with 

recurrence were less than 128 and 125 new injuries were obtained. This showed that 

overall incidence rate of 5.04/1000 player hours. Elite senior athletes have higher 

incidence rate of recurrent injuries while elite junior potential athletes had increased rate 

of new injuries. The new injuries were strain and most frequently injured body sites 

were- back with 17 injuries, shoulder with 15 injuries and thigh with 15 injuries and knee 

with 15 injuries. They also proved that any history of previous injury is significantly 

associated with occurrence of new injury.7 

         Fahlstrom et al. (2007) studied "Decreased shoulder function and pain in 

recreational badminton players". A questionnaire study was performed on 99 badminton 

players out of which 57 players were also assessed with constant score. Previous or 

present pain in dominant shoulder was reported by 52%. 16% had ongoing shoulder 

pain associated with badminton play. Players reported that their training habits were 
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affected by pain. Further active range of motion of shoulder abduction was affected, 

while isometric strength was not affected as compared to pain free shoulder. Even 

though pain caused functional problems, players still managed to play with their ongoing 

symptoms. Subjects underwent this were diagnosed unknown but clinical test showed 

picture resembling subacromial impingement.6 

Literature reviews on studies regarding effects of shoulder muscles 

fatigue- 

           A single-group, pretest-posttest study called “Effects of Muscle Fatigue on 3-

Dimensional Scapular Kinematics” by Nian-Tuen Tsai, Phil W. McClure, Andrew R. 

Karduna in 2003 was conducted to determine the effects of fatigue during an external 

rotation task on 3-dimensional scapular kinematics. In thirty healthy subjects, three-

dimensional scapular kinematics were recorded with a Polhemus magnetic tracking 

device during arm elevation in the scapular plane. Results showed that there was a 

significant fatigue effect for all scapular rotations in the early to middle phases of 

humeral elevation. Significantly less posterior tilting (up to 90° of elevation), external 

rotation (up to 120° of elevation), and upward rotation (up to 60° of elevation) were 

observed. Additionally, there were fair to good correlations between the changes in 

scapular posterior tilting and the amount of muscle fatigue. They therefore concluded 

that fatigue in shoulder external rotation altered the scapular resting position and the 

movement of posterior tilting in the early range during arm elevation in the scapular 

plane and observed changes in scapular kinematics may affect the amount of area in the 

subacromial space and facilitate impingement. Also, data regarding changes produced 
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by fatigue of the external rotators may also help with the development of a model of 

diminished rotator cuff function.10 

           A study was conducted by Dr. Basavraj Motimath, Manjiri V Mahajan and Dr. 

Dhaval Chivate on correlation between core stability and scapulohumeral rhythm in 

badminton player.  40 badminton players were randomly included in the study. 

Demographic Data (name, age, gender) was noted. Core stability and strength testing 

was performed to assess the core stability. Inclinometer was used to assess 

scapulohumeral rhythm. Participants under went through lateral scapular slide test, 

Functional throwing performance index, close kinetic chain upper extremity test and 

scapular muscle strength testing. The correlation was analyzed by Karl Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient test. The result showed a positive correlation between core 

stability and scapulohumeral rhythm in outcome measure core stability and strength 

testing, scapulohumeral rhythm, lateral scapular slide test, Functional throwing 

performance index, close kinetic chain upper extremity test and scapular muscle 

strength testing. The level of significance was set as p<0.05. The result showed that 

there was correlation between core stability and scapulohumeral rhythm.23 

 
           “Adaptive Alterations in Shoulder Range of Motion and Strength in Young Tennis 

Players” was a study conducted by Benoit Gillet, Mickael Begon, Violaine Sevrez, 

Christian Berger-Vachon, Isabelle Rogowski in 2017 to assess changes in 

glenohumeral-joint–rotation range of motion and strength of the shoulder-complex 

muscles in prepubertal elite tennis players. A Cross-sectional study of sixty-seven male 

tennis players (age range = 7–13 years) selected by a regional tennis centre of 

excellence was done. They were divided into 3 biological age groups relative to their 
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predicted age at peak height velocity. Internal and external-rotation ranges of motion of 

the glenohumeral joint were measured using a goniometer and total arc of motion was 

calculated. Maximal isometric strength of 8 shoulder muscles was measured using a 

handheld dynamometer. Strength values were normalized to body weight and used to 

calculate 4 agonist to antagonist strength ratios. Results showed that the total arc of 

motion of the glenohumeral joint decreased gradually with biological age due to the 

decrease in internal-rotation range of motion. Absolute strength increased gradually with 

biological age, but the relative strengths and ratios remained similar. Functional 

adaptations of the shoulder seen in adolescent and adult tennis players were observed 

in healthy prepubertal players and this knowledge could help clinicians and coaches 

more effectively monitor shoulder adaptations to tennis practice during the prepubertal 

years.24 

           Omid et al conducted a study on the electromyographic analysis of the shoulder 

girdle musculature in external rotation exercises in the year 2015, to identify activation 

strategies of 16 shoulder girdle muscles/muscle segments during common shoulder 

external rotation (ER) exercises. It was a descriptive laboratory study. Thirty healthy 

subjects were included in this study, and 16 shoulder girdle muscles/muscle segments 

were investigated (surface electrode: anterior, middle, and posterior deltoid; upper, 

middle, and lower trapezius; serratus anterior; teres major; upper and lower latissimus 

dorsi; and upper and lower pectoralis major; fine wire electrodes: supraspinatus, 

infraspinatus, subscapularis, and rhomboid major) using a telemetric electromyography 

(EMG) system. Five ER exercises (standing ER at 0˚ and 90˚of abduction, with 

underarm towel roll, prone ER at 90˚ of abduction, side-lying ER with underarm towel) 
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were studied. Exercise EMG amplitudes were normalized to EMG at maximum ER force 

in a standard position. Univariate analysis of variance and post hoc analysis applied on 

EMG activity of each muscle were used to assess the main effect of the exercise 

condition. Results showed that greatest activation for anterior and middle deltoid, 

supraspinatus, upper trapezius, and serratus anterior occurred during standing ER at 

90˚ of abduction; for posterior deltoid, middle trapezius, and rhomboid during side-lying 

ER with underarm towel; for lower trapezius, upper and lower latissimus dorsi, 

subscapularis, and teres major during prone ER at 90˚ of abduction; and for the 

clavicular and sternal part of the pectoralis major during standing ER with underarm 

towel. Therefore they concluded that key glenohumeral and scapular muscles can be 

optimally activated during specific ER exercises, particularly in positions that stimulate 

athletic overhead motions.25 

 
           “Shoulder External Rotation Fatigue and Scapular Muscle Activation and 

Kinematics in Overhead Athletes”, a study done by Mithun Joshi et al in the year 2011, 

to examine the effects of ER muscle fatigue on upper trapezius, lower trapezius, 

serratus anterior, and infraspinatus muscle activation and to examine scapular 

kinematics during a diagonal movement task in overhead athletes. 25 overhead athletes 

(15 men, 10 women; age = 20 ± 2 years, height = 180 ± 11 cm, mass = 80 ± 11 kg) 

without a history of shoulder pain on the dominant side were included. The healthy, 

dominant shoulder was tested through a diagonal movement task before and after a 

fatiguing exercise involving low-resistance, high-repetition, prone ER range of motion 0° 

to 75° with the shoulder in 90° of abduction. Surface electromyography was used to 

measure muscle activity for the upper trapezius, lower trapezius, serratus anterior, and 
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infraspinatus. An electromyographic motion analysis system was used to assess 3-

dimensional scapular kinematics. Repeated-measures analyses of variance (phase × 

condition) were used to test for differences. They found a decrease in ascending-phase 

and descending- phase lower trapezius activity and an increase in descending-phase 

infraspinatus activity after the fatigue protocol. They also found an increase in scapular 

upward rotation post fatigue. Thus it was concluded that the ER muscle fatigue protocol 

used in the study caused decreased lower trapezius and increased infraspinatus 

activation concurrent with increased scapular upward rotation range of motion during 

the functional task. This highlights the interdependence of scapular and glenohumeral 

force couples. Fatigue-induced alterations in the lower trapezius might predispose the 

infraspinatus to injury through chronically increased activation.26 

 

           In the study called, “Effects of shoulder muscle fatigue caused by repetitive 

overhead activities on scapulothoracic and glenohumeral kinematics”, twenty healthy 

subjects participated in this study whose three-dimensional scapulothoracic and 

glenohumeral kinematics were determined from electromagnetic sensors attached to the 

scapula, humerus, and thorax. Surface electromyographic (EMG) data were collected 

from the upper and lower trapezius, serratus anterior, anterior and posterior deltoid, and 

infraspinatus muscles. Median power frequency values were derived from the raw EMG 

data and were used to indicate the degree of local muscle fatigue. Kinematic and EMG 

measures were collected prior to and immediately following the performance of a 

shoulder elevation fatigue protocol. Following the performance of the fatigue protocol 

subjects demonstrated more upward and external rotation of the scapula, more 

clavicular retraction, and less humeral external rotation during arm elevation. All muscles 
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with the exception of the lower trapezius showed EMG signs of fatigue, the most notable 

being the infraspinatus and deltoid muscles. In general, greater scapulothoracic motion 

and less glenohumeral motion was observed following muscle fatigue. This study was 

done by Ebaugh DD, McClure PW, Karduna AR published in the year 2006 27 

Literature reviews on studies regarding muscle strength and 

endurance training in overhead athletes- 

           Escamilla et al conducted a study called “Comparison of three baseball-specific 

6-week training programs on throwing velocity in high school baseball players” published 

in the year 2012. This study compared the effects of 3 baseball-specific 6-week training 

programs on maximum throwing velocity. Sixty-eight high school baseball players 14–17 

years of age were randomly and equally divided into 3 training groups and a nontraining 

control group. The 3 training groups were the Throwers Ten (TT), Keiser Pneumatic (KP), 

and Plyometric (PLY). Each training group trained 3 days per week for 6 weeks, which 

comprised approximately 5–10 minutes for warm-up, 45 minutes of resistance training, 

and 5–10 for cool-down. Throwing velocity was assessed before (pretest) and just after 

(posttest) the 6-week training program for all the subjects. A 2-factor repeated measures 

analysis of variance with post hoc paired t-tests was used to assess throwing velocity 

differences (p < 0.05). Compared with pretest throwing velocity values, posttest throwing 

velocity values were significantly greater in the TT group (1.7% increase), the KP group 

(1.2% increase), and the PLY group (2.0% increase) but not significantly different in the 

control group. These results demonstrate that all 3 training programs were effective in 

increasing throwing velocity in high school baseball players, but the results of this study 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ebaugh%20DD%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16125416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=McClure%20PW%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16125416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Karduna%20AR%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16125416
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did not demonstrate that 1 resistance training program was more effective than another 

resistance training program in increasing throwing velocity.28 

           “Improvements in Shoulder Endurance Following a Baseball-Specific 

Strengthening Program in High School Baseball Players” was studied by Stephanie D. 

Moore, Tim L. Uhl and W. Ben Kibler in 2013. This was a Cohort study in which 

fourteen baseball players (age, 16 ± 2 years) attended 3 supervised training sessions 

per week for 20 weeks. Strengthening of the upper extremity was performed with a 

specific progression that utilized readily available equipment. Testing was completed at 

baseline and at 4, 8, and 20 weeks. The posterior shoulder endurance test was 

performed to assess muscular endurance and number of repetitions performed were 

noted. Glenohumeral internal and external rotation range of motion and strength were 

measured by hand held dynamometer and rate of perceived exertion was scored by 

modified Borg scale. Results showed that posterior shoulder endurance improved from 

30 ± 14 repetitions at baseline to 66 ± 26 at 4 weeks and 88 ± 36 at 20 weeks (p < 0.05) 

whereas the glenohumeral internal rotation range of motion and the glenohumeral 

internal/external rotation strength ratio remained similar over the course of the program. 

Therefore they concluded that implementation of a preseason training program 

effectively increased shoulder muscular endurance while maintaining strength ratios 

and range of motion throughout the 20-week program. This program improved a key 

parameter known to be associated with shoulder function and injury risk. This study 

describes a simple clinical tool to assess muscular endurance of the posterior 

shoulder.29 
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           Shoulder rotator cuff balance, strength, and endurance in young swimmers during 

a competitive season was studied by Batalha, NM, Raimundo, AM, Tomas-Carus, P, 

Barbosa, TM, and Silva, AJ in 2013. The study analyzed the effects of a competitive 

swim season on the strength, balance, and endurance of shoulder rotator cuff muscles 

in young swimmers. A repeated measures design was used with 3 measurements 

performed during the swim season. A swimmers group (n = 20) of young men with no 

dry land training and a sedentary group (n = 16) of male students with the same 

characteristics (age, body mass, height, and maturational state) were evaluated. In both 

groups, the peak torque of shoulder internal rotator (IR) and external rotator (ER) was 

assessed during preseason, midseason (16 weeks), and postseason (32 weeks). 

Concentric action at 60 and 180˚.s-1 was measured using an isokinetic dynamometer. 

The ER/IR strength ratios and endurance ratios were also obtained (mechanical work 

done). At 60˚ s-1, there were significant training effects in the IR strength and ER/IR ratio 

on both shoulders. This trend was the same throughout the competitive season. The 

same trend was present at 180˚.s-1 because the training effects are seen primarily in IR 

and ER/IR ratios. With respect to endurance ratios, within-group data were similar in ER 

and IR for both shoulders, with no significant differences between moments. However, 

between-group differences occurred mostly in the IR. Results suggested that a 

competitive swim season favours the increase of muscular imbalances in the shoulder 

rotators of young competitive swimmers, mainly because of increased levels of IR 

strength and endurance that are proportionally larger than those of their antagonists. A 

compensatory strength training program should be considered.30 
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           Avery D. Faigenbaum et al, conducted a prospective controlled trial to compare 

the effects of a low repetition – heavy load resistance training program and a high 

repetition moderate load resistance training program on the development of muscular 

strength and muscular endurance in children. Eleven girls and 32 boys between the 

ages of 5.2 and 11.8 years were included in the study. In twice-weekly sessions of 

resistance training for 8 weeks, children performed 1 set of 6 to 8 repetitions with a 

heavy load or 1 set of 13 to 15 repetitions with a moderate load on child-size exercise 

machines. Children in the control group did not undergo resistance training. One 

repetition maximum (RM) strength and muscular endurance (repetitions performed post-

training with the pre-training 1-RM load) were determined on the leg extension and 

chest press exercises. Results showed that 1 RM leg extension strength significantly 

increased in both exercise groups compared with that in the control subjects. Increases 

of 31.0% and 40.9%, respectively, for the low repetition–heavy load and high repetition–

moderate load groups were observed. Leg extension muscular endurance significantly 

increased in both exercise groups compared with that in the control subjects, although 

gains resulting from high repetition– moderate load training were significantly greater 

than those resulting from low repetition– heavy load training. On the chest press 

exercise, only the high repetition–moderate load exercise group made gains in 1-RM 

strength (16.3%) and muscular endurance that were significantly greater than gains in 

the control subjects. Therefore they concluded that these findings support the concept 

that muscular strength and muscular endurance can be improved during the childhood 

years and favour the prescription of higher repetition–moderate load resistance training 

programs during the initial adaptation period.31 
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           William J. Stone et al conducted a study in 1994 called “Strength/endurance 

effects from 3 resistance training protocols with women”. 50 collegiate women were 

randomly assigned into one of three resistance training protocols that were high 

resistance/low repetition, medium resistance/medium repetition and low resistance/high 

repetition. The three groups trained on same resistance exercises for 9 weeks at 3 sets 

of 6-8 RM, 2 sets of 15-20 RM and 1 set of 30-40 RM respectively. Training included 

free weights and multistation equipments. Absolute endurance increased significantly 

on only 4-12 comparisons. Low resistance/high repetition training produced greater 

endurance gains whereas high resistance/low repetition training yielded greater muscle 

strength gains.32 

 
           Yin-Liang Lin, Andrew Karduna in their study in 2016 stated that four-week 

exercise program does not change rotator cuff muscle activation and scapular 

kinematics in healthy subjects. The purpose of the present was to investigate the effect 

of rotator cuff and scapular strengthening exercises on shoulder kinematics and the 

activation of rotator cuff and scapular muscles in healthy subjects. Thirty-six healthy 

subjects were recruited and randomly assigned into either a training or control group. 

Subjects in the training group were trained with rotator cuff and scapular strengthening 

exercises for 4 weeks. Scapular kinematics and shoulder muscle activity during arm 

elevation were measured before and after exercise training. After the 4-week raining 

protocol, there was an increase in strength and a decrease in upper trapezius activation 

in the training group, which is consistent with previous studies. However, no difference 

was found in scapular kinematics and activation of rotator cuff muscles between the 

control and training groups after the training protocol. Although the exercise protocol 
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resulted in strength gains for the rotator cuff, these gains did not transfer to an increase 

in muscle activation during motion. These results demonstrated the difficulty in changing 

activation patterns of the rotator cuff muscles.33 

 

           “Shoulder terminal range eccentric antagonist/concentric agonist strength ratios in 

overhead athletes” was conducted by Yildiz Y, Aydin T, Sekir U, Kiralp MZ, Hazneci 

B, Kalyon TA  in  2006 aimed to provide descriptive data for terminal range eccentric 

antagonist/ concentric agonist rotator cuff strength in overhead athletes. The dominant 

and non-dominant shoulders of 40 asymptomatic military overhead athletes were tested 

through a range of 20 degrees of external rotation to 90 degrees of internal rotation 

using the Cybex NORM isokinetic dynamometer at a speed of 90 degrees /s. 

Differences between the dominant and non-dominant shoulders were assessed using 

the paired samples t-test. Results suggested that the terminal range ratios during 

external rotation (20 degrees of internal rotation - 10 degrees of external rotation) were 

found to be 2.09 and 1.58 for the dominant and non-dominant shoulders, respectively, 

whereas the terminal range ratios during internal rotation (60-90 degrees of internal 

rotation) were 1.03 and 1.19 for the dominant and non-dominant shoulders, respectively. 

These ratio differences between the dominant and non-dominant shoulders were 

significant (p<0.01 for external and internal rotation). They conclusion was that the 

muscle torque ratios of eccentric antagonist/concentric agonist are different between 

dominant and non-dominant shoulders of skilled overhead athletes at terminal ranges. 

This functional assessment of strength testing that reflects dynamic shoulder joint 

stability during the throwing activity at these specific ranges may provide valuable 

information either during preventive exercise programs or in the evaluation of the injured 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Yildiz%20Y%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Aydin%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sekir%20U%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kiralp%20MZ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hazneci%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hazneci%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kalyon%20TA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16643195
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shoulder of the overhead athlete. Functional exercises that improve eccentric external 

rotation strength on the dominant shoulder during the rehabilitation and prevention 

programs in overhead athletes are thus recommended.34 

           Effects of a shoulder injury prevention strength training program on eccentric 

external rotation muscle strength and glenohumeral joint imbalance in female overhead 

activity athletes were evaluated by Yvonne Niederbracht in the year 2008. Two 

collegiate women tennis teams, consisting of 12 women, participated in this study 

throughout their preseason training. One team (n = 6) participated in a 5-week, 4 times 

a week, external shoulder rotator muscle strength training program next to their 

preseason tennis training. The other team (n = 6) participated in a comparable 

preseason tennis training program, but did not conduct any upper body strength training. 

Effects of this strength training program were evaluated by comparing pre and post-

training data of 5 maximal eccentric external immediately followed by concentric internal 

contractions on a Kin-Com isokinetic dynamometer (Chattecx Corp., Hixson, 

Tennessee). Overall, the shoulder strength training program significantly increased 

eccentric external total work without significant effects on concentric internal total work, 

concentric internal mean peak force, or eccentric external mean peak force. In 

conclusion, by increasing the eccentric external total exercise capacity without a 

subsequent increase in the concentric internal total exercise capacity, this strength 

training program potentially decreases shoulder rotator muscle imbalances and the risk 

for shoulder injuries to overhead activity athletes.35 
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Literature reviews on Outcome Measures-            

 

Bryan L. Riemann et al in their study on Hand-held dynamometer testing of the internal 

and external rotator musculature based on selected positions to establish normative 

data and unilateral ratios compared three positions (prone at 90˚, seated at neutral, and 

seated at 30˚- 30˚-30˚) were evaluated in 181 individuals using hand-held dynamometry. 

Three separate 3-factor (limb by position by gender) analyses of variance were 

conducted on internal rotation, external rotation, and unilateral ratios. Results suggested 

that although the dominant limb was significantly stronger (P<.001) than the 

nondominant for internal rotation, there was no difference for external rotation. The 

external rotators demonstrated significantly greater strength in the prone at 90˚ position 

compared with the seated at neutral (P=.001) and seated at 30˚- 30˚-30˚ (P=.002) 

positions. The internal rotators demonstrated significantly greater (P=.036) strength in 

the neutral position than in the prone at 90˚ position for the women. The unilateral ratio 

of external rotators/internal rotators ranged from 86% to 99%. For the women, the prone 

at 90˚ ratio was significantly greater than seated at neutral (P =.001) and seated at 30˚- 

30˚-30˚ (P=.001) positions. Moderate strength relationships (r=0.506 to 0.572) were 

revealed between body mass and all strength measures. The results of this study 

provide evidence to interpret normative data, bilateral comparisons and unilateral ratios 

of the internal/external rotators in the 3 selected positions. Since there are no 

differences between the seated at neutral and 30˚- 30˚-30˚ positions and the 

advantages it offers, we recommend the 30˚- 30˚-30˚ position for testing and the 

initiation of rehabilitation.36 
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           Angela Cadogan, Mark Laslett , Wayne Hing , Peter McNair, Maynard 

Williams in their study, Reliability of a new hand-held dynamometer in measuring 

shoulder range of motion and strength (2010) aimed to establish the intraexaminer and 

interexaminer reliability of measures of shoulder range of motion (ROM) and muscle 

force using a new hand-held dynamometer with the ability to standardize overpressure 

force during passive ROM tests. Forty consecutive subjects with shoulder pain were 

recruited, and tests were performed by two physiotherapists. Tests included active ROM 

elevation, passive ROM glenohumeral abduction and external rotation and resisted 

abduction and external rotation. All tests demonstrated high levels of intraexaminer. 

Highest levels of interexaminer reliability reliability were observed for measures of active 

ROM flexion. Passive ROM tests demonstrated ‘moderate to substantial’ interexaminer 

reliability. Active ROM flexion demonstrated high levels of both intra and interexaminer 

reliability. Measures of passive ROM and peak isometric force demonstrated acceptable 

levels of intraexaminer reliability.37 

 
           Shoulder muscle endurance: the development of a standardized and reliable 

protocol, a study published by Jean-Sébastien Roy, Bryan Ma, Joy C MacDermid, 

Linda J Woodhouse in the year 2011, developed an endurance protocol on a stationary 

dynamometer (Biodex System 3). The endurance protocol was performed in isotonic 

mode with the resistance set at 50% of each subject’s peak torque for shoulder external 

(ER) and internal rotation (IR). Each subject performed 60 continuous repetitions of IR 

and ER rotation. The endurance protocol was performed by 36 healthy individuals on two 

separate days. Maximal isometric shoulder strength tests were performed before and 

after the fatigue protocol to see the effects of the endurance protocol and its reliability. 
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Paired t-tests were used to evaluate the reduction in shoulder strength due to the 

protocol, while intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and minimal detectable change 

(MDC) were used to evaluate its reliability. Results showed that maximal isometric 

strength was significantly decreased after the endurance protocol (P < 0.001). The total 

work performed during the last third of the protocol was significantly less than the first 

third of the protocol (P <0.05). The test-retest reliability of the post-fatigue strength 

measures was excellent (ICC >0.84). Thus they concluded that, changes in muscular 

performance observed during and after the muscular endurance protocol suggests that 

the protocol did result in muscular fatigue. Furthermore, this study established that the 

resultant effects of fatigue of the proposed isotonic protocol were reproducible over time. 

The protocol was performed without difficulty by all volunteers and took less than 10 

minutes to perform, suggesting that it might be feasible for clinical practice. This protocol 

could be used to induce local muscular fatigue in order to evaluate the effects of fatigue 

on shoulder kinematics or to evaluate changes in shoulder muscle endurance following 

rehabilitation.38 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

1) RESEARCH DESIGN: Pre-test post-test experimental study design. 

 
2) SETTING: Sports complex with a badminton club. 

 
3) TARGET POPULATION: Female badminton players of age group 12-16 years. 

 
4) SAMPLE SIZE: 35 

 
Sample Size Estimation:  

 
The sample size was calculated using software nMaster 2.0. The sample size was 

estimated using values from the article-Improvements in Shoulder Endurance 

Following a Baseball-Specific Strengthening Program in High School Baseball 

Players26 with assumptions as-  

 
Confidence- 95%  

α error (%) - 5%  

Power (1-β) % - 90%  

  

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE: This being a pre-test post-test experimental study, convenient 

(universal) sampling was done of subjects who met the selection criteria.  

 

DURATION OF STUDY: 12 months. 
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OUTCOME MEASURES: 

         
a) Number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test (PSET) - to 

measure shoulder internal and external rotator muscle endurance.  

b) Isometric strength of shoulder external and internal rotators on hand-held 

dynamometer in kilograms- to measure their isometric strength.  

c) Score on Modified Borg Scale- to measure the rate of perceived exertion. 

 

 INCLUSION CRITERIA: 

 
- Badminton players who were playing regularly for at least one year  

- Gender- Female  

- Age- 12-16 years  

- BMI- Normal  

 
EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 

 
- History of trauma such as fracture, dislocation or soft tissue injuries to dominant 

upper extremity  

 
- History of systemic illness such as cardiovascular and respiratory diseases  

- History of neuromuscular disorders 
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 MATERIALS: 

- Hand held Dynamometer (PHOTO 1) 

- Theratubes - Green and blue  (PHOTO 2) 

- Bench/ Plinth 

- Stability ball (PHOTO 3) 

- Towel 

- 2 dumb bells of 1 kg each (PHOTO 4) 

- Chair 

- Metronome  

- Paper and pen  

- Tilt board  (PHOTO 5) 

PROCEDURE: 

         Permission from Head of Institution and approval from institutional ethical 

committee was obtained. Permission from the badminton coach was taken. Consent 

was taken from participants and their parents were taken. Study was explained to them 

in detail. 

         Around 50 subjects were assessed, amongst which 39 subjects were selected for 

the study according to the selection criteria. However, during the course of study, 4 

subjects failed to follow up. Therefore 35 subjects participated in the study. 
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          Subjects performed the Posterior Should Endurance Test and outcome measures 

were recorded at the baseline. From the next day for 4 weeks (3 sessions per week) 

Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme was administered. At the end of 4 weeks 

again Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test was performed by the subjects and outcome 

measures were recorded.  

OUTCOME MEASURES:  

 -  Number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test - to measure 

shoulder muscles endurance.  

- Isometric strength of shoulder external and internal rotators on handheld dynamometer 

in kilograms - to measure their isometric strength.  

- Score on Modified Borg Scale - to measure the rate of perceived exertion. 

 
Procedure for Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test-29 (PHOTO 6) 

 

Position of participant and therapist- Participant was positioned prone on a plinth with 

the test shoulder off the table and arm perpendicular to the floor and externally rotated. 

The participant held one kilogram dumbbell in hand. A small towel roll was placed 

beneath the test shoulder. The therapist stood in front of the plinth towards head end and 

counted the number of repetitions on a lap counter. 

 
Test method- Starting with the arm perpendicular to the floor, the participant horizontally 

abducted her arm to 90 degrees at a cadence of 30 beats per minute according to the 

audio of metronome. The participant had to hold the arm at the top of the arc of motion 
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for 1 second with thumb facing towards the ceiling.  Repetitions were performed until the 

participant felt fatigued, indicated by one of the following conditions: the inability to hold 

the arm at the top of the arc for the required duration (1 second), compensation with 

elevation of entire upper torso, or verbal report of the inability to continue.  

 
Procedure for measuring rate of perceived exertion (RPE) 

Immediately after Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test, rate of perceived exertion (RPE) 

score on ten point version of Borg’s Scale was asked to the participant. The scoring on 

Modified Borg Scale was explained to each participant. The scale ranged from 0 (no 

exertion at all) to 10 (maximal exertion). The participants were asked to best describe the 

rate of exertion after performing Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test and the score was 

then marked on the scale by therapist accordingly.39 

 

Procedure for testing isometric strength of internal and external rotators by 

handheld dynamometer- 

Participant and therapist position- Participant was positioned in supine lying on plinth 

with the test shoulder abducted to 90˚, elbow flexed to 90˚ and the humerus in neutral 

rotation (hand pointing towards the ceiling). The therapist stood in a forward lunge 

position at the head end of plinth for testing external rotator strength and facing the 

participant for testing the internal rotator strength. 

Procedure for measuring external rotators isometric strength- The hand held 

dynamometer was placed at the styloid process of radius and participant was asked to 

perform external rotation and hold the contraction for 5 seconds. 3 maximal isometric 

contractions were recorded with an interval of 1 minute interposed between the 3 trials. 
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All 3 strength scores in kilograms were recorded and average of these 3 scores was 

calculated.36   (PHOTO 7) 

Procedure for measuring internal rotators isometric strength- The hand held 

dynamometer was placed at the styloid process of ulna and participant was asked to 

perform internal rotation and hold the contraction for 5 seconds. 3 maximal isometric 

contractions were recorded with an interval of 1 minute interposed between the 3 trials. 

All 3 strength scores in kilograms were recorded and average of these 3 scores was 

calculated.36   (PHOTO 8) 

Intervention 

 
Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme 21 

The participants underwent a therapist supervised Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme for 4 weeks with 3 sessions per week. It consisted of following exercises. 

The number of repetitions were progressed from 4 repetitions in first week, 6 repetitions 

in second week, 8 repetitions in third week and 10 repetitions in fourth week.  

 
External Rotation at 0° Abduction. Subject had to sit on a stability ball with the elbow 

at the side fixed at 90° and the dominant arm across the front of the body (internally 

rotated), grip the tubing and externally rotate the arm while keeping the elbow at the side. 

(PHOTO 9) 

 
Internal Rotation at 0° Abduction. Subject had to sit on a stability ball with the elbow at 

the side fixed at 90° and the shoulder externally rotated, grip the tubing and pull the arm 

across the body (internal rotation) while keeping the elbow at the side and return  the 

tubing slowly and in a controlled manner. (PHOTO 10) 
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External Rotation at 0° Abduction with Sustained Hold. Subject had to sit on a 

stability ball with the elbow at the side fixed at 90°, the dominant arm across the front of 

the body (internally rotated), and the non dominant arm at the side, elbow straight, and 

palm against the side. She then raised the non dominant arm to the side, palm down, 

until the arm reached 90° (shoulder level). The position of the non dominant arm was 

sustained while the dominant arm griped the tubing and pulled out (externally rotate) with 

the elbow kept at the side. (PHOTO 11) 

 
Internal Rotation at 0° Abduction with Sustained Hold. Subject had Sit on a stability 

ball with the elbow at the side fixed at 90°, the shoulder rotated out (externally rotated), 

and the non dominant arm at the side, elbow straight, and palm against the side. She 

then raised the non dominant arm to the side, palm down, until the arm reached 90° 

(shoulder level). The position of the non dominant arm was sustained while the dominant 

arm gripped the tubing and pulled the arm across the body (internally rotate) with the 

elbow kept at the side. The tubing was slowly returned in a controlled manner. (PHOTO 

12) 

 

Scaption, External Rotation "Full Can" Position.  

First Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and thumbs up. 

Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. Held for 2 

seconds and lowered slowly.  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and 

thumbs up. Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. 
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Dominant arm was returned to the side and repeat motion was done while the non 

dominant arm sustained its position for the duration of the set. Same was repeated for 

the non dominant side with a sustained hold of the dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and thumbs 

up. Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. 

Alternately each arm was returned to the side while the opposite arm sustained its 

position at shoulder level. (PHOTO 13) 

 
Side-Lying External Rotation. Subject had to lie on the non dominant side with the 

dominant arm at the side of the body and the elbow bent to 90°. The elbow of the 

dominant arm was fixed to the side and the arm was raised with a dumbbell in the hand. 

It was held for 2 seconds and lowered back to the starting position. (PHOTO 14) 

 
Prone Horizontal Abduction.  

First set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging 

straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to the side, 

parallel to the floor. They were held for 2 seconds and then lowered slowly back to the 

starting position.  

 
Second Set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms 

hanging straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to the 

side, parallel to the floor. Dominant arm was returned to the starting position and repeat 

motion was done while the non dominant arm sustained the hold parallel to floor for the 

duration of the set. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.     
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Third Set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging 

straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to the side, 

parallel to the floor. Alternately each arm was returned to the starting position while the 

opposite arm sustained the held position. (PHOTO 15) 

 
Shoulder Abduction to 90° with Sustained Hold.  

 
First Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms reached 

90° (shoulder level).  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms reached 

90°. The dominant arm was returned to the side and the motion was repeated while the 

non dominant arm sustained the position for the duration of the set. Motion was repeated 

for the non dominant side with a sustained hold on the involved side.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms reached 

90°. Alternately each arm was returned to the side while the opposite arm sustained its 

position at shoulder level. (PHOTO 16) 

 

Prone Horizontal Abduction (Full External Rotation, 100° Abduction).  

First Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight to the 

floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the side with 
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the arms slightly in front of the shoulders, parallel to the floor. Position at the top was 

held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly.  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight to 

the floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the side 

with the. The dominant arm was returned to the starting position and repeat motion was 

done while the non dominant arm sustained its position parallel to the floor. Same motion 

was repeated for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight to 

the floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the side 

and alternately each arm was returned to the starting position while the opposite arm 

sustained the held position. (PHOTO 17) 

Prone Row. Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to 

the floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly each arm was raised while 

bending the elbows and the dumbbells were raised as high as possible. (PHOTO 18) 

 

Prone Row into External Rotation.  

 

First Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to the 

floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to the 

level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was taken 

and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were parallel to 

floor with the elbows kept at 90°. Position at the top was held for 2 seconds and then 

slowly returned back to the starting position.  
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Second Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to 

the floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to the 

level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was taken 

and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were parallel to 

floor with the elbows kept at 90°.The dominant arm was returned back to the starting 

position and repeat motion was done while the opposite arm sustained the position at the 

top. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to the 

floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to the 

level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was taken 

and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were parallel to 

floor with the elbows kept at 90°. Each arm was alternately returned to the starting 

position while the opposite arm sustained the held position. (PHOTO 19)  

 

Seated Scapular Retraction into External Rotation.  

 
First Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping tubing. 

While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was pulled 

toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both sides (90° 

abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were rotated 

upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. This position was held 

at the top for 2 seconds and then returned slowly to the starting position.  
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Second Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping 

tubing. While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was 

pulled toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both 

sides (90° abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were 

rotated upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. The dominant 

arm was returned to the starting position while the non dominant arm held its position at 

the top. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping 

tubing. While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was 

pulled toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both 

sides (90° abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were 

rotated upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. Alternately each 

arm was returned to the starting position while the opposite arm sustained its hold 

position at the top. (PHOTO 20) 

 

Seated Lower Trapezius. Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms fixed at the side, 

elbows bent to 90°, and thumbs facing upward. Grasping the tubing with both hands, 

both shoulders were rotated outward (external rotation), and the thumbs were rotated 

until parallel to the floor. This position was held for 2 seconds and then returned to the 

starting position. (PHOTO 21) 

 
Seated Neuromuscular Control. Subject sat on a stability ball with the dominant arm at 

the side, a towel roll under the dominant side. Resistance was applied to the top of the 

shoulder as the shoulder is shrugged up against resistance. Resistance was then 
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applied to the bottom of the towel roll as the shoulder moved downward against 

resistance. Resistance was next applied to the front of the shoulder as the shoulder is 

moved forward against resistance. Resistance was next applied to the back of the 

shoulder as the shoulder moved back against resistance and the scapulae were pinched 

together. (PHOTO 22)  

 
Tilt Board Push-Ups. Starting in the down position with the arms in a comfortable 

position and both hands no more than shoulder width apart on a tilt board, with the body 

kept in a straight line, subject pushed up as high as possible while rolling the shoulders 

forward after the elbows were straight. She then slowly returned to the starting position. 

(PHOTO 23)  

 
Elbow Flexion (Bicep Curl). Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms facing inward, 

the elbows bent upward, and the palms turning up with flexion of elbow. Position was 

held for 2 seconds at the top and the elbow was then lowered slowly. (PHOTO 24) 

 
Elbow Extension (Triceps). Sit on a stability ball dominant arm was raised overhead. 

Elbow was supported with the non dominant hand. Overhead arm was straightened. 

Position was held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly. Motion was repeated on the non 

dominant side. (PHOTO 25) 

 
Wrist Extension. The forearm was supported and, with the palm facing downward, the 

weight in the hand was raised as far as possible. The position was held for 2 seconds 

and lowered slowly. (PHOTO 26)  
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Wrist Flexion. The forearm was supported and, with the palm facing upward, the weight 

in the hand was lowered as far as possible and then curled up as high as possible. The 

position was held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly. (PHOTO 27) 

 
Wrist Supination. The forearm was supported on a table with the wrist in neutral 

position. With a weight in the hand, the wrist was rolled while taking the palm upward. 

The position was held for 2 seconds and returned to the starting position. (PHOTO 28) 

 
Wrist Pronation. The forearm was supported on a table with the wrist in neutral position. 

With a weight in the hand, the wrist was rolled while taking palm downward. This position 

was held for 2 seconds and returned to the starting position. (PHOTO 29) 

 
At the end of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme, post test outcome 

measures were recorded. Participants performed Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

and numbers of repetitions were recorded. Rate of perceived exertion score on Modified 

Borg Scale was marked and the isometric strength of internal and external rotators on 

hand-held dynamometer was recorded. The pre-test and post-test results were sent for 

data analysis. 
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FLOW CHART: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Permission and approval from the head of institution and institutional ethical 

committee was taken. 

Permissions from badminton coaches and parents of the badminton 

players were taken 

 

Participants were assessed according to the eligibility criteria 

 

35 subjects fitting to the eligibility criteria were selected for the study 

 

Written consent from the subjects and their guardians were taken 

 

Posterior shoulder endurance test was performed by the participants 

 

Pre-test outcome measures- Number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder 

Endurance Test, RPE score on Modified Borg Scale and isometric strengths of shoulder 

external and internal rotators were recorded. 

 

Therapist supervised 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme was conducted on 

participants thrice a week 

 

Again posterior shoulder endurance test was performed by the participants at the end of 4 weeks. 

 

Post-test outcome measures- Number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance 

Test, RPE score on Modified Borg Scale and isometric strengths of shoulder external and internal 

rotators were recorded. 

 

Recorded data was statistically 

analysed 
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MATERIALS: 

                                         

                                                   PHOTO 1. HAND HELD DYNAMOMETER. 

 

                                          

                                               PHOTO 2. THERATUBES - BLUE AND GREEN. 
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                                                         PHOTO 3.STABILITY BALL. 

                               

 

         

                                           PHOTO 4. TWO DUMB BELLS: 1 KG EACH. 
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                                              PHOTO 5. TILT BOARD. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PROCEDURE: 

                                     

                                           

                                    PHOTO 6.  POSTERIOR SHOULDER ENDURANCE TEST 
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            PHOTO 7.  ISOMETRIC STRENGTH MEASUREMENT OF EXTERNAL ROTATORS 

 

    

   

PHOTO 8. ISOMETRIC STRENGTH MEASUREMENT OF INTERNAL ROTATORS 
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                    PHOTO 9. EXTERNAL ROTATION AT 0˚ ABDUCTION 

                               

                                      

                  PHOTO 10. INTERNAL ROTATION AT 0˚ ABDUCTION 

 

 

PHOTO 11. EXTERNAL ROTATION AT 0˚ ABDUCTION WITH SUSTAINED HOLD 
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PHOTO 12. INTERNAL ROTATION AT 0˚ ABDUCTION WITH SUSTAINED HOLD 

 

                                

          PHOTO 13. SCAPTION, EXTERNAL ROTATION “FULL CAN” 

 

                            

                   PHOTO 14. SIDE LYING EXTERNAL ROTATION 
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                       PHOTO 15. PRONE HORIZONTAL ABDUCTION 

 

                                        

       PHOTO 16. SHOULDER ABDUCTION TO 90˚ WITH SUSTAINED HOLD 

                                       

                                        

PHOTO 17. PRONE HORIZONTAL ABDUCTION (FULL EXTERNAL ROTATION) 
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                                         PHOTO 18. PRONE ROW 

 

                                      

                 PHOTO 19. PRONE ROW INTO EXTERNAL ROTATION 

                  

                                     

PHOTO 20. SEATED SCAPULAR RETRACTION INTO EXTERNAL ROTATION 
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                          PHOTO 21. SEATED LOWER TRAPEZIUS 

 

 

                                                

                       PHOTO 22. SEATED NEUROMUSCULAR CONTROL 
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                                 PHOTO 23. TILT BOARD PUSH-UPS 

 

                      

                             

                         PHOTO 24. ELBOW FLEXION (BICEPS CURL) 
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                   PHOTO 25. ELBOW EXTENSION (TRICEPS CURL) 

                                      

                                        

                                    PHOTO 26. WRIST EXTENSION 

                                 

                                          

PHOTO 27. WRIST FLEXION 
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                                    PHOTO 28. WRIST SUPINATION 

 

                                     

                                      PHOTO 29. WRIST PRONATION 
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RESULTS 

DATA ANALYSIS: 

Statistical software STATA version 10.0 was used for data analysis. 

To analyse pre and post effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme 

on the number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test, RPE 

score on Modified Borg Scale and isometric strength of shoulder internal and external 

rotators on hand held dynamometer, statistical test used is: 

- Two Sample Paired ‘t’ test 

Dependent variables of study are: 

- Number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

- Rate of perceived exertion Score on Modified Borg Scale after performing 

Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

- Isometric strength of shoulder internal and external rotators  

  Independent variables of study are: 

- Age 

- Gender 

  Level of significance: p<0.05 is considered as statistical significance in all                  

variables. 
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RESULTS: 

Total numbers of participants included in this study were 35 female badminton players of 

age group 12-16 years who played badminton for atleast one year. 

Pre and post effect of Advanced Throwers Ten on shoulder internal and external rotator 

muscles was evaluated using the number of repetitions performed in posterior shoulder 

endurance test, RPE score on Modified Borg Scale and isometric strength of shoulder 

internal and external rotators on hand held dynamometer. Following are the observation 

and results of the study: 

Age: 

- Maximum number of participants was found of age 13 years with percentage of 

28.57%. Minimum number of participants was found of age 15 years with the 

percentage of 11.42%. (Table1, Graph 1) 

 
Intervention- Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme for 4 weeks 

 
The number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test-  

- Pre intervention number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance 

Test were 28.86±8.81 which significantly improved post intervention to 39.31±8.29 

after 4 weeks Advanced Throwers Ten. There was statistically significant change 

in the number of repetitions performed in posterior shoulder endurance test with p 

value=0.0001. (Table 2, Graph 2) 
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The Score of rate of perceived exertion (RPE) on Modified Borg Scale after 

performing Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test- 

- Pre intervention rate of perceived exertion score on Modified Borg Scale was 

5.37±1 which reduced to 4.314±0.993 after 4 weeks Advanced Throwers Ten. 

There was statistically significant change in the score of rate of perceived exertion 

on Modified Borg Scale (p value=0.0001). (Table 3, Graph 3) 

Isometric strengths of internal and external rotators on hand-held dynamometer 

measured in kilograms- 

- The pre intervention isometric strength of internal rotators in kilograms was 

5.89±1.3 which improved to 6.64±1.43 post intervention. There was statistically 

significant change in the isometric strength of internal rotators on hand-held 

dynamometer (p value=0.025). (Table 4, Graph 4) 

- The pre intervention isometric strength of external rotators in kilograms was 

4.79±0.63 which improved to 6.06± 0.78 post intervention. There was statistically 

significant change in the isometric strength of external rotators on hand-held 

dynamometer (p value=0.0001). (Table 5, Graph 5) 

 

The isometric strength ratio of external rotators and internal rotators. 

It was additionally taken. The pre intervention ratio was 0.841±0.153 which improved to 

0.94±0.613. There was statistically significant change seen in the isometric strength ratio 

of internal and external rotators (p value=0.011). (Table 6. Graph 6)   



TABLES AND GRAPHS (OBSERVATIONS): 

Table 1. Number of individuals in study according to age. 

Number of female participants according to age 

 

AGE 

 

 

12 

Number of individuals 9 

% within age 25.71% 

 

13 

Number of individuals 10 

% within age 28.57% 

 

14 

Number of individuals 7 

% within age 20% 

 

15 

Number of individuals 4 

% within age 11.42% 

 

16 

Number of individuals 5 

% within age 14.3% 

  

 

 

TOTAL 

Number of individuals 35 

% within age 100% 

  

 



Graph 2. Number of participants in study according to age: 

 

 

The maximum numbers of participants were seen of age 13 years with percentage of 

28.57% whereas the least number of participants were seen of age 15 years with the 

percentage of 11.42%. 
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Table 2. Effect of 4 week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on the 

number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test: 

 

Graph 2.  Effect of 4 week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on the 

number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test (PSET): 

                      

The number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

increased from 28.86± 8.81 to 29.3± 8.29 after 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten 

exercise programme. Thus, intervention is considered as effective (p value=0.0001). 
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Number of Repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

Measurements Mean Std. 

deviation (±) 

Std. Error 

mean 

t value p value  

Pre 28.86 ± 8.81 1.5 -5.11 0.0001 

Post 29.31 ± 8.29 1.4   



Table 3. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on rate 

of perceived exertion (RPE) score on Modified Borg Scale immediately after 

performing Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test: 

RPE Score on Modified Borg Scale 

Measurements Mean Std. 

Deviation (±) 

Std. Error 

mean 

t value p value  

Pre 5.37 ± 1.00 0.17 4.43 0.0001 

post 4.31 ± 0.993 0.17   

 

Graph 3. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on rate 

of perceived exertion (RPE) score on Modified Borg Scale after performing 

Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test: 

                      

The score of rate of perceived exertion (RPE) was measured on Modified Borg Scale 

out of 10 immediately after performing Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test. There 

was statistically significant improvement seen in rate of perceived exertion score. 

Mean score was 5.37± 1.00 which reduced to 4.31± 0.993 with p value=0.0001 

indicating effectiveness of the 4 week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme.    
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Table 4. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength of internal rotators (in kilograms). 

Isometric strength of shoulder internal rotators 

Measurements Mean Std. 

Deviation (±) 

Std. Error 

mean 

t value p value  

Pre 5.89 ± 1.30 0.22 -2.30 0.025 

Post 6.64 ± 1.43 0.24   

 

Graph 4. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength of internal rotators (in kilograms). 

                 

As, statistically significant  improvement in mean score of isometric strength of  

internal rotators in kilograms was noted with increase in mean score value from 

5.89± 1.30 to 6.6± 1.43, thus intervention is considered effective (p value =0.025). 
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Table 5. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength of external rotators (in kilograms). 

Isometric strength of shoulder external rotators in kilograms 

Measurements Mean Std. 

Deviation (±) 

Std. Error 

mean 

t value p value  

Pre 4.799 ±0.632 0.11 -7.45 0.0001 

Post 6.067 ± 0.783 0.13   

 

Graph 5. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength of external rotators (in kilograms). 

               

When isometric strength of external rotators in kilograms was analysed at baseline 

and after intervention, mean score of 4.799±0.632 had increased to 6.067± 0.783 

with p value=0.0001. This shows statistically significant improvement after 

intervention.  
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Table 6. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength ratio of external rotator/internal rotator. 

Isometric strength ratios of shoulder external rotator/internal rotator 

Measurements Mean Std. 

Deviation (±) 

Std. Error 

mean 

t value p value  

Pre 0.841 ± 0.153 0.026 -2.61 0.011 

Post 0.940 ± 0.163 0.028   

 

Graph 6. Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers Ten exercise programme on 

isometric strength ratio of external rotator/internal rotator. 

             

Isometric strength ratios of external rotator/internal rotator was observed after 

intervention, mean score of 0.84 ± 0.15 elevated to 0.940± 0.163 with p value=0.011. 

Thus implying that intervention is effective.  
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DISCUSSION 

           A pre-test post-test experimental study was carried out on asymptomatic female 

badminton players of age 12-16 years who were playing badminton for atleast one year 

to find the effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme on the 

endurance of shoulder internal and external rotator muscles. These participants had to 

perform Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test at the baseline and at the end of 4 weeks of 

intervention. The effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 on endurance of internal and 

external rotator muscles was evaluated by taking outcome measures as number of 

repetitions of prone horizontal abduction performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance 

Test, the rate of perceived exertion on Modified Borg Scale immediately after posterior 

shoulder endurance test and the isometric strength of shoulder internal and external 

rotators using handheld dynamometer. There was significant improvement seen in the 

pre and post values of these parameters indicating that 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 

was effective in improving shoulder internal and external rotator muscle endurance. The 

highly statistically significant improvement was seen in the number of repetitions 

performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test, rate of perceived exertion score on 

Modified Borg Scale and isometric strength of external rotators. Thus the hypothesis of 

the study is accepted. 

           In this study badminton players were selected of age group 12-16 years. 

According to the study conducted by Shariff et al (2006) majority of injuries in badminton 

occurred in the younger age group of less than 20 years of age. In adolescent elite 

national tennis players (boys aged 16 to 18 years and girls aged 16 years), more than 
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20% to 45% of all injuries were located in the upper extremity, of these athletes, 25% to 

30% had previous or current shoulder pain.40 Fahlstrom et al (2006) found that the 

frequency of badminton players seeking medical consultations for shoulder pain was 

significantly higher in female than male elite players (100% vs. 55%).22 These studies 

support the selection of female gender and age 12-16 years chosen for study. 

            Shoulder joint is an inherently unstable joint in human body. The dynamic 

stabilisation of shoulder joint is provided by the force couples of muscles surrounding 

the shoulder joint. The first force couple in the transverse plane is the subscapularis, 

counterbalanced by the infraspinatus  and teres minor. Second force couple occurs in 

coronal plane between the anterior fibers of deltoid and inferior rotator cuff muscles. 

Rotator cuff muscles also enhance static stability by blending into the joint capsule, thus 

centering of the humeral head within the glenoid fossa.41 

 
             Repetitive overhead shoulder movements in badminton leads to fatigue of 

rotator cuff muscles particularly external rotators due to high stresses placed on it the 

deceleration and follow through phases of badminton stroke. 17Chen et al. demonstrated 

that once the rotator cuff muscles are fatigued, the humeral head migrates superiorly 

when arm elevation is initiated.42 Fatigue of the rotator cuff due to due to inadequate 

prior conditioning has been shown to result in scapular dyskinesis. Superior humeral 

head translation and scapula reorientation can reduce the subacromial space.43 It is 

clear, however, that neither the scapular muscles nor rotator cuff work in isolation. As a 

result exercises to enhance scapula control are integrated with those addressing rotator 

cuff functions.44 
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          The scapular stabilizer musculature (middle trapezius and rhomboids) attaches 

on the medial border of the scapula, and through synergistic contractions and force 

couples of the upper trapezius and lower trapezius together with the rhomboid and 

serratus anterior muscles, controls glenoid position as a stable ‘‘socket’’ for the humeral 

head.45-46 Rotator cuff activation is most efficient when it is done in an integrated 

manner with other potent facilitators of rotator cuff activation, such as the lower 

trapezius and latissimus dorsi and when the scapula is properly stabilized. Therefore 

endurance training of rotator cuff alongwith scapular muscles is imperative in preventing 

rotator cuff pathology and subsequent scapular dyskinesis.28 

 
          There was significant pre and post improvement seen in the isometric strength of 

internal rotators from 5.89±1.3 to 6.64±1.43 and also of external rotators from 4.79±0.63 

to 6.06± 0.78. 

 
         The intervention used in the study was 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme which consists of high-level endurance, alternating movement patterns to 

further challenge shoulder girdle neuromuscular control and facilitate the rotator cuff 

musculature via alternating dynamic movements with sustained hold drills. The 

incorporation of sustained holds challenges the athlete to maintain a set position while 

superimposed isotonic movements are performed with the opposite extremity. There are 

two sets in each exercise, each following a sequential progression integrating bilateral 

isotonic movement and unilateral isotonic movement with contralateral sustained holds. 

Resistance is provided during the isotonic drills by thera tubing and dumbbells. The 
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exercises included in this exercise programme are alternating unilateral and bilateral 

sets of rowing, rowing with external rotation, lower trapezius isolated rows, isolated 

external rotation, isolated internal rotation, side-lying external rotation, prone rows, 

prone rows with external rotation, scaption with external rotation etc.47 

           
          According to the phases of overhead motion in badminton, in acceleration phase, 

20 degree of horizontal adduction is reached. This position approaches the plane of the 

scapula; thus, scaption is an ideal exercise to begin the injury prevention program. 

Scaption has been shown to be a qualifying exercise for the upper, middle, and lower 

trapezius; the supraspinatus; serratus anterior and deltoid. Full can in scaption plane 

produced the highest electromyography (EMG) signal in the supraspinatus muscles 

compared to the empty can position which reduces the subacromial space placing 

tension on rotator cuff muscles.48 

 
           During late acceleration phase, nearly all the muscles of the shoulder girdle are 

firing at moderate to high levels. The EMG activity shows near or greater than 100% 

maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) for the subscapularis and serratus 

anterior. The zero degree internal rotation exercise demonstrated higher EMG 

subscapularis muscle activity and reduced pectoralis major activity due to the 

increased shoulder abduction in the zero position. Forces couples are evident as the 

infraspinatus and levator scapulae work eccentrically in conjunction with these muscles, 

respectively. 49 According to Decker et al. (2003) the push-up plus consistently activated 

both the upper and lower subscapularis muscle. The push-up was also chosen in 

several other studies to generate large amplitudes of activity in the serratus anterior. 
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Push up on an unstable surface further challenges scapular muscle control.49 Reinold et 

al. (2006) reported that the exercise that elicited the most combined EMG signal for the 

infraspinatus and teres minor was shoulder external rotation in side lying. The prone 

shoulder extension with external rotation exercise may be performed for the levator 

scapulae. The serratus anterior accelerates the scapula, the latissimus dorsi 

accelerates the humerus, and the triceps accelerates the elbow. 50 

 
        Deceleration and follow-through phases demonstrate high EMG activity of the 

teres minor and trapezius with moderate activation of several other muscles. The lower 

trapezius and biceps slow the upper extremity, and the rotator cuff resists the high 

distraction forces occurring at the glenohumeral joint. The isometric low row also 

principally targets the lower trapezius and serratus anterior and isometric low row with 

external rotation emphasizes scapular external rotation and posterior tilt.51 

The prone horizontal abduction with external rotation exercise, performed at 100 

degrees and 135 degrees of abduction show high EMG activity of both lower trapezius 

and the external rotators. 50 

 
          The biceps brachii and triceps muscles cross the glenohumeral joint and they 

have the potential to contribute to dynamic stability of the shoulder joint. 

Davies and Ellenbecker described a total arm strengthening effect of the entire upper 

extremity musculature for strengthening rotator cuff muscles.52 Triceps curls, biceps 

curls, wrist flexion and extension, forearm pronation and supination are used for 

strengthening these muscles. Poor core strength is commonly seen in adolescent and 
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preadolescent overhead athletes. All these exercises were performed on a stability ball 

to further challenge the core and activate the kinetic chain. 

 
 The pre and post unilateral isometric strength ratio of external rotation/internal 

rotation improved from 0.84±0.15 to 0.94±0.61. A proper balance between agonist and 

antagonist muscle groups is thought to provide dynamic stabilization to the shoulder 

joint, for which the external rotator muscles should be at least 65% of the strength of the 

internal rotator muscles.53 The specific exercises preferred are side-lying external 

rotation and prone rowing into external rotation to improve the endurance of external 

rotators in particular. These exercises are incorporated in Advanced Throwers 10 

justifying the improvement in the isometric strength ratios of external rotator/internal 

rotator. 

 
          The number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test 

significantly increased after 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 endurance training from 

mean scores of 28.86±8.81 to 39.31±8.29. According to Kraemer et al, gradual 

progression of repetitions in multiple set exercises consisting of low load and high 

repetitions, increase the endurance gains in muscles.54 Increases in capillarisation, 

mitochondrial content, muscle phenotype and lactate buffering help perform more 

repetitions at submaximal intensities after endurance training protocols in athletes. 

Rotator cuff muscles are predominantly Type I muscle fibres. Research has shown that 

endurance training of muscles with high repetitions and low loads proportionally 

increase Type I muscle fibre area which are less fatiguable than Type II muscle fibres. 
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55 Thus the participants could perform higher repetitions after endurance training 

programme. 

            

        There was also significant reduction in the pre and post values in the rate of 

perceived exertion score on 10 point Modified Borg Scale which improved from 5.37±1 

to 4.314±0.993. These scores were taken immediately after performing posterior 

shoulder endurance test. To ensure participants differentiate perceived exertion from 

pain, RPE was explicitly explained as “the conscious sensation of how hard, heavy, and 

strenuous a physical task is” (Marcora, 2010). 56 Two categories of physiological factors 

have been suggested as major determinants of RPE during physical exercise. These 

two factors are sensations or feelings of strain from exercising muscles and/or joints 

and central factor relating primarily to cardiopulmonary sensations. Pandolf, in his study 

states that local factors signaling perceived exertion such as mechanoreceptors, Golgi 

tendon organ activity, sensations from muscles, skin, joints and ligaments, dominate 

exercise perception. Blood lactate accumulation is a major cue in perception of effort. 

As more Type I slow oxidative fibres which are fatigue resistant are recruited after 

endurance training, lactate concentration during exercise is significantly lesser.57 This 

study supports the improvement of RPE after 4 week Advanced Throwers 10 

programme. 
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STRENGTHS- 

 

- This study used specific endurance test for measuring posterior shoulder 

endurance. Very few studies have used this test for the assessment of shoulder 

muscle endurance. 

- Intervention used in the study is Advanced Throwers 10, which is widely used in 

the shoulder muscle training of baseball players. Literatures regarding endurance 

training of shoulder muscles with a specific exercise programme such as 

Advanced Throwers 10 are lacking. 

- Specific gender was selected in the study to avoid gender bias among males and 

females. 

- This study was convenient to practice in available study setup.  

- Most participants of this study were cooperative.  

- Participants did not experience any type of discomfort. 
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CONCLUSION: 

 

A pre and post experimental study was carried out on 35 female badminton players of 

age group 12-16 years, to evaluate effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme on shoulder internal and external rotator muscle endurance. Results of this 

study indicate that 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme showed 

significant improvement in the number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder 

Endurance Test, rate of perceived exertion score on Modified Borg Scale immediately 

taken after Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test and isometric strengths of internal and 

external rotators. Thus the study suggests that Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme should be included in the routine training programme for prevention of 

fatigue induced shoulder problems in female adolescent badminton players.  
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CLINICAL IMPLICATION-   

 

Badminton is a highly physically demanding sport requiring powerful and repetitive 

overhead shots. These frequent overhead actions place high stresses on shoulder 

rotator cuff muscles. Inadequate conditioning of shoulder leads to early fatigue during 

play. As the fatigue in external and internal rotator muscles sets in, pathomechanical 

changes occur in the shoulder girdle which may ultimately lead to shoulder pathologies. 

Female adolescent badminton players are also more prone to shoulder injuries. 

In order to reduce the fatigability of shoulder internal and external rotators, endurance 

training must be given to badminton players.  

 There are several studies related to strength and mobility of shoulder joint in badminton 

players but studies regarding endurance of shoulder muscles are lacking. 

 
          This study used specific endurance test called posterior shoulder endurance test 

which is a reliable tool for evaluating endurance of shoulder muscles. This test can be 

routinely employed for the assessment of shoulder muscle endurance. 

 
           This study also explores the use of Advanced Throwers 10 as a shoulder 

endurance training programme in female adolescent badminton players. It focussed on 

the effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme on the endurance and 

strength of shoulder internal and external rotators and also on the rate of perceived 

exertion immediately after posterior shoulder endurance test. 
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Advanced Throwers 10 is designed to be carried out both in the field and in a clinical 

setting using common resources of theratubes and dumbells. It is based on low 

resistance and high repetition exercises that emphasize the endurance of rotator cuff 

and scapulothoracic muscles. It significantly improved the number of repetitions 

performed in Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test and isometric strengths of internal and 

external rotator muscles after 4 weeks of training. It also reduced the rate of perceived 

exertion score on Modified Borg Scale. 

           Thus Advanced Throwers 10 can be effectively used for endurance training of 

shoulder internal and external rotators in badminton players. 

Also routine assessment of strength and endurance of shoulder internal and external 

rotators in badminton players is necessary for making preventive strategies. 
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SUMMARY 

 

A pre and post experimental study was carried out to study the effect of 4-week 

Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme on endurance of shoulder internal and 

external rotator muscles in female badminton players of age group 12-16 years. Sample 

of 35 participants was selected by convenient sampling. The parameters of outcome 

measures were recorded at baseline and at the end of 4 weeks of intervention. 

Outcome measures taken were number of repetitions performed in Posterior Shoulder 

Endurance Test, rate of perceived exertion score on Modified Borg Scale taken 

immediately after Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test and isometric strengths of internal 

and external rotators measured on hand-held dynamometer. The Advanced throwers 10 

exercise programme was performed by the participants 3 times week for 4 weeks which 

consisted of several throwing-motion specific exercises of low intensity and high 

repetitions that focussed on endurance training of shoulder and scapular muscles. Data 

was documented and statistically analysed using Paired t-test. Results showed that 

there was significant improvement in the number of repetitions performed in Posterior 

Shoulder Endurance Test, the rate of perceived exertion score on Modified Borg Scale 

and isometric strengths of internal and external rotators. Thus the study concludes that 

4-week Advanced Throwers exercise programme is effective in improving the 

endurance of shoulder internal and external rotators in female badminton players of age 

group 12-16 years. Thus Advanced Throwers 10 can be used as endurance training for 

shoulder muscles in badminton players.  
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ANNEXURE I (A)             Permission from the head of institute 

To, 

The Head of the Institute 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected sir/madam, 

I, Dr  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, request you to grant me permission to carry 

out my research work. My research topic is “Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 

exercise programme on shoulder muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 

12-16 years using posterior shoulder endurance test – A pre and post experimental 

study” 

I, humbly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place:  

 

Guide        Head of the Institute 
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ANNEXURE I (B)        Permission from the head of ethical committee 

To, 

The Chairman 

Ethical Committee 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected sir/madam, 

I, Dr  , student of Master of Physiotherapy, request you to grant me permission to carry 

out my research work. My research topic is “Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 

exercise programme on shoulder muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 

12-16 years using posterior shoulder endurance test – A pre and post experimental 

study” 

I, humbly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place:        The Chairman  

                                                                                   (Ethical Committee) 
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ANNEXURE I (C)        

                                    Permission of badminton coach 

To, 

The Badminton coach 

   club 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected sir/madam, 

I, Dr , student of Master of Physiotherapy, request you to grant me permission to carry 

out my research work in your badminton club. My research topic is “The effect of 4-

week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme on shoulder muscle endurance in 

female badminton players of age 12-16 years using posterior shoulder endurance test –

A pre and post experimental study” 

I, humbly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Research student 

Date: 

Place:        Signature of Badminton coach 
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ANNEXURE II (A) 

                                            Consent of subjects 

 

I,       am willing to participate voluntarily as a 

subject for the dissertation entitled “Effect of 4-week Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme on shoulder muscle endurance in female badminton players of age 12-16 

years using posterior shoulder endurance test – A pre and post experimental study” 

 I have been informed regarding the nature and duration of work. I have no objection to 

undertake the required examination pertaining to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me that I would be treated well, without any 

untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality will be protected.  

 

 

 

 

Date:       Signature of the subject 

Place:         
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ANNEXURE II (B) 

सहमतीपत्र 

 

मैं, ______________________________, मेरी पूर्ण सहमती से शैक्षणर्क अध्ययन हेतु 

परीक्षर्-'इफेक्ट ऑफ 4-विक एड़ि ांस थ्रोिसस -10 एक्सरस ईज प्रोग्र म ऑन शोल्डर मसल 

एन्ड्युरन्डस इन फफमेल बँडममांटन प्लेयसस ऑफ एज 12 टू 16 ईयसस यझुीांग पोस्टटररयर शोल्डर 

एन्ड्युरन्डस टेटट- अ वप्र अनँ्डड पोटट एक्सपेररमेंटल टटडी' में अपनी स्वेच्छा से सहभाग ले रही हूूँ। 

मुझ ेअध्ययन परीक्षर् के ललए लगनेवाले समय,पद्धती एवं ननयमों के बारे में संपूर्ण जानकारी 

दी गयी है। 

शोधकताण / शोधननबंधक ने हमें पहले ही ववश्वास ददलाया है कक ककसी भी प्रकार के दषु्पररर्ाम 

के बबना, परीक्षर् के दौरान अच्छी सुव्यवस्था लमलेगी।मेरी तरफ से अध्ययन परीक्षर् के सवण 

अधधकारों की ववश्वसनीय स्वरूप से गुप्तता रखी जाएगी। अध्ययन परीक्षर् में लगनेवाले सभी 

परीक्षर् के ललए मेरा ववरोध नहीं है। 

स्थान 

ददनांक       परीक्षाधी के हस्ताक्षर 
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ANNEXURE II (C) 

 

Consent of Guardian 

 

I,    am willing to allow my ward     to 

participate as a subject for the dissertation entitled “The effect of 4-week Advanced 

Throwers 10 exercise programme on shoulder muscle endurance in female badminton 

players of age 12-16 years using posterior shoulder endurance test – A pre and post 

experimental study” 

I have been informed regarding the nature and duration of the work. I have no objection 

to undertake the examination of my ward pertaining to the study. 

The researcher has already assured me that my ward would be treated well without any 

untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality will be protected. 

 

 

Place:       Signature of the guardian 

Date: 
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ANNEXURE II (D)  

सहमतीपत्र 

मैं_______________________________________________________________________

________, मेरी पूर्ण सहमती से 

मेरी पुत्री __________________________________________________ को शैक्षणर्क 

अध्ययन हेतु परीक्षर्- 'इफेक्ट ऑफ 4-विक एड़ि ांस थ्रोिसस-10 एक्सरस ईज प्रोग्र म ऑन शोल्डर 

मसल एन्ड्युरन्डस इन फफमेल बँडममांटन प्लेयसस ऑफ एज 12 टू 16 ईयसस युझीांग पोस्टटररयर 

शोल्डर एन्ड्युरन्डस टेटट- अ वप्र अनँ्डड पोटट एक्सपेररमेंटल टटडी 'में अपनी स्वेच्छा से सहभाग 

लेनेकी अनुमनत देता हूूँ। मुझ ेअध्ययन परीक्षर् के ललए लगने वाले समय, पद्धती एवं ननयमों 

के बारे में संपूर्ण जानकारी दी गयी है। शोधकताण/शोधननबंधक ने हमें पहले ही ववश्वास ददलाया है 

कक ककसी भी प्रकार के दषु्पररर्ाम के बबना, परीक्षर् के दौरान अच्छी सुव्यवस्था लमलेगी । मेरी 

तरफ से अध्ययन परीक्षर् के सवण अधधकारों की ववश्वसनीय स्वरूप से गुप्तता रखी जाएगी। 

अध्ययन परीक्षर् में लगनेवाले सभी परीक्षर् के ललए मेरा ववरोध नहीं है। 

स्थान 

ददनांक         पालक के हस्ताक्षर 
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ANNEXURE III 

Intervention used in the study 

Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme 

The participants will undergo a therapist supervised Advanced Throwers 10 

exercise programme for 4 weeks with 3 sessions per week. Number of repetitions 

were progressed from 4 repetitions per set in first week, 6 repetitions per set in 

second week, 8 repetitions per set in third week and 10 repetitions per set in 

fourth week. . Advanced Throwers 10 consists of following exercises. 

Advanced Throwers 10 exercise programme 21 

The participants underwent a therapist supervised Advanced Throwers 10 exercise 

programme for 4 weeks with 3 sessions per week. It consisted of following exercises. 

The number of repetitions were progressed from 4 repetitions in first week, 6 repetitions 

in second week, 8 repetitions in third week and 10 repetitions in fourth week.  

 
External Rotation at 0° Abduction. Subject had to sit on a stability ball with the elbow 

at the side fixed at 90° and the dominant arm across the front of the body (internally 

rotated), grip the tubing and externally rotate the arm while keeping the elbow at the 

side. (PHOTO 9) 

 
Internal Rotation at 0°Abduction. Subject had to sit on a stability ball with the elbow at 

the side fixed at 90° and the shoulder externally rotated, grip the tubing and pull the arm 

across the body (internal rotation) while keeping the elbow at the side and return  the 

tubing slowly and in a controlled manner. (PHOTO 10) 
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External Rotation at 0° Abduction with Sustained Hold. Subject had to sit on a 

stability ball with the elbow at the side fixed at 90°, the dominant arm across the front of 

the body (internally rotated), and the non dominant arm at the side, elbow straight, and 

palm against the side. She then raised the non dominant arm to the side, palm down, 

until the arm reached 90° (shoulder level). The position of the non dominant arm was 

sustained while the dominant arm griped the tubing and pulled out (externally rotate) 

with the elbow kept at the side. (PHOTO 11) 

 
Internal Rotation at 0° Abduction with Sustained Hold. Subject had Sit on a stability 

ball with the elbow at the side fixed at 90°, the shoulder rotated out (externally rotated), 

and the non dominant arm at the side, elbow straight, and palm against the side. She 

then raised the non dominant arm to the side, palm down, until the arm reached 90° 

(shoulder level). The position of the non dominant arm was sustained while the 

dominant arm gripped the tubing and pulled the arm across the body (internally rotate) 

with the elbow kept at the side. The tubing was slowly returned in a controlled manner. 

(PHOTO 12) 

 
Scaption, External Rotation "Full Can" Position.  

First Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and thumbs 

up. Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. Held for 

2 seconds and lowered slowly.  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and 

thumbs up. Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. 
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Dominant arm was returned to the side and repeat motion was done while the non 

dominant arm sustained its position for the duration of the set. Same was repeated for 

the non dominant side with a sustained hold of the dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and thumbs 

up. Both arms were raised to shoulder level at a 30° angle in front of the body. 

Alternately each arm was returned to the side while the opposite arm sustained its 

position at shoulder level. (PHOTO 13) 

 
Side-Lying External Rotation. Subject had to lie on the non dominant side with the 

dominant arm at the side of the body and the elbow bent to 90°. The elbow of the 

dominant arm was fixed to the side and the arm was raised with a dumbbell in the hand. 

It was held for 2 seconds and lowered back to the starting position. (PHOTO 9) 

 
Prone Horizontal Abduction.  

First set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging 

straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to the side, 

parallel to the floor. They were held for 2 seconds and then lowered slowly back to the 

starting position.  

 
Second Set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms 

hanging straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to 

the side, parallel to the floor. Dominant arm was returned to the starting position and 

repeat motion was done while the non dominant arm sustained the hold parallel to floor 

for the duration of the set. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.     
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Third Set: Subject had to lie prone on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging 

straight to the floor and the palms facing down. Both arms were raised out to the side, 

parallel to the floor. Alternately each arm was returned to the starting position while the 

opposite arm sustained the held position. (PHOTO 14) 

 
Shoulder Abduction to 90° with Sustained Hold.  

 
First Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms 

reached 90° (shoulder level).  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms 

reached 90°. The dominant arm was returned to the side and the motion was repeated 

while the non dominant arm sustained the position for the duration of the set. Motion 

was repeated for the non dominant side with a sustained hold on the involved side.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a ball with both arms at the side, elbows straight, and palms 

against the sides. Both arms were raised to the side, palm down, until both arms 

reached 90°. Alternately each arm was returned to the side while the opposite arm 

sustained its position at shoulder level. (PHOTO 15) 
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Prone Horizontal Abduction (Full External Rotation,100° Abduction).  

First Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight to 

the floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the side 

with the arms slightly in front of the shoulders, parallel to the floor. Position at the top 

was held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly.  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight 

to the floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the 

side with the. The dominant arm was returned to the starting position and repeat motion 

was done while the non dominant arm sustained its position parallel to the floor. Same 

motion was repeated for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging straight to 

the floor and the thumbs rotated up (hitchhiker). Both arms were raised out to the side 

with the Alternately each arm was returned to the starting position while the opposite 

arm sustained the held position. (PHOTO 16) 

 
Prone Row. Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to 

the floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly each arm was raised while 

bending the elbows and the dumbbells were raised as high as possible. (PHOTO 17) 

 

Prone Row into External Rotation.  

 

First Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to the 

floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to the 
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level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was taken 

and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were parallel to 

floor with the elbows kept at 90°. Position at the top was held for 2 seconds and then 

slowly returned back to the starting position.  

 
Second Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to 

the floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to 

the level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was 

taken and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were 

parallel to floor with the elbows kept at 90°.The dominant arm was returned back to the 

starting position and repeat motion was done while the opposite arm sustained the 

position at the top. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject had to lie on a stability ball, face down, with both arms hanging to the 

floor, dumbbells in hand, and elbows straight. Slowly both arms were raised up to the 

level of the top of the stability ball while bending the elbows. 1 second pause was taken 

and then shoulders were externally rotated upward until the dumbbells were parallel to 

floor with the elbows kept at 90°. Each arm was alternately returned to the starting 

position while the opposite arm sustained the held position. (PHOTO 18)  

 
 

Seated Scapular Retraction into External Rotation.  

 
First Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping 

tubing. While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was 
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pulled toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both 

sides (90° abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were 

rotated upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. This position 

was held at the top for 2 seconds and then returned slowly to the starting position.  

 
Second Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping 

tubing. While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was 

pulled toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both 

sides (90° abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were 

rotated upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. The dominant 

arm was returned to the starting position while the non dominant arm held its position at 

the top. Repeat motion was done for the non dominant arm.  

 
Third Set: Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms straight ahead and grasping 

tubing. While keeping the arms at shoulder height, elbows were bent and the tubing was 

pulled toward the body until the elbows were at shoulder level and directly out to both 

sides (90° abduction). This position was held for 1 second and then the shoulders were 

rotated upward until the arms are at 90° external rotation and abduction. Alternately 

each arm was returned to the starting position while the opposite arm sustained its hold 

position at the top. (PHOTO 19) 

 

Seated Lower Trapezius. Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms fixed at the side, 

elbows bent to 90°, and thumbs facing upward. Grasping the tubing with both hands, 

both shoulders were rotated outward (external rotation), and the thumbs were rotated 
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until parallel to the floor. This position was held for 2 seconds and then returned to the 

starting position. (PHOTO 20) 

 
Seated Neuromuscular Control. Subject sat on a stability ball with the dominant arm 

at the side, a towel roll under the dominant side. Resistance was applied to the top of 

the shoulder as the shoulder is shrugged up against resistance. Resistance was then 

applied to the bottom of the towel roll as the shoulder moved downward against 

resistance. Resistance was next applied to the front of the shoulder as the shoulder is 

moved forward against resistance. Resistance was next applied to the back of the 

shoulder as the shoulder moved back against resistance and the scapulae were 

pinched together. (PHOTO 21)  

 
Tilt Board Push-Ups. Starting in the down position with the arms in a comfortable 

position and both hands no more than shoulder width apart on a tilt board, with the body 

kept in a straight line, subject pushed up as high as possible while rolling the shoulders 

forward after the elbows were straight. She then slowly returned to the starting position. 

(PHOTO 22)  

 
Elbow Flexion (Bicep Curl). Subject sat on a stability ball with both arms facing inward, 

the elbows bent upward, and the palms turning up with flexion of elbow. Position was 

held for 2 seconds at the top and the elbow was then lowered slowly. (PHOTO 24) 

 
Elbow Extension (Triceps). Sit on a stability ball dominant arm was raised overhead. 

Elbow was supported with the non dominant hand. Overhead arm was straightened. 
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Position was held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly. Motion was repeated on the non 

dominant side. (PHOTO 25) 

 
Wrist Extension. The forearm was supported and, with the palm facing downward, the 

weight in the hand was raised as far as possible. The position was held for 2 seconds 

and lowered slowly. (PHOTO 26)  

 
Wrist Flexion. The forearm was supported and, with the palm facing upward, the 

weight in the hand was lowered as far as possible and then curled up as high as 

possible. The position was held for 2 seconds and lowered slowly. (PHOTO 27) 

 
Wrist Supination. The forearm was supported on a table with the wrist in neutral 

position. With a weight in the hand, the wrist was rolled while taking the palm upward. 

The position was held for 2 seconds and returned to the starting position. (PHOTO 28) 

 
Wrist Pronation. The forearm was supported on a table with the wrist in neutral 

position. With a weight in the hand, the wrist was rolled while taking palm downward. 

This position was held for 2 seconds and returned to the starting position. (PHOTO 29) 
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Parameters for assessment of study outcomes- 

ANNEXURE IV 

 

Procedure for Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test- 

 

Position of participant and therapist- Participant was positioned prone on a plinth 

with the test shoulder off the table and arm perpendicular to the floor and externally 

rotated. The participant held one kilogram dumbbell in hand. A small towel roll was 

placed beneath the test shoulder. The therapist stood in front of the plinth towards head 

end and counted the number of repetitions on a lap counter. 

 

Test method- Starting with the arm perpendicular to the floor, the participant 

horizontally abducted her arm to 90 degrees at a cadence of 30 beats per minute 

according to the audio of metronome. The participant had to hold the arm at the top of 

the arc of motion for 1 second with thumb facing towards the ceiling.  Repetitions were 

performed until the participant felt fatigued, indicated by one of the following conditions: 

the inability to hold the arm at the top of the arc for the required duration (1 second), 

compensation with elevation of entire upper torso, or verbal report of the inability to 

continue. (PHOTO 6) 

.  
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 ANNEXURE V  

 

Procedure for measuring rate of perceived exertion(RPE) on Modified Borg Scale- 

Immediately after Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test, rate of perceived exertion (RPE) 

score on ten point version of Borg Scale was asked to the participant. The scoring on 

Modified Borg Scale was explained to each participant. The scale ranged from 0 (no 

exertion at all) to 10 (maximal exertion). The participants were asked to best describe 

the rate of exertion after performing Posterior Shoulder Endurance Test and the score 

was then marked on Borg’s Scale by the therapist accordingly. 

 

 Rating Description 

0 Rest 

1 Very, Very Easy 

2 Easy 

3 Moderate 

4 Somewhat Hard 

5 Hard 

6 - 

7 Very hard 

8 - 

9 - 

10 Maximal 
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ANNEXURE VI 

Method for measuring Isometric strength of shoulder external and internal 

rotators- 

Procedure for testing isometric strength of internal and external rotators by 

handheld dynamometer- 

Participant and therapist position- Participant was positioned in supine lying on 

plinth with the test shoulder abducted to 90˚, elbow flexed to 90˚ and the humerus in 

neutral rotation (hand pointing towards the ceiling). The therapist stood in a forward 

lunge position at the head end of plinth for testing external rotator strength and facing 

the participant for testing the internal rotator strength. 

Procedure for measuring external rotators isometric strength- The hand held 

dynamometer was placed at the styloid process of radius and participant was asked to 

perform external rotation and hold the contraction for 5 seconds. 3 maximal isometric 

contractions were recorded with an interval of 1 minute interposed between the 3 trials. 

All 3 strength scores in kilograms were recorded and average of these 3 scores was 

calculated.36   (PHOTO 8) 

Procedure for measuring internal rotators isometric strength- The hand held 

dynamometer was placed at the styloid process of ulna and participant was asked to 

perform internal rotation and hold the contraction for 5 seconds. 3 maximal isometric 

contractions were recorded with an interval of 1 minute interposed between the 3 trials. 

All 3 strength scores in kilograms were recorded and average of these 3 scores was 

calculated.36   (PHOTO 7) 
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Hydraulic Hand Held Dynamometer Model SH5001.Manufacturer SAEHAN Corporation 

Korea ( PHOTO 1) 
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ANNEXURE VII 

Proforma 

Name: 

Age: 

Dominance: 

Address: 

Date of pre intervention assessment of outcome measure: 

Date of post intervention assessment of outcome measure: 

Height: 

Weight: 

BMI: 

H/O Pain: 

H/O Systemic illness: 

H/O Trauma: 

Pre number of repetitions performed in posterior endurance test: 

Pre score of rate of perceived exertion on Modified Borg Scale: 

Pre isometric strength of shoulder internal shoulder rotators (in kgs) on hand held 

dynamometer:  
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Pre isometric strength of shoulder external shoulder rotators (in kgs) on hand held 

dynamometer:  

Post number of repetitions performed in posterior endurance test: 

Post score of rate of perceived exertion on Modified Borg Scale: 

Post isometric strength of shoulder internal shoulder rotators (in kgs) on hand held 

dynamometer:  

Post isometric strength of shoulder external shoulder rotators (in kgs) on hand held 

dynamometer:  
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MASTERCHART: 

SN Age Pre-test IR strength Post-test IR strength Pre-test ER strength 

1 2 3 avg 1 2 3 avg 1 2 3 avg 

1 12 4 4 5 4.33 4 5 4 4.33 3 2 2 2.33 

2 14 8 7 9 8.00 8 8 8 8.00 6 6 6 6.00 

3 13 8 8 8 8.00 8 8 9 8.33 6 5 5 5.33 

4 16 7 7 6 6.67 7 6 7 6.67 5 5 5 5.00 

5 13 5 5 6 5.33 6 6 6 6.00 4 4 4 4.00 

6 13 6 5 5 5.33 5 6 6 5.67 5 5 6 5.33 

7 13 6 6 5 5.67 6 5 6 5.67 6 5 4 5.00 

8 13 4 5 4 4.33 5 5 6 5.33 4 4 5 4.33 

9 15 9 8 7 8.00 8 8 8 8.00 6 6 7 6.33 

10 15 8 9 8 8.33 9 8 8 8.33 6 6 6 6.00 

11 16 9 8 8 8.33 8 9 8 8.33 6 6 6 6.00 

12 15 9 9 8 8.67 8 9 9 8.67 6 7 6 6.33 

13 12 5 6 5 5.33 6 6 6 6.00 6 6 6 6.00 

14 16 9 9 9 9.00 9 9 9 9.00 6 5 5 5.33 

15 16 8 7 7 7.33 7 8 8 7.67 6 5 6 5.67 

16 12 4 4 5 4.33 5 4 5 4.67 3 4 4 3.67 

17 14 7 6 5 6.00 6 6 5 5.67 6 5 5 5.33 

18 16 8 8 7 7.67 7 8 7 7.33 6 5 5 5.33 

19 13 7 6 7 6.67 7 7 7 7.00 5 4 5 4.67 

20 15 7 6 5 6.00 6 6 5 5.67 6 5 5 5.33 

21 12 5 5 7 5.67 5 5 6 5.33 4 4 5 4.33 

22 12 6 5 4 5.00 6 5 5 5.33 5 4 4 4.33 

23 14 4 4 4 4.00 4 4 5 4.33 3 4 3 3.33 

24 14 6 4 5 5.00 5 5 6 5.33 5 4 4 4.33 

25 13 5 6 5 5.33 5 6 6 5.67 3 4 4 3.67 

26 14 7 7 7 7.00 7 7 7 7.00 5 4 4 4.33 

27 14 5 5 6 5.33 5 5 6 5.33 5 4 4 4.33 

28 13 5 6 4 5.00 5 5 6 5.33 5 5 5 5.00 

29 13 6 6 6 6.00 6 6 6 6.00 5 5 4 4.67 

30 12 4 4 5 4.33 5 5 4 4.67 4 5 4 4.33 

31 12 4 4 4 4.00 5 4 4 4.33 4 5 5 4.67 

32 14 6 4 4 4.67 5 5 5 5.00 4 5 4 4.33 

33 13 7 6 6 6.33 6 6 5 5.67 5 4 4 4.33 

34 12 9 9 7 8.33 8 8 9 8.33 6 5 5 5.33 

35 12 8 9 9 8.67 9 8 9 8.67 6 5 6 5.67 
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Post-test ER strength Pre-test 
GER/GIR 

ratio 

Post-test 
GER/GIR 

ratio 

Pre-test 
RPE 

Post-
test RPE 

Pre-test 
no.of 

repititions 

Post-test 
no.of 

repititions 
1 2 3 avg 

3 3 3 3.00 0.54 0.69 4 4 36 45 

6 6 6 6.00 0.75 0.75 5 4 28 41 

6 6 5 5.67 0.67 0.68 5 4 17 32 

5 5 5 5.00 0.75 0.75 5 5 17 33 

4 4 4 4.00 0.75 0.67 5 5 37 55 

5 4 6 5.00 1.00 0.88 5 4 29 40 

6 5 5 5.33 0.88 0.94 5 5 18 45 

4 4 5 4.33 1.00 0.81 6 5 19 36 

6 5 6 5.67 0.79 0.71 5 5 20 45 

6 6 7 6.33 0.72 0.76 5 5 39 44 

6 7 6 6.33 0.72 0.76 5 5 21 38 

6 6 7 6.33 0.73 0.73 5 5 30 46 

6 6 7 6.33 1.13 1.06 6 6 20 48 

6 6 5 5.67 0.59 0.63 6 4 40 57 

5 6 6 5.67 0.77 0.74 6 5 31 30 

4 4 4 4.00 0.85 0.86 6 5 22 33 

5 6 6 5.67 0.89 1.00 5 4 23 34 

5 5 6 5.33 0.70 0.73 6 5 41 44 

5 5 5 5.00 0.70 0.71 4 5 32 33 

6 6 5 5.67 0.89 1.00 7 6 23 28 

5 5 4 4.67 0.76 0.88 4 4 42 40 

4 5 4 4.33 0.87 0.81 5 5 33 53 

4 4 4 4.00 0.83 0.92 5 6 24 26 

5 4 4 4.33 0.87 0.81 5 5 24 30 

4 4 4 4.00 0.69 0.71 4 4 35 39 

4 5 4 4.33 0.62 0.62 6 5 42 45 

5 5 4 4.67 0.81 0.88 4 5 42 46 

5 5 6 5.33 1.00 1.00 7 7 43 48 

4 4 4 4.00 0.78 0.67 4 4 44 49 

5 5 5 5.00 1.00 1.07 7 6 26 32 

5 5 5 5.00 1.17 1.15 4 3 27 31 

4 5 4 4.33 0.93 0.87 6 5 20 39 

5 5 5 5.00 0.68 0.88 7 6 23 29 

5 5 6 5.33 0.64 0.64 7 7 22 28 

6 6 6 6.00 0.65 0.69 7 6 20 34 
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1                                            INTRODUCTION                                                           A group of disorders that involve the heart or blood vessels are classified as cardiovascular disease,  also   abbreviated   as CVD.(1) Coronary  heart   diseases  like angina  and myocardial infarction (commonly known as a heart attack), heart failure,  hypertensive heart disease,  rheumatic heart disease,  cardiomyopathy, arrhythmia, congenital heart disease, valvular heart disease, carditis, aortic aneurysms, peripheral artery disease, stroke,   thromboembolic disease, and venous thrombosis are the different types of cardiovascular disease which are prevailing in the society.                                                          Cardiovascular disease is a major and leading cause of mortality and morbidity all over the world. According to the report of Global Burden of Disease (GBD), the prevalence of CVD in the world in the year 2015 was about 422.7 million and about 17.92 million people died globally due to CVDs. This represents 31% of all global deaths. (2) The notified global average of death due to CVD is 286 per 100 000 population.(2)                                                        Moreover, the prevalence of CVD in South East Asia was 3.1 million with the prevalence rate of about 6000 per 100000 people in the year 2015. About 13.5 lakhs deaths due to CVD were reported by GBD with an average of 321 deaths per 100000 population.(3) 



2                                                        Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are known to be one among the leading causes for mortality in India as well. (3)  In India, CVD death rate according to the published data is 272 per 100 000 population which is comparatively higher than the notified global average.(3)                                                                                   The projected figures by Global Burden of Diseases Study for the loss of life in India due to cardiovascular diseases by the year 2020 are 14.4 million for men and 7.7 million for women which is comparatively higher than that in the year 1990 which was 5.6 million and 4.5 million for men and women respectively. These figures indicate the tremendous increase in the rates of deaths due to CVD in Indian scenario. (2)                                                                           Despite this, it has been observed that the risk factors of CVD are prevalent all over India, including both urban and rural areas. Further, studies (4-9) have reported wide variations for prevalence of the cardiovascular risk factors across various regions of India.                                                                                        Moreover, the identification of cardiovascular risk factors in India is basically based on multiple case control studies.  Furthermore, there is lack of epidemiological and prospective studies which identify the cardiovascular risk factors.                                                       Numerous studies have reported hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, smoking, 



3  obesity, physical inactivity and unhealthy diet to be the known alarming risk factors for increasing burden of CVD in India. It is to note that high cholesterol and high blood pressure are the most popularly known risk factors of CVD in India, according to the published studies. (4-9)                                                        Contrary to this, studies (10-11) have also been published that 50% of people who have CVD don’t have high cholesterol or high blood pressure.  Thus, few other factors also contribute for the increasing the risk of CVD which are either unnoticed or neglected.                                                         Published studies have reported, unhealthy changes in lifestyle of people in India that occurred during the past two decades is one such neglected cardiovascular risk factor.                                    Apart from this, physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, stress, pain & inflammation, bowel toxicity, sleep and thyroid function are also known to be responsible to cause CVD. (12,13)                                                                                                                                                                                    Health Science professionals who are based in institution  are also known to have a poor lifestyle with high levels of stress, lack of proper rest and irregular eating habits making them highly vulnerable to Cardio-vascular diseases. These professionals are involved in multi tasking activities which may include clinical practice, teaching and administrative work which can put them at risk for cardiovascular episodes.                                                             Earlier it was postulated that the 



4  knowledge of CVD and associated risk factors would necessarily prevent their occurrence. Owing to this, various studies had been carried out in India as well as abroad, among doctors and nurses who are known to have better knowledge about CVDs than the general population. And surprisingly, these studies have established the common conclusion that the risk of CVDs is increasing significantly among doctors and nurses which is the area of great concern. (14, 15)                                                         In view of this, the idea to study the cardiovascular risk assessment with the help of cardiovascular risk score assessment questionnaire had been undertaken in health science professionals in this part of India.                                                        Evidence has suggested that there is a strong and consistent relationship between health science professional’s health choices and the recommendations he or she makes to his or her patients.(14) Thus, it is of great importance that the health science professionals must have good health and lifestyle to be the role models for the society to follow.                                                          Data of various studies have proven the fact that the high awareness of CVD and associated risk factors alone is not enough to prevent their occurrence. (14 ,15) Proper interventions for the improvement of lifestyle along with routine screening of CVD risk factors become imperative for controlling the CVD to a greater extent.(14-16) And the same is applicable for the health 



5  science professionals and therefore should be ruled out and implemented.                                                         Prevention of Coronary Heart Disease by Diet and Lifestyle(2017) : an evidence from Prospective Cross-Cultural, Cohort, and Intervention Studies have concluded that dietary and lifestyle interventions are not only important as primary preventive measures of CVD but also they can substantially reduce the CVD risk among high-risk population and can be effectively used as a secondary prevention for cardiac patients. (16)                                                                                        In view of this, the lifestyle of the health science professionals who were categorized under moderate, high and very high cardiovascular risk according to the questionnaire had been focused and intervened.                                                             In order to modify the lifestyle of these health science professionals, a structured exercise program had been implemented because exercise intervention has found to improve the health status of an individual. So, the same effects could be expected.                                                             Walking has been regarded as a sufficient exercise to improve and maintain the overall health of an individual, achievable virtually by all age groups and with little or no risk of injury as well as requiring no special equipment or skills. (17) With reference to this, walking was used as an exercise intervention for the 



6  health science individuals at moderate, high and very high CVD risks.                                                         To monitor the exercise that is walking, a walking support – pedometer had been used. It helped the researcher to keep a check on the participants’ adherence to the exercise protocol. It also helped the participants to know the desired measures for walking like time, distance, speed and frequency.                                                         Thus, pedometer helped to promote walking among health science professionals and to meet their guidelines of daily walking in order to have an impact on cardiovascular risk scores.                                                          However, the percentage impact of cardiovascular risk due to exercise intervention is limited especially in Indian scenario. Therefore, the cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire was administered to the health science professionals both before and after exercise intervention to identify, compare and study the changes in cardiovascular risk scores.                                       



7                  NEED FOR THE STUDY  CVD is among leading causes of death even in India. Health science Professionals are also not spared from this. Due to their busy schedule, health science professionals often neglect their health in terms of CV risks. Thus, the need is felt to assess the cardiovascular risk in institutional based health science professionals and to help to modify the risk pattern through exercise intervention. 



8                  AIM & OBJECTIVES   Aim of the study: “To identify the cardiovascular risk score before and after structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals” Objectives of the study:                       Primary Objectives:  i. To identify the cardiovascular risk score in institutional based health science professionals from the scores obtained from Patient Assessment Questionnaire.  ii. To know the changes of cardiovascular risk score after 4 weeks of structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals.    Secondary Objective:  i. To compare the cardiovascular risk scores before and after 4 weeks of structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals.        



9  RESEARCH QUESTION  Does cardiovascular risk score change after structured exercise program (exercise intervention) in Institutional based health science professionals? 



10  HYPOTHESIS   Statement  “Cardiovascular risk score reduces after structured exercise program in Institutional based health science professionals.”  NULL HYPOTHESIS:  “Cardiovascular risk score does not reduce after structured exercise program in Institutional based health science professionals.”  ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS:  “Cardiovascular risk score significantly changes after structured exercise program in Institutional based health science professionals.” 



                        11  REVIEW OF LITERATURE                                                         The focus of the present study is to know the changes in cardiovascular risk score before and after the structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals. In this regards various articles and topics were reviewed from the journals, articles, books and internet. Articles from the year 1991 to 2018 have been reviewed and the most suitable and applicable among them have been mentioned below.                                                         According to GBD and WHO reports in 2016, cardiovascular diseases lead to death of 17.7 Millions of people each year which accounts 31% of death in the world .(2, 18)   In developed countries, prevalence of some CVD risk factors has decreased.(18)                                                          In contrast to this, prevalence of cardiovascular episodes has markedly increased in developing countries. Reports (40) of the year 2018 have estimated that CVD would be the leading cause of death by 2020 in the developing countries. Approximately, 80% of death attributable to CVD disease occurs in low - and middle-income countries, often in people aged less than 60 years. (18) In view of this, in the current study the cardiovascular disease has been studied.                                                           Various studies have been documented that there is a prevalence of the cardiovascular risk among 



                        12  general population. (2-9, 18) However, there is a dearth of studies that have looked upon the cardiovascular risk among health science professionals. In view of this, the health science professionals would form the target population for this study.                                                        Health science professionals are the major segment for the development of a nation. These professionals are very well aware of the increasing cardiovascular risk across the world and the associated risk factors.                                                         But it is to note that the published studies have proven that  these professionals are also vulnerable to cardiovascular diseases due to their nature of work and the environment in which they work which is ever changing as well as challenging. (10, 11) Hence, the health science professionals have been focused for understanding the cardiovascular risk.                                                         A comparative study on prevalence of self-reported cardiovascular risk factors done among 100 physicians and 100 non-physicians in Saudi Arabia (2013) concluded that prevalence of modifiable CVD risk factors among physicians and non-physicians was not significantly different. (15) Thus, health science professionals are equally susceptible for cardiovascular episodes in their future.                                                                        Moreover, a study that had been conducted among different healthcare professionals in Brazil (2014) 



                        13  with a follow up of 20-years reported that there is an excessive weight gain and significant increase in the prevalence of hypertension among doctors which in course of time may predispose to cardiovascular diseases. (19)                                                                             A study conducted in Indian scenario published in the year 2016, on 250 doctors and nurses in a medical college hospital close to Chennai found that around 50% of the medical practitioners surveyed were at high risk for cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) -close to double than that of the general population. (14)                                                         Furthermore, in the same study it was found that 31.2% of all study subjects and 49.2% of doctors were at high general risk for CVDs; 30.4% of all study subjects and 42.1% of doctors were at high physical activity-related risk for CVDs; 14.4% of all study subjects and 19.8% of all doctors were at high dietary pattern-related risk for CVDs.                                                           Elsewhere another huge study conducted in India (2008) to assess the health status of 2499 young Indian doctors engaged in clinical practice compared with the general population concluded that in India, doctors had high prevalence of metabolic disorders which resembles that they had not taken good care of their health. (20)                                                           In spite of numerous literatures 



                        14  available on CVD, still there are minimal studies on identifying the cardiovascular risk score among institutional based health science professionals across various parts of India, despite searching for studies and literatures in different search engines such as Google Scholar, Pub Med, IndMED and Scopus. Therefore, the current study focuses on the assessment of the cardiovascular risk score among health science professionals in Indian scenario.                                                        Further, studies (4-9) for prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors across various regions of India have demonstrated wide variations due to which the current study on cardiovascular risk in this part of India has been carried out.                                                         Cardiovascular diseases occur as a result of various cardiovascular risk factors. Thus, various articles related to the risk factors leading to increased cardiovascular risk have been studied among which the ones suitable in the current study have been listed below.                                                         The INTERHEART study performed in 52 countries (year 2012) concluded that following are the cardiovascular risk factors leading for more than 95% of cardiovascular episodes in the world: abnormal lipids, smoking, hypertension, diabetes, abdominal obesity, psychological factors, low fruits & vegetables consumption. Therefore, these components were included as variables in the study. (21) 



                        15                                                            Multiple cross sectional studies were carried out over 20-years period from 1991-2010 regarding the evaluation of multiple cardiovascular risk factors in urban middle-class subjects by Jaipur Heart Watch studies in India. It was seen that during this period, the cardiovascular risk factors such as obesity, truncal obesity, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and metabolic syndrome increased significantly. (22)                                                                A study titled “Lifestyle-associated CVDs among doctors and nurses working in a medical college hospital in Tamil Nadu, India” in the year (2016) concluded that 31% of all study participants were at high cardiovascular risk. (14) Also, advancing age was also a statistically significant risk factor across all risk groups. Therefore, age component has also been included in the list of variables for further study purpose.                                                           But age advancement is a non-modifiable cardiovascular risk factor. Along with this, family history is also a significant cardiovascular risk factor which is non-modifiable. (16)                                                                                   However, studies (17) suggests that CVD-related mortality can be substantially but definitely reduced by modifying risk factors. Cardiovascular risk factors such as lifestyle and dietary habits have been proven to reduce the cardiovascular disease episodes after proper modification.  



                        16                                                         A study titled “Prevalence of Self reported Cardiovascular Risk factors among Saudi Physicians: A comparative study” (2013) concluded that high awareness of CVD and associated risk factors alone is not enough to prevent their occurrence; but lifestyle modification and routinely screening of the risk factors are also important. (15) Keeping this in view, lifestyle modification in the form of exercise intervention has been included in the study.                                                               According to the international comparisons of mortality by Daan Kromhout et.al. (2002), in the study “Prevention of Coronary Heart Disease by Diet and Lifestyle: Evidence From Prospective Cross-Cultural, Cohort, and Interventions Studies” one of the most important recommendations for lifestyle modifications is moderate to vigorous physical activity.(16)                                                           However, according to the ACSM guidelines, patients with cardiovascular risk can begin with moderate intensity exercise training. (24)                                                         The National Public Access published an article ‘walking – the first steps in cardiovascular disease prevention’ in the year 2011 concluded that walking is an exercise that can be prescribed most eminently and with little risk of injury.(17,25,26) Walking has also been  found as a physical activity that can more easily circumvent the barrier to exercise such as lack of time than other forms of exercise and thereby ensures a better adherence than other types of 



                        17  intense exercise.(27) Several other studies(27-31) from the past 15 years also give evidence that walking improves cardiovascular health status.                         With respect to this, in the current study walking has been used as an exercise intervention.                                                        The two meta-analytical studies(32,33)   have been published in the year 2008 and 2009 which purely compared  walking and CVD associations by format tests of heterogeneity of walking measure, sex and age have found that  there is a strong association between walking distance and speed and reduced cardiovascular risk, both in men and women across broad age spectrum                                                         In view of this, the walking program used in the current study was structured with defined frequency, speed and time and was kept similar for both genders.                                                         Fourteen interventional studies (34-47) published in the year 2009 or early 2010, involving walking programs as an intervention for one or more CVD-related health outcome measures have proven that walking program for 20-60 minutes per day on 2-5 days per week for a period of 3 weeks to 12 months at a speed of 4 to 6 kms /hour is the most effective current physical activity guidelines.                                                          With respect to this, participants would be asked to walk at a speed of at least 4 kms/hr for at least 20 minutes for an average of 5 days or more in a week for 4 weeks in the current study.  



                        18                                                           However, studies (48-50) suggest using walking supports like software programs and tools in order to maintain the walking guidelines along with the objective monitoring of the participants adherence to the exercise.                                                            The most affordable and user-friendly tool indicated by six studies, which counts the walking steps, measures distance, time and speed is pedometer. Pedometers have proven to be most convenient tool for self-monitoring and promote walking for both patient and non-patient population. (50,51)                                                           On the basis of above mentioned studies, pedometer has been utilized to monitor the structured walking program and to ensure the adherence of the health science professionals to the exercise intervention.                                                             All the above listed studies form the theoretical framework for the designing and undertaking the current study.         



                        19  MATERIALS AND METHODS                                                             This study was carried out to identify the cardiovascular risk score in institutional based health science professionals and to know the changes in their cardiovascular risk score after the exercise intervention. For this, pre-requisite permission (Annexure- I and III) was obtained before the commencement of the study.   RESEARCH DESIGN:                                                           It was an experimental before and after (pre-test & post-test) study design.(52) In such a design, a single test group or area is selected and the dependent variable is measured before the introduction of the treatment. The treatment is then introduced and the dependent variable is measured again after the treatment has been introduced. The effect of the treatment would be equal to the level of the phenomenon after the treatment minus the level of the phenomenon before the treatment. (52)                                                            In this study, the institutional based health science professionals who are serving the institute for more than one year were defined as the test group. The dependent variable was the cardiovascular risk score which was calculated before the 



                        20  intervention. Then, the four weeks exercise intervention (treatment) was given to the participants and again the cardiovascular risk score (dependent variable) was calculated. Finally, the change in the cardiovascular risk score before and after the exercise intervention was found out.             SETTING:  The study was Institutional based. It was carried out in Health Science Institutional Campus.   DURATION:  The duration of the study was 12 months and this period was from the time of synopsis submission till the compilation of the dissertation.  VARIABLES: The variables utilized in this study were independent as well as dependent. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: Age, Cardiovascular History, Family History, Lifestyle, Stress, Sleep, Bowel Toxicity, Blood Sugar, Inflammation and Pain, Diet, Lipids, BP, Thyroid Function, Weight Management. 



                        21             Above are the 14 categories which were assessed before and after the exercise intervention given to the subjects. The pre-test scores of these individual categories helped to know the various cardiovascular risk factors associated with each subject. Whereas, the post-test scores of these categories helped to know the changes among these factors after the exercise intervention. DEPENDENT VARIABLES: Dependent variable is the cardiovascular risk score. It was obtained after summing up the scores of all the 14 categories. Cardiovascular risk score was calculated both before and after the exercise intervention. It helped to understand the pattern of cardiovascular risk scores among the health science professionals and to know the changes after the exercise intervention, respectively.                 OUTCOME MEASURES:  The outcome measure for this study was cardiovascular risk score which was obtained before and after the exercise intervention with the help of cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire. (Annexure V).   TARGET POPULATION: The target population for the study was the health science professionals of both genders who are serving the institute for more than one year. 



                        22   SAMPLE POPULATION: Sample population consisted of the individuals who voluntarily were willing to participate in the study from the targeted population.  SAMPLE SIZE: The sample size was calculated by using statistical software STATA 10.1 version, year 2011 based on the percentage of health science professionals at cardiovascular high risk from the previous study. (14)    This was done on the basis of the following assumptions - 1. Expected Proportion of Cardiovascular risk from previously published study (14) which was calculated to be 31% 2. Precision at 20% 3. Confidence level at 95% 4. α error fixed at 5%  The required sample size was found to be 214. However, sampling technique being purposive universal sampling (53), so all the participants had been included, which were counted to be 372. Hence, (n) = 372  



                        23  TYPE OF SAMPLING:  Universal sampling (Total population sampling) (53) was utilized for drawing the sample from the target population. Total 372 health science professionals were screened from the health science Institute.  Out of which, 215 subjects met the inclusion criteria and were voluntarily willing to participate in the study and hence were selected for the study.    SUBJECTS: The individuals who formed the sample were the health science professionals who are employed in the health science institute for at least one year. The subjects were selected according to inclusion criteria & the subjects were required to complete the given test protocol which was assigned to them provided they consented to be the part of the study (annexure II &III)  DURATION:  The duration of the study was 12 months and this period was from the time of synopsis submission till the compilation of the dissertation.  CRITERIA:  INCLUSION CRITERIA: 1. Health Science professionals who are working for at least 1 year.  



                        24  2. Both Genders (males & females). 3. Voluntary willing to participate. EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 1. Residents 2. Students 3. Ward boys 4. Non-teaching staff 5. Relatives of patients 6. Subjects with recent injury. 7. Subjects with mobility aids. 8. Pregnancy. 9. Any condition that may hamper walking.  



                        25   EQUIPMENTS AND MATERIALS:  1. Cardiovascular Risk Assessment Questionnaire (54): This is a validated questionnaire which was utilized to assess the cardiovascular risk score of the participants. Participants were asked to fill the questionnaire and the scoring had been done in accordance with the questionnaire which best resembled the applicability for concerned participants.                             The questionnaire consisted of two parts- Part 1 consisted of demographic data and subjective categories and part 2 consisted of specific tests results. Subjective categories includes questions regarding age, cardiovascular history, family history, lifestyle, stress, sleep, bowel toxicity, inflammation and pain and diet. Specific tests results part of the questionnaire includes the results of the following tests – Lipid profile, C-reactive protein, Homocysteine, Fibrinogen, Fasting blood glucose/glucose tolerance test/ HbA1c, Apo B/Apo A1 ratio, Blood pressure and waist measurement.                              Though the questionnaire could be completed with or without the various test results, the participants were encouraged to get these tests done to get the assessment more accurately done. However, they were not forced or compelled to do so. Participants who already have had the reports of these tests done within past six months due to one or the other reasons were asked to fill those details accordingly in the questionnaire.                                In this way, the questionnaire assessed the risks under components of 14 categories. The score obtained had been entered in 



                        26  score sheet which was category wise. Scores of part 1 and 2 had been summed up to obtain the total score for each category. Then, the total scores of all the 14 categories had been summed up to get the total cardiovascular risk score for each participant.                              The total cardiovascular risk score thus obtained had been tabulated according to the categories mentioned in total cardiovascular risk column. The individuals falling under low cardiovascular risk categories were asked to continue their routine. The individuals falling under the moderate, high and very high cardiovascular risk categories were intervened with the structured exercise program.      The questionnaire has been enclosed in Annexure I (a).  2. Sphygmomanometer: The sphygmomanometer which was used to measure systolic & diastolic blood pressure in mmHg. It was a digital type apparatus, manufactured by Omron Company. The details have been enclosed in Annexure VI. This instrument is as shown in photograph 1 and is a reliable and valid instrument.                         Photograph 1: Digital Sphygmomanometer  



                          3. Measuring tape: This wasIt is a 60 inches or 150 cm long It is as shown in photograph 2.D           Photograph 2: Measuring tape      4. Pedometer: This is an android participants with the help of mobilein Annexure VIII. It was utilized to showwhen the participants performed the structured exercise programof walking and the number of days the participants walked.screenshot of the pedometer at day 0 is as shown in photograph 3. The pedometer also preserved the record of walking sessions for 4 weeks which helped to verify the participscreenshots of the pedometernumber of days, at the end of 4 weeks (1 month) are as shown in Photographs 4 and 5.  27 This was utilized for the waist measurements.60 inches or 150 cm long flexible fiberglass measuring tape.It is as shown in photograph 2.Details enclosed in annexure VIIPhotograph 2: Measuring tape  This is an android application which was shared with the participants with the help of mobile phone, the details of which are enclosed It was utilized to show the walking distance, time & when the participants performed the structured exercise program in the form and the number of days the participants walked. The mobile screenshot of the pedometer at day 0 is as shown in photograph 3. The preserved the record of walking sessions for 4 weeks which helped to verify the participants’ adherence to exercise for 4 weeks.screenshots of the pedometer showing walking distance, speed, time and at the end of 4 weeks (1 month) are as shown in utilized for the waist measurements. le fiberglass measuring tape. etails enclosed in annexure VII  application which was shared with the h are enclosed the walking distance, time & speed in the form The mobile screenshot of the pedometer at day 0 is as shown in photograph 3. The preserved the record of walking sessions for 4 weeks which ants’ adherence to exercise for 4 weeks. The showing walking distance, speed, time and at the end of 4 weeks (1 month) are as shown in 



                                                                                                                                            Photograph 4:                                                            Time 28                                                      Photograph 3: Pedometer                                                             Photograph 5DistanceSpeedGraph of MonthGraph of Month- Showing walking Time  Graph of Month- Showing walking speed  No. of days in a monthDay 0 At the end of 4 weeks At Day 0 Photograph 5:Distance Speed Graph of Month No. of days in a month 



                        29  5. Structured Exercise Program:   This exercise program was for participants who were classified under the moderate, high and very high cardiovascular risk categories with the help of cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire. The exercise program was in the form of walking, structured at a speed of at least 4km/hour for a period of at least 20 minutes for at least 5 days per week for duration of 4 weeks. These criteria were recorded in the pedometer application shared with the help of mobile phone to the participants. The participants were asked to maintain the walking speed of at least 4km/hour for a period of at least 20 minutes according to the pedometer. The record of walking sessions of 4 weeks was stored in the application, which helped to verify the walking guidelines and participants’ adherence to exercise for 4 weeks.  The participants could perform the exercise at workplace or at home. The participants were asked to share the mobile screenshots of the pedometer application at day 0 and at the end of 4 weeks.  



                        30  PILOT STUDY:  Before the commencement of the study, a trial was conducted in the form of pilot study to identify the deficiencies which could be encountered during the study.   The following problems had been encountered –  1. Inability to fill and give back the questionnaire by the health science professionals on the same day due to their busy schedule. 2. Difficulty in following the structured walking by the participants having osteoarthritis of knee or any other musculoskeletal problems of lower limbs. 3. Difficulty in sharing the android application with the participants having apple i-phones. 4. Subjects found the questionnaire to be very lengthy and time consuming.  To overcome these difficulties the following modifications were carried out- 1. The questionnaire was handed over to each participant and was explained properly and sufficient time was given to fill it up. 2. Such subjects did not form a part of the exercise intervention group. 3. Participants were asked to download the pedometer application from the apple store.  



                         4. The subjects were explained and convinced that disease occurs due to various causes and hence missing any of the components in questionnaire may vary the results.  GENERAL PROCEDURE The approval was obtained from the head of institution & ethical committee before the commencement oapprovals were obtained, the subjects were provided with the subject information sheet so as to understand the study protocol and accordingly prepare them for theThis was followed by explaining the test protocol to the participants who gave the written consent for voluntary participation in the study. (Annexure III)  372 health science professionals were screened. Of which, 215 subjects met the inclusion criteria avoluntary consent for participation. These 215 participants formed the part of this study. First, the cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire was given to each participant. (Photographparticipants. Their age, gender, occupation, designation and working hours were documented. Suffiquestionnaire. (Photograph 7) 31 The subjects were explained and convinced that the cardiovascular disease occurs due to various causes and hence missing any of the components in questionnaire may vary the results. GENERAL PROCEDURE The approval was obtained from the head of institution & ethical committee before the commencement of the study. (Annexure approvals were obtained, the subjects were provided with the subject information sheet so as to understand the study protocol and accordingly prepare them for the study. This was followed by explaining the test protocol to the participants who gave the written consent for voluntary participation in the study. 372 health science professionals were screened. Of which, 215 subjects met the inclusion criteria and were willing and gave the voluntary consent for participation. These 215 participants formed the First, the cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire was given to (Photograph 6) It was explained properly to the age, gender, occupation, designation and working hours were documented. Sufficient time was given to fill(Photograph 7) Blood Pressure and Waist Measurement the cardiovascular disease occurs due to various causes and hence missing any of the The approval was obtained from the head of institution & ethical (Annexure I) Once approvals were obtained, the subjects were provided with the subject information sheet so as to understand the study protocol and This was followed by explaining the test protocol to the participants who gave the written consent for voluntary participation in the study. 372 health science professionals were screened. Of which, 215 nd were willing and gave the voluntary consent for participation. These 215 participants formed the First, the cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire was given to It was explained properly to the age, gender, occupation, designation and working cient time was given to fill the Blood Pressure and Waist Measurement 



                         were taken and the readings were filled in the questionnaire.(Photograph researcher took back the questionnairescores of each participant and their was told. If the participant fell under low cardiovascwas asked to continue their ongoing routine. Whereas, the participants who were scored under moderate, high and very high risks categories according to the questionnaire were included inintervention.                        Photograph 6                                                                                                              32 were taken and the readings were filled in the .(Photograph 8 & 9) On completing the questionnaire, the took back the questionnaire (Photograph 10), calculated the scores of each participant and their respective cardiovascular risk score was told. If the participant fell under low cardiovascular risk, he or she was asked to continue their ongoing routine. Whereas, the participants who were scored under moderate, high and very high risks categories he questionnaire were included in the exercise Photograph 6                                      Photograph 7                                                                                                                                    were taken and the readings were filled in the On completing the questionnaire, the calculated the cardiovascular risk score ular risk, he or she was asked to continue their ongoing routine. Whereas, the participants who were scored under moderate, high and very high risks categories the exercise Photograph 7                                
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                        34  A structured exercise program in the form of walking was explained to the participants. Participants were asked to walk at a speed of at least 4 kilometers per hour for a period of at least 20 minutes for at least 5 days per week for duration of 4 weeks. In order to track and record the defined speed, time and duration, the android application of pedometer was used.(Photograph 3) For this, the participant had to hold the mobile in his/her hand, start the application and then commence walking.(Photograph 11) As soon as the participant starts walking, the application shows the increasing speed, distance and time. The participant had to increase his/her speed of walking till the mobile screen shows the speed of at least 4 kms/hr and maintain this speed further for at least 20 minutes. On completing the walking the participant had to stop the application. In this way the participants had to repeat the walking session for 5 days per week for at least 4 weeks.  This application stored the monthly walking record in the terms of total walking time, total distance walked and the average speed of walking for 4 weeks.(Photograph 5) This helped the researcher to verify the walking guidelines given to the participants and participants’ adherence to exercise for 4 weeks.      



                        35               Flow Chart of General Procedure:  



                        36   



                        37                                RESULTS   DATA ANALYSIS  The raw data which was obtained was documented and was spread in Microsoft Excel sheet 2007 and analyzed for understanding the pattern of cardiovascular risk score among various categories before and after exercise intervention. The statistical analysis was carried out by STATA software version 10.1, year 2011. 
• Continuous variables were presented as mean and standard deviation. 
• Age and working hours were continuous variables. 
• Gender, cardiovascular history, lifestyle, stress, sleep, bowel toxicity, blood sugar, inflammation and pain, diet, lipids, blood pressure, thyroid and weight management and total cardiovascular risk score were the categorical variables and were represented in percentage. 
• The outcome measure, that is cardiovascular risk score was obtained pre- and post- test for moderate, high and very high risk population. 
• For low risk population, only pre-test cardiovascular risk score was obtained. 
• Percentage of individuals belonging to the various risk categories 



                        38  is found out. 
• Paired t-test was utilized for comparing the change in cardiovascular risk scores before and after the exercise intervention. 
• p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant for both the statistical tests.                                       The study which was carried out for knowing the cardiovascular risk score before and after exercise intervention in institutional based health science professionals has produced the following results - 1. The total study population consisted of 215 individuals who were statistically analyzed. 2. All the 215 subjects were supposed to fill the cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire. 3. The study group comprised of 96  males and  119 females.(Table no.1 & graph no. 1) 4. The mean age of the males was 42.31 ± 10.41 and that of females was 40.86 ± 7.71. The mean age of the total study population was 41.52 ± 9.01 ranging between 28-67 years (Table no.1 & graph no.2). 5. These individuals were from different occupation and of different designation. The graphical representations of which are given in graph no.3 and 4, respectively. 



                        39  6. The mean working hours of the study population is 7.95 ± 1.23 with minimum working hours of 3 hours and maximum of 13 hours. (Table no.1) 7. The categorical mean scores of the 14 categories of 215 participants are as follows- (Table no. 2 & graph no.5)  8. The mean score of age of the total study population was 26.72 ± 33.55 ranging between 0-120. 9. The mean score of the cardiovascular history of the study population was 1.4 ± 11.75 ranging between 0-100. 10. The mean score of the family history of the study population was 12.29 ± 13.12 ranging between 0-45. 11. The mean score of lifestyle of the study population was -7.14 ± 15.07 ranging between -32 -31. 12. The mean score of stress (part 1) was 10.07 ± 20.37 ranging between  -19 – 110 and that for stress (part 2) was 3.76 ± 1.36 ranging between 0-7. 13. The mean score of sleep of the study population was 2.75 ± 2.63 ranging between 0-13. 14. The mean score of bowel toxicity (part1) was 1.49 ± 3.10 ranging between 0-10 and that for bowel toxicity (part2) was 2.56 ± 1.10 ranging between 0-4. 15. The mean score of blood sugar (part1) was 7.81 ± 23.24 ranging 



                        40  between 0 – 110 and that for blood sugar (part 2) was 12.61 ± 9.64 ranging between 0-65. 16. The mean score of inflammation and pain (part1) was 4.62 ± 7.14 ranging between 0 – 35 and that for inflammation & pain (part 2) was 15.7 ± 5.82 ranging from 4 - 44. 17. The mean score of diet of the study population was -2.05 ± 4.29 ranging between -14 - 12. 18. The mean score of lipids of the study population was 19.01 ± 7.59 ranging between -10 - 60. 19. The mean score of blood pressure of the study population was 6.96 ± 9.09 ranging between 0-40. 20. The mean score of thyroid function of the study population was 3.6 ± 5.33 ranging between 0-20. 21. The mean score of weight management of the study population was 13.88 ± 16.35 ranging between 0-75. 22. The mean total cardiovascular risk score of the study population was 136.08 ± 73.62 ranging between -3 – 428.(Table no.2) 23. Out of the total study population that is 215, 104 participants (48.37%) were found to be at low total cardiovascular risk, of which 49 (22.80%) were males and 55 (25.58%) were females.(Table 3 and graph no.6) 24. 85 participants (39.53%) were found to be at moderate total cardiovascular risk, of which 33 (15.34%) were males and 52 (22.18%) were females.(Table 3 and graph no. 6) 



                        41  25. 23 participants (10.70%) were found to be at high total cardiovascular risk, of which 12 (5.58%) were males and 11 (5.11%) were females. (Table 3 and graph no.6) 26. 3 participants (1.40%) were found to be at very high total cardiovascular risk, of which 2 (0.93%) were males and 1 (0.46%) was female. (Table 3 and graph no.6) 27. The participants at moderate, high and very high total cardiovascular risk were included for the exercise intervention which were counted to be 111. Out of which, 48(43.24%) were males and 63(56.76%) were females. (Table no.4 and graph no.7) 28. The mean age of the males was 46.1 ± 7.92 and that of females was 43.51 ± 11.38. The mean age of the total study population was 45.08 ± 9.68  ranging between 28-67 years (Table no. 4 and graph no.8 ). 29. The distribution of occupation & designation of these 111 participants of intervention group are graphical represented in graph no.9 and 10. 30. The mean working hours of the study population is 7.9 ± 1.44 with minimum working hours of 3 hours and maximum of 13 hours. (Table no. 4  ) 31. Out of 111 participants in the exercise intervention group, 95 participants completed the 4 weeks exercise protocol. Therefore, 95 participants were analyzed for pre-test and post-test scores. 32.  Remaining 16 participants (14.41%) could not complete the 4 weeks exercise intervention and hence were drop outs.  



                        42  33. The mean scores of all the 14 categories pre-test and post-test for the 95 participants are as follows- (Table 5 and graph no.11) 34. The mean score of age of the total study population (n=95) was 37.49 ± 38.29 ranging between 0-120 and was similar in pre-test and post-test assessment. 35. The mean score of the cardiovascular history of the study population was 2.1 ± 14.43 ranging between 0-100 and was similar in pre-test and post-test assessment. 36. The mean score of the family history of the study population was 16.29 ± 13.74 ranging between 0-45 and was similar in pre-test and post-test assessment. 37. The pre-test and the post-test mean scores of lifestyle of the study population were -3.35 ± 16.95 and -19.69 ± 5.54 respectively, ranging between -32 -31. 38. The pre-test and the post-test mean scores of stress (part 1) were 17.28 ± 25.62 and -0.64 ± 10.22 respectively,  ranging between  -19 – 110. 39. The pre-test and post test score for stress (part 2) were 3.75±1.27 and 3.58 ± 1.47 respectively, ranging between 0-7. 40. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of sleep of the study population were 3.41 ± 2.64 and 2.58 ± 2.42 respectively, ranging between 0-13. 41. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of bowel toxicity (part1) were 1.81 ± 3.32 and 1.62±3.10 respectively, ranging between 0-10. 



                        43  42. The pre-test and post test scores for bowel toxicity (part2) were similar and was 2.57 ± 1.08, ranging between 0-4. 43. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of blood sugar (part1) were 16.31 ± 32.97 and 13.68 ±30.80 respectively, ranging between 0-110. 44. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of blood sugar (part2) were 16.08 ± 8.06 and 13.32±7.15 respectively, ranging between 0-65. 45. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of inflammation and pain  (part1) were 7.21 ± 9.13 and 4.89±6.36 respectively, ranging between 0-35. 46. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of inflammation and pain (part2) were 16.11 ± 6.08 and 14.53 ±3.84 respectively, ranging between 4-44. 47. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of diet were -1.41 ± 3.50 and -3.88 ±4.10 respectively, ranging between -14-12. 48. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of lipids were 20.90 ± 8.34 and 18.59 ±8.24 respectively, ranging between -10-60. 49. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of blood pressure were 8.69 ± 10.39 and 6.84 ±8.56 respectively, ranging between  0-40. 50. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of thyroid function were 4.31 ±6.06 and 4.29 ±5.90 respectively, ranging between  0-20. 51. The pre-test and post-test mean scores of weight management were 20.67 ± 18.29 and 18.2 ±16.75 respectively, ranging between  0-75. 52. The pre-test and post-test mean total cardiovascular risk scores were 304.02 ± 121.17 and 179.62 ±56.60 respectively, ranging between -3-



                        44  428.(Table 5) 53. The total number of participant categorized into low total CV risk in the pre-test was 0, as they were not included for the exercise intervention as per the study protocol. (Table 6 and graph no.12) 54. The total number of participants categorized into low total CV risk post-test was 44(46.32%). (Table 6 and graph no.12) 55. The total number of participants categorized into moderate CV risk in the pre-test and post-test were 71(74.74%) and 45(47.37%) respectively. (Table 6 and graph no.12) 56. The total number of participants categorized into high CV risk in the pre-test and post-test were 21(22.11%) and 4(4.21%) respectively. (Table 6 and graph no.12) 57. The total number of participants categorized into very high CV risk in the pre-test and post-test were 3(3.16%) and 2(2.11%) respectively. (Table 6 and graph no.12)  Summary of Results:                                                                   The total cardiovascular risk mean score of all the 215 participants in the current study with the mean age of 41.52 ± 9.01, was 136 ± 73.62 (ranging -3 - 428). Out of these 215 participants, the participants found to be at low, moderate, high and very high total cardiovascular risk were 104 (48.37%), 85 (39.53%), 23 (10.70%), 3 (1.40%), respectively.  



                        45                                                               When the mean score of the post-test total cardiovascular risk after 4 weeks of structured exercise program was calculated for the intervention group {moderate, high and very high risk, (n=95); (16 drop outs)}, it was found to be 179.62 ± 56.60 (ranging -3 – 428) which is significantly less (p-value 0.00001; paired t-test) than that of the pre-test total cardiovascular risk, which was 304 ± 56.60 (ranging -3 - 428) .                                                              The total number of participants categorized into low total CV risk after the 4 weeks exercise intervention were 44(46.32). The total number of participants who were categorized into moderate, high and very high total CV risk post-test were 45(47.37%), 4(4.21%) and 2(2.11%) respectively which is significantly less than that in the pre-test that is,71(74.74%), 21(22.11%)and 3(3.16%) respectively.(p=0.0001; paired t-test)           



                        46  DISCUSSION                                                                                        The observation, finding and the results of the study were in a position to identify the cardiovascular risk score before and after structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals, thereby supporting the aim of the study. It is also to note that the study was able to identify cardiovascular risk score in institutional based health science professionals from the scores obtained from the patient assessment questionnaire.                                                            The total cardiovascular risk score obtained from the 215 health science professionals with the mean age of 41.52 ± 9.01, ranging from 28 to 67, was found to be 136.08 ±73.62, ranging between -3 to 428.                                                                   The protocol of the study necessitated identifying the risk scores and based on the risk scores the participants were categorized into low, moderate, high and very high risk scores, it was found that 104 participants (48.37%) were at low total cardiovascular risk, of which 49 (22.80%) were males and 55 (25.58%) were females, 85 participants (39.53%) were at moderate total cardiovascular risk, of which 33 (15.34%) were males and 52 (22.18%) were females, 23 participants (10.70%) were at high total cardiovascular risk, of which 12 (5.58%) were males and 11 (5.11%) were females and 3 participants (1.40%) were at very high total 



                        47  cardiovascular risk, of which 2 (0.93%) were males and 1 (0.46%) was female.                                                              The low risk score category group continued their routine and were not the part of exercise intervention as per the protocol. Therefore, only 111 participants {(51.63% of total participants, i.e. 215) moderate risk= 85(39.53%), high risk= 23(10.7%),very high risk=(1.4%) } were further intervened with the structured exercise program for understanding the changes of cardiovascular risk score after 4 weeks of structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals. Based on these findings the second primary objective was also met with.                                                               But the post intervention scores were obtained from 95 participants although 111 participants were recruited for 4 weeks exercise intervention. Therefore, 16 participants were drop outs which accounted to be 14.41% which is considered as ideal situation in relation to dropout percentages as ideally 5% to 20% of drop outs are acceptable in research as stated by Sacket et al in their study.(55)                                                                Post intervention cardiovascular risk score of the intervention group was 179.62 ± 56.60, ranging from -3 – 428. This score is much lesser than the cardiovascular risk score of the same participants calculated before the exercise intervention which was  304.02 ±121.17, ranging from -3 – 428. By this comparison, the 



                        48  secondary objective was also fulfilled.                                                             Furthermore, based on the findings and further statistical analysis it was found that the cardiovascular risk score significantly changes after the structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals, thereby accepting the alternative hypothesis. When analysed with paired t-test the value being p= 0.0001.                                                            The scores of categories such as age, cardiovascular history and family history were almost similar when pre-test to post-test comparisons were undertaken. Whereas, the scores of the categories like lifestyle, stress, bowel toxicity, blood sugar, inflammation and pain, diet, lipids, blood pressure, thyroid function and weight management were all found to be reduced post- exercise.                                                             The reason for reduction in the scores of these categories clearly suggest that the structured exercise program not only has an impact directly on lifestyle component but it has also indirectly impacted the stress, bowel toxicity, blood sugar, inflammation and pain, diet, lipids, blood pressure, thyroid function and weight management components.                                                              Earlier studies have also proved the benefits of exercise on various body components. (56-58) Zheng and colleagues in their meta-analysis reported that there was 19% reduction in the coronary heart disease due to structured walking exercise.(59) 



                        49  Further, Hamer and Stamatakis reported significant reduction in glucose tolerance in patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus as a result of regular exercise.(60)                                                                                  Two experimental studies (61) also concluded that regular aerobic exercise can result into small but significant reductions in systolic and/or diastolic blood pressure.                                                               Thus, in this study, the changes in the various categories post-intervention was due to the implementation of structured exercise program which would have had the overall impact on the reduction in the total cardiovascular risk score and that is the reason why the total cardiovascular risk score reduced from 304.02 ±121.17, ranging from -3 – 428  to 179.62 ± 56.60, ranging from -3 – 428 after 4 weeks of exercise program.(table no.2 and graph no.5)                                                                  It is also to note that the walking program has impacted the change in the categories of the participants according to their cardiovascular risk scores. After the exercise intervention, 44 (46.32%) participants were found out to be at low CV risk. 71(74.74%) participants at moderate CV risk in pre-test were reduced to 45(47.37%) in the post-test. 21(22.11%) participants at high CV risk in pre-test were reduced to 4(4.21%) in the post-test. 3(3.16%) participants at high CV risk in pre-test were reduced to 2(2.11%) in the post-test. (Table no.6 and graph no.12) 



                        50                                                                 Current studies when compared with earlier studies which were undertaken for cardiovascular risk are depicted in the tabular column as follows:   Sr. no Name of Author Subjects   Categories Outcome measure Place of Study   Institutional based health science   14 Cardio-vascular risk score  1. Current study Professionals (n=215)   India        2.     Shailendra Kumar B. Hegde & Sathiyanarayan Doctors and nurses (n=250) 3  Cardio-vascular risk India        3.  Mona M Aboserea, and Marwa M Zalat Physicians and general population (n=168) 5 Cardio- vascular Risk factors Saudi Arabia 4. John and M. Smith General population (n= 190) 8 Cardio- vascular risk UK 5.      Tennakoota & Dettori General population (n=320) 6 Cardio- vascular risk  Norway       



                        51                                                                   The above studies (14,15,62) have worked with different variables some have used only 3 and maximum up to 8. But in relation to this, the current study has utilized 14 variables so the questionnaire used in the current study would be more authentic as it covers more variables thereby identifying the risks would be more easier.                                                                    It is also to high lighten that the structured exercise program which was utilised in the study in the form of structured walking for 4 weeks was sufficient enough to bring about the reduction in cardiovascular risk scores.                                                                   The above fact emphasizes the fact that walking in the structured manner could be incorporated for the individuals who are belonging to moderate, high and very high cardiovascular risks.                                                                    Moreover, it is also indicating that walking is a simple form of exercise which can be undertaken easily and which is feasible, cost-effective, efficient as well as valid for moderate, high and very high cardiovascular risk score categories.                                                                    It further stresses the fact that the participants of exercise program did not report any untoward effect due to structured walking, which emphasizes the fact that walking is a safe exercise program and this goes in line with the earlier studies of  Murtagh et al and Daan Kromhout et al. (16, 17)  



                        52  CONCLUSION                                                                                                                                   The study was in a position to identify the cardiovascular risk score of the health science professionals before and after the 4 weeks structured exercise program in health science institute.                                                                The results of the study indicate that the cardiovascular risk score was 304.02 ± 121.02 before and 179.62 ± 56.60 after the exercise intervention, hereby indicating that the 4 weeks structured exercise program is helpful in significantly reducing the cardiovascular risk score, thereby improving the  health status of the health science professionals.             



                        53  LIMITATIONS  The limitations of the current study are as follows: 1. Other investigation parameters which could help to screen and identify the cardiovascular diseases such as Electrocardiography, Treadmill test, Echocardiography, Doppler study, cardiac biomarkers, etc were not included in the questionnaire. 2. The objectivity of the responses for all the questions in the questionnaire was not possible.  STRENGTH: The strengths of the current study are as follows: 1. The study was in position to identify the cardiovascular risk score of the institutional based health science professionals, both before and after the exercise intervention. 2. The study made the participants to know their cardiovascular risk, even though they seemed to be asymptomatic; thereby helping them to focus on their health status. 3. The study found out the total cardiovascular risk of each participant using 14 components such as Age, Cardiovascular History, Family History, Lifestyle, Stress, Sleep, Bowel Toxicity, Blood Sugar, Inflammation and Pain, Diet, Lipids, BP, Thyroid Function and Weight Management. 



                        54  4. 85.59 % of participants successfully completed the 4 weeks exercise intervention. 5. 14.41% of the total participants in the intervention group were drop outs which according to the research, is in the acceptable range, i.e. 5%-20% () 6. With help of the pedometer used in the study, the adherence to exercise program of the participants to the walking guidelines could be objectively measured.  WEAKNESS:                                                         All the participants in the current study did not undergo some biochemical tests, which was part of the part 2 of the questionnaire. However, the questionnaire could be completed with or without these test reports and so might not have affected the outcome measure. Furthermore, the cardiovascular risk scores were not categorized and analyzed profession wise and designation wise as it was not in the protocol of the study.                                                        Foot wears for walking utilized by participants were varied, but this could not have impacted as this component was not necessary according to the questionnaire. Furthermore, the participants utilized the foot wears according to their own comforts.                                                        Walking program followed by the 



                        55  participants was not undertaken at one place. As the sample was heterogeneously residing at various parts of the study, it was not feasible to undertake the walking program at single designated place. However, the pedometer utilized according to the set protocol in the study had nullified the variations to a greater extent.                                



                        56  CLINICAL IMPLICATION - SUGGESTIONS  Clinical Implication 1. This type of cardiovascular risk assessment questionnaire could be utilized as a self – screening tool for identifying the cardiovascular risk scores in general population so as to identify and prevent untoward effects on the individuals who are higher cardiovascular risk. 2. This study helps in promoting awareness of adherence to regular exercise program even in the health science professionals. 3. Walking has found to be the simple and effective measures for promoting healthy lifestyle.  Suggestions: It is suggested that further studies with the help of this questionnaire on different population and population which are at high risk could be undertaken to further generalize the statement.       



                        57  SUMMARY  BACKGROUND:  Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are known to be one among the leading causes for mortality in India. (2,3)  In India, CVD death rate according to the published data is 272 per 100 000 population and is comparatively higher than the notified global average of 235 per 100 000 population.(3) Studies (4-9) have reported wide variations for prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors across various regions of India.                                                            Moreover identification of cardiovascular risk factors in India is basically based on multiple case control studies.  Furthermore, there is lack of epidemiological and prospective studies which identify the cardiovascular risk factors.                                                            Numerous studies have reported risk factors such as smoking, sedentary lifestyle, obesity, hypertension & hypercholesterolemia. Studies proving high cholesterol and high blood pressure (BP) as the most popularly known risk factors of a CVD are well known. Contrary to this, studies (14-15) have also been published that 50% of people who have CVD don’t have high cholesterol or high BP. Few are known to have other factors that can increase risk of CVD which often goes unnoticed or neglected.                                                         Health Science professionals who are based in institution are involved in multi tasking activities which may 



                        58  include clinical practice, teaching and administrative work which can put them at risk for cardiovascular episodes. Therefore, the idea to study the cardiovascular risk assessment has been undertaken in health science professionals.                                                         It is also to note that exercise intervention has found to improve the health status but the objectivity in percentage reductions in CV risk score is limited especially in Indian scenario. Hence, the CV risk scores after interventions are also to be studied.   AIM:  “To identify the cardiovascular risk score before and after structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals”  OBJECTIVES:  Primary Objectives:  i. To identify the cardiovascular risk score in institutional based health science professionals from the scores obtained from Patient Assessment Questionnaire.  ii. To know the changes of cardiovascular risk score after 4 weeks of structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals.  



                        59  Secondary Objective:  iii. To compare the cardiovascular risk scores before and after 4 weeks of structured exercise program in institutional based health science professionals.   MATERIALS AND METHODS:  Research Design: Experimental before and after (pre-test & post-test) study design(52) Setting: The study was conducted in health science institutional campus as the study was institutional based with universal sampling on health science professionals with the sample size of 215 (Calculated and obtained from the expected proportion of cardiovascular risk score of the previously published study (14)) for identifying the cardiovascular risk score. The participants who were categorized into low CV risk were asked to continue their routine (n=104). Whereas, the participants who were categorized into moderate, high and very high CV risk (n=111) were intervened with 4 weeks structured exercise program to identify and compare the pre-test and post test changes in the CV score.   RESULTS:                                The total cardiovascular risk mean score of all the 215 participants in the current study with the mean age of 41.52 ± 9.01, was 



                        60  136 ± 73.62 (ranging -3 - 428). Out of these 215 participants, the participants found to be at low, moderate, high and very high total cardiovascular risk were 104 (48.37%), 85 (39.53%), 23 (10.70%), 3 (1.40%), respectively.                         When the mean score of the post-test total cardiovascular risk after 4 weeks of structured exercise program was calculated for the intervention group {moderate, high and very high risk, (n=95); (16 drop outs)}, it was found to be 179.62 ± 56.60 (ranging -3 – 428) which is significantly less (p-value 0.0001; paired t-test) than that of the pre-test total cardiovascular risk, which was 304 ± 56.60 (ranging -3 - 428) .                The total number of participants categorized into low total CV risk after the 4 weeks exercise intervention were 44(46.32). The total number of participants who were categorized into moderate, high and very high total CV risk post-test were 45(47.37%), 4(4.21%) and 2(2.11%) respectively which is significantly less than that in the pre-test that is,71(74.74%), 21(22.11%)and 3(3.16%) respectively.(p=0.0001; paired t-test)   CONCLUSION: The study was in a position to identify the cardiovascular risk score of the health science professionals before and after the structured exercise program in health science institute. The structured exercise program in the form of walking for 4 weeks of 



                        61  duration is helpful in significantly reducing the cardiovascular risk score in the health science professionals.                       



                        62  TABLES Table1: Table showing mean age, gender distribution and mean working hours for the total study participants (n=215):  Table 2: Tables showing mean score & Standard deviations of individual categories (n=215):     Males:  n=96 (44.65%) Females: n=119(55.35%) Total: n=215 (100%)     Variables Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Min Max Age(years) 42.31 ±10.41 40.86 ±7.71 41.52 ±9.01 28 67 Working hours - - - - 7.95 ±1.23 3 13 Sr. No. Category Mean score SD Min Max 1 Age 26.72 ±33.55 0 120 2 CV history 1.4 ±11.75 0 100 3 Family history 12.29 ±13.12 0 45 4 Lifestyle -7.14 ±15.07 -32 31 5 Stress-Part 1 10.07 ±20.37 -19 110 Stress-Part 2 3.76 ±1.36 0 7 6 Sleep 2.75 ±2.63 0 13 7 Bowel Tox. -Part1 Bowel Tox.-Part 2 1.49 ±3.10 0 10 2.56 ±1.10 0 4 8 Bld Sugar- Part 1 7.81 ±23.24 0 110 Bld Sugar- Part 2 12.61 ±9.64 0 65 9 Inflam.&Pain-Part 1 4.62 ±7.14 0 35 Inflam.&Pain-Part 2 15.7 ±5.82 4 44 10 Diet -2.05 ±4.29 -14 12 11 Lipids- Part 2 19.01 ±7.59 -10 60 12 Bld Pressure-Part 2 6.96 ±9.09 0 40 13 Thyroid Funct.-Part 2 3.6 ±5.33 0 20 14 Weight Management-Part 2 13.88 ±16.35 0 75   Total CV Score 136.08 ±73.62 -3 428 



                        63  Table 3 – Table showing total cardiovascular risk of participants (n=215) -      Table 4- Table showing mean age, gender distribution and mean working hours of the intervention group (n=111) -             Total cardiovascular risk  Males-   n (%) Females – n (%) Total-  n (%)      Low CV Risk 49 (22.80) 55(25.58) 104(48.37) Moderate CV Risk 33(15.34) 52 (24.18) 85 (39.53) High CV Risk 12 (5.58) 11 (5.11) 23 (10.70) Very High CV Risk 2 (0.93) 1 (0.46) 3 (1.40) ------------- 96 (44.65) 119(55.35) 215(100) Total    Males:  n=48 (43.24%) Females: n=63 (56.76%) Total: n=111(100%)     Variables Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Min Max Age(years) 46.1 ±7.92 43.51 ±11.38 45.08 ±9.68 28 67 Working hours - - - - 7.9 ±1.44 3 13 



                        64  Table 5-Table showing category-wise pre-test & post-test mean scores & standard deviation of the intervention group (n=95) -         *Only 95 out of 111 participants could complete the 4 weeks test protocol & hence 16 participants (14.41%) were drop outs. Sr. No. Category Pre-test Post-test     Mean score SD Mean Score SD Min Max 1 Age 37.49 ±38.29 37.49 ±38.29 0 120 2 CV history 2.1 ±14.43 2.1 ±14.43 0 100 3 Family history 16.29 ±13.74 16.29 ±13.74 0 45 4 Lifestyle -3.35 ±16.95 -19.69 ±5.54 -32 31 5 Stress-Part 1 17.28 ±25.62 -0.64 ±10.22 -19 110 Stress-Part 2 3.75 ±1.27 3.58 ±1.47 0 7 6 Sleep 3.41 ±2.64 2.58 ±2.42 0 13 7 Bowel Tox. Part1 1.81 ±3.32 1.62 ±3.10 0 10 Bowel Tox.-Part 2 2.57 ±1.08 2.57 ±1.08 0 4 8 Bld Sugar- Part 1 16.31 ±32.97 13.68 ±30.80 0 110 Bld Sugar- Part 2 16.08 ±8.06 13.32 ±7.15 0 65 9 Inflam.&Pain-Part 1 7.21 ±9.13 4.89 ±6.36 0 35 Inflam.&Pain-Part 2 16.11 ±6.08 14.53 ±3.84 4 44 10 Diet -1.41 ±3.50 -3.88 ±4.01 -14 12 11 Lipids- Part 2 20.90 ±8.34 18.59 ±8.24 -10 60 12 Bld Pressure-Part 2 8.69 ±10.39 6.84 ±8.56 0 40 13 Thyroid Funct.-Part 2 4.31 ±6.06 4.29 ±5.90 0 20 14 Weight Management-Part 2 20.67 ±18.29 18.2 ±16.75 0 75   Total CV Score 304.02 ±121.17 179.62 ±56.60 -3 428 



                        65  Table 6- Table showing pre-test & post-test total cardiovascular risk scores of the intervention group (n=95) -             Total Cardiovascular risk Pre-test Post -test          Low CV Risk Not included for intervention 44 (46.32) Moderate CV Risk 71 (74.74) 45 (47.37) High CV Risk 21 (22.11) 4 (4.21) Very High CV Risk 3 (3.16) 2 (2.11) -------------------- 95 95  Total (n) 
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                         Graph 11- Graph showing categories for the participants in the intervention group.  Graph 12- Graph showing preof  the participants in the intervention group.    *Only 95 out of 111 participants could complete the 4 weeks test protocol & hence 16 participants (14.41%) were drop outs.-30-20-1001020304050 Age CV history Family history 71 Graph showing pre-test & post-test mean scores of various categories for the participants in the intervention group.(n=95Graph showing pre-test & post-test total cardiovascular risk of  the participants in the intervention group.(n=95) f 111 participants could complete the 4 weeks test protocol & hence 16 participants (14.41%) were drop outs. Lifestyle Stress-Part 1 Stress-Part 2 Sleep Bowel Tox. -Part1 … Bld Sugar-Part 1 Bld Sugar-Part 2 Inflam.&Pain-Part 1 Inflam.&Pain-Part 2 Diet Lipids-Part 2 Bld Pressure-Part 2Pre-test Post-test  test mean scores of various )  test total cardiovascular risk f 111 participants could complete the 4 weeks test protocol & Bld Pressure-Part 2 Thyroid Funct.-Part 2 Weight …
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xi                          ANNEXURE I (a)  LETTER OF PERMISSION  To, The Head of Institute, Subject: Permission to carry out research work. Respected Sir/Madam, I, Miss____________________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work in your estimated institute. My research topic is, “Cardiovascular risk score assessment before and after exercise intervention in institutional based health science professionals.” For this purpose, I would be utilizing the institution and the equipments required for the same would be kept in the same premises and the participants would be studied in the institution. I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. Thanking you in anticipation. Yours sincerely, Research student Date: Place: Guide:                                             Head of Institute:  



xii                          ANNEXURE I (b) LETTER OF PERMISSION  To, The Chairman, Ethical Committee Subject: Permission to carry out research work. I, Miss, _________________________________student of Master of Physiotherapy, would request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. My research topic is, “Cardiovascular risk score assessment before and after exercise intervention in institutional based health science professionals.” I promise that the ethics as well as participants care shall be duly complied. I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. Yours sincerely, Research student Date: Place:   



xiii                          ANNEXURE II  PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET  Purpose: To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from participant according to the regulatory of ICMR and approved by IEC. Scope: This standard operational procedure includes both male and female who are voluntarily participating in this study in the Health Institution. Responsibilities: The researcher will obtain written informed consent from all the participants who are volunteering to be the part of this study. Procedure: 1. The investigator will select the individuals from the Health Institution. 2. The investigator will explain the experimental protocol to allay apprehension and answer all the queries of the participant. 3. If the participant decides to participate then they would be consented according to the standard operational procedure. 4. If the participant expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they would be solved. 5. If the participants are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the informed consent according to standard operational procedure. 6. Study procedures will begin after the participant’s concern. 



xiv                          7. Occupation, designation and years of work experience will be obtained from the participants so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 8. If participant wants to discuss this information to their family members then they entitled to do so before giving the consent. 9. The participants would be provided with questionnaire which would be filled up and returned back. Any difficulties faced by the participant while filling the questionnaire would be resolved. 10.If the participants are in the category in which they have to exercise according to the protocol, then they are required to do so. 11.If any time you find difficulty to perform the exercise kindly inform, so that necessary steps would be taken. General information to research participants: 1. You would be required to fill the questionnaire and the purpose of the study is to assess the cardiovascular risk. 2. If you are willing to voluntarily participate in the study then you are expected to enroll with us right from the moment of filling Performa till the completion of the test. 3. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so that we can help you and overcome your problems without any untoward effect. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation. 



xv                          4. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then you are free to do so and there would not be any hindrance from our side. 5. The details of the risk, discomfort, advantages and disadvantages of the study will be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent. 6. The data obtained from this study would be confidentially protected and maintained and if the photograph is used then your identity would not be revealed. If the photograph is published then permission would be obtained. 7. You would have to undergo the exercise protocol according to the standard procedure of the research. 8. All the risk of various test procedures required for this study will be explained to you and accordingly the consent will be taken. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw at any time without any consequences. Name of Researcher: Phone number: Address: Name of Guide: Phone number:  Address: Name of Institution:  



xvi                          ANNEXURE III  LETTER OF CONSENT   I am willing to participate voluntarily as a subject for the dissertation entitled “Cardiovascular risk score assessment before and after exercise intervention in institutional based health science professionals.” conducted by____________. I have been informed regarding the nature of study and the duration of work. I have no objection to undertake the required procedure and to undergo various testing procedures pertaining to the study. The researcher has already assured me, that I would be treated well without any untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality protected. Signature of the Subject Place: Date:            



xvii                          ANNEXURE IV  PERFORMA  Part I   i. Name: ii. Age: iii. Sex: iv. Occupation: Physician/ Surgeon/ Dentist/ Physiotherapist v. Designation: HOD/ Professor/ Associate Professor/ Assistant Professor/ Lecturer/ Tutor  vi. Working Hours:    Part II   i. Percentage of body fat, lipid profile - HDL: - Triglycerides: 



xviii                          - LDL: - ApoB/ApoA1 ratio: - Lipoprotein: ii. Blood pressure: iii. Inflammation and pain - C-reactive protein: - Homocysteine: - Fibrinogen: - Urinary pH: iv. Thyroid Function - TSH: v. Blood sugar: - Fasting Blood Glucose: - Glucose tolerance test: - HbA1C: vi. Waist measurement: vii. Bio- impedance Analysis:        
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xxiv                          ANNEXURE VIII  PEDOMETER     Pedometer Developer: Tayutau Application name: Pedometer Package Name: com.tayu.tau.pedometer Development: support@ito.technologies Version: 5.19                           



xxv                          ANNEXURE IX  MASTERSHEET   Demographic data of all 215 subjects        Sr. No. UID No. Age Sex Occupation Designation Working Hours 1 1 44 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 2 2 43 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 3 3 35 Female Physician Lectures 6 hours 4 4 35 Female Physician Tutor 8 hours 5 5 39 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 6 6 65 Male Physician HOD & Prof. 8 hours 7 7 39 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 6 hours 8 8 43 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 9 9 41 Female Physician Lectures 7 hours 10 10 44 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 11 11 46 Female Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 12 12 46 Female Physician HOD & Prof. 7 hours 13 13 53 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 14 14 29 Male Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 15 15 33 Male Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 10 hours 16 16 37 Male Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 17 17 39 Female Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 18 18 35 Female Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 19 19 41 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 7 hours 20 20 38 Female Dentist Lecturer 7 hours 21 21 38 Female Dentist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 22 22 51 Female Dentist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 23 23 43 Female Surgeon Asso. Prof. 12 hours 24 24 46 Male Dentist HOD & Prof. 10 hours 25 25 38 Male Dentist Asso. Prof. 12 hours 26 26 31 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 12 hours 27 27 36 Male Dentist Lecturer 10 hours 28 28 38 Male Dentist Lecturer 11 hours 29 29 44 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 30 30 42 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 31 31 44 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 32 32 51 Female Dentist HOD & Prof. 5 hours 



xxvi                          33 33 50 Female Dentist Professor 7 hours 34 34 60 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 7 hours 35 35 67 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 7 hours 36 36 52 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 37 37 31 Female Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 38 38 59 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 9 hours 39 39 56 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 7 hours 40 40 49 Female Physiotherapist HOD & Prof. 11 hours 41 41 38 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 42 42 59 Female Dentist Dean 10 hours 43 43 63 Male Dentist Professor 7 hours 44 44 41 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 7 hours 45 45 36 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 46 46 64 Male Physician HOD & Prof. 7 hours 47 47 37 Female Physiotherapist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 48 48 62 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 49 49 42 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 50 50 50 Female Dentist HOD & Prof. 10 hours 51 51 33 Female Dentist Lecturer 7 hours 52 52 50 Male Dentist HOD & Prof. 10 hours 53 53 30 Male Dentist Lecturer 7 hours 54 54 37 Female Dentist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 55 55 65 Male Physician HOD & Prof. 10 hours 56 56 43 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 57 57 34 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 58 58 42 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 59 59 28 Male Physician Tutor 5 hours 60 60 62 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 7 hours 61 61 51 Female Dentist Lecturer 7 hours 62 62 55 Female Physician HOD & Prof. 7 hours 63 63 55 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 64 64 30 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 65 65 36 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 66 66 42 Female Physiotherapist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 67 67 38 Female Dentist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 68 68 54 Female Gynaecologist Professor 8 hours 69 69 50 Female Gynaecologist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 70 70 33 Male Physiotherapist Asst. Prof. 12 hours 71 71 53 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 72 72 37 Female Pathologist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 



xxvii                          73 73 30 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 12 hours 74 74 35 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 10 hours 75 75 38 Male Dentist Professor 7 hours 76 76 38 Male Dentist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 77 77 32 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 78 78 40 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 7 hours 79 79 43 Male Surgeon Professor 13 hours 80 80 32 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 7 hours 81 81 33 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 82 82 42 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 7 hours 83 83 45 Female Dentist Lecturer 7 hours 84 84 36 Female Dentist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 85 85 28 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 86 86 54 Male Surgeon HOD & Prof. 7 hours 87 87 65 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 88 88 57 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 3 hours 89 89 40 Female Physiotherapist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 90 90 40 Female Physician Lecturer 8 hours 91 91 40 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 92 92 32 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 93 93 40 Female Dentist Professor 8 hours 94 94 62 Male Surgeon HOD & Prof. 10 hours 95 95 36 Female Surgeon Lecturer 7 hours 96 96 56 Male Physician HOD & Prof. 7 hours 97 97 51 Female Opthalmologist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 98 98 65 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 7 hours 99 99 54 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 100 100 40 Male Psychiatrist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 101 101 35 Male Psychiatrist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 102 102 36 Female Physician Tutor 8 hours 103 103 49 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 104 104 35 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 9 hours 105 105 35 Female Physician Lecturer 10 hours 106 106 45 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 11 hours 107 107 28 Male Physician Tutor 12 hours 108 108 28 Female Physician Tutor 13 hours 109 109 50 Female Pathologist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 110 110 48 Female Pathologist Professor 8 hours 111 111 36 Female Pathologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 112 112 55 Male Pathologist Lecturer 8 hours 



xxviii                          113 113 38 Female Physician Lecturer 8 hours 114 114 45 Female Physician HOD & Prof. 8 hours 115 115 48 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 116 116 40 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 117 117 39 Female Phsician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 118 118 32 Female Physician Tutor 8 hours 119 119 35 Female Physician Lecturer 8 hours 120 120 44 Female Physician HOD & Prof. 8 hours 121 121 42 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 122 122 40 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 7 hours 123 123 44 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 124 124 48 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 125 125 32 Female Gynaecologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 126 126 33 Female Gynaecologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 127 127 34 Female Gynaecologist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 128 128 30 Female Gynaecologist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 129 129 38 Female Gynaecologist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 130 130 52 Female Gynaecologist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 131 131 49 Male Radiologist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 132 132 34 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 133 133 32 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 134 134 48 Female Opthalmologist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 135 135 38 Male Opthalmologist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 136 136 30 Female Opthalmologist Asso. Prof. 7 hours 137 137 35 Male Opthalmologist Asst. Prof. 7 hours 138 138 31 Male Opthalmologist Lecturer 7 hours 139 139 38 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 140 140 42 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 141 141 38 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 142 142 39 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 143 143 37 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 144 144 34 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 145 145 49 Female Anaesthesist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 146 146 45 Female Anaesthesist Professor 8 hours 147 147 38 Female Anaesthesist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 148 148 34 Female Anaesthesist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 149 149 36 Female Anaesthesist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 150 150 40 Female Anaesthesist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 151 151 32 Female Anaesthesist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 152 152 33 Female Anaesthesist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 



xxix                          153 153 31 Female Anaesthesist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 154 154 34 Female Anaesthesist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 155 155 49 Female Anaesthesist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 156 156 44 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 157 157 38 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 158 158 30 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 159 159 31 Male Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 160 160 37 Male Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 161 161 54 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 162 162 42 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 163 163 48 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 164 164 42 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 165 165 41 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 166 166 37 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 167 167 52 Male Psychiatrist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 168 168 49 Male Psychiatrist Professor 8 hours 169 169 42 Male Psychiatrist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 170 170 49 Male Dermtologist Professor 8 hours 171 171 45 Male Dermtologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 172 172 42 Male Dermtologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 173 173 50 Female Physician HOD & Prof. 8 hours 174 174 45 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 175 175 42 Female Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 176 176 41 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 177 177 43 Male Physician Asso. Prof. 8 hours 178 178 40 Male Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 179 179 38 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 180 180 36 Female Physician Asst. Prof. 8 hours 181 181 37 Female Surgeon Asst. Prof. 8 hours 182 182 32 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 183 183 30 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 184 184 29 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 185 185 38 Male Dentist Professor 8 hours 186 186 37 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 187 187 37 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 188 188 34 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 189 189 49 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 190 190 34 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 191 191 49 Female Dentist Professor 8 hours 192 192 47 Female Dentist Professor 8 hours 



xxx                          193 193 45 Female Dentist Professor 8 hours 194 194 35 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 195 195 43 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 196 196 53 Female Dentist Professor 8 hours 197 197 42 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 198 198 38 Female Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 199 199 32 Male Dentist Asst. Prof. 8 hours 200 200 29 Male Dentist Lectuter 8 hours 201 201 29 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 202 202 55 Male Dentist HOD & Prof. 8 hours 203 203 32 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 204 204 31 Male Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 205 205 30 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 206 206 35 Female Dental Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 207 207 38 Female Dental Surgeon Asso. Prof. 8 hours 208 208 52 Male Dentist Professor 8 hours 209 209 33 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 210 210 51 Male Surgeon Professor 8 hours 211 211 29 Female Gynaecologist Lecturer 8 hours 212 212 30 Female Dermtologist Lecturer 8 hours 213 213 36 Male Radiologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 214 214 38 Female Radiologist Asso. Prof. 8 hours 215 215 32 Female Dentist Lecturer 8 hours 



                        
   Sr. UID No.No. Total CVTotal CV P-1RiskP-1RiskP-1RiskP-1RiskP-1  P-2RiskP-1RiskP-1  P-2RiskP-1  P-2RiskP-1  P-2RiskP-1Risk  P-2Risk  P-2RiskP-2Risk  P-2RiskScoreRisk 1140-0L0--21L-54L6M04M015L014L3L20M0L4L2L86L 2240-0L0--21L-54L6M03L10055H014L2L20M8L4L2L232H 336-0L45-23H184M6M03L1026M014L0L20M10L4L2L191Mod. 446-0L15-23H07L0L03L015L014L-2L20M0L4L2L107L 556-0L0--3M204M3L03L015L1014M1L20M0L0L2L95L 66120-0L0-1M-124L3L03L015L514L1L20M8L0L27H209Mod. 776-100H0--22H144M6M03L015L514L-2L20M0L20H27H210Mod. 8815-0L0--18L354M0L03L015L1014M-2L20M20M4L2L122Mod. 9915-0L0--17L650H0L00L025M1514M-2L20M0L14H27H176Mod. 101015-0L15--7M234M0L03L015L514L-5L20M8L20H2L132Mod. 111140-0L45--10L524H6M03L1015M1514M-2L20M20M20H52H304H 121240-0L30--22L-104L4M03L015L014L-3L20M8L0L27H130Mod. 131370-0L30-27H204M3L03L1015M544H3L44H0L0L27H305H 14140-0L30-4M954H3L83L015L3514H0L20M10M4L2L247H 15151-0L0-4M-24L0L03L015L014L0L20M8L4L2L73L 16166-0L15--7M124L0L03L00L014L-7L20M8L0L27H95L 17176-0L15--7M84L0L03L015L514L3L20M10M4L2L102Mod. 18186-0L0-4M-54L0L03L015L2019M-2L20M8L0L27H119Mod. 191915-100H15--7M04L6M03L025M014L-6L30M8L0L27H234H 20206-0L45--10L344M6M83L1015M2531H-2L20M0L0L2L197Mod. 21216-0L45-20M164L6M03L100L1514M0L20M0L0L27H186Mod. 222270-0L15--3M454H3L83L00L014L1L20M0L20H27H227Mod. 232315-0L15-27H44L3L83L10015H514L4L20M8L4L27H276H 242440-0L30-23H44L0L83L00L1514M1L20M0L4L27H193Mod. 25256-0L15--3M584H9M103L1015M014L2L20M8L4L2L177Mod. 26261-0L0--7M257M3L03L015L09L4L20M10M4L2L96L 27276-0L15-24H184M6M83H1015M1014M5L20M8L4L27H197Mod. 28286-0L30--10L434H0L83H1015M014L-3L10M0L14H2L146Mod. 2929 15-0L15-23H174M7M00L11025H1519M-1L20M20M4L75L368VH 3030 15-0L15--22L-54L0L03L015L014L-3L20M20M4L2L82L 3131 15-0L15-3M254M3L03L1015M1514M-3L20M20M4L27H190Mod. 3232 70-0L30--17L34L6M03L015L1514L0L20M10M4L27H204Mod. 3333 70-0L15--7M504H0L00L00L1031M-7L60H20M20H52H318H 3434 110-0L0--17L354M6M03L015L105L-3L10M8L0L52H238HSleepCategories CV Hist.Pre-test scroresheet of 215 participants SCORES BPThyr. Func.Wt. MngmnBowel toxicityBlood sugarInf. & PainDietLipidsFam. Hist.LifestyleAge Stress



                        
    3535 120-0L30--22L34L3L03L10020H012L0L20M20M0L2L315H 3636 70-0L30-23H-150L3L00L00L1017M-5L0L0L0L27H160Mod. 3737 1-0L30-1M-74L3L03L015L014L-3L20M0L4L2L87L 3838 100-0L30--22L-54L9M103H10025H1026L-2L20M40H0L27H375VH 3939 100-0L0--8M204M13H03L00L529M12M20M8L4L27H237H 4040 40- 0L 15- -22L -50L3L 00L 015L3025H -6L 4L 8L 0L 27H 134Mod. 4141 6- 0L 15- 10M 34L0L 03L 10020H014L -4L 20M 8L 0L 2L 201Mod. 4242 100- 0L 0- -22L -104L3L 03L 015L039M -3L 30M 8L 20H 27H 214Mod. 4343 110- 0L 15- -22L 154M3L 03L 10020H514L 0L 14M 0L 4L 2L 287H 4444 15- 0L 30- 4M 174M3L 00L 1015M014L -2L 20M 0L 4L 27H 161Mod. 4545 6- 0L 15- -6M 124L3L 03L 015L526M 0L 20M 0L 4L 2L 109Mod. 4646 120- 0L 0- -22L 224M6M 20L 025M016L -13L -10L 8L 0L 0L 158Mod. 4747 6- 0L 15- 23H 174M0L 03L 015L2014M 0L 20M 20M 4L 52H 213Mod. 4848 110- 0L 15- -22L -50L0L 00L 00L031M -7L 10M 20M 0L 0L 152Mod. 4949 15- 0L 0- -22L 34L0L 23L 015L014L 3L 20M 8L 4L 27H 96L 5050 70- 0L 30- -7M -10L3L 03L 025M1014L 1L 15M 40H 0L 27H 230H 5151 1- 0L 0- -3M 44L3L 100L 015L014L -2L 20M 8L 4L 2L 80L 5252 70- 0L 45- -17L 284M6M 54M10025H514L -8L 19M 40H 0L 27H 367H 5353 1- 0L 0- 27H 234M6M 03L1015M1014M 3L 20M 10M 4L 2L 152Mod. 5454 6- 0L 30- -7M 104L0L 03L00L014L 3L 20M 0L 0L 35H 118Mod. 5555 120- 0L 0- -21L 44L3L 83H10015H514L 3L 20M 10M 4L 2L 294H 5656 15- 0L 15- -17L 80L0L 00L020M514L -3L 20M 40H 0L 2L 119Mod. 5757 1- 0L 0- -7M 1064H3L 03L1015M014L -5L 20M 0L 4L 2L 170Mod. 5858 15- 0L 15- -22L -54L3L 03L00L1514M -7L 20M 0L 0L 2L 57L 5959 0- 0L 0- 8M 74L6M 00L00L014L -13L 20M 0L 0L 52H 98L 6060 110- 0L 15- -22L -84L0L 03L025M514L -4L 54H 0L 0L 52H 248H 6161 70- 0L 15- -20L 24L0L 00L1025M514L -3L 20M 0L 20H 27H 189Mod. 6262 100- 0L 30- 23H 504H6M 03L11025H1514M -7L 20M 8L 0L 27H 428VH 6363 100- 0L 0- -18L 00L0L 00L00L014L -2L 0L 0L 0L 2L 96L 6464 1- 0L 0- -16L 174M0L 83H015L014L 0L 20M 20M 0L 2L 88L 6565 6- 0L 30- -17L 1104H6M 03L1015M014L 2L 20M 0L 4L 27H 234H 6666 15- 0L 0- 23H 27L0L 03L015L514L 3L 0L 0L 4L 2L 93L 6767 6- 0L 0- -17L 14L0L 83H00L014L -7L 20M 0L 0L 0L 32L 6868 70- 0L 15- 23H 04L3L 03L015L014L -3L 20M 0L 0L 27H 191Mod. 6969 70- 0L 15- -6M 184M3L 03L015L026M 1L 20M 0L 14H 52H 235H 7070 1- 0L 30- -10L -74L0L 03L015L014L -8L 5L 0L 4L 2L 53L 7171 70- 0L 0- -7M 27L6M 03L1020M014L -2L 39H 0L 0L 52L 214Mod. 72726-0L0--7M304M6M83H015L014L3L20M8L4L27H141Mod. 73731-0L15-27H224M3L03L1015M014L3L20M0L0L27H164Mod.



                        
   74746-0L15--13L-54L0L83H00L014L-5L20M8L0L27H82L 75756-0L15-23H94L0L83H1015M014L1L20M8L4L2L142Mod. 76766-0L15--13L34L6M03L100L014L3L20M0L4L25M100L 77771-0L0-23H434H0L03L00L014L-13L20M0L4L0L99L 787815-0L0--7M-54L4L03L00L014L-2L20M0L4L0L50L 797915-0L0-27H74L3L03L00L014L-14L20M20M0L2L101Mod. 80801-0L0--22L-154L3L03L00L014L-1L20M20M4L2L33L 81811-0L30--7M544H6M23M100L2026H0L20M0L4L27H200Mod. 828215-0L30-8M204M6M53M00L039M0L20M0L0L2L152Mod. 838340-0L0-23H424H9M03L1025M514L-3L14M20M4L50H260H 84846-0L3-4M24L3L03L015L3514H-2L20M0L4L2L113Mod. 85850-0L15--19L214M4L03L015L514L6L20M8L4L2L102Mod. 868670-0L30--22L-54L7M83H015L014L-3L20M8L4L2L155Mod. 8787110-100H30--32L84L6M03L10015H014L-1L20M8L0L0L385VH 8888100-0L0--18L24L0L03L10025H014L-5L10M0L0L2L237H 89 8915-0L15--7M-150L3L00L00L2014M-10L14M8L4L50H111Mod. 90 9015-0L15--7M-154L3L03L00L54L-10L20M8L4L0L49L 91 9115-0L30--22L24L3L03L015L1014M-10L20M10M4L0L98L 92 926-0L0--7M24L3L03L015L014L-1L15M0L4L2L60L 93 9315-0L0-5M-14L3L03L1015M014L2L20M8L4L25M127Mod. 94 94110-0L15-27H204M3L00L1015M514L-1L20M8L4L2L256H 95 956-0L0-23H24L3L03L015L014L-1L15M0L4L2L90L 96 96100-0L15--27L-154L0L00L00L014L-5L5L0L0L2L93L 97 9770-0L0-3M24L0L03L00L014L-2L0L8L0L0L98L 98 98120-0L0--22L-104L3L03L00L514L-3L20M20M4L0L158Mod. 99 9970-0L0--7M114L0L03L00L514L-5L20M10M4L0L129Mod. 100 10015-0L0-3M-194L3L03L00L014L-7L20M0L4L0L40L 101 1016-0L30--10L94L0L00L00L540H-4L5L8L0L0L93L 102 1026-0L30--22L24L3L03L015L1014M-10L20M10M4L0L89L 103 10340-0L30-27H24L3L03L015L514L3L20M0L0L0L166Mod. 104 1046-0L30-4M24L3L83L015L3514H0L20M10M4L2L160Mod. 105 1056-0L0-4M-24L0L03L015L014L0L20M8L4L2L78L 106 10640-0L15--7M124L0L03L00L014L-7L20M8L0L2L104L 107 1070-0L15--7M84L0L03L015L514L3L20M10M4L2L96L 108 1080-0L0-4M-54L0L03L015L2019M-2L20M8L0L27H113Mod. 109 10950-0L15--7M04L6M03L025M014L-6L30M8L0L27H169Mod. 110 1106-0L45--10L344M6M83H1015M2531H-2L20M0L0L2L197Mod. 111 1116-0L15--10L164L6M03L100L1514M0L20M0L0L27H126Mod. 112 11270-0L0--21L-54L6M04M015L014L3L20M0L4L2L116Mod.



                        
   113 1136-0L0--21L-54L6M03L00L014L0L20M0L4L2L33L 114 11440-0L15--10L124L6M03L1026M014L0L20M10M4L2L156Mod. 115 11540-0L0--21L07L0L03L015L014L-2L20M0L4L2L82L 116 11615-0L0--21L204M3L03L015L1014M1L20M0L0L2L86L 117 1171-0L0-1M-124L3L03L015L514L1L20M8L0L27H90L 118 1181-0L0--21L-54L6M03L015L514L-2L20M0L20H27H87L 119 1196-0L0--18L354M0L03L015L1014M-2L20M20M4L27H138Mod. 120 12015-0L0--17L650H0L00L025M1514M-2L20M0L14H27H176Mod. 121 12115-0L15--7M234M003L015L514L-5L20M8L20H2L132Mod. 122 12215-0L0--10L524H6M03L1015M1514M-2L20M20M20H27H209Mod. 123 12340-0L30--22L-104L4L03L015L014L-3L20M8L0L27H130Mod. 124 12440-0L30-27H204M3L03L1015M544H3L20M0L0L52H276H 125 1251-0L30-4M-104L3L03L015L014L0L20M0L4L2L90L 126 1261-0L0-4M-24L0L03L015L014L0L20M20M4L27H110Mod. 127 1271-0L15--7M124L0L03L00L014L-7L20M8L0L27H90L 128 1281-0L15--7M84L0L03L015L514L3L20M10M4L2L97L 129 1296-0L0-4M-54L0L03L015L2019M-2L20M8L0L27H119Mod. 130 130100-0L15--7M04L6M03L025M014L-6L30M8L0L27H219Mod. 131 13140-0L45--10L344M6M83H1015M2514M-2L20M0L0L2L214Mod. 132 1321-0L0--10L04L6M03L100L1514M0L20M0L0L27H90L 133 1331-0L0--3M124L3L83H00L014L-7L20M0L20H2L77L 134 13415- 0L 15- -17L 80L0L 00L020M514L -3L 20M 40H 0L 2L 119Mod. 135 1351- 0L 0- -7M 1064H3L 03L1015M014L -5L 20M 0L 4L 2L 170Mod. 136 13615- 0L 15- -22L -54L3L 03L00L1514M -7L 20M 0L 0L 2L 57L 137 1370- 0L 0- 8M 74L6M 00L00L014L -13L 20M 0L 0L 52H 98L 138 1381- 0L 15- -22L -84L0L 03L025M514L -4L 20M 0L 0L 2L 55L 139 1396- 0L 15- -22L 24L0L 00L1025M514L -3L 20M 0L 20H 27H 123Mod. 140 1406- 0L 30- -22L 24L0L 03L00L014L -7L 20M 8L 0L 27H 85L 141 1416- 0L 30- 8M 00L0L 00L100L014L -2L 20M 8L 20H 27H 141Mod. 142 14215- 0L 0- -22L 174M0L 83L015L014L 0L 20M 20M 0L 2L 96L 143 1436- 0L 30- -17L 04L6M 03L1015M014L 2L 20M 0L 4L 2L 99L 144 1441- 0L 0- 8M 207M0L 03L00L514L 0L 20M 0L 4L 2L 84L 145 14540- 0L 0- -17L 14L0L 83L00L014L -7L 20M 0L 0L 0L 66L 146 14640- 0L 15- 23H 04L3L 03L015L014L -3L 20M 0L 0L 27H 161Mod. 147 1476- 0L 15- -6M 184M3L 03L015L026M 1L 20M 0L 14H 2L 121Mod. 148 1481- 0L 30- -10L -74L0L 03L015L014L -8L 5L 0L 4L 2L 53L 149 1496- 0L 0- -7M 27L6M 03L1020M014L -2L 39H 0L 0L 52H 150Mod. 150 15015-0L0--7M304M6M83H015L014L3L20M8L4L27H150Mod. 1511511-0L15--7M224M0L03L015L 014L-8L20M 0L0L2L81L



                        
  
  1521521-0L15--13L-54L0L83H00L014L-5L20M8L0L27H77L 1531531-0L15-23H94L0L83H1015M 014L1L20M 8L4L2L137Mod. 1541541-0L15--13L34L6M03L100L014L3L20M0L4L25M95L 15515515- 0L 30- -7L -10L3 L03L025M1014M1L15M8L0L27H143Mod. 15615615- 0L 0- -16L 174M0L 03L 015L 014L 0L 20M 20M 0L 27H 119Mod. 1571576- 0L 0- -13L 304M6M 03L 1015M 014L 2L 20M 0L 0L 2L 99L 1581581- 0L 0- -13L 207M0L 03L 015L 014L 3L 20M 0L 4L 2L 76L 1591591- 0L 30- -13L 204M0L 83H00L 014L -7L 20M 0L 4L 27H 111Mod. 1601606- 0L 15- -7M 04L3L 03L015L 014L 2L 20M 0L 0L 2L 77L 16116170- 0L 15- -17L 24L6M 03L065H514L -5L 20M 8L 14H 2L 206Mod. 16216215- 0L 30- -10L -74L0L 03L015L014L -8L 5L 0L 4L 2L 67L 16316340- 0L 0- -10L 27L6M 03L1020M014L -2L 5L 0L 0L 2L 97L 16416415-0L0--10L304M6M03 L015L014L3L5L8L4L2L99L 16516515-0L0--22L224M3L03 L1015M014L3L20M0L0L2L89L 1661666-0L15--13L-54L0L83H00L014L-5L20M8L0L27H82L 16716770-0L0--22L24L0L83H00L014L-5L5L8L0L2L89L 16816840-0L15--13L34L6M03L100L014L3L5L0L4L2L96L 16916915-0L0-23H24L0L03L00L014L-13L20M0L4L0L72L 17017040-0L0-23H-54L6M03L00L014L3L20M0L4L0L112Mod. 17117140-0L0--13L74L3L03L00L014L-14L20M20M0L2L86L 17217215-0L0--22L-154L3L03L00L014L-1L20M20M4L0L45L 17317370- 0L 15- -6M 124L 3L 03L 015L 526M 0L 20M 0L 4L 27H 198Mod. 17417440- 0L 0- -22L 74L 6M 20L 025M016L -13L -10L 8L 0L 0L 63L 17517540- 0L 0- -22L 174M0L 00L 015L514L 0L 20M 0L 4L 0L 97L 17617615- 0L 15- -22L -50L0L 00L 00L031M -7L 10M 20M 0L 0L 57L 17717715- 0L 0- -22L 34L0L 23M015L014L 3L 20M 8L 4L 27H 96L 17817815- 0L 30- -7L -10L3 L03L025M1014M1L15M 8L0L27H143Mod. 1791796- 0L 0- -3M 44L3L 100H015L014L -2L 20M 8L 4L 2L 85L 1801806- 0L 0- -22L 44L0L 54M025M514L -8L 19M 40H 0L 2L 98L 1811816- 0L 0- -22L 44L6M 03L1015M514L 3L 20M 10M 4L 2L 84L 1821821- 0L 30- -7M 104L0L 03L00L014L 3L 20M 0L 0L 2L 80L 1831831- 0L 0- -22L 44L3L 83H015L514L 3L 20M 10M 4L 2L 74L 1841840- 0L 15- -22L 100L0L 00L00L031M 3L 10M 10M 0L 0L 57L 1851856- 0L 30- 31H 34L0L 23M015L014L 3L 20M 40H 4L 57H 232H 1861866- 0L 30- -7M -10L3L 03L025M1014M 1L 15M 40H 0L 27H 166L 1871876- 0L 0- -3M 44L3L 100H015L014L -2L 20M 8L 4L 2L 85L 1881881- 0L 45- -22L 44L6M 54M00L014L -8L 19M 8L 0L 2L 82L 18918940- 0L 0- -3M 234M6M 03L1015M1014M 3L 20M 10M 4L 2L 161Mod. 1901901- 0L 30- -7M 104L0L 03L00L014L 3L 20M 0L 0L 2L 80L 
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INTRODUCTION 

Blood pressure is defined as the force exerted by the 

blood against the unit area of the vessel walls. The stretching of 

blood vessels in response to this pressure and 

their subsequent contraction is important in maintaining blood flow 

through the vascular system. Therefore maintaining a constant BP 

within a narrow variation is necessary.1 

Blood Pressure values recorded while measuring BP 

represents the maximal and minimal pressure of the blood in the 

brachial artery during cardiac contraction and relaxation1. Normal BP 

values according to WHO/ISH classification, is <130 mm Hg to <85 

mm Hg 2. The first reading refers to the Systolic Blood Pressure 

(SBP), which occurs when the left ventricle of the heart contracts. 

The second reading refers to as Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) 

when the heart is at rest. Variations in normal blood pressure values 

lead to hypotension and hypertension3. 

In Hypotension the systolic blood pressure is less 

than 90 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure is less than 60 mm Hg1. 

Hypertension is persistent increase in systemic arterial blood 

pressure which is defined as an elevated systolic blood pressure 

(BP) >140 mm Hg or diastolic BP >90 mm Hg or both4. According to 

WHO/ISH classification hypertension is categorized into borderline, 

mild, moderate or severe hypertension. 

https://www.britannica.com/science/vascular-system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systole_(medicine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diastolic#Inside_the_arteries
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Worldwide prevalence of hypertension among adults 

was 29.0%, and was similar among men (30.2%) and women 

(27.7%) 5. In South Asia, prevalence of hypertension was about 27%, 

ranging from 17.9% in Bangladesh to 33.8% in Nepal 6. (2012) 

In Indian scenario prevalence of hypertension is 

29.8% 7, contrary to this,  studies on hypertension prevalence is 

varying among different studies in India which range from 2-15% in 

urban and 2-18%  in rural 8 and Kearney et al. reported that 

hypertension would rise to 1.56 billion by 2025 9 and is of major 

concern. According to WHO statistics 2015 of India the hypertension 

prevalence reported is 25.9% for men and 24.8% for women 10.  

Current prevalence of Hypertensive in Maharashtra is 

25.1%. At district level prevalence varies from 15% to 36%. Hingoli, 

Nagpur, Wardha, Osmanabad and Akola have prevalence rate less 

than 20% whereas Satara, Dhule, Gadchiroli and Mumbai have 

prevalence rate more than 30%11    

Blood pressure level determines interaction of 

multiple genetic, environmental, and demographic factors which 

influences the cardiac output and total peripheral resistance. Cardiac 

output is dependent on body sodium homeostasis. Total peripheral 

resistance determined at the level of arterioles and depends on the 

effect of neutral and hormonal influence. Vascular tone reflects the 

balance between humoral vasoconstriction and vasodilators 3.  
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Factor which contributes in increasing hypertension is non-modifiable 

and modifiable factors 4.  

(i) Non-modifiable factors are age, genetic predisposition, family 

history, low birth weight, dark skin color. 

(ii) Modifiable factors are obesity, excess salt intake, low 

potassium intake, excess alcohol intake, sedentary 

occupation, reduced physical activity, smoking, psychological 

stress, urban living, vitamin D deficiency 4.  

This leads to damaging of Heart, Kidneys, Retina and CNS is seen3.  

1. CVS: Increased myocardial work leads to concentric hypertrophy 

of left ventricle, angina pectoris and accelerated coronary artery 

diseases. There is systolic as well as diastolic dysfunction3.  

2. Kidneys: Progressive arteriosclerosis involves both the efferent 

and afferent renal arterioles and capillaries of glomerular truft. This 

leads to compromise in renal function, shrinkage of kidneys, 

proteinuria3.  

3. CNS: Hypertension may cause micro aneurysms, which may 

rupture and cause cerebral hemorrhage. Accelerated atherosclerosis 

may cause cerebral thrombosis, embolism and infection. Cerebral 

arteriolar spasm may cause hypertensive encephalopathy3  

4. Fundus: The following changes may occur3:  
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Grade I: Arteriolar narrowing leading to copper wire and silver wire 

appearance. 

Grade II:  Arteriovenous nipping where arteries cross the vein. 

Grade III: In addition to Grade II changes, superficial flame shaped 

and deep dot like hemorrhages and cotton wool exudates. 

Grade IV: Grade III change with papilledema.  

All the above changes which are occurring secondary 

to hypertension have to be managed so that the quantity and quality 

of life of hypertensive patients can be taken care of to the greater 

extent. This can be achieved by various means and methods. 

Some of the means and methods exist for reducing 

hypertension includes pharmacological management which includes 

anti-hypertensive drug therapy12 and non-pharmacological 

management of hypertension includes DASH diet 13 and weight 

control 14, monitoring salt intake 15; reduce alcohol intake 16, smoking 

cessation17, increasing physical activity18, relaxation therapies19. 

Antihypertensive medications are diuretics, an4giotensin-

converting enzymes inhibitor, angiotensin II receptor blockers, beta 

adrenergic antagonists (β - blockers), calcium channel blockers but all 

the above medications has adverse effects on body 4. Non 

pharmacological methods allow patients to manage BP by making 

them actively participate in various approaches 4. 
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A Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension (DASH) diet 

is an eating plan to manage weight and to lower or control high blood 

pressure. Hypertension is also known to cause obesity and these are 

closely related to each other. It is to note that secretion of insulin is 

increased in obesity which increases the reabsorption of sodium in 

renal tubules. This diet emphasizes food which is lower in sodium but 

rich in potassium, magnesium and calcium which help in reducing 

BP. Thus, a combination of physical exercises and low sodium intake 

helps in reducing blood pressure 3.  

Physiotherapist also contributes in managing the 

patients with hypertension by implementation of various exercise 

programme and also advice the patients to do regular physical 

activities. Regular physical activity not only increases the exercising 

capacity of an individual but also plays an important role in 

prevention of cardiovascular disease 20.  

Regular physical activity reduces blood volume and 

plasma catecholamine and elevates the plasma concentration of 

atrial natriuretic factor. Exercise increases the cardiac output and the 

ability of muscles to extract oxygen from blood and use it thus 

increasing the maximum ventilatory uptake. Increased exercise 

capacity can cause beneficial changes in hemodynamic, metabolic, 

hormonal, neurological and respiratory functions. Exercise training 

decreases the myocardial oxygen demands for the same level of 
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exertion which was performed earlier. Exercise alters lipids and 

carbohydrate metabolism 21.  

Exercise is of two types Rhythmic or dynamic and 

Resistive. In Dynamic (isotonic) type of exercise there is regular, 

purposeful movement of joints and large group of muscles whereas 

in Static (Isometric) exercise, there is contraction of muscles without 

joint movement 22.  

Both the types of exercises i.e. aerobic and anaerobic 

describe the availability of oxygen during contraction of muscles for 

energy production and are typically a function of the relative intensity 

of exercise 23.  

Aerobic exercise reduces the systemic vascular 

resistance via decreased activities of the sympathetic system and the 

renin-angiotensin systems and also improves the insulin sensitivity. 

Examples of various aerobic exercises include walking, jogging, 

running, dancing, cycling, and swimming 23. 

Benefits of aerobic exercises are not only limited in 

reducing BP. Regular aerobic exercises counteracts other risk 

factors23:  

1. Reduces weight. 

2. Increases high lipoprotein density 
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3. Augments insulin sensitivity  

4. Reduces endothelial dysfunction.  

Various studies have proved that exercise training 

increases high density lipoprotein in individuals who exercise at 

higher level of recreational running. According to the American 

College of Sports Medicine provided guidelines in 2004 specifically 

on an exercise prescription plan for the treatment of hypertension. 

The guidelines recommended ≥30 minutes of accumulated physical 

activity per day on most days per week21. Based on the above facts 

in current study structured exercise programme has been 

implemented in hypertensive patients. 

Another way of non-pharmacological treatment to 

reduce hypertension includes relaxation therapy. Numerous studies 

have proved relaxation as one of the strategies to control 

hypertension 24. Relaxation could be achieved through various 

means like yoga; device guided slow breathing, meditation, behavior 

therapy, progressive muscle relaxation, music therapy 25.  

In this study focus is on modifying the blood pressure 

with two different strategies of relaxation and to see which among 

them is more beneficial i.e. Music Therapy or Jacobson’s Progressive 

Relaxation Technique (JPRT). 
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Music is considered tranquilizer for anxiety, tension 

and hypertension. Human body has 72,000 nerves which 

continuously vibrate in specific rhythmic pattern. Disturbance in this 

rhythmic pattern is the root cause of disease. Music therapy 

stimulates brain functions by rhythmic auditory stimulation in a 

purposeful therapeutic manner. Music therapy is effective in three 

areas 26 

(i) Pain, Anxiety and Depression.  

(ii) Mental, Emotional and Physical Handicaps 

(iii) Neurological disorders. 

Music tends to generate a sense of harmony due to 

its characteristics, sequential, logical and predictable nature. 

Harmony which is generated through music is of two types’ high 

rhythmic music and low rhythmic music. High rhythmic tends to 

mobilize the individuals towards activation while low rhythmic music 

helps in relaxation 24.  

Music therapy not only reduces anxiety but also 

reduces Blood Pressure and heart rate. Some studies have shown 

that particular type of music like Mozart classical, Carnatic music 

helps in reducing blood pressure 27. The study being carried out in 

Indian scenario the focus will be on Indian classical music.  
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Indian classical music is broadly classified as 

Hindustani music and Carnatic music. In this study Carnatic music 

will be studied. Carnatic music has two components 1. Raga and 2. 

Thaala. Raga is melody while Thaala is rhythm. There are total 72 

ragas which controls 72 important nerves in the body. In raga 

different pitch, tone and specific arrangement of swaras stimulates 

happiness and cures various ailments, which induce magnetic 

changes in the body.it has been observed that listening to 

appropriate music lowers BP, Reduces anxiety levels before any 

treatment, enhances concentration, stabilizes irregular heart rate, 

relieve depression, improves stability 26,27. 

Some of the ragas which are known for reducing 

hypertension also labeled as hypertension ragas. Few to name are 

Ahirbhairav and Todi are the ragas which are known to reduce 

hypertension. Moreover, Todi raga also provides relief from 

headache 28. Hence, Todi raga is been preferred in the current study 

which is considered as traditional method for reducing hypertension.  

Muscle relaxation therapy is the comparatively 

modern treatment which is used for reducing hypertension.in this 

study Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) would be studied. 

Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) therapy is 

developed by Edmund Jacobson. Jacobson’s progressive relaxation 

technique is commonly used for relieving and relaxing muscular 
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tension. It involves systematically and progressively relaxation of 

various muscle groups often starting from the toes and moving 

towards head or vice versa 29.  

Tension and relaxation involves firing of sympathetic 

or parasympathetic nerve fibers. Sympathetic activates organs for 

emergency and stress situations. Parasympathetic activation 

promotes rest and repair by causing reductions in heart rate and 

blood pressure 30. In the view of this JPRT is included as the 

treatment strategy  

Therefore this study would be focused on 

implementing of structured exercise programme with music therapy 

vs. structured exercise programme with Jacobson’s progressive 

relaxation technique and observe which among the two therapies 

could be beneficial in reducing blood pressure in mild hypertensive 

patients. 
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NEED FOR STUDY 

Physiological responses of Jacobson’s relaxation technique is well 

known so also there are numerous studies available in regards to 

music therapy in promoting relaxation but comparative analysis of 

these two technique in mild hypertensive is limited in Indian scenario, 

so this study would be carried out. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

AIM:-  

“To study the immediate effect of structured exercise programme with 

music therapy   versus structured exercise programme with 

Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in mild hypertensive 

patients”. 

OBJECTIVES:- 

Primary Objectives: 

To compare the immediate variations in SBP and DBP in mild 

hypertensive patients after Jacobson’s progressive relaxation with 

structured exercise programme versus music therapy with structured 

exercise programme. 

Secondary Objectives: 

1. To see if JPRT changes SBP in mild hypertensive patients more than 

patients enrolled for music therapy. 

2. To see if JPRT changes DBP in mild hypertensive patients more than 

patients enrolled for music therapy. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 

Which among the two, structured exercise programme with music 

therapy or structured exercise programme with Jacobson progressive 

relaxation technique is helpful in reducing the blood pressure in mild 

hypertensive to greater extent? 
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HYPOTHESIS 

NULL HYPOTHESIS 

“There is no significant difference between effect of structured 

exercise programme with music therapy and structured exercise 

programme with Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in 

reducing the blood pressure in mild hypertensive patients”. 

ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS 

“There is significant difference between effect of structured exercise 

programme with music therapy and structured exercise programme 

with Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in reducing the 

blood pressure in mild hypertensive patients”. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The current study focuses on Immediate Effect of 

Structured Exercise Programme with Music Therapy Versus 

Structured Exercise Programme with Jacobson’s Progressive 

Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild Hypertensive 

Patients for which various articles were reviewed from the journals, 

books and internet.  

The articles were reviewed from the year 1970 to 

2018 and the applicable studies for the current research have been 

cited below.  

 In 2014 Hypertension has been ranked as 3rd most 

important risk factor for most of the disease in south Asia 7, and 

hypertension is a public health burden on health care system in 

India31, 32. 

According to Guyton and Hall (2006), Hypertension 

is caused by mechanism in which increased extracellular fluid volume 

elevates arterial pressure. Increased extracellular fluid volume 

causes increase the blood volume, which in turn increases the mean 

circulatory filling pressure, which increases venous return of blood to 

the heart causing increase in cardiac output, which elevates the 

arterial pressure 1. 
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 Whenever an excess amount of blood flows through 

a tissue it increases the cardiac output, the blood flow increases in 

the body, so that auto-regulation mechanism constricts blood vessels 

all over the body. This in turn increases the total peripheral 

resistance, which further causes increase in arterial pressure 1. 

   According to a study “Hypertension Prevalence and 

Control among Adults: United States, 2015–2016” published in 

October 2017 concluded the worldwide prevalence of hypertension 

was 29%, where men (30.2%) and women (27.7%). Moreover the 

study demonstrated that Prevalence of Hypertension increased with 

age. Age group of 18–39 years had 7.5%; 40–59 years had 33.2%; 

60 years and above are 63.1% 5. 

Recent published epidemiological studies on 

hypertension have shown that there is drastic increase in prevalence 

rates of hypertension in India.  According to WHO statistics 2015 

prevalence of hypertension in India among males is 25.9% and in 

females it is 24.8% 33  

Furthermore study on “Hypertension: Prevalence, 

Awareness, Treatment and Control in rural area of North Kerala, 

India” conducted in 2017 concluded that there is high prevalence of 

Hypertension of about 48.2%. Out of which only 38.7% were aware 

of their condition 34.  
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In another recent study conducted in 2018 had 

observed that the prevalence rate of Hypertensive in Maharashtra 

largely varies irrespective of socio-economic development. 

Prevalence of hypertensive in Maharashtra is 25.1%. At district level 

prevalence is varied from 15% to 36%. Hingoli, Nagpur, Wardha, 

Osmanabad and Akola have prevalence rate less than 20% whereas 

Satara, Dhule, Gadchiroli and Mumbai have prevalence rate more 

than 30% 11. 

This indicates that hypertension is a growing concern 

in today’s society. It is also estimated from the literature that rates of 

hypertension are projected to go up by 22.9% to 23.6% for Indian 

men and Women by 2025 4, therefore in view of this hypertension is 

the area focused in current study. 

Study conducted by Bhise MD, Patra S et al. in 2016 

showed major contributing risk factor responsible for higher 

prevalence of hypertension is by alcohol consumption, improper 

dietary habits, higher BMI and sedentary lifestyle. Other factors 

responsible for hypertension are physical inactivity consumption of 

tobacco, smoking 11.  

Moreover study conducted in 2014 has shown that 

about 75% people have hypertension out of which only 1/4th 

population is taking proper treatment. In view of this study in focused 

on treatment aspect of hypertension 35. 
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Langford HG, Davis BR et al (1991) in their study 

titled as “Effect of Drug and Diet Treatment of Mild Hypertension on 

Diastolic Blood Pressure” concluded that mild hypertension is the 

significant risk factor for morbidity and mortality in cardiovascular 

diseases. Keeping in mind the long term use and cost of 

pharmacological therapy for all hypertensive patients lead to 

symptomatic and biochemical side effects 36.  

In the year 2016 study titled “Hypertension – 

diagnosis and management” mentioned Commonly used 

pharmacological treatment for hypertension is diuretics, angiotensin-

converting enzymes inhibitor, angiotensin II receptor blockers, beta 

adrenergic antagonists (β – blockers), calcium channel blockers 4. 

It is to note that study conducted by Egan BM, Zhao 

Y, Axon RN, Brzezinski WA, Ferdinand KC in 2011 titled 

“Uncontrolled and apparent treatment resistant hypertension in the 

United States 1988 to 2008 proved that pharmacological treatment of 

hypertension is effective but has increasing prevalence of resistant 

hypertension, multiple medication intolerance 36. 

In order to lessen adverse effect of medication on 

mild hypertensive patients alternative therapies have emerged as a 

potential source for reducing hypertension. Alternative therapies like 

dietary modifications, regular physical activity, relaxation therapies 

may be preferable in a mild hypertensive patient 4. 
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Furthermore in year 2013 according to AHA/ACC 

guideline on lifestyle management to reduce CV risk stated the 

DASH diet and other lifestyle modifications are indicated for all 

patients with hypertension 37. 

According to Robert D. Brook, Melvyn Rubenfire, 

William J. Elliott, et al. (2013) in their research article “Beyond 

Medications and Diet: Alternative Approaches to Lowering Blood 

Pressure” concluded that the effectiveness of using aerobic exercise 

for the adjuvant treatment of high BP 38. 

Similarly a Meta analytical study on effect of aerobic 

exercise on blood pressure in 2002 conducted by Seamus P. 

Whelton, Ashley Chin, Xue Xin, Jiang He et al. concluded that 

Aerobic exercise helps in reducing mean systolic and diastolic blood 

pressure. Thus an increase in aerobic physical activity should be 

considered as an important lifestyle modification for prevention and 

treatment of hypertension 15. In view of the above study structured 

exercise programme has been included in the protocol of current 

study. 

According to American College of Sports Medicine 

Position Stand Exercise and hypertension aerobic exercise helps 

in reducing total peripheral resistance by increasing endothelial 

responsiveness to vasodilators, improved insulin sensitivity, reducing 
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plasma renin activities, and alterations in vasodilators and 

vasoconstrictors 21. 

Similarly Kokkinos P et al. in his study “ To Lift, Walk 

Or Run: What Is The Optimal Mode Of Exercise To Reduce 

Hypertension And Prevent Cardiovascular Diseases” in 2016 found 

that when the hypertensive patient exercises blood flow is increased 

by enhancing nitric oxide, improving endothelial function, leading to 

reduction of total peripheral resistance and mean arterial pressure 39. 

Another study conducted in 2007 by Laterza M.C, de 

Matos L.D, Trombetta I.C et.al titled “Exercise training restores 

baroreflex sensitivity in never treated hypertensive patients” have 

also shown that exercise training reduces sympathetic activity or 

increases parasympathetic tonus in humans, and this alterations in 

the autonomic nervous system reduces blood pressure in 

hypertensive individuals. Also Aerobic exercise restores and 

normalizes baroreflex control of cardiac muscle in individuals with 

hypertension 40. 

Studies have recommended exercise prescription to 

be varied and that exact type and amount for optimal lowering of BP 

is unclear 41. Moreover the caution for aerobic exercises have 

indicated that session has to be short for 10-15 min therefore 10 min 

would be the exercising session 18. 
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In a short study conducted in 1970 by Boyer JL, 

Kasch FW et al. on 23 middle aged males with essential 

hypertension was found that jogging programme alone reduced their 

systolic blood pressure by 14 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure by 

12 mm Hg. This prompted the researcher to include structured 

aerobic exercise programme in the exercise protocol for mild 

hypertensive patients 42. 

 Aerobic exercise like jogging can be prescribed for 

hypertensive patients 18 therefore spot jogging has been incorporated 

as aerobic structured exercise programme in the current scenario. 

It has been documented in a published study in 2018 

by Presset B, Laurenczy B, Malatesta D, Barral J et al. the effect 

of different speeds on the accuracy of one pedometer application. 

According to their results, the accuracy of smartphone application i.e. 

Runtastic pedometer is better than mechanical pedometer which is 

Yamax digimeter43. Thus in the current study Runtastic pedometer 

has been utilized as a tool for implementing structured exercise 

programme in the form of spot jogging for both the groups. 

Relaxation therapy is one of the methods to reduce 

high blood pressure. There are various relaxation therapies like 

meditation, yoga, tai chi, qi gong, progressive muscle relaxation, 

music therapy and others which helps in reducing hypertension 25. 
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Now a day’s music is important part of our life. 

Because of stressful work, people enjoy listening to music. Music 

therapy is one of the traditional methods to reduce hypertension. It is 

considered as best tranquillizer for anxiety, tension and high blood 

pressure 24.  

Music therapy helps in increasing the metabolic 

activities, accelerating respiration, improving the muscular activities 

and the circulatory system of the listener. Bagchi et al. in 2003 

concluded that listening to appropriate ragas or even playing, 

performing specific ragas can work as a medicine43.  

Sairam TV et al in his study in 2004 on Raga 

Therapy proved that there are various ragas which have definite 

impact on certain ailments of human body 44.  

The original ragas of Shastric music (Indian Classical 

Music) are created according to deep knowledge in harmony 

between seven swaras and chakras. The seven basic swaras of 

musical octave have one to one correspondence with the nuclei of 

subtle energy (chakras). Ancient Indian music is based on 72 ragas. 

Raga is ensemble of melody, notes, scale or mode. And these 72 

melakarta ragas (parent ragas) control 72 important nerves in the 

body 26. 
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Uma Gupta, B.S Gupta in 2005 showed that 

instrumental music led to significant increase in alpha EEG frequency 

and this frequency is capable of providing relaxation, reducing SBP 

and DBP 46. Various instruments which are used for music therapy 

are flute, sitar, violin and mandolin, because they represented slow 

tempo which is required for relaxation 47. In this study instrumental 

music on mandolin was played in the audio track. 

A collaborative study undertaken at Chennai school of 

music MGMCRI – Pondicherry in 2015 have concluded that listening 

to relaxing music can reduce Blood Pressure in hospitalized pre mild 

hypertensive third trimester pregnant women 48. Few studies have 

also indicated that music therapy is also known to be effective in 

reducing mild hypertension and pre mild hypertension 49, 50 

Study conducted by Varghese J and Joshi M et al. 

in 2015 revealed that the music therapy is effective in reducing blood 

pressure among patients undergoing hemodialysis 51. 

Studies with different types of music on BP have 

shown that rock music elevates BP 52, whereas Mozart classical 

music is effective for Blood Pressure reduction 53, 54 BP has also been 

shown to reduce under various settings.  

A Meta analytical study published in Indian Heart 

Journal in the year 2012 on effect of music on systolic and diastolic 
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blood pressure and heart rate concluded that music therapy has 

beneficial effect on reducing SBP, DBP and Heart rate in various 

clinical settings such as ICU and pre-operative settings and also 

recommended that different kinds of music should be studied 55, 56.  

Vasudha J et al. (2011) in their article titled 

“Application of computer-aided music composition in music therapy” 

commented that music therapy is helpful in curing various ailments. 

Therefore in the current scenario the focus is on Indian classical 

music as the aim of the study is reduce mild hypertension. In view of 

this Carnatic music would be selected for the current study. Moreover 

the study quoted that raga such as Ahirbhairav and Todi are 

prescribed for hypertension therefore raga Todi will be utilized in 

current scenario26, 27. 

Study conducted in 2003 on “Effects of progressive 

muscle relaxation on blood pressure and psychosocial status for 

clients with essential hypertension in Taiwan” by Sheila S, Irvin BL, 

Lin SH, Mar CL et al.; concluded that Progressive Muscle Relaxation 

had an immediate effect in reducing SBP by 5.44 mm Hg and DBP 

by 3.48 mm Hg thus significantly lowering the essential hypertension 

and improving their quality of life 57. 

In Indian scenario, Shinde N, Shinde KJ et al. (2013) 

in their study on “Immediate effect of Jacobson progressive 

relaxation in hypertension” concluded that muscle relaxation 
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technique can used as an antihypertensive treatment with 

conventional physiotherapy to control the rise in blood pressure and 

reduce heart rate 29    

But the comparative effect of music therapy vs. 

Jacobson progressive relaxation technique on mild hypertensive 

patients with structured exercise programme is minimal. All the above 

studies from the theoretical framework based on which the study 

protocol and study design of current study would be undertaken. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study was carried out to determine the Immediate Effect of 

Structured Exercise Programme with Music Therapy Versus 

Structured Exercise Programme with Jacobson’s Progressive 

Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild Hypertensive 

Patients for which pre-requisite permission was obtained before 

the commencement of the study. 

The following study protocol was followed for undertaking the 

current study. 

STUDY DESIGN: it is a Randomized Controlled Trial .29  

In randomized controlled trial (RCT) effect of intervention are 

compared with two treatment groups and the subjects are 

randomly allocated into two groups. In an RCT, the programme 

is an ‘intervention’ in which a treatment programme being 

evaluated for how well it achieves its objectives, as measured by 

a predetermined set of indicators. The strength of an RCT is that 

it provides a very powerful response to questions, helping 

evaluators and programme implementers to know that what is 

being achieved is as a result of the intervention 59. 

In this study, two intervention were studied i.e. Structured 

Exercise Programme with Music Therapy and Structured 

Exercise Programme with Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation 
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Technique  and the participants receiving the intervention in a 

random order in this scenario. Randomization was done using 

block randomization. 

The comparison of SBP and DBP post intervention is studied to 

understand which among the two therapies i.e. traditional (Music 

Therapy & modern JPRT is better in terms of reducing blood 

pressure in already diagnosed mild hypertensive. 

VARIABLES:   

The variables utilized in this study were independent as well as 

dependent variables.  

Independent variables were 

1. Structured Exercise Programme which was common for both the 

groups A and B 

2. Music Therapy (group A) 

3.  Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique (group B) 

Dependent variables were  

1. Systolic blood pressure  

2. Diastolic Blood Pressure. 
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OUTCOME MEASURES:  

The outcome measure for this study would be changes observed 

in SBP and DBP after interventions  

SETTING  

The study was carried out in Physiotherapy OPD and Medicine 

OPD 

TARGET POPULATION 

The target population for the study consisted of mild 

hypertensive patients of both genders were referred by the 

Physician from Medicine OPD to Physiotherapy OPD formed the 

subjects for the study. Subjects were aged between 30 – 50 

years. 

SAMPLE POPULATION   

Sample population consisted of the individuals who voluntarily 

were willing to participate in the study from the targeted 

population. 

SAMPLE SIZE   

The sample size was estimated based on the earlier study and it 

was calculated by using statistical software STATA version 10.1 

year 2011 and was done on the basis of the following 

assumptions 
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Based on pre-test and post-test mean of SBP of previous study60 

Power (1-β: 90 % and α- error of 5%) 

Estimated around 88 for each group rounded of to 90 

Therefore, total 180 subjects were included in the study. Hence, 

(n) = 180 

TYPE OF SAMPLING   

Simple Random sampling was used for selection and allocation 

into groups was carried out by permuted block randomization for 

drawing the sample from the target population. Total 180 

subjects were selected according to the inclusion criteria 

SUBJECTS    

The recently diagnosed mild hypertensive patients of both 

genders were referred by the Physician from Medicine OPD to 

Physiotherapy OPD who formed the sample was aged between 

30-50 years. 

The subjects were selected according to inclusion criteria & the 

subjects were required to complete the requisite intervention. 
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DURATION OF STUDY   

The duration of the study was 1 year and this period was from 

the time of synopsis submission till the compilation of the 

dissertation 

CRITERIA 

Eligibility of the patients for the study would be based on the 

criteria mentioned below. 

INCLUSION CRITERIA:  

1. Both genders 

2. Age >30 years to <50 years 

3. Voluntarily willing to participate  

4. Ability to complete the structured exercise programme 

5. Recently diagnosed mild hypertensive < 3 Months 

EXCLUSION CRITERIA:  

1. While Exercising: 

i. SBP ≥ 260 mm Hg  

ii. DBP ≥ 120 mm Hg          

2. Patients on β blockers regimes or medications       

3. Hypertension associated with systematic problems 

4. Other cardiovascular and respiratory disorder 

5. Neurological disorder 
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6. H/o of diabetes mellitus 

7. Fracture of upper and lower extremity 

8. Inability to walk independently  

9. Visual-hearing impaired  

10. H/o of osteoarthritis knee 

11. BMI ≥ 30 

METHOD OF SELECTION: 

Participants were selected from the patients referred from 

Medicine OPD to Physiotherapy OPD provided they are clinically 

diagnosed by physician as mild hypertensive and intervention 

groups would be assigned by permuted block randomization. 

PROCEDURE OF SELECTION: Mild hypertensive patients 

fulfilling the inclusion criteria were included for the study. These 

patients were recruited by randomized controlled trial; the criteria 

for the randomization were as follows 

1. Enrollment: The patients would be assessed for eligibility by BP 

count. The patient should be mild hypertensive (140-159 mm Hg 

to 90-99 mm Hg) and fulfill all the criteria for inclusion & should be 

referred from medicine O.P.D.to physiotherapy O.P.D.    

2. Allocation to intervention: The eligible hypertensive would be 

allocated to intervention as it is a randomized controlled trial  (2 

different interventions) group A – Structured exercise programme 

with music therapy and group B – structured exercise programme 
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with JPRT and the allocation would be based on block 

randomization. Both the groups would be given the same 

structured exercise programme of spot jogging followed by group 

A receiving music therapy in the form of instrumental music 

relating to todi raga and group B receiving JPRT for same 

duration of 20 min. 

3. Follow up: follow up would be done for both the groups with 

monitoring of BP at baseline, after warm up, after exercise 

intervention, after cool down, after relaxation. 
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Randomized Controlled Trial flow chart 33 
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MATCHING CRITERIA 

The study being Randomized controlled trial hence does not 

require matching criteria. 

GENERAL PROOCEDURE:  

o The requisite permission was obtained from the Head of 

Institution & Institutional Ethical Committee before the 

commencement of the study. [Annexure I (a) &I (b) ]  

o Once the permission was obtained the patients were then 

provided with the patient information sheet so that the 

subjects understood the study protocol and accordingly 

prepare them for the study.  

o Care was taken to see that patient information sheet was 

both in English and vernacular language. [Annexure II (A), II 

(B) & II (C) ]    

o 256 patients were screened of which 180 patients were 

selected according to inclusion criteria and only those 

patients who were willing to participate were included in the 

study provided they fulfilled the inclusion criteria. 

o This was followed by explaining the test protocol to the 

subjects who were voluntarily willing to participate in the 

study. Written consent was taken from the patients. 

[Annexure III (A), III (B) & III (C) ]   

o Permuted Block randomization was used to allocate the 

subjects in two groups i.e. structured exercise programme 
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with music therapy (group A) and structured exercise 

programme with Jacobson progressive relaxation therapy 

(group B) 

o Each group has 90 subjects. 

o Initial Proforma was filled (annexure IV)  

o Before the commencement of the study pre-test 

measurement of SBP and DBP was taken. This was 

considered as baseline BP recording 

o Then subject performed warm up session for 2 min which 

was in the form of slow jogging on spot without pedometer at 

self-selected speed. On completion of jogging for 2 minutes 

BP was taken. This reading was considered as after warm 

up BP recording. 

o Then for 10 min Structured Exercise Programme of spot 

jogging was performed keeping smart phone in hand and 

using Runtastic pedometer as timer and for step counting. 

Subjects were instructed to jog on their self-selected pace. If 

they were not able to complete the intervention they were 

considered as drop outs and those who completed the 

exercise intervention again BP was taken. This recording 

was considered as after exercise intervention BP recording. 

o Then 2 min cool down session was performed which was 

similar to warm up session after the session  BP was 
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recorded and this reading was considered as after cool down 

BP recording                     .  

o After cool down session relaxation therapy was given based 

on the groups in which subject belong. For group A 

relaxation was in the form of music therapy and for group B 

relaxation was in the form of Jacobson progressive 

relaxation therapy was given for a period of 20 mins. 

o Music therapy was given in a silent room with subjects lying 

supine on plinth. With the help of earphones music therapy 

session was given. 

o In Jacobson progressive relaxation therapy group patient 

was in supine position on plinth. Therapist giving verbal 

instructions to patients according to annexure V (D). After 

completing JPRT session BP measurements was taken 

o After relaxation therapy BP measurements was taken 

and were considered as after relaxation therapy BP 

recording 

EQUIPMENTS AND MATERIALS 

Sphygmomanometer: The sphygmomanometer was used to 

measure SBP and DBP in mmHg pre-test and post-test 

intervention. It was a digital type of sphygmomanometer 

manufactured by Omron company .The details have been 

enclosed in annexure V (A). This instrument is as shown in 
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Photograph 1. This is a reliable and valid instrument. The digital 

sphygmomanometer was used so as to measure the blood 

pressure values as quickly as possible so that variations 

occurring due to time could be controlled. 

Pedometer 

Runtastic Pedometer step count was utilized for 10 mins for 

performance of structured exercise programme of spot jogging. It 

is a mobile application which could be made available in any 

smart phone device. It was developed in Austria by Runtastic 

version 1.6.2 61. (Photograph 2) Details of which are enclosed in 

annexure V(C) 

Instrument for listening to music  

In this scenario, mobile phone was used in which instrumental of 

Raga Todi was downloaded and stored. With the help of 

earphones participants were made to listen the audio track in 

supine position. (Photograph 3) 

PLINTH: 

Plinth was used for relaxation therapy i.e. music therapy and 

Jacobson progressive relaxation therapy for lying supine after 

completing the exercise intervention (Photograph 4) 
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Photograph no 1: Digital Sphygmomanometer 

 

Photograph no 2: Runtastic Pedometer 
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Photograph no 3: Instrument For Listening Music 

 

Photograph no 4: Plinth For Both The Relaxation Therapies 
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EXERCISE PROTOCOL 

Structured Exercise Programme (Photograph 7, 8, 9 and 10) 

➢ WARM UP session 

Mode – slow spot jogging 

Duration – 2 mins 

➢ Exercise Intervention session 

Mode – spot jogging 

Speed – self-selected pace 

Duration – 10 mins 

Instructions: Provided by the physiotherapist who would keep 

instructing the patients to either increase or decrease the jogging 

steps according to the pedometer findings so that desired steps 

are completed in specific time i.e. approximately 1320 steps i.e. 

1km in 10 min period is to be achieved 32. 

Position of patient – Standing position would be employed for 

undertaking for spot jogging programme 

Participants - Group A and B 

➢ Cool down session 

Mode – slow spot jogging 

Duration – 2 mins 
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Photograph 5: Measuring BP of Male Patient 

 

Photograph 6: Measuring BP of Female Patient 
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Photograph 7:    Male Pateint Performing warm up and cool down                                                                                           

         

Photograph 8:    Male Pateint Performing Structured Exercise Programme                                                                                           
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Photograph no 9: Female Pateint Performing warm up and cool down                                                                                           

                       

Photograph 10:    Female Pateint Performing Structured Exercise Programme                                                                                         
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Relaxation therapy 

Music therapy 

Music therapy is given to group A. Indian Classical Music i.e. 

instrumental of Raga Todi on mandolin would be played for a period 

of  20 min after structured exercise programme for 10 min in supine 

lying in an audio track (Photograph 11) 

JACOBSON’S PROGRESSIVE RELAXATION TECHNIQUE 

Procedure of JPRT would be followed for group B assigned by 

permuted block randomization for a period of 20 min in supine 

position and this would be implemented after the Structured Exercise 

Programme of 10 min where instructor is the physiotherapist. 

(Photograph 12) 

Verbal instructions 

Verbal instructions were given for Jacobson progressive 

relaxation therapy according to standard operational procedure 

for period of 20 min in supine lying on plinth. Details of JPRT 

given in annexure V (D) 
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Photograph 11: Listening to Music 

 

Photograph 12: Performing JPRT while following verbal instructions 
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MEASURES 

SBP and DBP were measured according to the standard 

operational procedure of measuring BP with digital omron 

sphygmomanometer brochure. Measures were taken on the left 

arm for all the BP recordings at regular intervals. The intervals at 

which measures was taken were Baseline, after warm up session, 

after exercise intervention, after cool down session and after 

relaxation therapy (i.e. music therapy and Jacobson progressive 

relaxation) 

PILOT STUDY 

Before the commencement of the study, a pilot study was 

conducted for identifying the problems which could be 

encountered during the study. 

The following problems had been encountered –  

1. Participants were not able to do exercise intervention for 10 min 

continuously. 

2. Participants were jogging either too fast or too slow. 

3. Participants were not able to concentrate on music therapy 

session when put on audio speakers 

To overcome these difficulties the following modifications were 

carried out – 
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1. Participants who were not able to perform structured exercise 

programme for 10 min would not be considered for further 

analysis and were considered as drop outs. In the current 

scenario group A has n = 12 and group B has n = 14 drop outs 

2. Participants were provided with runtastic pedometer so that speed 

of jogging will be maintained.  

3. Participants were made to listen music therapy sessions on 

earphones to overcome to environmental disturbances  
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS: 

Hypertension: In this scenario SBP ≥140 -159 mm Hg and DBP 

≥90 - 99mm Hg 

Music therapy: In this scenario refers to listening to Todi raga on 

mandolin recitation. 

Jacobson progressive relaxation therapy: In this context it refers 

to the technique of progressive relaxation as proposed by 

Jacobson progressive muscular relaxation 

Structured exercise programme: In this study refers to undergoing 

specified protocol for jogging for mild hypertensive patients   
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RESULTS 

Data Analysis: 

• Raw data obtained from this study was spread in Microsoft excel 

2010 and was coded and analyzed  by STATA version 10.1 year 

2011 

• The analysis was carried to understand the effect of structured 

exercise programme with music therapy and structured exercise 

programme with JPRT for identifying the immediate variation in 

SBP and DBP  

• The continuous variables were presented as mean and standard 

deviation. 

• Age, duration, SBP and DBP were the continuous variables. 

• Categorical variables are presented as percentages.  

• Categorical variable includes sex and previous history of 

hypertension. 

• Data comparisons were carried out within (intergroup) and between 

the groups (intragroup) which is as follows: 

1. Pre-test BP vs. post-test BP ( Music therapy with structured 

exercise Programme) 

2. Pre-test BP vs. post-test BP (Jacobson progressive relaxation 

technique with structured exercise programme) 

3. Pre-test BP vs. pre-test BP (Music Therapy Group and JPRT 

Group) 
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4. Post-test BP vs. post-test BP (Music Therapy Group and JPRT 

Group)  

• Data comparisons were tested utilizing Paired t test for within the 

group comparison and unpaired t test was utilized for testing 

between the group comparisons. 

• p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant for both paired 

and unpaired t test.  
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Results: 

Study was carried out to study the immediate effect of structured 

exercise programme with music therapy versus structured exercise 

programme with Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in 

mild hypertensive patients has produced following results 

Total study population consisted of 180 subjects divided into two 

groups of 90 each with permuted block randomization. Group A 

underwent for music therapy and Group B JPRT. 

Mean age of study population for music therapy group was 42.26 ± 

4.507 and for JPRT was 42.83 ± 4.872. 

Group A comprised of 54 males and 36 females and Group B 

comprised of 51 males and 39 females.  

The complete analysis was possible for only 78 in group A and 76 

in group B respectively as there were 12 drop outs in group A and 

14 in group B.  

Intragroup SBP comparison in group A (Music therapy) & 

Group B (JPRT)  

The SBP of group A was compared to SBP of group B at various 

intervals of time and unpaired t test was applied where p value at 

baseline is 0.1679, after warm up is 0.1701, after exercise 

intervention is 0.3345, after cool down is 0.2137 and after 
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relaxation therapy is 0.8941  were not statistically significant (Table 

no 4) 

Whereas for DBP intragroup values was not significant for baseline, 

after warm up, after exercise intervention and after cool down with 

the p value being 0.5305, 0.5305, 0.8182 and 0.8855 respectively. 

But significant p value 0.0001 was achieved when after relaxation 

therapy values were compared (Table no 5) 

Intergroup SBP and DBP comparison in group A (Music 

Therapy)  

SBP intergroup comparison from baseline with after warm up, after 

exercise intervention, after cool down and after relaxation shows p 

values of 0.566, 0.0001, 0.062 and 0.0001 respectively. From 

which significant changes were observed in after exercise 

intervention and after relaxation therapy (Table no 6, 7, 8 & 9). 

Similar results with DBP intergroup comparison was obtained when 

baseline was compared with after warm up, after exercise 

intervention, after cool down and after relaxation therapy where 

significant changes in p values were observed in after exercise 

intervention was 0.004 and after relaxation therapy was 0.0001 

(Table no 6, 7, 8 & 9). 
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Intergroup SBP and DBP comparison in group B (JPRT) 

SBP intergroup comparison from baseline with after warm up, after 

exercise intervention, after cool down and after relaxation shows p 

values of 0.320, 0.0001, 0.013 and 0.0001 respectively. From 

which significant changes were observed at all intervals except 

after warm up session (Table no 16, 17, 18 & 19). 

Moreover in DBP intergroup comparison from baseline with after 

warm up, after exercise intervention, after cool down and after 

relaxation  p value is found to be significant at all intervals except 

warm up session where p value cannot be determined as mean 

difference between baseline and after warm up session is zero 

(Table no 16, 17, 18 & 19). 

Summary of results: 

The summarization of results on immediate effect of structured 

exercise programme with relaxation therapies i.e. music therapy 

and JPRT on blood pressure in 180 mild hypertensive patients 

aged 30 – 50 years, who participated in the study protocol is as 

follows :-   

Blood pressure:  

The comparison between post-test results of after relaxation 

therapy session in both groups A and B (music and JPRT) is 
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statistically significant in reducing DBP with p value of 0.0001 

(Table no – 5) 

The pre-test and post-test BP recording when compared from 

baseline to after relaxation therapy session by music therapy in 

reducing systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure 

(DBP) were significant with a p-value of 0.0001 (Table no 9). 

Similar results were obtained when pre-test and post-test BP 

recording of  baseline to after relaxation therapy session in JPRT 

group was compared  (Table no 9).  
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DISCUSSION 

The result of this study which was aimed at the 

immediate effect of structured exercise programme with music 

therapy versus structured exercise programme with Jacobson’s 

progressive relaxation technique on blood pressure in mild 

hypertensive patients was able to determine the immediate effect of 

structured exercise programme with two different relaxation 

techniques. 

The SBP and DBP in mild hypertensive patients when 

compared to two different relaxation programme i.e. music therapy 

and JPRT. The immediate variations produced were different at 

various intervals of BP recordings. Therefore the primary objective 

of the study is met with. Hence this study was in a position to 

compare the immediate variations in SBP and DBP in mild 

hypertension from relaxation therapies i.e. music therapy and 

JPRT. 

The mean change in SBP in mild hypertensive 

patients secondary to JPRT intervention was found to be 4 ± 1.27 

and that of music therapy intervention was found to be 3.320 ± 

1.36. Therefore the mean change from baseline to after relaxation 

therapy was found to be more significant for JPRT group. Therefore 

the first secondary objective have been achieved (graph no 4). 
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Similarly the mean change in DBP was also found to 

be more in JPRT group (3.93 ± 0.92) when compared to music 

therapy group (2.58 ± 1.32) which supports the secondary objective 

of the study. 

In both SBP and DBP variable there was a reduction 

in the post relaxation values when compared with baseline for both 

JPRT as well as music therapy groups. This clearly indicates that 

both the relaxation therapies are helpful in reducing SBP and DBP 

values. 

This proves the fact that relaxation therapy 

irrespective of the method of application thus have an effect in 

reducing SBP and DBP and have been found statistically significant 

with p value been 0.0001 for both SBP and DBP (table no. 5) 

It is also evident from the study that exercise 

increases BP be it SBP or DBP which indicates the fact that any 

form of exercises increases BP values. 

The increase in BP secondary to exercise intervention 

is due to the following physiological reasons 62 

a. While exercising, demand for blood flow increases 

which results in increase in cardiac output. Concurrent with the 

increase in cardiac output, vasodilatation in exercising muscle 

occurs 
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b. As Increased amount of blood flowing to the 

working muscles also increases amount of blood which is returning 

to heart. Exercising leads to elevation of end diastolic volume and 

as the end diastolic volume increases so does stroke volume. 

In the case of DBP the variations were very marginal 

and for the music therapy group after exercise values were found to 

be marginally less when compared with warm up. The reason for 

this could be attributed to the fact that patient populations were mild 

hypertensive and this would have contributed to abnormal 

variations in blood pressure. As traditionally post exercise values 

have to be more than warm up phase. Therefore while exercising 

even in the mild hypertensive patients the BP have to be monitored 

at regular intervals so as to avoid untoward effect. 

This study has proved the fact that Raga Todi is 

helpful in reducing SBP and DBP values in mild hypertensive 

patients aged 30 – 50 years with a mean age of 42.26 ± 4.50. This 

is in line with earlier studies which have also proved that Raga Todi 

is helpful for relaxation26. But comparison of earlier studies in 

relation to SBP and DBP values (in BP values) was also found to 

be reduced.  

The reason for reduction in BP post relaxation is 

attributed to the fact that listening to the rhythmic music causes the 

brain to release dopamine which improves physical performance by 
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delaying fatigue or increasing work capacity that often results in 

increasing endurance, power, productivity, or strength. The 

association between rhythmic auditory stimulation and the cardiac 

autonomic nervous system contributes in relation to musical stimuli. 

Music therapy promotes vasodilation though released endorphin-

mediated substances in the endothelium which helps in decreasing 

SBP and DBP which leads to further relaxation 24, 47. 

Sr 

No 

Author name Subjects with 

age group 

Type of 

Raga 

Mean change 

in BP 

Place of 

study 

Duration of 

intervention 

1 Varghese J 

et al 51. 

Hemodialysis 

hypertensive 

patients 

Kalavati 2.74 ± 0.3021 India  2 days 

2 Suguna V et 

al 47. 

Pre 

hypertensive  

Ahirbhirav, 

Poorvi, 

Desh 

15.60 with 

Standard 

Error of 1.718 

India  30 days 

3 Sundar S et 

al. 48 

Pre 

hypertensive 

pregnant 

women 

Instrumenta

l Relaxing 

music 

5.05 ± 7.579 

for SBP 

3.23 ± 17.06 

India  3 session of 

15 mins 

5 Ezenwa M et 

al 24 

Essential 

hypertension 

Beethoven 

violin 

concert 

 10.20 (SBP), 

14.5 (DBP) 

Nigeria  30 min 
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4  Current 

study 

Mild 

hypertensive 

patients aged 

30-50 years 

Instrumenta

l Todi 

3.32±1.36 

(SBP), 

2.58±1.32 

(DBP) 

India  20 mins 

 

Similarly for JPRT group changes of SBP and DBP 

was found in earlier studies and is as shown in table below 

Sr no Author name Subject with 

age group 

Mean hanges 

in BP 

Place of 

study 

Duration of 

intervention 

1 Shinde N et 

al29 

Mild 

hypertensive 

with 25 – 55 

years 

2.2 ± 1.64 

(SBP) , 

3 ± 3.27(DBP) 

India  30 min 

2 Yung P et al 

63 

Mild 

hypertensive 

with 30 – 60 

years 

15.50 ± 36.82 

(SBP), 

8.50 ± 15.54 

(DBP) 

China  30 days 

3. Seckendorf R 

et al 64.  

Healthy 

volunteers 20 

– 50 years 

-12 ± 16 

(SBP), -6±9 

Berlin  6 weeks 

4 Current study Mild 

hypertensive 

patients aged 

30 – 50 years 

4 ± 1.27 

(SBP) 

3.93 ± 0.92 

(DBP) 

India  20 min 
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Although both the relaxation therapies were helpful in 

reducing BP but the reduction obtained from JPRT group was 

comparatively higher. This reduction of blood pressure values in 

JPRT group is due to the reason that muscle tension is accompanied 

by shortening of muscle fibers which reduces the muscle tension and 

reduces the central nervous system activity and promotes relaxation 

and activates the autonomic nervous system which involves firing of 

sympathetic nervous system and parasympathetic nervous system. It 

is proved fact that sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system 

work reciprocally where elevated activation of system leads to 

deactivation of the other. While performing JPRT, the proprioceptive 

input to the hypothalamus and autonomic discharges is reduced 

which then decreases the excitability of sympathetic nervous system 

sympathetic system activates during muscle contraction by 

increasing muscle tension and reciprocally parasympathetic 

response causes vasodilatation which reduces the blood pressure 30. 

Therefore the study accepts the alternate hypothesis 

which states that there is significant difference between effect of 

structured exercise programme with music therapy and structured 

exercise programme with Jacobson’s progressive relaxation 

technique in reducing the blood pressure in mild hypertensive 

patients and rejects the null hypothesis. 
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The study further supports the fact that 20 min duration 

of relaxation therapy is sufficient to bring immediate changes in SBP 

and DBP values. This in line with the earlier studies of Shinde N et al. 

who have also commented that 20 – 30 min session of relaxation 

therapy is sufficient enough for reduction in BP 29 

Therefore this study has provided the evidence that 

blood pressure i.e. SBP and DBP are reduced when a relaxation 

therapy in the form of music or JPRT is administered for 20 min but 

the reduction was more marked in JPRT group. Hence JPRT would 

be a better programme for reduction of BP in mild hypertensive 

patients. 
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Strength: 

Following are the strength of the current study  

1. The study was in a position to estimate immediate effect of relaxation 

programme on BP. 

2. Study being RCT therefore the results could be better generalized 

3. Study was able to compare the effect of two different relaxation 

therapies. 

4. Although both the programme helps in reducing BP but JPRT is 

better in reducing music therapy. 

5. JPRT programme can also be utilized as one of the treatment 

strategies for mild hypertension.  

Weakness: 

1. Current study did not verify whether the subjects in music groups 

liked the music or not or whether they were musician by themselves. 

However as a study utilized instrumental music the following of music 

was easily possible rather than vocal recitations. 

2. Holter monitoring of BP was not taken to overcome this BP was 

taken at regular intervals and comparison between the two groups 

were made according to phases of BP recordings. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is concluded from the findings of the study that both 

the relaxation therapies i.e. music as well as JPRT is helpful reducing 

BP in mild hypertensive patients aged 30 - 50 years with a mean age 

of 42.26±4.50  and 42.82±4.87 in music and in JPRT group 

respectively.  

Both the relaxation techniques are objective and 

practical methods for reducing BP in mild hypertensive patients and 

same was observed in the study. Although the two relaxation 

therapies have their own advantages and disadvantages. But in this 

study among the two relaxation therapies, JPRT was found to be 

better in reducing hypertension when compared to music therapy. 

Music therapy helps in reducing blood pressure and is 

easy to use. But there should be availability of proper music and 

instrument which helps in listening to music.  

Moreover JPRT is easy to use, simple to follow and 

also cost effective it does not need any instrument but proper 

instructor or instruction of the therapy is required to have the desired 

effects of relaxation.  

Therefore from all the above finding it is clear that the 

JPRT is comparatively better than music therapy in reducing BP in 
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mild hypertensive patients. Hence JPRT could be incorporated as 

treatment strategy when dealing with mild hypertensive patients. 
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LIMITATION 

Moderate and severe hypertensive patients were not included as was 

not in the protocol of the study. 

Procedural variations are seen in music therapy and JPRT. 

Frequent changes in cut off limit of hypertension 

But still then this limitation were overcome to certain extent which is as 

follows 

Protocol included only mild hypertensive patients. 

Standardized protocols for technique were followed. 

Latest classification of hypertension which was existing at the time of 

protocol preparation was utilized and the same was followed 

throughout the study.  
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CLINICAL IMPLICATION – SUGGESTION 

Clinical Implication: 

This study can be clinically implied on all mild hypertensive patients 

ranging between 140 – 159 mm Hg who wishes to enroll themselves 

for relaxation therapies either in form of music or JPRT   

Suggestion: 

It is suggested that relaxation therapies be it music therapy or 

Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique helps in reducing BP. 

Further multicentric studies on mild hypertensive as well as other 

categories of hypertension could further add in generalizing the 

importance of JPRT utility more accurately and precisely which could 

benefit the hypertensive population. 
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SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

Hypertension is defined as an elevated systolic blood 

pressure (BP) >140 mm Hg or diastolic BP >90 mm Hg or both 4. In 

Indian scenario prevalence of hypertension is 29.8% 7, contrary to 

this,  studies on hypertension prevalence are varying among different 

studies in India which range from 2-15% in urban and 2-18%  in 

rural8 and kearney et al. reported that hypertension would rise to 1.56 

billion by 2025  and is of major concern. According to WHO statistics 

2015 of India the hypertension prevalence reported is 25.9% for men 

and 24.8% for women10. Various strategies exist for reducing 

hypertension which includes drug therapy12, DASH diet 13 and weight 

control 14, monitoring salt intake 15; reduce alcohol intake16, smoking 

cessation17, increasing physical activity18, and relaxation therapies19.  

Numerous studies have proved relaxation as one of 

the strategies to control hypertension 24. Relaxation could be 

achieved through various means one such technique is music 

therapy and second one is Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation 

Technique (JPRT) 29. Studies have also proved that exercises can 

also help in controlling hypertension. Therefore this study would be 

undertaken for understanding the effects of structured exercise 

programme with music therapy vs. structured exercise programme 
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with Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in mild 

hypertensive patients. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES  

AIM:-   

“To study the immediate effect of structured exercise programme with 

music therapy   versus structured exercise programme with 

Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique in mild hypertensive 

patients”.  

OBJECTIVES:-  

Primary Objectives:  

To compare the immediate variations in SBP and DBP in mild 

hypertensive patients after Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation with 

Structured Exercise Programme versus music therapy with structured 

exercise programme.  

Secondary Objectives:  

1. To see if JPRT changes SBP in mild hypertensive patients more than 

patients enrolled for music therapy.  

2. To see if JPRT changes DBP in mild hypertensive patients more than 

patients enrolled for music therapy. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

RESEARCH DESIGN: RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL 

STUDY SETTING: Study was conducted in Physiotherapy and 

Medicine OPD with simple random sampling for selection and 

allocation into group by block randomization on mild hypertensive 

patients with mean age of 42.26 ± 4.50 and 42.82 ± 4.87 in music 

and in JPRT group with sample size of 90 in each group, calculated 

and obtained from the mean BP of pre and post-test of previously 

published study. Immediate variations in SBP and DBP were 

obtained and compared among both groups i.e. JPRT and Music 

Therapy groups. 

RESULTS: The results indicate that JPRT group is comparatively 

better than music therapy group in reducing blood pressure in mild 

hypertensive  

CONCLUSION: Even though both the therapies are objective, 

practical and feasible but still then JPRT would be more helpful in 

reducing BP. Therefore JPRT could be incorporated as treatment 

strategy when dealing with mild hypertensive patients. 
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TABLES AND GRAPHS 

Tables: 

TABLE NO 1: AGE DISTRIBUTION 

Sr. no Age group Music 
Therapy 
group 

JPRT 
GROUP 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

1 30 – 34 7 9  30 49 

2 35 – 39 13 11 

3 40 – 44 31 30 

4 45 – 49 39 40 

Mean  42.26 42.83 

Std Dev. 4.506 4.872 

 

TABLE NO 2: SEX DISTRIBUTION 

SEX MUSIC THERAPY GROUP JPRT GROUP TOTAL 

MALE 54 (60%) 51 (56.67%) 90 (100%) 

FEMALE 36 (40%) 39 (43.33%) 90 (100%) 

 

TABLE NO 3: DURATION OF HYPERTENSION 

SR NO MONTHS OF YPERTENSION MUSIC THERAPY 

GROUP 

JPRT 

GROUP 

TOTAL 

2 3 DAYS 77 74 149 

3 1 WEEK 3 2 5 

4 2 WEEK 0 1 1 

5 3 WEEK 1 0 1 

6 1 MONTH 5 8 12 

7 2 MONTH 2 1 3 

8 3 MONTH 2 4 6 

  90 90 180 
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Table no: 4 Intra-Group Comparison of SBP Recording 

 

 Table no: 5 Intra-Group Comparison of DBP Recording 

 

*  - indicates significant values 

Sr.No Interval of BP 

recording 

Music group JPRT group p – value Level of significance 

  Mean Std dev mean Std dev   

1 Baseline 148.04 ± 3.33 148.83 ± 4.25 0.1679 Not significant 

2 After Warm up 148.06 ± 3.33 148.85 ± 4.28 0.1701 Not significant 

3 After Exercise 148.75 ± 2.89  149.31 ± 4.17 0.3345 Not significant 

4 After Cool down 148.35 ± 2.73 149.07 ± 4.27 0.2137 Not significant 

5 After Relaxation  144.69 ± 2.71 144.61 ± 4.04 0.8941 Not significant 

Sr.No Interval of BP 

recording 

Music group JPRT group p – value Level of significance 

  Mean Std dev mean Std dev   

1 Baseline 94.57 ± 3.66 94.25 ± 3.19 0.5305 Not significant 

2 After Warm up 94.57± 3.66 94.26 ± 3.19 0.5305 Not significant 

3 After Exercise 94.55 ± 3.29 94.43 ± 2.99 0.8182 Not significant 

4 After Cool down 94.24 ± 3.17 94.31 ± 3.03 0.8855 Not significant 

5 After Relaxation  91.73 ± 2.85 90.01 ± 3.28 0.0007* Highly significant 
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Comparison within the Music Therapy Group 

Table no:  6 Comparisons at Baseline and After Warm up Session 

Variable Baseline After Warm up  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.04 3.338 148.066 3.334 0.5666 Not significant 

DBP 94.578 3.662 94.578 3.662 ● ● 

 

● - Cannot be determined as mean difference is zero 

Table no: 7 Comparisons at Baseline and After Exercise Intervention 

Session 

Variable Baseline After Exercise  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.01 3.281 148.75 2.897 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.32 3.435 94.55 3.297 0.0048⁰ Significant 

 

⁰ - Statistically significant 

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 8 Comparisons at Baseline and After Cool down Session 

Variable  Baseline  After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148.0128 3.281 148.35 2.739 0.0626 Not significant 

DBP 94.32051 3.435 94.243 3.171 0.5259 Not significant 
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Table no: 9 Comparisons at Baseline and After Relaxation Therapy 

Session 

Variable  Baseline  After relaxation     Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148.012 3.281 144.69 2.717 0.0001* Highly Significant 

DBP 94.320 3.435 91.73 2.858 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 10 Comparisons in between after warm up and after 

exercise intervention session  

Variable  After warm up After exercise  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148 3.306 148.75 2.897 0.0001* Highly Significant 

DBP 94.32 3.435 94.551 3.297 0.0048⁰ Significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

⁰- Statistically significant 

Table no: 11 Comparisons in between after warm up and after cool 

down session 

Variable  After warm up After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148 3.306 148.35 2.739 0.0562 Not significant 

DBP 94.32 3.435 94.24 3.171 0.5259 Not significant 
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Table no: 12 Comparisons in between after warm up and after 

relaxation therapy session 

Variable  After warm up After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148 3.306 144.69 2.717 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.32 3.435 91.73 2.858 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 13 Comparisons in between after exercise intervention and 

after cool down session 

Variable  After exercise After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.75 2.897 148.35 2.739 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.55 3.297 94.24 3.171 0.0006* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 14 Comparisons in between after exercise intervention and 

after relaxation therapy session 

Variable  After exercise After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148.75 2.897 144.69 2.717 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.55 3.297 91.73 2.858 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 
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Table no: 15 Comparisons in between after cool down and after 

relaxation therapy session 

Variable   After cool down After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148.35 2.739 144.69 2.717 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.24 3.171 91.73 2.858 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

 

Within Jacobson’s progressive relaxation technique therapy group  

Table no: 16 Comparisons at baseline and after warm up session 

Variable  Baseline  After warm up  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.83 4.251 148.85 4.288 0.3200 Not significant 

DBP 94.25 3.199 94.25 3.199     ● ● 

 

● – Cannot be determined as mean difference is zero 

Table no: 17 Comparisons at baseline and after exercise intervention 

session 

Variable  Baseline  After exercise  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.61 4.335 149.31 4.173 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 94.43 2.999 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 
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Table no: 18 Comparisons at baseline and after cool down session 

Variable  Baseline  After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std. Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.61 4.335 149.07 4.270 0.0130* Significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 94.31 3.034 0.0008* Highly significant 

  

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 19 Comparisons at baseline and after relaxation therapy 

session 

Variable  Baseline  After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.61 4.335 144.61 4.046 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 90.01 3.284 0.0008* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

Table no: 20 Comparisons in between after warm up and after 

exercise intervention session 

Variable  After warm up After exercise  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 148.64 4.380 149.31 4.173 0.0001* Highly Significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 94.43 2.999 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 
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Table no: 21 Comparisons in between after warm up and after cool 

down session 

Variable  After warm up After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.64 4.380 149.07 4.270 0.0221⁰ Significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 94.31 3.034 0.0008* Highly significant 

 

*- Statistically highly significant 

⁰- Statistically significant 

Table no: 22 Comparisons in between after warm up and after 

relaxation therapy session 

Variable  After warm up After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 148.64 4.380 144.61 4.046 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 93.94 3.170 90.01 3.284 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- statistically highly significant 

Table no: 23 Comparisons in between after exercise intervention and 

after cool down session 

Variable  After exercise After cool down  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 149.31 4.173 149.07 4.270 0.0047 Significant 

DBP 94.43 2.999 94.31 3.034 0.0716 Not significant 

 

*- statistically highly significant 
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Table no: 24 Comparisons in between after exercise intervention and 

after relaxation therapy session 

Variable  After exercise After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std.Dev p value  

SBP 149.31 4.173 144.61 4.046 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.43 2.999 90.01 3.284 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- statistically highly significant 

Table no: 25 Comparisons in between after cool down and after 

relaxation therapy session 

Variable  After cool down After relaxation  Level of significance 

 Mean Std.Dev  Mean Std. Dev p value  

SBP 149.07 4.270 144.61 4.046 0.0001* Highly significant 

DBP 94.31 3.034 90.01 3.284 0.0001* Highly significant 

 

*- statistically highly significant 
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 

GRAPH NO: 1: AGE DISTRIBUTION IN MUSIC THERAPY & JPRT 

 

 

GRAPH NO: 2: SEX DISTRIBUTION IN MUSIC THERAPY & JPRT  
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GRAPH NO: 3  

DURATION OF HYPERTENSION IN MUSIC THERAPY AND JPRT 
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GRAPH NO 4:  

COMPARISON OF SBP OF MUSIC THERAPY AND JPRT  
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GRAPH NO 5:  

COMPARISON OF DBP OF MUSIC THERAPY AND JPRT 
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Annexure I (a) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To,  

The Head of Institute,  

Patients: Permission to carry out research work.  

Respected Sir/Madam,  

I, Miss____________________, student of Master of Physiotherapy, 

would request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work 

in your estimated institute.  

My research topic is “Immediate Effect of Structured Exercise Programme 

with Music Therapy Versus Structured Exercise Programme with 

Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild 

Hypertensive Patients: Randomized Controlled Trial” 

For this purpose, I would be utilizing the institution and the equipment 

required for the same would be kept in the same premises and the 

patients would be studied in the institution.  

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard.  

Thanking you in anticipation.  

Yours sincerely,  

Research student  

Date:  

Place:  

Guide                                                                        Head of Institute 
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Annexure I (b) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To,  

The Chairman,  

Ethical Committee.  

Patients: Permission to carry out research work.  

I, Miss_____________    , student of Master of Physiotherapy, would 

request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work.  

My research topic is, “Immediate Effect of Structured Exercise Programme 

with Music Therapy Versus Structured Exercise Programme with 

Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild 

Hypertensive Patients: Randomized Controlled Trial” 

I promise that the ethics as well as patients care shall be duly complied.  

I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard.  

Yours sincerely,  

 

Research student  

Date:  

Place: 
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Annexure I (c) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

To,   

The Head & Professor of Medicine Department,  

Patients: Permission to carry out physiotherapy research work.  

Respected Sir/Madam,  

I, Miss _____________Student of master of physiotherapy, would request 

you to grant me permission to carry out my research work in your 

esteemed institute. My research topic is “Immediate Effect of Structured 

Exercise Programme with Music Therapy Versus Structured Exercise 

Programme with Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique on Blood 

Pressure in Mild Hypertensive Patients: Randomized Controlled Trial” 

For this purpose, I have to take patients with mild hypertensive from 

Medicine OPD to physiotherapy OPD for further procedure. I kindly 

request you to do the needful in this regard. Thanking you in anticipation.   

Yours sincerely,     

Research student    

Date:   

Place:  

Guide                                                                 Head of Institute 
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Annexure II (A) 

PATIENTS INFORMATION SHEET 

Purpose:  

To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from patients 

according to the regulatory of ICMR and approved by IEC.  

Scope:  

This standard operational procedure includes both male and female who 

are mild hypertensive and are voluntarily willing to participate in this study.  

Responsibilities:  

The researcher will obtain written informed consent from all the patients 

who are volunteering to be the part of this study.  

Procedure:  

1. The researcher will select the patient diagnosed as mild hypertensive 

by physician from Medicine OPD. 

2. The investigator will explain the experimental protocol to allay 

apprehension and answer all the queries of the patients.  

3. If the patient decides to participate then they would be consented 

according to the standard operational procedure.  

4. If the patient expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they 

would be solved.  

5. If the patient are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the 

informed consent according to standard operational procedure.  
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6. Study procedures will begin after the patient’s concern.  

7. Detailed medical and any other physical problem history will be 

obtained from the patients so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria.  

8. If patient wants to discuss this information to their family members then 

they entitled to do so before giving the consent.  

General information to research patients: 

1. Name:  

    Age:  

    Sex:  

    Date:  

2. You would be required to fill the Performa and the purpose of the 

research is to study “Immediate Effect of Structured Exercise Programme 

with Music Therapy Versus Structured Exercise Programme with 

Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild 

Hypertensive Patients: Randomized Controlled Trial” 

 3. If you are willing to voluntarily participate in the study then you are 

expected to enroll with us right from the moment of filling Performa till the 

completion of the test.  

4. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so 

that we can help you and overcome your problems without any untoward 

effect.  
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5. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation.  

6. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then 

you are free to do so and there would not be any hindrance from our side.  

7. The details of the risk, discomfort, advantages and disadvantages of the 

study will be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent.  

8. The data obtained from this study would be confidentially protected and 

maintained and if the photograph is used then your identity would not be 

revealed. If the photograph is published then permission would be 

obtained.  

9. All the risk of various test procedures required for this study will be 

explained to you and accordingly the consent will be taken.  

10. If you feel exhausted or unable to complete the test you need not 

worry and let us know so that necessary steps can be initiated. 

11. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw at any 

time without        any consequences.  

12. Name of Researcher:  

      Phone number:  

      Address:  

13. Name of Guide:  

      Phone number:  

      Address:  

14. Name of Institution: 
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Annexure II(B) 

oS;Drhd lwpuk i=d 

mÌs’;%  

;g lqfuf”pr djus ds fy;s fd fyf[kr lwfpr lgefr vkbZ-lh-,e-vkj- dh 

fu;ked vko’;drkvksa ds vuqlkj izR;sd efgykls izkIr dh gS vkSj vkbZ-bZ-lh- 

}kjk eatwjh ns nh gSA  

Ldksi%  

;g ekud ifjpkyu çfØ;k nksuksa iq#"k vkSj efgyk tks ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo 

gSa vkSj LosPNk ls bl v/;;u esa Hkkx ysus ds fy, rS;kj dj jgs gSa 'kkfey 

gSaA 

ftEesnkjh;k%  

“kks/kdrkZ lHkh efgykvksa vkSj iq:’kks ls tks bl v/;;u dk fgLlk cuus ds 

fy, Lo;a bPNqd gSa muls fyf[kr lwfpr lgerh izkIr djsaxk A  

izfdz;k%  

• 'kks/kdrkZ jksxh fpfdRlk vksihMh ls fpfdRld }kjk ekbYM 

gkbijVsfUlo ds :i esa igpku dk p;u djsaxsA   

• vUos”kd iz;ksxkRed izksVksdkWy dh vk“k adkvks dk fujkdj.k djsxk vkSj 

efgykvksa vkSj iq:’kksa ds lHkh iz“uksa dk :mRrj nsxk A  

• ;fn efgykvksa vkSj iq:’kksa us Hkkx ysus dk QSlyk fd;k] rks mUgs ekud 

lapkyu izfØ;k ds vuqlkj lgerh fn tk,xhA  

• ;fn efgyk, vkSj iq:’k :ph O;Dr djrh gS] ysfdu mUgsa bl ekeys esa 

dqN lansg gSa rks og gy fd;k tk,xkA  

• ;fn efgyk, vkSj iq:’k bl fooj.k ls larq”V g S rks os ekud lapkyu 

izfØ;k ds vuqlkj lwfpr lgefr i= Hkjsaxh A  

• v/;;u izfdz;k lHkh ds lgerh ds ckn “kq: dh tk,xh A  
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• ekunaM dks lR;fir djus ds fy, lHkh ls foLr̀r fpfdRlk vkSj vU; 

“kkjhjhd leL;kvksa dh tkudkjh izkIr dh tk,xh A  

• ;fn dksbZ muds ifjokj ds lnL;ksa ls bl tkudkjh ds ckjs esa ckr 

djuk pkgrs gS rks os lgerh nsus ls igys ,slk djus ds gdnkj gSA  

vuqla/kku esa ”kkfey efgykvksa vkSj iq:’kksa dh lkekU; tkudkjh% 

१. uke %  

    mez %  

    fyax%  

    frfFk %  

२- ;fn vki LoPNk ls bl v/;;u esa Hkkx ysus ds fy, rS;kj gS rks vkidks 

izksQkekZ  Hkjuk g]S bl v/;;u ifj{k.k dk mns”; gS] ÞbEehfM;sV ,QsDV v‚Q 

LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for E;wftd Fksjih olZl LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt 

çksxzke for tsdclu*l çksxzsflo fjyWDls'ku VsDuhd v‚u CyM çs'kj bu 

ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo is'ksaV~l : jWaMekbt~M daVªksyysM Vªkb;yß 

३. ;fn vki LoPNk ls bl v/;;u esa Hkkx ysus ds fy, rS;kj gS rks vkidks 

izksQkekZ Hkjus ds {k.k ls ijh{k.k ds iwjk gksus rd gekjs lkFk mifLFkr jgus 

dh mEehn gSA  

४. ;fn vki bl vof/k ds nkSjku vlgtrk eglwl dj jgs gSa rks d`i;k gesa 

crk, rkfd  fdlh Hkh vfiz; izHkko ds fcuk ge rqEgkjh enn dj ldrs gSA  

५. vkidks fdlh Hkh izdkj dh izfriwfrZ ;k eqvkotk ugha fn;k tk,xk A 

६. ;fn vki fdlh Hkh {k.k bl “kks/k v/;;u ls ckgj tkuk pkgrs gSa rks 

vki ,slk djus ds fy, Lora= gS vkSj gekjh vksj ls dksbZ ck/kk ugh gksxhA 
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७. vkidks bl ijh{k.k ds tksf[ke ds fooj.k] cspSuh] ykHk vkSj uqdlku 

lgerh i= izkIr djus ls igys le>k;k tk,xk A  

८. bl v/;;u ls izkIr vkadMksa dks vR;ar xqIr vkSj lqjf{kr j[kk tk,xk 

vkSj vxj vkidh rLohj dk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gS rks vkidh igpku mtkxj 

ugh dh tk,xh   ;fn rLohj izdkf’kr dh tkrh gS rks vkils vuqefr izkIr 

dh tk,xh A  

९. ijh{k.k izfØ;k ds lHkh tksf[ke vkidks le>k, tk,saxs vkSj rnuqlkj 

lgerh yh tk,xhA  

१०. ;fn vki Fkd ;k ijh{k.k iwjk djus esa vleFkZ eglwl rqe fpark er 

djks vkSj gesa irk gS] rkfd vko';d dne 'kq: dh tk,xh crkus dh t:jr 

ugha gS 

११. ;fn vki fdlh Hkh {k.k esa larq”V ugh gS rks vki fdlh Hkh ifj.kke ds 

fcuk fdlh Hkh le; fudy ldrs gSA  

१२. “kks/kdrkZ dk uke %  

    Qksu uacj %                      iRrk %  

१३. ekxZn”kZd dk uke %  

    Qksu uacj %                      iRrk %  

१४. laLFkk dk uke % 
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Annexure II (C) 

oS;Drhd ekfgrh dkxn 

mÌs’;% 

gs lqfuf”pr dj.;klkBh dh fyf[kr lwfpr lgerh vkbZ-lh-,e-vkj- P;k 

fu;fer vko”;drsuqlkj izR;sd fo”k;kr izkIr dsysyh vkgs vkf.k vkbZ-bZ-lh- 

}kjk ekU; dsysyh vkgs- 

O;kIrh%  

;k ekud dk;Zjr çfØ;k uj o eknh lkSE; jänkckeqGs vkgsr vkf.k ;k 

vH;klkr lgHkkxh gwu bPNqd vkgsr lekos'k vkgs- 

tMtks[khe% 

la‘kks/kd ;k v/;k;uk e/ks LosPNsus lafeyhr gks.kkÚ;k izR;sd L=h vkf.k 

iq:’kkadMwu fy[khr laerh izkIr dj.kkj-  

izfdz;k%  

• la'kks/kd vkS"k/k vksihMh iklwu oS| ;kauh ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo jksx 

Eg.kwu funku #X.k fuoM gksbZy 

• vUos{kd iz;ksxkRed izksVksdkWyph ekfgrh ns.kkj vkf.k fo’k;klaca/kh 

iz’ukaph mRrjs ns.kkj-  

• fL=;ka vkf.k iq:’kkauh Hkkx ?ks.;kpk fu.kZ; ?ksrY;kl R;kauk ekud 

lapkyu izfdz;s }kjk lgerh fnyh tk.kkj  

 

• fL=;ka vkf.k iq:’kkauh bPNk O;Dr dsyh ijarq R;k lanHkkZr dkgh “kadk 

vlY;kl lksMoY;k tkrhy-  

• tj dks.kh fnysY;k Li”Vhdj.kkus larq”V vlrhy rj ekud lapkyu 

izfdz;syk lwfpr lgerh ik;h ykxsy-  
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• fL=;ka vkf.k iq:’kkauh fopkj fofue; dsY;kuarj v/;;u izfdz;k izkjaHk 

gks.kkj-  

• lokZaph foLr`r fpfdRld vkf.k vU; “kkjhjhd ekfgrh izkIr dsyh 

tk.kkj vkf.k eunaM e/;s lekos”k dsyk tk.kkj-  

• tj dks.kh gh ekfgrh vkiY;k ifjtukauk lkax.;kl bPNqd vlrhy 

rj R;k laerh ns.;kvk/kh vls dj.;kP;k gdnkj vkgsr-  

vuqla/kku esa “kkfey efgykvksa vkSj iq:’kksa dh lkekU; tkudkjh% 

१- uke %  

   o; %  

   fyax%  

   fnukad %  

२ - rqEgh LoPNsus v/;;uk e/;s lgHkkx ns.;kl bPNqd vlky rj rqEgkyk 

izksekWEkkZ Hkjko ykx.kkj ;k v/;;u ifj{k.kkpk mns”; vkgs fd ÞbEehfM;sV 

,QsDV v‚Q LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for E;wftd Fksjih olZl LVªDpMZ 

,DllkZbt çksxzke for tsdclu*l çksxzsflo fjyWDls'ku VsDuhd v‚u CyM 

çs'kj bu ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo is'ksaV~l : jWaMekbt~M daVªksyysM Vªkb;yß 

३ - rqEgh LoPNsus v/;;uke/;s lgHkkx ns.;kl bPNqd vlky rj rqEgkyk 

izksekWEkkZ HkjY;kiklwu VsLV iw.kZ gksbZi;Zar mifLFkr jkgkos ykxsy-  

४- rqEgkyk gk dkyko/kh lksbZLdj u okVY;kl vkEgkyk lkaxkos vkf.k vkegh 

;k xSjlksbZps fuokj.k d:-  

५- rqEgkyk dqBY;kgh ekscnyk vkf.k ifjiwrhZ fnyh tk.kkj ukgh-   

६- gk “kks/k v/;;u rqEgh dqBY;kgh {k.kh Fkkacow “kdrk vkf.k rqEgkyk 

vkeP;kdMwu dqByhgh vMpu ukgh-  
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७- rqEgkyk tks[khe] vLoLFkrk] Qk;ns] uqdlku ;kph foLr̀r ekfgrh 

laerhi= ?ks.;kvk/kh fnyh tk.kkj-  

८- ;k v/;;ukr izkIr vkdMs vR;ar xqIr vkf.k lqjf{kr Bsoys tkrhy- 

Nk;kfp=kapk iz;ksx dsY;kl vksG[k nk[kfoyh tk.kkj ukgh- Nk;kfp= izdkf’kr 

djkos ykxys rj vuqerh ?ksryh tk.kkj-  

९. ijh{k.k izfØ;sps loZtks[khe rqEgkyk letfoys tk.kkj vkf.k R;kuqlkj 

lerh ?ksryh tk.kkj- 

१०. vki.k lair fdaok pkp.kh iw.kZ dj.;kr v{ke vkgksr okVr vlsy rj 

vki.k dkGth vkf.k vkEgkyk dGrs dh vko';d ikoys mpyyh tkbZy |k 

xjt ukgh 

११- rqEgh vlarq’V vlY;kl dqBykgh ifj.kke u gksrk dqBY;kgh {k.kh ek?kkj 

?ksÅ “kdrk-  

१२ - la”kks/kdkps uko % 

Qksu uacj %                          iRrk %  

१३ - ekxZn’kZdkps uko %  

Qksu uacj %                          iRrk %  

१४- laLFksps uko % 
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Annexure III (A) 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

I am willing to participate voluntarily as a patients for the dissertation 

“Immediate Effect of Structured Exercise Programme with Music Therapy 

Versus Structured Exercise Programme with Jacobson’s Progressive 

Relaxation Technique on Blood Pressure in Mild Hypertensive Patients: 

Randomized Controlled Trial” conducted by____________.  

I have been informed regarding the nature of study and the duration of 

work. I have no objection to undertake the required procedure and to 

undergo various testing procedures pertaining to the study.  

The researcher has already assured me, that I would be treated well 

without any untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality protected.  

                                                              

 

                                                                        Signature of the Patients  

Place:  

Date: 
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Annexure III (B) 

lgerh i= 

eS ------------------------------------------------------ esjh iw.kZ lgerh ls bl “kS{kf.kd 

v/;;u gsrq ijh{k.k esa lgHkkxh gks jgk@jgh gwWA v/;;u ijh{k.k dk fo’k;] 

ÞbEehfM;sV ,QsDV v‚Q LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for E;wftd Fksjih olZl 

LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for tsdclu*l çksxzsflo fjyWDls'ku VsDuhd v‚u 

CyM çs'kj bu ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo is'ksaV~l : jWaMekbt~M daVªksyysM Vªkb;yß  

eq>s v/;;u ijh{k.k ds fy;s yxus okyk le;] lHkh i/nrh oS|dh; 

ijh{k.k vkSj fu;eksa ds ckjs esa eq>s igys ls crk;k x;k gSA  

“kks/kdrkZ] “kks/kfuca/kd us eq>s igys gh fo’okl fnyklk gS fd fdlh Hkh 

izdkjds nq’ifj.kke fcuk v/;;u ijh{k.k nlE;ku eq>s vPNh lqO;oLFkk 

feysxh vkSj esjs rjQ ls v/;;u ijh{k.k ds loZ vf/kdkjksa dh fo”oluh; 

Lo:ils xqIrrk j[kh tk;sxh@jgsaxh A  

v/;;u ijh{k.k esa yxusokysa lHkh ijh{kk ds fy, esjk fojks/k ugh gSA  

esjh iqjh vuqerh gSA  

LFkku %  

rkjh[k % ijh{kkFkhZ ds gLrk{kj 
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Annexure III (C) 

laerh i= 

eh --------------------------------------------------------------------- ekÖ;k iw.kZ laerhus ;k 

“kS{kf.kd v/;;u ÞbEehfM;sV ,QsDV v‚Q LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for 

E;wftd Fksjih olZl LVªDpMZ ,DllkZbt çksxzke for tsdclu*l çksxzsflo 

fjyWDls'ku VsDuhd v‚u CyM çs'kj bu ekbYM gkbijVsfUlo is'ksaV~l : 

jWaMekbt~M daVªksyysM Vªkb;yß ijh{k.kkr lgHkkxh gksr vkgs- eyk njE;ku 

gks.kkÚ;k v/;;u ijh{k.kklkBh ykx.kkjk osG loZ i/;rh oS|dh; fu;ekckcr 

laiw.kZ dYiuk ekfgrh iqjfo.;kr vkyh vkgs-  

“kks/kdR;kus eyk vk/khp [kk=h fnyh vkgs dh dks.kR;kgh nq’ifj.kke fo’k;h 

v/;;u ijh{k.k njE;ku eyk pkaxyh okx.kqd feGsy vkf.k ekÖ;kdMwu 

v/;;u ijh{k.kkps loZ vf/kdkjkph fdaok fo”oluh; xqIrrk jk[k.;kr ;sbZy-  

v/;;u ijh{k.kkyk ykx.kkÚ;k loZ ijh{ksdjhrk ek>k fojks/k ukgh- lgerh 

fLod`rh vkgs-  

LFkG %  

fnukad % ijh{kkFkhZph Lok{kjh 
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Annexure IV 

Proforma 

1. Name: 

2. Age: 

3. Sex: 

4. Previous history of hypertension:  yes/ no 

5. If yes since how many years/months: 

6. Any other past medical history: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Baseline After  

warm up 

session 

After 

exercise 

programme 

After cool 

down 

session 

After 

relaxation 

therapy 

Systolic BP      

Diastolic BP      
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Annexure V (A) 
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Annexure V(B) 

WHO/ISH CLASSIFICATION OF BLOOD PRESSURE LEVELS 2 

CATEGORY SYSTOLIC BP 

(mm Hg) 

DIASTOLIC BP 

(mm Hg) 

Optimal <120 <80 

Normal <130 <85 

High - Normal  130-139 85-89 

Grade 1 hypertension (“mild”) 140-159 90-99 

Subgroup : Borderline 140-149 90-94 

Grade 2 hypertension 

(“moderate”) 

160-179 100-109 

Grade 3 hypertension (“severe”) ≥180 ≥110 

Isolated Systolic Hypertension ≥140 <90 

Subgroup : Borderline 140-149 <90 

 

When a patient’s systolic and diastolic blood pressure fall into 

different categories, the higher category should apply. 
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Annexure V (C) 

DETAILS OF PEDOMETER 31 

        

Developer                             : Runtastic 

Application name                  : Runtastic Pedometer Step Count 

Concept                                : runtastic GmbH 

Design                                  : 4061 Pasching bei Linz 

Development                        : Austria 

Version                                 : 1.6.2 
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Annexure V(D) 

JACOBSON’S PROGRESSIVE RELAXATION TECHNIQUE 65 

Procedure of JPRT would be followed for group B for a period of 20 min 

and this would be implemented after the Structured Exercise Programme. 

Procedure of Jacobson Progressive Relaxation Technique as follows: 

Gently breathe in hold and let go.    

Gently dorsiflex your ankles hold & let go. Press your heels into the floor 

hold & let go.   

Flex you knees hold and let go.    

Squeeze your buttocks together hold now let go.   

Gently tighten your tummy muscles hold briefly now let go. 

Shoulders gently pull them up towards your ears, hold let go.  

Gently press your elbows and upper arms to the sides of your body hold 

now let go. 

Clench your hands hold and let go.    

Push your head forward slightly hold back to a balanced position. 

Grit your teeth together hold now let your jaw sag slightly.  

Press lips together and let go. 
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Press your tongue briefly to the roof of your mouth hold and let it drop 

loosely. 

Eyes screw them up a little hold and let go.    

Forehead frowns and holds and let go.   

Now spend a few times enjoying the feeling of release with each exhale.    
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Group A ( music therapy) 

sr 
no. UID AGE SEX 

MONTHS 
OF HTN 

PAST 
MEDICAL 
HISTORY 

BASELINE 
AFTER 

WARM UP 
AFTER 

EXERCISE 

AFTER 
COOL 
DOWN 

AFTER 
RELAXATION 

      
SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP 

1 M1 41 MALE  1 MONTH NO 145 94 145 94 
      2 M2 45 FEMALE 1 WEEK NO 144 92 144 92 146 93 146 92 142 90 

3 M3 45 FEMALE 3 WEEK NO 150 96 150 96 152 97 152 94 148 92 

4 M4 40 MALE  2 MONTH NO 148 94 148 94 150 95 150 92 146 91 

5 M5 45 FEMALE 1 MONTH NO 144 94 144 94 148 94 148 94 142 91 

6 M6 48 FEMALE 1 MONTH NO 146 98 146 98 148 99 148 99 144 95 

7 M7 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 102 152 102 
      8 M8 40 FEMALE 1 WEEK NO 150 98 150 98 148 97 148 97 146 95 

9 M9 41 MALE  3 MONTH NO 150 96 150 96 151 96 150 96 147 94 

10 M10 37 MALE  1 WEEK NO 148 94 148 94 148 94 147 94 145 92 

11 M11 44 FEMALE 1 MONTH NO 144 92 144 92 146 93 146 91 140 88 

12 M12 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 96 146 96 148 97 148 97 143 95 

13 M13 33 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 98 152 98 
      14 M14 32 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 98 146 98 
      15 M15 30 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 93 148 93 150 93 149 92 145 91 

16 M16 38 MALE  3 DAYS NO 154 106 154 106 156 104 154 101 150 99 

17 M17 34 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 92 146 92 148 93 148 93 144 90 

18 M18 36 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 94 147 94 
      19 M19 45 FEMALE 1 MONTH NO 148 93 148 93 148 93 147 92 145 90 

20 M20 48 FEMALE 3 MONTH NO 144 94 144 94 
      21 M21 34 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 102 152 102 150 102 148 101 146 98 

22 M22 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 156 107 156 107 
      23 M23 34 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 150 98 150 98 148 98 148 97 146 96 

24 M24 41 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 96 148 96 148 96 148 96 145 94 

25 M25 30 MALE  3 DAYS NO 151 94 150 94 151 93 152 94 146 92 

26 M26 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 150 96 150 96 151 96 150 96 147 93 

27 M27 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 94 148 94 148 94 147 94 145 92 

28 M28 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 90 144 90 146 90 146 90 140 87 

29 M29 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 96 148 96 143 92 

30 M30 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 92 152 92 150 92 149 92 146 90 

31 M31 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 95 146 95 148 95 147 95 144 92 

32 M32 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 91 146 91 148 93 148 93 143 90 

33 M33 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 94 147 94 
      34 M34 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 96 148 96 148 96 147 95 145 92 

35 M35 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 145 94 145 94 145 94 145 92 140 90 

36 M36 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 100 152 100 154 100 151 100 147 97 

37 M37 49 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 90 146 90 
      38 M38 38 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 94 147 94 147 94 147 94 145 91 

39 M39 36 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 94 148 94 148 94 147 93 146 89 

40 M40 46 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 94 145 94 145 94 145 92 141 90 

41 M41 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 90 152 90 150 90 148 90 145 87 

42 M42 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 156 105 156 105 156 106 154 106 149 99 

43 M43 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 94 150 94 148 93 148 93 146 92 

44 M44 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 95 148 95 148 96 148 96 145 94 

45 M45 38 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 150 95 150 95 150 95 150 95 146 92 

46 M46 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 96 150 96 151 96 150 96 145 93 

47 M47 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 94 147 94 144 91 

48 M48 43 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 90 147 90 148 92 148 92 143 90 

49 M49 46 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 143 92 143 92 144 92 144 92 139 90 

50 M50 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 147 96 147 96 147 96 147 95 145 94 

51 M51 35 MALE  3 DAYS NO 151 92 150 92 151 93 152 94 147 92 

52 M52 38 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 94 150 94 151 94 150 94 147 92 

53 M53 44 FEMALE 2 MONTH NO 149 94 149 94 149 94 149 94 145 91 

54 M54 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 91 145 91 146 91 146 91 140 88 

55 M55 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 95 146 95 
      56 M56 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 98 146 98 148 99 148 99 144 94 

57 M57 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 153 102 153 102 153 102 153 101 148 99 

MASTERCHART 
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58 M58 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 98 150 98 148 97 148 97 146 96 

59 M59 48 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 95 147 95 147 95 147 95 145 93 

60 M60 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 93 148 93 148 93 147 93 145 90 

61 M61 42 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 159 100 160 100 160 100 160 100 155 96 

62 M62 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 93 144 93 146 93 146 93 140 90 

63 M63 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 98 152 98 150 98 148 98 146 93 

64 M64 42 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 156 101 156 101 156 101 156 101 152 98 

65 M65 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 92 150 92 151 92 151 92 146 90 

66 M66 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 90 148 90 148 90 148 90 145 87 

67 M67 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 94 152 94 152 94 152 94 146 91 

68 M68 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 91 150 91 
      69 M69 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 145 93 145 93 147 94 147 94 143 90 

70 M70 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 96 152 96 150 96 149 96 148 93 

71 M71 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 92 146 92 148 92 148 92 144 90 

72 M72 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 90 146 90 148 90 147 90 144 90 

73 M73 37 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 90 144 90 144 90 144 90 142 91 

74 M74 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 96 148 96 148 96 147 95 145 93 

75 M75 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 94 147 94 144 90 

76 M76 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 90 147 90 148 92 148 92 143 88 

77 M77 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 93 144 93 146 93 146 93 140 90 

78 M78 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 151 98 151 98 
      79 M79 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 92 145 92 147 92 147 92 144 89 

80 M80 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 90 146 90 147 90 147 90 144 87 

81 M81 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 95 148 95 144 92 

82 M82 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 145 91 145 91 146 93 146 93 143 89 

83 M83 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 142 90 142 90 144 91 144 91 142 88 

84 M84 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 96 148 96 149 96 149 95 145 93 

85 M85 40 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 92 146 92 148 92 148 92 144 90 

86 M86 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 90 146 90 148 90 147 90 144 90 

87 M87 37 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 90 144 90 144 90 144 90 142 91 

88 M88 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 94 152 94 154 94 154 94 148 92 

89 M89 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 91 150 91 151 91 150 91 147 89 

90 M90 41 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 144 93 144 93 146 93 146 93 140 90 
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GRGROUP B ( Jacobson’s Progressive Relaxation Technique) 

Sr 
no. UID AGE SEX 

MONTHS 
OF HTN 

PAST 
MEDICAL 
HISTORY 

BASELINE 
AFTER 
WARM UP 

AFTER 
EXERCISE 

AFTER 
COOL 
DOWN 

AFTER 
RELAXATIO
N 

      
SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP 

1 J1 49 FEMALE 2MONTH NO 146 94 146 94 148 94 147 94 142 90 

2 J2 40 MALE  1MONTH NO 147 90 147 90 148 92 148 92 142 86 

3 J3 41 MALE  3MONTH NO 143 92 143 92 144 92 144 92 138 88 

4 J4 37 MALE  1 WEEK NO 147 96 147 96 
      5 J5 44 FEMALE 1MONTH NO 151 92 150 92 151 93 152 94 146 89 

6 J6 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 150 94 150 94 151 94 150 94 144 90 

7 J7 34 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 100 152 100 
      8 J8 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 149 98 149 98 149 97 148 97 145 94 

9 J9 30 MALE  3 DAYS NO 140 96 140 96 140 96 140 96 136 92 

10 J10 38 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 94 148 94 148 94 147 94 145 92 

11 J11 34 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 92 144 92 146 93 146 91 140 88 

12 J12 33 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 96 146 96 
      13 J13 45 FEMALE 1MONTH NO 152 98 152 98 150 97 149 97 147 95 

14 J14 42 FEMALE 3MONTH NO 156 98 156 98 156 99 157 99 152 95 

15 J15 34 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 93 148 93 150 93 149 92 145 91 

16 J16 35 MALE  3 DAYS NO 154 99 154 99 
      17 J17 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 98 145 98 145 99 145 99 142 94 

18 J18 41 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 153 100 153 100 153 100 153 99 148 96 

19 J19 30 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 96 150 96 148 97 148 97 146 93 

20 J20 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 95 148 95 148 95 148 95 144 92 

21 J21 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 93 148 93 
      22 J22 37 MALE  3 DAYS NO 159 105 160 105 162 105 162 105 154 97 

23 J23 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 93 145 93 146 93 146 93 141 90 

24 J24 38 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 98 152 98 150 98 148 98 146 93 

25 J25 48 MALE  3 DAYS NO 156 101 156 101 
      26 J26 34 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 92 146 92 148 93 148 93 142 88 

27 J27 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 94 144 94 144 94 144 94 140 90 

28 J28 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 94 147 93 142 89 

29 J29 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 140 94 140 94 140 94 140 92 136 90 

30 J30 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 90 150 90 150 90 149 90 144 86 

31 J31 36 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 156 96 156 96 
      32 J32 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 149 94 149 94 149 93 149 93 146 90 

33 J33 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 95 146 95 148 96 148 96 141 92 

34 J34 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 94 144 94 146 94 146 94 140 90 

35 J35 49 MALE  3 DAYS NO 140 92 140 92 141 93 141 93 142 89 

36 J36 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 150 94 150 94 154 96 154 96 146 90 

37 J37 34 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 92 148 92 150 93 150 93 146 90 

38 J38 41 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 144 93 144 93 146 94 146 94 141 89 

39 J39 35 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 98 146 98 148 99 148 99 144 95 

40 J40 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 151 90 152 90 150 92 149 92 148 86 

41 J41 46 FEMALE 1 WEEK NO 150 92 150 92 148 92 150 92 146 88 

42 J42 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 96 148 96 149 96 150 96 145 92 

43 J43 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 90 148 90 148 92 147 91 142 86 
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44 J44 32 MALE  3 DAYS NO 154 101 154 101 156 101 156 101 150 98 

45 J45 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 149 92 149 92 
      46 J46 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 144 90 144 90 145 90 145 90 140 86 

47 J47 46 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 154 94 154 94 154 94 154 94 149 90 

48 J48 49 MALE  3 DAYS NO 150 94 150 94 
      49 J49 48 MALE  3 DAYS NO 145 93 145 93 147 94 147 94 140 88 

50 J50 36 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 92 152 92 150 92 149 92 148 89 

51 J51 46 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 90 146 90 148 90 148 90 142 84 

52 J52 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 146 94 146 94 148 95 147 95 144 89 

53 J53 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 144 92 144 92 144 92 144 93 142 87 

54 J54 43 FEMALE 1MONTH NO 148 96 148 96 148 96 147 95 144 92 

55 J55 42 FEMALE 1MONTH NO 148 94 148 94 148 94 147 95 143 91 

56 J56 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 145 94 145 94 146 94 146 92 140 90 

57 J57 47 MALE  3 DAYS NO 159 100 159 100 159 100 160 100 154 96 

58 J58 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 91 146 91 148 91 148 91 142 86 

59 J59 49 MALE  1MONTH NO 147 92 147 92 147 94 147 94 145 89 

60 J60 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 149 90 149 90 150 92 150 92 146 86 

61 J61 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 94 145 94 
      62 J62 47 MALE  3MONTH NO 154 90 154 90 155 92 155 92 148 86 

63 J63 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 92 148 92 148 93 147 93 145 88 

64 J64 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 159 100 159 100 160 100 160 100 155 96 

65 J65 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 144 93 144 93 146 93 146 93 140 90 

66 J66 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 98 152 98 150 98 148 98 146 94 

67 J67 46 FEMALE 3MONTH NO 156 96 156 96 156 96 156 97 152 92 

68 J68 47 FEMALE 2 WEEK NO 150 92 150 92 
      69 J69 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 147 90 147 90 148 90 148 90 145 86 

70 J70 43 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 94 152 94 153 94 153 94 146 90 

71 J71 46 MALE  3 DAYS NO 153 91 153 91 154 92 154 92 148 87 

72 J72 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 92 148 92 148 93 147 94 145 88 

73 J73 48 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 140 90 140 90 142 90 142 90 136 84 

74 J74 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 146 95 146 95 148 96 148 96 143 91 

75 J75 42 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 152 98 152 98 
      76 J76 45 MALE  3 DAYS NO 156 94 156 94 156 94 157 94 152 89 

77 J77 46 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 148 92 148 92 150 93 149 92 145 88 

78 J78 47 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 154 98 154 98 156 99 154 99 150 94 

79 J79 49 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 98 145 98 
      80 J80 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 153 99 153 99 153 100 153 99 148 96 

81 J81 44 MALE  3 DAYS NO 149 96 149 96 150 97 150 97 145 93 

82 J82 45 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 151 90 152 90 150 92 149 92 148 86 

83 J83 44 FEMALE 3 DAYS NO 145 93 145 93 147 94 147 94 140 88 

84 J84 46 MALE  1MONTH NO 148 96 148 96 149 96 150 96 145 92 

85 J85 39 MALE  3 DAYS NO 148 90 148 90 148 92 147 91 142 86 

86 J86 42 MALE  3 DAYS NO 152 92 152 92 150 92 149 92 148 89 

87 J87 43 MALE  3 DAYS NO 149 92 149 92 151 92 151 92 145 88 

88 J88 46 FEMALE 1MONTH NO 146 90 146 90 148 90 148 90 142 84 

89 J89 41 MALE  3 DAYS NO 154 94 154 94 154 94 154 94 149 90 
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INTRODUCTION: 

COPD is a major cause of disability & death worldwide. It is defined as a disease 

state characterized by airflow limitations that is not fully reversible.1 

It is a progressive airway disease marked by symptoms of dyspnoea, sputum 

production, wheezing, coughing, chest tightness and fatigue.COPD makes it hard to 

breathe. The two types are chronic bronchitis and emphysema. The main cause of 

COPD is long term exposure to substances that irritate and damage the lungs. 

Symptoms of COPD are as follow: 

 A cough that produces a lot of mucus. 

 Shortness of breath, especially with physical activity. 

 Wheezing 

 Chest tightness 2 

Moreover the pulmonary and extra pulmonary manifestation of COPD seriously 

affects physical, social and emotional states. It is therefore not surprising to find a 

higher prevalence of depression in COPD patients than in either healthy controls or 

even patients with other chronic illnesses such as Parkinson‟s disease, stroke 

arthritis and tuberculosis.3 

Abebaw M , Yohannes 2014 etc in their study they stated during the past two 

decades there has been increasing recognition that patients with COPD with three or 

more co-morbidities are more to be frequently hospitalized and may die prematurely 

compared with COPD patients without co-morbidities.4 

Kurt B stage, Thomas Middlebone2006  in their study stated COPD is a severe 

treatment-resistant pulmonary disease with varying impact on the patients general 

physical conditions , functioning and quality of life.5 
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Patients with COPD , particularly when the disease is severe and during 

exacerbation have evidence of systemic inflammation, measured either as increased 

circulating cytokines, chemokines and acute phase proteins as abnormalities in 

circulating cell. Due to their physical impairment, patients with COPD are frequently 

isolated and unable to engage in many social activities.6 

Prabhu Rajkumar, Kamaraj Pattabi 2017 etc described COPD as a common 

preventable and treatable disease, characterized by persistent airflow limitation that 

is usually progressive and associated with an enhanced chronic inflammatory 

response in the airways and the lungs to noxious particles or gasses.7 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is characterized by the presence of airflow 

obstruction due to chronic bronchitis and emphysema, two disease that can often co-

exist.8 

PJ Barne and B.R.Cell 2009 in their study stated chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD) is primarily characterized by the presence of airflow limitation due to 

airways inflammation and remodelling often associated with parenchymal destruction  

and development of emphysema. There are two different views relating the observed 

association between COPD and its manifestations and co-morbidities for many they 

are the result of systemic “spill over” of the inflammatory and respiratory events 

occurring in remaining at the centre of the process whereas for others the pulmonary 

manifestations of COPD are one more form of expression of a systemic inflammatory 

state with multiple organ compromise.6 

Chronic bronchitis is inflammation of the lining of bronchial tubes, which carry air to 

and from the air sacs (alveoli) of the lungs. It characterized by daily cough and 

mucus production. 
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Emphysema is a condition in which the alveoli at the end of smallest air passages 

(bronchiole) of the lungs are destroyed as a result of damaging exposure to cigarette 

smoke and  other irritating gasses and particular matter.9 

Statistics reveals that India contributes to COPD mortality which is estimated to be 

highest in the world. . The ICMR reports in 2012 stated the prevalence varied from 

8% amongst Indian male and approximately 2.5% to 4.5% among Indian females 

more than 64.7 estimated age standardized death rate per 100000 amongst both 

sexes.10,11 

It is reported that COPD is an estimated disease burden of 210 million people 

worldwide. Globally COPD was the fourth leading cause of death (5.1%) in 2004 and 

is projected to occupy the third position (8.6%) in 2030.India is a large country , 

compromising of people with varying socio-demographic profiles culture practices 

and ethnicities. Hence the risk factors for COPD are also likely to be different across 

various Indian states and regions.Further reports states together COPD, asthma and 

other respiratory diseases are the second (10.2%) leading cause of death in the 

population aged 25-69 years in India, as reported in 2001-2003 and they accounts 

for 3% of disability adjusted life years (DALYr) lost of the CRD COPD accounts for 

about 500000 deaths in India. Which  is more than four times the number of people 

who are due to COPD in USA and Europe.7 

COPD is a gradually progressive disease which manifests late and as such most 

methodologies are likely to under estimate the morbidity and mortality rates of 

disease. India also contributes a significant and growing percentage of COPD 

mortality estimates to be amongst the highest in the world i.e. more than 67 

estimated age standardized death rate per 100000 amongst both sexes as 
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mentioned in the WHO Global info-base updated on 20th January 2011( India 102.3) 

this world translate into approximately 55,6000 in case of India.10 

During the past two decades, there has been increasing recognition that patients 

with COPD with three or more co-morbidities are more to be frequently hospitalized 

and may die prematurely compared with COPD patients without co-morbidities. Of 

such co-morbidities , anxiety and depression contributes to substantial burden of 

COPD- related morbidity, notably by impairing quality of life and reducing adherence 

to treatment. Untreated and under-recognized depression and anxiety symptoms in 

patients with COPD have deleterious effects on physical functioning and on social 

interaction, increasing fatigue and healthcare utilization. Depression and anxiety are 

challenging to identify and treat because their symptoms often overlap with those of 

COPD.4 

However in many patients the disease is associated with several systemic 

manifestations that can effectively result in impaired functional capacity worsening 

dyspnea , reduced health related quality of life and increased mortatlity. 

COPD is associated co-morbidities which includes the in areas of the risk of 

hospitalization and mortality in COPD patients, especially as the air way obstruction 

becomes more severe further more co-morbidities significantly increases the health 

care costs of COPD.The COPD is also associated with manifestations include the 

presence of concomitant cardiovascular compromise, malnutrition involving primarily 

the loss and dysfunction of skeletal muscles, osteoporosis, anaemia, increased 

gastroesophageal reflux and clinical depression and anxiety.6 

Celine pynnaert, Michel lamotte etc in their study they stated pulmonary 

hypertension is a common complication of advanced chronic obstructive pulmonary 
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disease (COPD) increased pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) in these patients is a 

cause of cor pulmonale traditionally defined by an alteration in structure and function 

of the right ventricle secondary to lung disease.5 

COPD is a disease with multiple co-morbidities two of the most common and least 

treated co-morbidities of COPD are anxiety and depression. However, only a few 

prospective studies have addressed how to diagnose and manage these disorder 

and determine their impact on health status amongst patients with COPD.9 

COPD is a severe treatment resistant pulmonary disease with varying impact on the 

patients general physical conditions, functioning and quality of life and mental health. 

P J Barnes and BR celli etc in their study stated due to their physical impairment , 

patients with COPD are frequently isolated and unable to engage in many social 

activities.6 

It is not surprising that anxiety and depression are very frequent in patients with 

COPD and appears to be more prevalent and other chronic disease. 

Anxiety and depression may be confused with symptoms of COPD, so these 

psychiatric problems are often undiagnosed and untreated in clinical practice.6 

Kurt B stage, Thomas middlebone2006  in their study states that may have a direct 

link to the appearance of depressive syndromes and many studies have documented 

a high rate of depression and anxiety among patients suffering from COPD. 

 

In the healthline Journal it is described these changes can lead to feelings of loss, 

frustration or sadness because one can no longer do the things he used to do. May 
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even experience depression, mood disorder that causes feeling of sadness and 

disinterested.12 

The mechanism responsible fo depression in patient with COPD are unknown and 

likely to be multi-factorial. Depression may precede the development of COPD and 

their might be shared genetic factors but smoking is more in frequent with anxiety 

and depression.6 

Signs and symptoms of depression are as follow: 

 Irritable or angry with others. 

 Sad for weeks at a time or angry a lot. 

 Hopeless or even suicidal. 

 Overly sensitive to criticism. 

 Guilty or worthless. 

 Trouble falling a sleep or staying a sleep. 

 Trouble concentrating or making a decision. 

 Lack of interest in people or activities you once enjoyed. 

 Lethargy and lack of motivation. 

 Increased or decreased appetite. 

 Inability to enjoy oneselg or find humour in things.6 

Debabani biswas,Subhasis Mukherjee 2017 in their study define anxiety and 

depression are important co-morbidities conditions, often under diagnosed that 

influences quality of life and prognosis in COPD. Depression and anxiety symptoms 

are related to age, gender, poor quality of life and more poor symptoms.13 

Celine pynnaerta, Michel lamotteb2009 etc in their study they stated that exercise 

capacity is markedly reduced in COPD in proportion to severity of the disease by the 
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Global initiative for chronic obstructive lung disease by the (GOLD) staging 

system.Both peak O2 uptake (VO2) and the distance walked in 6 MWD have been 

reported to be predictors of survival in COPD .decreased exercise capacity in these 

patients is multifactorial, due to combined effects of dynamic hyperinflation, 

decreased ventilatory reserve and respiratory and peripheral muscle dysfunction.A 

limitation in the cardiac output and stroke volume responses could also play a role in 

relation to right ventricle failure to increased afterload.5 

Moreover the pulmonary and extra-pulmonary manifestation of COPD seriously 

affects physical, social and emotional states which may further leads to depression  

which in turn may affect exercise capacity in COPD patients.3 

Co-morbidities such as anxiety and depression contributes to substantial burden of 

COPD related morbidity notably by impairing quality of life and reducing adherence 

to treatment. Untreated and under recognized depression and anxiety symptoms in 

patient with COPD have deleterious effects on physical functioning and on social 

interaction, increasing fatigue and healthcare utilization. Depression and anxiety are 

challenging to identify and treat because their symptoms often overlap with those of 

COPD.14 

 

Anxiety and depression are important co-morbid conditions, often under-diagnosed 

that influences quality of life and prognosis in COPD. Dyspnea and reduced exercise 

capacity were the predominant mechanism leading to anxiety and depression 

symptoms associated with COPD.13 

. 
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COPD patient often report a significant degree of disability, restriction in daily 

activities, decreased quality of life and psychological distress.15 

 

Psychological impairments, ranging from feeling of depression and anxiety to full 

diagnostic mental disorders, although prevalent in this population, have received less 

interest.16 

 

Despite the increasing awareness of the prevalence and importance of anxiety and 

depression in COPD the use of instruments specifically designed to screen for these 

is not widespread.17 

Fabiance  Di Marco etc in their study  stated Depressed COPD patients have a 

reduced daily and maximum exercise capacity compared to non-depressed 

patients.18 

 

Therefore the purpose of study is to assess depression in COPD patients which, 

affects the physical activities of a patients. 

There is need for early identification and management of depression in patients with 

COPD.3,16 

Therefore, the current study would be undertaken to know whether depression and 

anxiety have an impact on physical performance in COPD patient. 
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NEED OF STUDY: 

COPD is a major cause of disability & death.  

COPD is a severe pulmonary disease with varying impact on the patients general 

physical conditions , functioning and quality of life. Anxiety and Depression are 

common comorbidities in COPD patients. 

Studies suggest that During the past two decades there has been increasing 

recognition that patients with COPD with three or more co-morbidities. Patients 

without co-morbidities.Such co-morbidities , anxiety and depression contributes to 

substantial burden of COPD- related morbidity, notably by impairing quality of life 

and reducing adherence to treatment. Untreated and under-recognized depression 

and anxiety symptoms in patients with COPD have deleterious effects on physical 

functioning and on social interaction, increasing fatigue and healthcare utilization. 

Depression and anxiety are challenging to identify and treat because their symptoms 

often overlap with those of COPD.4 

 Pulmonary and extra-pulmonary manifestation of COPD seriously affects physical, 

social and emotional states which may further leads to depression  which in turn may 

affect exercise capacity in COPD patients. 

There is lack of literature of assessment of depression and anxiety in COPD 

patients. Therefore current study was undertaken . 

However, only a few prospective studies have addressed how to diagnose and 

manage these disorder and determine their impact on health status amongst patients 

with COPD. 
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There is need for early identification and management of depression in patients with 

COPD. 

Therefore, the current study would be undertaken to know whether depression and 

anxiety have an impact on physical performance in COPD patient. 
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AIMS OR OBJECTIVES OF STUDY: 

AIM: 

To study the correlation of  Hospital anxiety and depression scale (HADS) and Six 

Minute Walk Test (6MWT) performance in COPD patients. 

 

OBJECTIVES:  

COPD patients will be graded using GOLD standard.  

PRIMARY OBEJECTIVES: 

1. Depression and anxiety evaluation by using HADS scale score 

 

 Normal      borderline    abnormal 

Abnormal  

      2.6MWT distance  parameters such as BP , RR , HR and RPE  ( Modified Borg‟s 

scale) will be measured pre, post  and 2 min after  the test. 

 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION: 

Does Anxiety and Depression affects the Physical exercise test in COPD patients? 

 

HYPOTHESIS: 

Presence of anxiety and depression affect 6MWT performance in COPD patients. 

 

NULL HYPOTHESIS: 

Presence of anxiety and depression does not affect 6MWT performance in COPD 

patients. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

The review of literature focuses on COPD depression and anxiety using HADS and 

physical exercise capacity using Six Minute Walk Test (6MWT) performance. 

 

The literature aims to study the 6MWT response and distance in different HADS 

score in COPD patient. 

 

Statistics reveals that India contributes to COPD mortatlity which is estimated to be 

highest in the world. . The ICMR reports in 2012 stated that prevalence varied from 

3% to 8% amongst Indian male and approximately 2.5% to 4.5% among Indian 

females more than 64.7 estimated age standardized death rate per 100000 amongst 

both sexes.10,11 

In India , COPD remains a major public health problem requiring management from 

the primary health care level onward. In India, 65 million suffer from respiratory 

diseases of non-communicable type, out of which asthma and COPD account for 42 

million cases, and this figure is likely to grow by 20% by 2030.11 

These studies were  comprehensively revie wed by jindals.k et al, and found that 

prevalence of COPD is very high in India.22 

COPD is fifth greatest cause of disability worldwide (WHO 1996) and major cause of 

death.22,23 

 

CasterinaAnecchino, Elisa rossietc in their study “Prevalance of COPD and 

pattern of comorbidities in a general population” they found that the prevalence of 

COPD in adult population (≥45 years) was 3.66 and it is gradually increased by age 

(1.9% in the age group of 45-64, 4.8% in 65-74 and 6.8% in 75-84).29 
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Prabu Rajkumar,Kamaraj Pattabi etc in their study „ A cross sectional study on 

prevalence of Chronic Obstructive pulmonary disease(COPD) in India: rationale and 

methods‟ stated that India is a large country , compromising of people with varying 

socio-demographic profiles culture practices and ethnicities. Hence the risk factors 

for COPD are also likely to be different across various Indian states and 

regions.Further reports states together COPD, asthma and other respiratory 

diseases are the second (10.2%) leading cause of death in the population aged 25-

69 years in India, as reported in 2001-2003 and they accounts for 3% of disability 

adjusted life years (DALYr) lost of the CRD COPD accounts for about 500000 deaths 

in India. Which  is more than four times the number of people who are due to COPD 

in USA and Europe.7 

 

According to GOLD classification 2017 patients with the mild severity have 

FEV1≥80% predicted and moderate severity COPD patients have 50% FEV1≤80% 

predicted.20 

Many studies suggest that depression and anxiety are common in COPD 

patients.4,25,26,15,13,8 

The prevalence of  most frequently observed psychological symptoms are 

depression and anxiety.8 

 

 Kunik ME, et al.2005 in their study „surprisingly high prevalence of anxiety and 

depression in chronic breathing disorder‟ found that  COPD ( especially at severe 

levels ) leads to impairment of activities of daily living, social and psychological 

functioning and recreational activities. Depression has been found to occur in 7%-
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42% of COPD patients up to four times more frequently than in subjects without 

COPD.27 

 

Todd Doyle, Scott Palmar etc in their study „Association of anxiety and depression 

with pulmonary-specific symptoms in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease‟ found 

that two of the most common co-morbidities in COPD are anxiety and depression. 

Prevalence rates of elevated depressive symptoms have been reported to be as high 

as 80% and rates of elevated anxiety may exceed 90%. The presence of anxiety and 

depression in COPD- related hospitalizations, and mortality. Despite their negative 

influence on quality of life and medical outcomes, anxiety and depression often go 

undetected in clinical practice due to variations in the frequency and type of 

diagnostic assessment, variability in clinical presentation, and the significant overlap 

between co-morbid pulmonary symptoms.16 

 

T ze-Pin Ng, MD; Mathew Niti etc in their study „ Depressive symptoms and 

Chronic Obstructive pulmonary disease‟ found that significant depressive symptoms 

are reported in 16% to 70% of patients with COPD and are often unrecognized and 

untreated in primary and specially care.27 

 

K. Hill, R. Giest etc in their study “ comprehensive management of end-stage 

COPD” stated that despite the prevalence of depression and anxiety and their impact 

on the morbidity associated with COPD, these psychological consequences of the 

disease are rarely addressed, at least in the respiratory medicine community.17 
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Jennifer A Cleland , Amanda J Lee and Susan Hall in their study “Associations of 

depression and anxiety with gender, age, health-related quality of life and symptoms 

in primary care COPD patients” stated that impact of depression and anxiety in 

COPD is substantial. Both depression and anxiety are significantly associated with 

decreased functional status and worse health status when compared to those 

patients without psychological symptoms, even after controlling for the effects of 

overall health sttaus.29 

 

Abebaw M Yohannes and George S Alexopoulos in their study „depression and 

anxiety in patients with COPD‟ discussed that untreated comorbid anxiety and 

depression in patients with COPD have devastating consequences, overwhelm the 

coping strategies of COPD patients and their caregivers and may increase 

healthcare utilization.4 

 

 

Janet Maurer, Venkata Rebbapragada etc in their study „ Anxiety and Depression 

in COPD‟ stated that untreated or incompletely treated depression and anxiety have 

major implications  for compliance with medical treatment, increased frequency of 

hospital admissions, prolonged length of stay, and increased consultation with 

primary care physicians. Lack of treatment is also associated with poor quality of life 

and premature death.29 

 

 

To assess the depression and anxiety in COPD patients many studies used the 

Hospital anxiety and depression scale (HADS).16,29,30,32 
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Janet Maurer, Venkata Rebbapragada etc in their study „ Anxiety and Depression 

in COPD‟ they used HADS.28 

 

Milo A Puhan*1, Martin Frey2etcIn their study “The minimal important difference of 

the Hospital Anxeity and depression scale in patients with chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease. conclude that the minimal important difference of the HADS  

isaround 1.5 In COPD patients corresponding to a change from baseline of around 

20%.it can be used for the planning and interpretation.31 

 

 

Christoph Nowak, Norian A. seivi etc in their study “ Accuracy of the Hospital 

Anxiety and Depression Scale for identifying Depression in Chronic Obstructive 

Pulmonary Disease Patients”  suggest that impaired lung function is a risk factor for 

depression upto 4-10 respiratrory patients affected. There is emerging evidence that 

low grade inflammation mediates in the part of the association of depressive 

symptoms and pulmonary function. Increased inflammatory markers have been 

documented in both late life depression.4,17 

Thus COPD has comorbidities of Depression and Anxiety.8 

 

Cuneyt Tetikkurt, Imran ozdemir etc in their study „ anxiety and depression in 

COPD patients amd correlation with sputum and BAL cytology‟ stated that dyspnea 

and reduced exercise capacity were the predominant mechanisms leading to anxiety 

and depression symptoms associated with COPD.38 
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Celine Pynnaert, Michel Lamotte etc in their study „ Aerobic exercise capacity in 

COPD patients with and without pulmonary hypertension‟ stated that exercise 

capacity is markedly reduced in COPD, in proportion to severity of the disease as 

assessed by global initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) staging 

system. Both peak O2 uptake (VO2) and the distance walked in 6 min (6MWD) have 

been reported to be predictors of survival in COPD. Decreased exercise capacity in 

these patients is multifactorial, due to combined effects of dynamic hyperinflation, 

decreased ventilatory reserve and respiratory and peripheral muscle dysfunction.5 

 

Unscreened and consequently unmanaged depression may result in further 

deterioration since depression is significantly associated with exacerbation.3 

Depression in COPD patients was associated with more symptoms and reduced six 

minute walk distance as compared to non depressed COPD subjects.18 

 

Khaled Al-shaira,*, Rachel Dockryaetc in their study “ Depression and its 

relationship with poor exercise capacity, BODE index and muscle wasting in 

COPD”suggest that depression is associated with poor exercise capacity . Patient 

with imited exercise capacity has significantly higher scores on depression scale.3 

 

COPD patients may experience one or more panic attacks, psychological arousal 

temporary cognitive impairment and disorder to flee the situation. Dyspnoea in 

conjuction with fear of suffocation and death is a source of significant anxiety in this 

population. The demand of the body which may lead to hypoxia or hypercapnia.27,8 
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Todd doyle, scott palmer, Julie Johnson etc in their study “Association of Anxiety 

and Depression with pulmonary-specific symptoms in COPD” suggest that co-morbid 

anxiety and depression are associated with increased fatigue, shortness of breath 

and frequency of COPD symptoms. Patients with low performance on six minute 

walk test and higher level of anxiety were more likely to exhibit greater symptoms of 

shortness of breath.15 

 

Six Minute Walk test has been usefully applied to the evaluation of functional 

capacity for patient with COPD.8 

 

 

Roberta E. Rikli and C. jessi jones etcin their study found that six minute walk test 

can be used to assess physical endurance in generally healthy older adults with 

varying of physical capacity.33 

After 6MWT BP, RR, PR are to be assessed by using ACSM guidelines and cardiac 

and respiratory function by using Borg‟s scale and it is valid and reliable indicator of 

an individual exercise tolerance and highly correlated with HR and VO2max.15 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

 

I. Study design: Experimental study 

 

II. Setting ( study location ): pulmonary outpatient department. 

 

III. Duration of study : 12 months 

 

 

IV. Method of selection of study subjects (Eligibility Criteria): the subjects 

would be selected based on the following criteria: 

 

Inclusion criteria: 

a) COPD patients with the age between 40-60 years old. 

b) COPD patients(GOLD standard) with mild and moderate severity. 

c) Willing to participate. 

Exclusion criteria: 

a) Any cardiovascular, neurological, musculoskeletal condition 

b) Post surgical pateint 

c) Acute exacerbation 
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V. Method of selection of comparision/ control group: subject would be 

selected   according to GOLD standard grading and HADS score in COPD 

patients. 

VI. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

• SAMPLE SIZE: 100 (correlation co-efficient) 

• SAMPLING TECHNIQUE: Convenient sampling 

• METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION: 

The data would be collected from patients for anthropometric COPD severity 

(GOLD standard classification)   HADS scale score, 6MWT pre, post and after 

two minutes test vitals (BP, RR and HR) and Modified Borg‟s scale (RPE) and 

distance covered. 

 

 

OUTCOME MEASURES 

1. 6MWT:  

• BP, RR, HR vitals before, after and two minute after the test. 

• RPE:  Modified Borg‟s scale. 

• Distance covered. 

 

INSTRUMENT USED: 
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1. 6MWT:  

It is defined as a submaximal test and provide and objective assessment of 

exercise tolerance or functional capacity in a manner that is comfortable for 

most patients to perform.5,12 

 

I. Countdown timer ( or stopwatch) : This was used to monitor the time for 

performance of 6MWT.(Photograph 1) 

II. Measuring tape: photograph shows the measuring tape which was 

required for measuring the walking area so that the walking platform was 

marked according to guideline of 6MWT.(Photograph 2) 

III. Two small cones to marking the turnaround point: florescent cones 

were required in order to notify turnaround points of the 6 minute walk 

area. The florescent colour was used so that subjects could see the 

turnaround point easily form far. This enable the subjects to know exactly 

form where there were supposed to change the direction of walk. 

(Photograph 3) 
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     Photograph 1: 

       Stop Watch 

 

       Photograph 2: 

      Measuring tape 
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IV. Sphygmomanometer: The sphygmomanometer which was used to 

measure systolic & diastolic blood pressure in mmHg before & after the 

test. It was type manufactured by Omron company the details has been 

enclosed in annexure (I e). It  is a reliable and validated instrument. The 

digital sphygmomanometer was utilized so as to measure the values as 

quickly as possible so that variations occurring due to time could be 

controlled.(Photograph 4) 

V. Pulseoximeter: Dr. Trust pulse oximeter which is reliable and valid 

instrument was utilized to measure the pulse rate of the sample patients 

before and after the performance of the 6MWT. This is shown in 

photograph (5). The details of the manufacturing company, validity & 

reliability, uses & procedure for using the equipment have been presented 

in the annexure (I f) 

     Photograph 3 

      Small cones 
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VI. Modified Borg’s scale: The Borg‟s scale utilized in study was Modified 

Borg‟s scale which is a valid and a reliable scale with values ranging from 

0-10. The patients were asked to rate their level of perceived exertion after 

performance of desired tests. The detail of Borg‟s scale have been 

represented in annexure (I b) 

 

 

 

 

 

     Photograph 4 

  Sphygmomanometer 

     Photograph 5 

Pulseoximeter 
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PROCEDURE: 

Permission from Head of the Department, pulmonary chest HOD and approval from 

ethical committee are obtained. 100 COPD patients will be selected. The study will 

be explained to them in detail. Consent will be taken from participants after 

confirming the duration and severity which will be evaluated by using proforma which 

consists of brief history (Annexure I c). 
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 Patients will be screened with spirometry for severity of disease & then using 

GOLD standard rating (Annexure iv). The goals of COPD assessment are to 

determine the severity of airflow limitations, its impact on the patients health 

status and risk of future events ( such as exacerbation , hospital admission or 

death) in order to, eventually, guide therapy. To achieve these goals, COPD 

assessment must consider the following aspects of the disease separately. 

 The presence and severity of the spirometric abnormality. 

 Current nature and magnitude of the patients symptoms. 

 Exacerbations history and future risk. 

 Presence of co-morbidities. 

 

 After this Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) will be given to 

patients in a vernacular language. Annexure I (b) (Photograph 6) 

 

     Photograph 6 
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The HADS measures depression and generations anxiety and in and out patient 

department and in community setting. It contains 14 statement describing symptoms 

of depression and anxiety ( for example “ I feel tense and irritable” ). Response 

options for each question range from 3 and ask patients about their agreement with 

the statements or how often they apply ( for example most of the time often from 

time to time or not at all). There are seven statements for each depression or 

anxiety. Domain scores range from 0 ( no depression or anxiety) to 21 and following 

the standard convection scores ≥11 indicate a probable. Clinical diagnosis of 

depression or anxiety. And scores will be evaluated. ANNEXURE I (a) 

 And patient will be asked to perform 6MWT using ACSM‟s guidelines 

standard protocol  and ATS guidelines.  

The 6MWT was performed indoors, along a long, flat, straight, enclosed corridor with 

a hard surface that is seldom travelled.  The walking course was 15 m in length. A 

100-ft hallway was therefore, required. The length of the corridor was marked every 

3 m. The turnaround  points was marked with a cone (such as an orange traffic 

cone). A starting line, which marks the beginning and end of each 30-m lap, was 

marked on the floor using brightly coloured tape. (Photograph 7) 
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Rationale. 

A shorter corridor requires participant to take more time to reverse directions more 

often, reducing the 6MWD. 

Most studies have used a 30-m corridor, but some have used20- or 50-m corridors 

(ATS) 

 

PATIENT PREPARATION 

1. Comfortable clothing was worn. 

2. Appropriate shoes for walking was worn. 

5. A light meal was acceptable before early morning or early afternoon tests. 

6. Participants was not exercised vigorously within 2 hours of beginning the test. 

 

     Photograph 7 
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MEASUREMENTS 

1. Repeat testing was performed about the same time of day to minimize intraday 

variability. 

2. The participant was made to sit at rest in a chair, located near the starting 

position, for at least 10 minutes before the test starts. During this time,  

contraindications, pulse and blood pressure, was checked .  

3.  Participant were made stand and  asked to  rate their baseline dyspnea and 

overall fatigue using the modified Borg scale. Annexure I (b) 

5. All necessary equipment (lap counter, timer, clipboard, Borg Scale, worksheet) 

Assembled and moved to the starting point 

 

6. Instruct the patient as follows: 

“The object of this test is to walk as far as possible for 6minutes. You will walk back 

and forth in this hallway. Six minutes is a long time to walk, so you will be exerting 

yourself. You will probably get out of breath or become exhausted. You are permitted 

to slow down, to stop, and to rest as necessary. You may lean against the wall while 

resting, but resume walking as soon as you are able .You will be walking back and 

forth around the cones. You should pivot briskly around the cones and continue back 

the other way without hesitation. Now I‟m going to show you. Please watch the way I 

turn without hesitation.”Demonstrate by walking one lap yourself. Walk and pivot 

around a cone briskly.“Are you ready to do that? I am going to use this counter to 

keep track of the number of laps you complete. I will click it each time you turn 

around at this starting line .Remember that the object is to walk as far as possible for 

6 minutes, but don‟t run or jog. Start now, or whenever you are ready.” 
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TABLE 2. THE BORG SCALE 

0 Nothing at all 

0.5 Very, very slight (just noticeable) 

1 Very slight 

2 Slight (light) 

3 Moderate 

4 Somewhat severe 

5 Severe (heavy) 

6 

7 Very severe 

8 

9 

10 Very, very severe (maximal) 

 

 

 

8. Position the subject at the starting line. As soon as the patient starts to walk, 

start the timer. (Photograph 8 (a), 8(b), 8(c) ) 
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     Photograph 8 (a) 

 

     Photograph 8 (b) 
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9. Do not talk to anyone during the walk. Use an even tone of voice when using the 

standard phrases of encouragement. Watch the patient. Do not get distracted and 

lose count of the laps. Each time the participant returns to the starting line, click the 

lap counter once (or mark the lapon the worksheet). Let the participant see you do it. 

Exaggerate the click using body language, like using a stopwatch at a race. After the 

first minute, tell the patient the following (ineven tones): “You are doing well. You 

have 5 minutes to go.”When the timer shows 4 minutes remaining, tell the patient the 

following: “Keep up the good work. You have 4 minutes to go.”When the timer shows 

3 minutes remaining, tell the patient the following: “You are doing well. You are 

halfway done.”When the timer shows 2 minutes remaining, tell the patient the 

following: “Keep up the good work. You have only 2 minutes left.”When the timer 

shows only 1 minute remaining, tell the patient: “You are doing well. You have only 1 

minute to go.”Do not use other words of encouragement (or body language to speed 

     Photograph 8(c) 
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up).If the patient stops walking during the test and needs a rest, say this: “You can 

lean against the wall if you would like; then continue walking whenever you feel 

able.” Do not stop the timer. If the patient stops before the 6 minutes are up and 

refuses to continue (or you decide that they should not continue), wheel the chair 

over for the patient to sit on, discontinue the walk, and note on the worksheet the 

distance, the time stopped, and the reason for stopping prematurely. 

When the timer is 15 seconds from completion, say this:“In a moment I‟m going to 

tell you to stop. When I do, just stop right where you are and I will come to 

you.”When the timer rings (or buzzes), say this: “Stop!” Walk over to the patient. 

Consider taking the chair if they look exhausted. Mark the spot where they stopped 

by placing a bean bag or a piece of tape on the floor. 

10. Post-test: Record the post walk Borg dyspnea and fatigue levels and ask this: 

“What, if anything, kept you from walking further?”. 

12. Record the number of lap. (or tick marks on the worksheet). 

13. Record the additional distance covered (the number of meters in the final partial 

lap) using the markers on the wall as distance guides. Calculate the total distance 

walked, rounding to the nearest meter, and record it on the worksheet. 

14. Congratulate the participant on good effort and offer a drink of water. 

 

Post test record cardiovascular response by measuring the parameters BP,RR, HR 

and modified Borg‟s scale before, after and two minute after test will be taken. 

Distance covered after 6MWT will be measured. The data will be collected and 

analysed. 
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DATA ANALYSIS: 

• The data obtained would help to understand the changes in 6MWT pre, post 

and two minute after the test vitals ( BP, RR and HR) RPE on Borg‟s scale 

and distance covered in different HADS scale score COPD patients and 

testing of hypothesis would be taken. 

• SOFTWARE :STATA version 10.1 year 2011 

• STATISTICAL TESTS : pearson‟s  co-relation coefficient  

• Level of significance : p < 0.05  
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RESULT AND TABLES:  

In our study 44 mild and 56 moderate COPD patients were included according to 

GOLD standard severity grading. Their HADS score were calculated and 6MWT 

performance and distance were analyzed for correlation using pearson‟s coefficient 

correlation. 

1. The total study population consisted of 100 COPD patients who were 

statistically analyzed. 

2. All the COPD patients were supposed to fill the HADS questionnaire and 

6MWT. 
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3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The  table and graph shows Age distribution by group that is  

 ≤40 age group consisted of 10% patients. 

 46-50 age group consisted of 19 %patients. 

 51-55 age group consisted of 23% patients. 

 >56 age group consisted of 48 % patients. 
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Figure (1): Distribution of study subjects  
by Age groups

Percentage

Table (1): Age distribution by group 

Age in years No. Percentage 

≤40 10 10 

46-50 19 19 

51-55 23 23 

≥56 48 48 
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4.  

Table (2) : Sex distribution   

Sex No. Percentage 

Male 82 82 

Female 18 18 

 

 

 

The  table and graph shows Sex distribution. It was observed that there were 82 

male and 18 female patients. 
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5.  

 

Table (3) : Severity Gold Standard (SGS) 

Variables No. Percentage 

Mild 44 44 

Moderate 56 56 

 

 

 

 

The  table and pie diagram shows severity by GOLD Standard. In which it was 

observed that there were 44 Mild and 56 moderate patents. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 :Severity by Gold Standard

Mild

Moderate
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6.  

Table (4): Number of patients according to HADS score 

Variables No. Mean SD 

HADS normal depression 2 6.5 0.7 

HADS borderline abnormal depression 19 9.36 1.16 

HADS abnormal depression 79 14.13 2.32 

HADS normal  anxiety  1 7  -- 

HADS borderline abnormal anxiety 10 9.1 0.87 

HADS abnormal 1121 anxiety 89 14.12 2.0900 

 

 

The above Table and graph shows the no of patients and their mean value according 

to HADS score. 

 It shows that in depression groups 2 patients were in HADS normal 

depression group and the mean is 6.5±0.7.  

0 20 40 60 80 100

HADS normal depression

HADS borderline abnormal 
depression

HADS abnormal depression

HADS normal  anxiety 

HADS borderline abnormal anxiety

HADS abnormal anxiety

Mean

No.

FIGURE 4 : Number of patients 
according to HADS score
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 19 patients were in HADS borderline abnormal depression group and the 

mean is 9.36±1.16.  

 79 patients were in HADS abnormal depression group and the mean is 

14.13±2.32. 

 It also shows that in anxiety group 1 patient was in HADS normal anxiety 

group and the mean is 7.  

 10 patients were in HADS borderline abnormal anxiety group and the mean is 

9.1±0.87.  

 89 patients were in HADS abnormal anxiety and the mean is 14.12±2.09. 
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7.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of 6MWT distance and HADS 
normal depression score. 

 In normal depression group  the r value came 0.0000  and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and 6MWT distance. 
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Figure 5 : Correlation between 6MWT 
distance  & HADS Normal Depression  

scores
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Table (5) : Correlation between 6MWT distance & HADS Normal Depression       
score 

 
6MWT distance with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS normal 
depression 

 
0.000 

 
1.0000 
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8.  
 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of 6MWT distance and HADS 
borderline abnormal depression score. 

 In borderline   abnormal depression group the r value came -0.3252 which 
shows there is week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal 
depression group and 6MWT distance. And the p value came 0.1743 which 
shows that the correlation is not significant. 
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Figure 6 :Correlation between 6MWT distance  
& HADS Borderline Abnormal Depression  

scores

r = -0.33,
p = 0.17

 
Table (6) : Correlation between 6MWT distance & HADS Borderline Abnormal 
Depression  score 

 
6MWT distance with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS borderline 
abnormal depression 

 
-0.3252 

 
0.1743 
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9.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of 6MWT distance and HADS 
abnormal depression score. 

 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came -0.3148 which shows there is 
week correlation between the abnormal depression group and 6MWT 
distance. And the p value came 0.0047 which shows that there was negative 
correlation which is strongly significant. Which means that if depression 
increases the 6MWT distance decreases. 
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Figure 7 :Correlation between 6MWT distance  
& HADS Abnormal Depression scores
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p = 0.005
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Table (7): Correlation between 6MWT distance & HADS Abnormal Depression       
score 

 
6MWT distance with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal 
depression 

 
-0.3148 

 
0.0047 
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10.  

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of 6MWT distance and HADS 
borderline abnormal anxiety score. 

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.1532 which shows 
that there is  very week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal 
anxiety group and 6MWT distance. And the p value came 0.6848 which 
shows that the correlation is insignificant. 
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Figure 8 :Correlation between 6MWT distance  & 
HADS Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.15,
p = 0.68

 
Table (8): Correlation between 6MWT distance & HADS Borderline Abnormal 
Anxiety   score 

 
6MWT distance with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS borderline abnormal 
anxiety 

 
-0.1532 

 
0.6848 
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11.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of 6MWT distance and HADS  
abnormal anxiety score. 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.4115 which shows there is fair  
negative correlation between the abnormal anxiety group and 6MWT 
distance. And the p value came 0.0001 which shows that the correlation is 
significant. That means that if anxiety increases the 6MWT distance 
decreases. 
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Figure 9 :Correlation between 6MWT distance  
& HADS Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.41,
p = 0.001

 
Table (9): Correlation between 6MWT distance & HADS Abnormal Anxiety 
score 

 
6MWT distance with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal anxiety 

 
-0.4115 

 
0.0001 
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12.  

 

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post SBP means 
difference  and HADS normal depression score 

 In normal depression group  the r value came 0.0000  and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and pre and post SBP mean difference. 
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Figure 10 :Correlation between SBP differnece (pre 
to immediate) & HADS Normal Depression scores

r = 0.0,
p = 1.0

 
Table (10):  Correlation between pre & post SBP mean difference & HADS 
Normal Depression score 

 
Pre & post SBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS normal depression 
score 

 
0.0000   

 
1.0000 
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13.  

 

 

 

 
 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post SBP means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal depression score. 

 

 In borderline   abnormal depression group the r value came 0.093 and p value 
came 0.7710 which shows there is no significant correlation between  the 
borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post SBP mean difference.  
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Figure 11 :Correlation between SBP differnece (pre to post) & 
HADS Borderline Abnormal Depression scores
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Table:  Correlation between pre & post SBP mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post SBP mean 
difference with.. 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS borderline abnormal 
depression score 

 
0.093 

 
0.7710 
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14.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post SBP means 
difference  and HADS abnormal depression score. 

 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came 0.0872 and p value came 
0.5089 which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
depression group and pre & post SBP mean difference. 
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Figure 12 :Correlation between SBP differnece (pre to 
post) & HADS Abnormal Depression scores

r = 0.08,
p = 0.50

 
Table (12):  Correlation between pre & post SBP mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post SBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal 
depression score 

 
0.0872 

 
0.5089 
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15.  

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post SBP means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal anxiety score. 

 

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.2483 which shows 
that there is very week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal 
anxiety group and pre & post SBP mean difference. And p value came 0.5174 
which shows that the correlation is not significant. 
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Figure 13 :Correlation between SBP differnece (pre to post) & HADS 

Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.24,
p = 0.51

 
Table (13):  Correlation between pre & post SBP mean difference & HADS 
Borderline  Abnormal Anxiety score 

 
Pre & post SBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS borderline abnormal 
anxiety score 

 
-0.2483 

 
0.5174 
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16.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post SBP means 
difference  and HADS  abnormal anxiety score. 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came 0.1042 and p value came 0.3312 
which shows there is very very week positive correlation between the 
abnormal anxiety group and pre & post SBP mean difference. Which is not 
significant. That means if the anxiety score increases then pre & post SBP 
mean difference also increases. 
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Figure 14 : Correlation between SBP differnece (pre to  post) & 
HADS Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = 0.10,
p = 0.33

 
Table (14):  Correlation between pre & post SBP mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety score 

 
Pre & post SBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS abnormal anxiety 
score 

 
0.1042 

 
0.3312 
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17.  

 

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post DBP means 
difference  and HADS normal depression score. 

 In normal depression group  the r value came 0.0000  and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and pre and post DBP mean difference. 
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Figure 15 :Correlation between DBP differnece (pre to  
post) & HADS Normal Depression scores

r = 0.0,
p = 1.0

 
Table (15):  Correlation between pre & post DBP mean difference & HADS 
Normal Depression  score 

 
Pre & post DBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS normal depression 
score 

 
0.0000   

 
1.0000 
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18.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post DBP means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal depression score. 

 In borderline abnormal depression group the r value came 0.1380 and p value 
came 0.6015 which shows there is very week significant positive correlation 
between  the borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post DBP 
mean difference which is not significant. If the depression increases the pre & 
post DBP mean difference also increases. 
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Figure 16 :Correlation between DBP difference (pre to post) & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression scores

r = 0.13,
p = 0.60

 
Table (16):  Correlation between pre & post DBP mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression  score 

 
Pre & post DBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS borderline 
abnormal depression 
score 

 
0.1380 

 
0.6015 
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19.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post DBP means 
difference  and HADS abnormal depression score. 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came -0.0693 and p value came 
0.6034 which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
depression group and pre & post DBP mean difference. 
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Figure 17 :Correlation between DBP difference (pre to immediate) & HADS 
Abnormal Depression scores

r = -0.06,
p = 0.60

 
Table (17):  Correlation between pre & post DBP mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Depression  score 

 
Pre & post DBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal 
depression score 

 
-0.0693 

 
0.6034 
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20.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post DBP means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal anxiety score. 

 

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.1036  which shows 
that there is very very week negative correlation between the borderline 
abnormal anxiety group and pre & post DBP mean difference. And p value 
came 0.7858 which shows that the correlation is not significant. If the anxiety 
increases the pre and post DBP mean difference decreases. 
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Figure 18 :Correlation between DBP differnece (pre to immediate) & 
HADS Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.10,
p = 0.78

 
Table (18):  Correlation between pre & post DBP mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post DBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS  borderline 
abnormal anxiety score 

 
-0.1036   

 
0.7858 
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21.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post DBP means 
difference  and HADS abnormal anxiety score. 

 

 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.0139 and p value came 
0.9071which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
anxiety group and pre & post DBP mean difference. 
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Figure 19 :Correlation between DBP differnece (pre to post) & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.01,
p = 0.90

 
Table (19):  Correlation between pre & post DBP mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post DBP mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS  abnormal anxeity 
score 

 
-0.0139 

 
0.907 
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22.  

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  
and HADS normal depression score.  

 In normal depression group the r value came 0.0000 and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and pre and post RR mean difference. 
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Figure 20 :Correlation between RR differnece (pre to post) & HADS 
Normal Depression scores

r = 0.0,
p = 1.0

 
Table( 20):  Correlation between pre & post RR mean difference & HADS 
Normal Depression scores 

 
Pre & post RR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS normal depression  
score 

 
0.0000 

 
1.0000 
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23.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  
and HADS Borderline abnormal depression score. 

 In borderline abnormal depression group the r value came 0.1546 and p value 
came 0.5375 which shows there is very very week non significant positive 
correlation between  the borderline abnormal depression group and pre & 
post RR mean. If the depression increases the pre & post RR mean difference 
also increases. 
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Figure 21:Correlation between RR differnece (pre to post) & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression scores

r = 0.15,
p = 0.53

 
Table (21):  Correlation between pre & post RR mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression scores 

 
Pre & post RR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS borderline 
abnormal depression  
score 

 
0.1546 

 
0.5375 
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24.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  
and HADS abnormal depression score.  

 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came -0.0356 and p value came 
0.8229 which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
depression group and pre & post RR mean difference. 
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Figure 22 :Correlation between RR differnece (pre to post) & HADS  
Abnormal Depression scores

r = -0.03,
p = 0.82

 
Table (22):  Correlation between pre & post RR mean difference & HADS 
abnormal depression scores 

 
Pre & post RR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal 
depression  score 

 
-0.0356 

 
0.8229 
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25.  

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  
and HADS borderline  abnormal anxiety score.  

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.4237 which shows 
that there is negative fair correlation between the borderline abnormal anxiety 
group and pre & post RR mean difference. And p value came 0.2258 which 
shows that the correlation is not significant. If the anxiety increases the pre 
and post RR mean difference also increases. 
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Figure 23 :Correlation between RR differnece (pre to 
post) & HADS Borderline Abnormal Anxeity scores

r = - 0.42,
p = 0.22

 
Table (23):  Correlation between pre & post RR mean difference & HADS  
borderline abnormal anxeity scores 

 
Pre & post RR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS abnormal 
borderline anxiety score 

 
-0.4237 

 
0.2258 
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26.  

 

 

 

 
 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  
and HAD abnormal anxiety score.  

 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.0463 and p value came 0.7456 
which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal anxiety 
group and pre & post RR mean difference. 
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Figure 24 :Correlation between RR differnece (pre to 
post) & HADS Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = - 0.04,
p = 0.74

 
Table( 24):  Correlation between pre & post RR mean difference & HADS  
Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post RR mean 
difference 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
P value 

 
HADS abnormal borderline 
anxiety score 

 
-0.04263 

 
0.7456 
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27.  

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  
and HADS normal depression score. 

 In normal depression group the r value came 0.0000 and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and pre and post RR mean difference. 
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Figure 25 : Correlation between HR differnece (pre to 
post) & HADS Normal Depression scores

r = 0.0,
p = 1.0

 
Table (25):  Correlation between pre & post HR mean difference & HADS 
normal depression score 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS normal depression 
score 

 
0.0000 

 
1.0000 
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28.  

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  
and HADS borderline abnormal depression score. 

 In borderline abnormal depression group the r value came -0.2417 and p 
value came 0.3288 which shows there is very very week non significant 
negative correlation between  the borderline abnormal depression group and 
pre & post HR mean difference. If the depression increases the pre & post HR 
mean difference decrease. 
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Figure 26 :Correlation between HR differnece (pre to post) & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression scores

r = -0.24
p = 0.32

 
Table( 26):  Correlation between pre & post HR mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p  value 

 
HADS borderline abnormal 
depression score 

 
-0.2417 

 
0.3288 
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29.  
 
 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  
and HADS abnormal depression score. 

 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came 0.0775 and p value came 
0.5545  which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
depression group and pre & post HR mean difference. 
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Figure 27 :Correlation between HR differnece (pre to post) 
& HADS Abnormal Depression scores

r = 0.07,
p = 0.55

 
Table( 27):  Correlation between pre & post HR mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal 
depression score 

 
0.0775 

 
0.5545   
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30.  

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  
and HADS borderline abnormal anxiety score 

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.2744 which shows 
that there very week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal 
anxiety group and pre & post HR mean difference. And p value came 0.4430 
which shows that the correlation is not significant. If the anxiety increases the 
pre and post HR mean difference decreases. 
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Figure 28 :Correlation between HR differnece (pre to post) 
& HADS Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.27
p = 0.44

 
Table (28):  Correlation between pre & post HR mean difference & HADS  
Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 HADS abnormal 
borderline anxiety score 

 
-0.2744 

 
0.4430 
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31.  

 

 

 
 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  
and HADS abnormal anxiety score. 

 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.0421 and p value came 0.7053 
which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal anxiety 
group and pre & post HR mean difference. 
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Figure 29 :Correlation between HR differnece (pre to 
post) & HADS Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = -0.04,
p = 0.70

 
Table (29):  Correlation between pre & post HR mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
P value 

 
HADS abnormal anxiety 
score 

 
-0.0421 

 
0.7053 
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32.  

 

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RPE  means 
difference  and HADS normal depression score. 

 In normal depression group the r value came 0.0000 and p value came 
1.0000 which shows there is no correlation between the normal depression 
group and pre and post RPE mean difference. 
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Figure 30 : Correlation between RPE differnce (pre to 
post) & HADS Normal Depression scores

r = 0.0,
p = 1.0

 
Table (30):  Correlation between pre & post RPE mean difference & HADS 
Normal Depression score 

 
Pre & post RPE mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS normal depression 
score 

 
0.0000 

 
1.0000 
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33.  

 

 

 

 
 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RPE  means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal depression score. 

 

 In borderline abnormal depression group the r value came -0.0191 and p 
value came 0.9700 which shows there is no significant correlation between  
the borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post RPE mean. 
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Figure 31 :Correlation between RPE differnce (pre to post) 
& HADS Borderline Abnormal Depression scores

r = - 0.01,
p = 0.97

 
Table (31):  Correlation between pre & post RPE mean difference & HADS 
Borderline Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post RPE mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS borderline abnormal 
depression score 

 
-0.0191 

 
0.9700 
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34.  

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RPE  means 
difference  and HADS abnormal depression score. 

 

 In abnormal depression group the r value came 0.0348 and p value came 
0.7608  which shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal 
depression group and pre & post RPE mean difference. 
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Figure 32 :Correlation between RPE difference (pre to post) 
& HADS Abnormal Depression scores

r = 0.03,
p = 0.76

 
Table (32):  Correlation between pre & post RPE mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Depression score 

 
Pre & post RPE mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS abnormal 
depression score 

 
0.0348 

 
0.7608 
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35.  

 

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RPE  means 
difference  and HADS borderline abnormal anxiety score. 

 In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came 0.1574 which shows 
that there is very very week positive correlation between the borderline 
abnormal anxiety group and pre & post RPE mean difference. And p value 
came 0.6830 which shows that the correlation is not significant. If anxiety 
increases the RPE also increases. 
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Figure 33 :Correlation between RPE difference (pre to post) & 
HADS Borderline Abnormal Anxiety scores

r = 0.15,
p = 0.68

 
Table (33):  Correlation between pre & post RPE mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
 HADS abnormal anxiety 
score 

 
0.1574 

 
0.6830 
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36.  

 

 

 

The above table and graph shows the correlation of  pre& post RPE  means 
difference  and HADS abnormal anxiety score. 

 In abnormal anxiety group the r value came -0.1328 and p value came 0.2515 
which shows there is very very week non significant negative 
correlatiobetween the abnormal anxiety group and pre & post RPE mean 
difference. Which means if anxiety increases the RPE decreases.  
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Figure 35:Correlation between RPE difference (pre to post) 
& HADS Abnormal Anxiety scores

r =  0. 13,
p =  0.25

 
Table( 34):  Correlation between pre & post RPE mean difference & HADS 
Abnormal Anxiety scores 

 
Pre & post HR mean 
difference with 

 

r ( Pearson‟s 
correlation coefficient) 
value 

 
p value 

 
HADS abnormal anxiety 
score 

 
0.1328 

 
0.2515 
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DISCUSSION: 

Our study was done to find correlation of depression , anxiety and 6MWT 

performance in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease patients. 

In our study we found that  negative correlation of borderline abnormal 

depression , abnormal depression ,abnormal anxiety level and  6MWT distance. 

That means  if depression and anxiety increases the 6MWT distance decreases.  

In our study, we also found no co-relation or weak co-relation of physiological 

parameters (Post 6MWT SBP, DBP, RR & HR) of post 6MWT & depression, 

anxiety scores or HADS except on RPE. 

Positive correlation of Borderline abnormal Anxiety ,abnormal anxiety score of 

HADS with RPE which was not significant. 

That means if anxiety level increases the RPE also increases. 

In Correlation of HADS borderline abnormal depression group and 6MWT 

distance the r value came -0.3258 and p value came 0.1743 which showed that 

there was very weak negative correlation which is not significant. 

Similarly, in correlation of HADS abnormal depression group and 6MWT distance 

the r value came -0.3148 and p value came 0.00047 which showed that there 

was weak negative highly significant correlation. 

We have also found that in correlation of HADS abnormal anxiety group and 

6MWT distance the r value came -0.4115 which shows there is fair negative 

correlation between the abnormal anxiety group and 6MWT distance. And the p 

value came 0.0001 which shows that the correlation is significant.  
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Our result is in line with study done by Khaled al-shair etc in the year 2008 

„Depression and its relationship with poor exercise capacity, BODE index and 

muscle wasting in COPD‟ found that depression was significantly associated with 

limited exercise capacity. Each of the CES-D and BASDEC depression scores 

were associated with 6 MWD after adjusting for FEV1 % predicted, gender, age 

and pack- years (p=<0.0001 and 0.001, respectively). Also, patients appeared 

with a 6MWD <350 scored significantly higher on both depression scale, but the 

difference was statistically insignificant.3 

Study done by Martijn A.Spruit a,*, Michael L.Watkins etc in the year 2009 

„Determinants of poor 6-min walking distance in patients with COPD: The 

ECLIPSE cohort‟ found that patients with COPD have significant difference in 

performance in the 6MWT even after stratification for GOLD stage. Moreover, 

severe airflow limitation by GOLD stage, degree of Emphysema by CT, oxygen 

use during/ after the 6MWT, presence of depressive symptoms and moderate to 

severe symptoms and moderate to severe symptoms of dyspnea are significant 

clinical determinants of poor 6MWD performance (<350 m).35 

Study done by Mark D Eisner etc in the year 2010 „ The influence of anxiety on 

health outcomes in COPD‟ discussed that among patients with COPD, anxiety 

was related to poorer health outcomes including wore submaximal exercise 

performance ( less distance walked during the Six Minute Walk test: -66.3 feet for 

anxious vs. Non-anxious group; 95 % CI- 127.3 to -5.36 feet) and a greater risk of 

self - reported functional limitations (OR 2.41; 95% CI 1.71 to 3.41). In their study 

they also concluded that COPD is associated with a higher risk of anxiety. Once 

anxiety develops among COPD patients, it is related to poorer health outcome.34 
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Study done by Fabiano Di Marco MD PhD etc in the year 2014 „ physical activity 

impairment in Depressed COPD subject‟  in their study they had taken 70 COPD 

patients and physical activity assessed by performing 6MWTand 

cardiopulmonary exercise test. And mental status evaluated by Hospital Anxiety 

and Depression Scale. They found that depressed subjects (27% of the sample) 

displayed  a physical activity impairment consisting of reduced number of steps 

per day, a lower peak oxygen consumption , an early anaerobic threshold, and 

reduced distance in the 6-min walk test (P<0.05). they also concluded that 

depressed COPD patients have a reduced daily and maximum exercise capacity 

compared to non-depressed patients.18 

Study done by Richard W. Light etc in their study „ Prevalence of depression 

and anxiety in patients with COPD. Relationship to functional capacity‟  

documented the prevalence of depression and anxiety in patients with moderate 

or severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and determine the presence of 

depression or anxiety adversely affected the functional capabilities of the patient 

as reflected by the distance walk in 12 minutes. The degree of depression was 

assessed by the Beck depression inventory, while the degree of anxiety was 

assessed by the State-Trait anxiety inventory. In their study the found that 42 

percent of the patients had significant depression, while only 2 percent of the 

patients had significant anxiety. There was correlation between the level of 

depression and anxiety and distance covered in 12MWT. Form this study we 

conclude that depression adversely affects the physical functioning in people with 

COPD, such as reduced 12 Minute walk Distance.27 

In borderline abnormal anxiety group the r value came 0.1574 which shows that 

there is very very week positive correlation between the borderline abnormal 
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anxiety group and pre & post RPE mean difference. And p value came 0.6830 

which shows that the correlation is not significant.  

Similarly,  In abnormal anxiety group the r value came 0.1328 and p value came 

0.2515 which shows there is very very week non significant positive correlation 

between the abnormal anxiety group and pre & post RPE mean difference.  

Which  means if anxiety increases the RPE also increases. 

Our result in line with the study done by Todd Doyle ,Ph.D. etc in the year 2013 

displayed  approximately 27.8% of the sample had elevated levels of depressive 

symptoms according to BDI-II (cut score≥ 14). While 58% of participants 

endorsed medium to high levels of anxiety symptoms acoording to the STAI ( cut-

score≥31). There was significant anxiety by 6MWT interaction on shortness of 

breath (p=0.009; R2=0.02). In their study they found that association between 

anxiety and shortness of breath was greater among patients with lower functional 

capacity compared to patients with higher functional capacity. Patients with low 

performance on the 6MWT and higher level of anxiety were more likely to exhibit 

greater symptoms of shortness of breath. They also discussed that higher level of 

anxiety and depression  are associated with elevated level of pulmonary-specific 

symptoms. 

Study done by Mark D. Eisner etc in the year 2010  discussed that higher COPD 

severity associated with a greater risk of anxiety among person with COPD. A 

higher risk of dyspnea was also related to greater risk of anxiety.34 

Study done by Kristen E. Holm etc in the year 2009 discussed that unsupportive 

family relationships were associated with psychological distress, psychological 
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distress associated with dyspnea and impairment in health-related quality of life, 

and unsupportive family relationships were indirectly associated with dyspnea 

and health-related quality of life via psychological distress.28 

 

Study done by Janet Maurer etc in the year 2008 discussed that depression has 

been found to predict fatigue, shortness of breath. They also found that 

depression adversely affect physical functioning in people with COPD, such as 

reduced 12 MWT distance.12 

Nicola A. Hanania etc in the year 2010  discussed that depression is more 

related to the COPD disease  itself rather than simply to habits associated with 

smoking. High depressive symptoms significantly correlated with poor patient 

related outcomes ( SGRQ-C , fatigue score, dyspnea score).30 

In our study we found  no co-relation or weak co-relation of physiological 

parameters (Post 6MWT SBP, DBP, RR & HR) of post 6MWT & depression, 

anxiety scores or HADS except on RPE. 

The correlation of pre & post SBP means difference  and HADS normal 

depression score the r value came 0.0000  and p value came 1.0000 which 

shows there is no correlation between the normal depression group and post 

SBP mean difference. 

The correlation of pre & post SBP means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal depression score  the r value came 0.093 and p value came 0.7710 

which shows there is no significant correlation between  the borderline abnormal 

depression group and pre & post SBP mean difference.  
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The correlation of pre & post SBP means difference  and HADS abnormal 

depression score the r value came 0.0872 and p value came 0.5089 which shows 

there is no significant correlation between the abnormal depression group and 

pre & post SBP mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre& post SBP means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal anxiety score  the r value came -0.2483 which shows that there is very 

week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal anxiety group and 

pre & post SBP mean difference. And p value came 0.5174 which shows that the 

correlation is not significant. 

The correlation of  pre & post SBP means difference  and HADS  abnormal 

anxiety score  the r value came 0.1042 and p value came 0.3312 which shows 

there is very very week positive correlation between the abnormal anxiety group 

and pre & post SBP mean difference. Which is not significant. That means if the 

anxiety score increases then pre & post SBP mean difference also increases. 

The correlation of  pre& post DBP means difference  and HADS normal 

depression score the r value came 0.0000  and p value came 1.0000 which 

shows there is no correlation between the normal depression group and pre & 

post DBP mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre& post DBP means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal depression score the r value came 0.1380 and p value came 0.6015 

which shows there is very week significant positive correlation between  the 

borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post DBP mean difference 

which is not significant. If the depression increases the  post DBP mean 

difference also increases. 
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The correlation of  pre& post DBP means difference  and HADS abnormal 

depression score the r value came -0.0693 and p value came 0.6034 which 

shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal depression group 

and pre & post DBP mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre & post DBP means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal anxiety score the r value came -0.1036  which shows that there is very 

very week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal anxiety group 

and  post DBP mean difference. And p value came 0.7858 which shows that the 

correlation is not significant. If the anxiety increases the pre & post DBP mean 

difference decreases. 

The correlation of  pre& post DBP means difference  and HADS abnormal anxiety 

score the r value came -0.0139 and p value came 0.9071which shows there is no 

significant correlation between the abnormal anxiety group and pre & post DBP 

mean difference. 

The  correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  and HADS normal 

depression score the r value came 0.0000 and p value came 1.0000 which shows 

there is no correlation between the normal depression group and pre and post 

RR mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre & post RR means difference  and HADS Borderline 

abnormal depression score  the r value came 0.1546 and p value came 0.5375 

which shows there is very very week non significant positive correlation between  

the borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post RR mean. If the 

depression increases the pre & post RR mean difference also increases. 
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The correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  and HADS abnormal 

depression score the r value came -0.0356 and p value came 0.8229 which 

shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal depression group 

and pre & post RR mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre & post RR means difference  and HADS borderline  

abnormal anxiety score the r value came -0.4237 which shows that there is 

negative fair correlation between the borderline abnormal anxiety group and pre 

& post RR mean difference. And p value came 0.2258 which shows that the 

correlation is not significant. If the anxiety increases the pre and post RR mean 

difference also increases. 

The correlation of  pre& post RR means difference  and HAD abnormal anxiety 

score the r value came -0.0463 and p value came 0.7456 which shows there is 

no significant correlation between the abnormal anxiety group and pre & post RR 

mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  and HADS normal 

depression score the r value came 0.0000 and p value came 1.0000 which shows 

there is no correlation between the normal depression group and pre and post 

RR mean difference. 

The  correlation of  pre & post HR  means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal depression score the r value came -0.2417 and p value came 0.3288 

which shows there is very very week non significant negative correlation between  

the borderline abnormal depression group and pre & post HR mean difference. If 

the depression increases the pre & post HR mean difference decrease. 
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The correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  and HADS abnormal 

depression score the r value came 0.0775 and p value came 0.5545  which 

shows there is no significant correlation between the abnormal depression group 

and pre & post HR mean difference. 

The correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  and HADS borderline 

abnormal anxiety score the r value came -0.2744 which shows that there very 

week negative correlation between the borderline abnormal anxiety group and 

pre & post HR mean difference. And p value came 0.4430 which shows that the 

correlation is not significant. If the anxiety increases the pre and post HR mean 

difference decreases. 

The correlation of  pre& post HR  means difference  and HADS abnormal anxiety 

score the r value came -0.0421 and p value came 0.7053 which shows there is 

no significant correlation between the abnormal anxiety group and pre & post HR 

mean difference. 
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CONCLUSION: 

We found prevalence of all level of Anxiety & Depression in mild & moderate 

patients. And we found that severe depression and anxiety level both affects the 

6MWT distance. And only severe anxiety level affects the Rate of Percieved Exertion 

(RPE). 
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LIMITATIONS: 

Limitation of study are as follow: 

1. BMI (Body Mass index) 

2. Correlation of severity by GOLD standard to 6MWT performance/ distance will 

add further clarity.  
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CLINICAL IMPLICATION: 

Depression and Anxiety is correlated with exercise capacity & physiological 

parameters such as SBP,DBP, RR,HR and RPE. Depression and Anxiety is known 

to prevalent even in Milder groups of COPD.  

So that early detection and psychological intervention in cardio-pulmonary 

rehabilitation of COPD will yield better health outcome & Quality of Life (QOL). 
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SUMMARY: 

The total study population consisted of 100 COPD patients who were statistically 

analyzed. 

In our study 44 mild and 56 moderate COPD patients were included according to 

GOLD standard severity grading. 

 All the COPD patients were supposed to fill the HADS questionnaire and 6MWT.  

HADS scale score, 6MWT pre, post and after two minutes test vitals (BP, RR and 

HR) and Modified Borg‟s scale (RPE) and distance covered.  

Their HADS score were calculated and 6MWT performance and distance were 

analyzed for correlation using pearson‟s coefficient correlation. 

 In our study we found that  negative correlation of borderline abnormal 

depression , abnormal depression ,abnormal anxiety level and  6MWT distance.  

That means  if depression and anxiety increases the 6MWT distance decreases.  

In our study, we also found no co-relation or weak co-relation of physiological 

parameters (Post 6MWT SBP, DBP, RR & HR) of post 6MWT & depression, 

anxiety scores or HADS except on RPE. 

Positive correlation of Borderline abnormal Anxiety ,abnormal anxiety score of 

HADS with RPE which was not significant. 

That means if anxiety level increases the RPE also increases. 
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ANNEXURE (I) (a) 

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) 

Tick the box beside the reply that is closest to closest to how you have been feeling in the past week. 

Don‟t take too long over your replies : your immediate is best. 

D A  D A  

  I feel tense or ‘wound up’:   I feel as if I am slowed down: 

 3 Most of the time 3  Nearly all the time 

 2 A lot of the time 2  Very often 

 1 From time to time, occasionally 1  Sometimes 

 0 Not at all 0  Not at all 

      

  I still enjoy the things I used to enjoy:   I get sort of frightened feeling like 

‘butterflies’ in the stomach: 

0  Definitely as much  0 Not at all 

1  Not quite so much  1 Occasionally 

2  Only a little  2 Quiet often 

3  Hardly at all  3 Very often 

      

  I get a sort of frightened feeling as if 

something awful is about to happen: 

  I have interest in my appearance: 

 3 Very definitely and quiet badly 3  Definitely 

 2 Yes, but not too badly 2  I don‟t take as much care as i should 

 1 A little, but it doesn‟t worry me 1  I may not take quiet as much care 

 0 Not at all 0  I take just as much care as ever 

      

  I can laugh and see the funny side of 

things: 

  I feel restless as I have to be on the 

move: 

0  As much as I always could  3 Very  much indeed 

1  Not quite so much now  2 Quite a lot 

2  Definitely not so much now  1 Not very much 

3  Not at all  0 Not at all 
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  Worrying thoughts go through my mind:   I look forward with enjoyments to 

things: 

 3 A great deal of the time 0  As much as I ever did 

 2 A lot of the time 1  Rather less than I used to 

 1 From time to time, but not too often 2  Definitely less I used to 

 0 Only occasionally 3  Hardly at all 

      

  I feel cheerful:   I get sudden feeling of panic: 

3  Not at all  3 Very often indeed 

2  Not often  2 Quiet often 

1  Sometimes  1 Not very often 

0  Most of the time  0 Not at all 

      

  I can sit at ease and feel relaxed:   I can enjoy a good book or radio or 

TV program: 

 0 Definitely 0  Often 

 1 Usually 1  Sometimes 

 2 Not often 2  Not often 

 3 Not at all 3  Very seldom 

Please check you have answered all the questions                                               Scoring: 

Total score: Depression (D)___________     Anxiety (A)___________ 

0-7       = Normal 

8-10     = Borderline abnormal (borderline case) 

11-21   = Abnormal ( case)  
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ANNEXURE (I) (b) 

MODIFIED BORG‟S SCALE 

 

  

0 Nothing at all 

0.5 Very very slight 

1 Very slight 

2 slight 

3 Moderate 

4 Some what severe 

5 severe 

6  

7 Very severe 

8  

9 Very very severe 

10 Maximal 
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   ANNEXURE I (c) 

PROFORMA 

 NAME : 

 

 AGE : 

 

 GENDER : M/F 

 

 BMI : 

 

 HEIGHT : 

 

 WEIGHT : 

 

 OCCUPATION : 

 

 RESIDENCE : 

 

 CONTACT NUMBER : 

 

 PFT VALUES : 

 

 HADS SCORE : 
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 6 MWT : 

 

VITALS BP RR PR RPE 

PRE     

POST     

2 MIN AFTER     

 NUMBER OF PAUSES : 

 DURATION OF PAUSES : 

 REASONS TO STOP : 

 SYMPTOMS AT THE END OF THE TEST : 

i. ANGINA 

ii. DIZZINESS 

iii. MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN 

iv. SHORTNESS OF BREATH 

 

 NUMBER OF LAPS : ___________ (*30meters) + FINAL PARTIAL 

LAP __________ METERS 

 THEREFORE TOATAL DISTANCE WALKED IN 6 MINUTE _____ . 
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ANNEXURE I (d) 

PATIENT’S  INFORMATION SHEET  

 

PURPOSE : 

To ensure that written informed consent is obtained from male and female subject 

according to the regulatory requirements of ICMR and approved by IEC. 

SCOPE : 

This standard operational procedure includes all COPD patients who are voluntarily 

participating in the study in the pulmonary outpatient department. 

RESPONSIBILITIES : 

The researcger will obtain return of informed consent from all the male and female 

who are volunteering to be a part of this study. 

PROCEDURE : 

1. The investigator select the COPD patients age between 40-60 years from the 

pulmonary outpatient department. 

 

2. The investigator wil explain the experimental protocol to allay apprehension 

and answer all the queries of the subject. 
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3. If the subject decide to participate then they would be consented according to 

the standard operational procedure. 

 

4. If the subject expresses interest but has some doubts in that case they would 

be solved. 

 

 

5. If subjects are comfortable with the explanation then they will fill the inform 

consent according to standard operational procedure. 

 

6. Study procedure will begin after the subject‟s concern. 

 

 

7. Detailed medical and any other physical problem history will be obtained from 

the subject so as to verify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

8. If subjects wants to discuss this information with their family members the 

they are entitled to do so before giving the consent. 

 

 

9. General information to research subjects :  

i. NAME : 

AGE : 

SEX : 

DATE : 
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ii. You would be required to undergo 6 Minute Walk Test to establish 

functional capacity. 

 

iii. If you are willing to voluntarily participate in the study then you are 

expected to enrol with us right from the moment of filling proforma till 

the completion of test. 

 

 

iv. If you are uncomfortable during this period then kindly let us know so 

that we can help you and overcome your problems without untoward 

effect. 

 

v. You will not be given any reimbursement and compensation. 

 

 

vi. If at any moment you want to discontinue from this research study then 

you are free to do so and there would not be any hinderness from our 

side. 

 

vii. The details of the risk , discomfort , advantages and disadvantages of 

the test will be explained to you before obtaining the letter of consent. 

 

 

viii.  The data obtained from the stuff would be confidentially protected and 

maintained and if the photograph is used  your identity would not be 
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revealed. If the photograph is published then permission would be 

obtained. 

 

ix. All the risk of test procedure will be explained to you and accordingly 

the consent will be taken. 

 

 

x. If you are not satisfied at any moment then you can withdraw act any 

time without any consequences. 

 

xi. Name of researcher : 

Phone number : 

Address : 

 

xii. Name of guide : 

Phone number : 

Address : 

 

xiii. Name of institution : 
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Annexure I (e) 

DETAILS OF SPHYGMOMANOMETER  

 

Product Name&Description:Automatic Blood Pressure Monitor 

Model:HEM-7120 

Display: LCD Digital Display 

Measurement Range: Pressure: 0 to 299 mmHg 

Pulse: 40 to 180 beats/min. 

Inflation: Fuzzy-logic controlled by electric pump 

Deflation: Automatic pressure release valve 

Memory: Last measurement 

Rating:DC6V   4W       

Accuracy:Pressure: ±3mmHg 

Pulse: ±5% of display reading 

Measurement Method:Oscillometric method 

Power Source:4 “AA” batteries 1.5V or AC adaptor 

Weight:Approx. 250g (without batteries) 

Dimensions:Approx. 103 (w) mm × 80 (h) mm × 129 (l) mm 
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                                         Annexure I (f) 
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                        ANNEXURE-II 

LETTER OF CONSENT 

 

I,_____________________________________________wish to participate 

voluntarily as a subject for the dissertation entitled “Correlation of Hospital Anxiety 

and Depression Scale(HADS) and Six Minute Walk Test performance in COPD 

patients”, conducted by____________________________________.                                                                                   

. 

              I have been informed regarding the nature of study and the duration of 

work. I have no objection to undertake the required procedure & to undergo various 

testing procedures pertaining to the study. 

              The researcher has already assured me, that I would be treated well, 

without any untoward effects and the rights of confidentiality protected. 

 

 

Signature of the Subject 

Place :- 

Date  :- 
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ANNEXURE (III) 

Abbreviations 

  

 

 6MWT Six Minute Walk Test 

 COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 

Disease 

 HADS Hospital Anxiety and Depression 

Scale 

 BP Blood Pressure 

 HR Heart  Rate 

 

 RR Respiratory Rate 

 RPE Rate Of Percieved Exertion 

 BMI  Body Mass Index 

 ACSM American College Of Sport Medicine 

 ICMR Indian Council Of Medical Research 
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                                                  ANNEXURE (IV)  

                 PARAMETERS FOR ASSESSMENT OF STUDY OUTCOMES 

1. GOLD classification: COPD severity grading 

 

GOLD 1 Mild FEV1≥ 80% predicted 

GOLD 2 Moderate   50%  ≤ FEV1<80% 

Predicted 

GOLD 3 Severe 30% ≤ FEV1< 50% 

predicted 

GOLD 4 Very severe FEV1 < 30% predicted 

 

2. Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) scoring: 

 

It is composed of two 7-item subscale (HADS-D and HADS-A for Depression 

and Anxiety) both ranging from 0 to 21 with higher scores indicating more 

severe distress.7 

 

3. 6MWT: Six Minute Walk Test 

 

According to ACSM guidelines. 
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ANNEXURE V (c) 

PERMISSION LETTER 

TO, 

The Chairman, 

Ethical Committee. 

Subject: Permission to carry out research work. 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

            I …………………………………….,a student of master of physiotherapy,would 

request you to grant me permission to carry out my research work. 

           My research topic is, “Correlation of Hospital Anxiety and Depression 

Scale(HADS) and Six Minute Walk Test performance in COPD patients.” 

          I promise that the ethics as well as subjects care shall be fully complied. 

          I kindly request you to do the needful in this regard. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

……………….. 

Research student 

Date: 

Place: 



SR. NO. Age Sex Diagnosis Severity (GOLD STANDARD)

SBP DBP RR
1 56 MALE COPD Moderate 138 85 24
2 59 MALE COPD Moderate 148 79 18
3 58 FEMALE COPD Moderate 134 82 28
4 57 MALE COPD Moderate 140 85 30
5 55 MALE COPD Moderate 128 80 24
6 59 FEMALE COPD Mild 130 90 28
7 60 FEMALE COPD Mild 125 86 32
8 58 FEMALE COPD Moderate 130 85 18
9 59 MALE COPD Mild 128 80 20
10 56 MALE COPD Mild 126 86 24
11 58 FEMALE COPD Mild 138 82 22
12 55 MALE COPD Moderate 140 85 26
13 59 FEMALE COPD Moderate 135 85 86
14 50 MALE COPD Mild 130 84 24
15 45 MALE COPD Moderate 135 82 24
16 58 MALE COPD Moderate 148 85 28
17 56 MALE COPD Mild 138 84 24
18 55 MALE COPD Moderate 140 86 26
19 58 MALE COPD Mild 130 82 24
20 43 MALE COPD Moderate 138 84 24
21 48 MALE COPD Moderate 130 84 25

BP
                   6MWT Pre treatment vitals

21 48 MALE COPD Moderate 130 84 25
22 60 FEMALE COPD Moderate 145 88 30
23 45 MALE COPD Mild 135 82 24
24 50 MALE COPD Moderate 130 70 18
25 58 MALE COPD Moderate 140 90 20
26 55 MALE COPD Moderate 130 85 25
27 60 FEMALE COPD Moderate 125 78 20
28 55 MALE COPD Mild 142 86 28
29 54 MALE COPD Moderate 144 84 30
30 54 MALE COPD Moderate 148 86 28
31 56 MALE COPD Moderate 138 84 34
32 52 MALE COPD Moderate 144 86 24
33 54 MALE COPD Moderate 145 84 28
34 56 MALE COPD Moderate 144 88 28
35 52 FEMALE COPD Moderate 138 84 30
36 56 MALE COPD Moderate 150 90 20
37 58 MALE COPD Mild 130 80 22
38 48 MALE COPD Moderate 125 87 20
39 57 MALE COPD Mild 130 86 26
40 47 MALE COPD Moderate 135 84 25
41 58 MALE COPD Moderate 145 88 30
42 45 MALE COPD Mild 138 84 25
43 56 MALE COPD Mild 148 84 26
44 60 MALE COPD Moderate 145 84 28
45 55 MALE COPD Mild 135 82 30
46 57 MALE COPD Moderate 144 88 22
47 59 MALE COPD Moderate 129 84 24



48 52 MALE COPD Moderate 128 83 20
49 58 MALE COPD Mild 135 78 19
50 44 MALE COPD Moderate 145 88 18
51 55 MALE COPD Moderate 142 78 18
52 56 MALE COPD Moderate 125 82 19
53 49 FEMALE COPD Mild 138 78 23
54 59 FEMALE COPD Moderate 125 80 20
55 51 MALE COPD Mild 140 86 28
56 48 MALE COPD Mild 135 84 25
57 60 MALE COPD Moderate 145 90 30
58 58 MALE COPD Moderate 140 84 25
59 42 MALE COPD Mild 128 82 18
60 60 MALE COPD Moderate 140 86 29
61 58 MALE COPD Mild 135 86 25
62 59 MALE COPD Mild 138 84 26
63 48 FEMALE COPD Moderate 135 86 26
64 52 FEMALE COPD Moderate 138 88 26
65 50 MALE COPD Mild 132 84 26
66 59 MALE COPD Moderate 138 85 26
67 50 MALE COPD Mild 130 84 28
68 45 MALE COPD Moderate 128 84 24
69 52 MALE COPD Moderate 128 82 23
70 47 FEMALE COPD Moderate 126 86 24
71 50 MALE COPD Moderate 132 78 2871 50 MALE COPD Moderate 132 78 28
72 53 MALE COPD Mild 135 87 27
73 47 MALE COPD Mild 126 82 21
74 60 MALE COPD Mild 136 88 29
75 41 FEMALE COPD Moderate 130 87 27
76 57 MALE COPD Moderate 128 82 24
77 47 MALE COPD Mild 131 83 27
78 46 MALE COPD Mild 125 82 16
79 55 FEMALE COPD Mild 129 85 26
80 49 MALE COPD Mild 131 87 21
81 52 MALE COPD Moderate 134 82 19
82 54 MALE COPD Moderate 140 86 27
83 56 MALE COPD Moderate 136 86 26
84 57 MALE COPD Mild 127 84 19
85 42 MALE COPD Mild 128 84 19
86 52 FEMALE COPD Mild 126 81 26
87 56 MALE COPD Moderate 130 84 17
88 60 MALE COPD Moderate 135 87 26
89 56 MALE COPD Moderate 138 86 29
90 48 MALE COPD Mild 126 82 18
91 57 MALE COPD Mild 141 81 19
92 45 MALE COPD Mild 120 80 18
93 59 MALE COPD Mild 135 82 25
94 46 MALE COPD Mild 139 84 20
95 60 FEMALE COPD Mild 128 78 18
96 55 MALE COPD Mild 128 75 18
97 52 MALE COPD Mild 138 78 20



98 50 MALE COPD Mild 143 81 16
99 59 MALE COPD Mild 138 83 21
100 60 MALE COPD Moderate 142 90 22



HR Borg's scale score SBP (IMMEDIATELY ) DBP (IMMEDIATELY) SBP (AFTER 2 MINUTE)
91 1 142 86 110
88 2 141 86 134
103 3 140 86 138
94 3 135 80 138
92 3 136 85 128
109 4 140 92 138
73 3 142 91 120
89 3 142 85 138
74 2 135 82 132
88 3 149 88 138
86 4 145 86 140
86 3 145 89 142
24 3 145 88 140
80 2 148 86 145
82 3 145 88 140
90 4 150 86 148
75 3 148 90 145
75 4 145 88 144
76 4 140 84 138
76 5 148 88 145
75 4 140 86 138

   6MWT Post treatment vitals
BP (IMMEDIATELY) BP (AFTER 2 MINUTE)

                   6MWT Pre treatment vitals

75 4 140 86 138
80 3 148 88 145
79 4 146 84 142
80 2 140 90 130
85 2 140 90 138
72 4 138 90 135
62 3 132 85 130
80 3 148 88 144
78 4 149 88 148
75 4 149 85 144
76 3 140 86 141
84 4 146 84 144
80 4 148 86 145
78 3 150 90 148
75 4 145 86 142
85 2 150 95 152
75 3 140 88 135
72 2 135 88 132
75 3 138 88 134
74 3 145 86 142
80 4 140 90 148
75 4 142 86 140
79 3 151 86 145
81 4 149 88 144
82 2 142 86 140
70 4 149 90 145
77 4 140 88 135



68 2 135 88 130
75 2 145 85 142
75 3 148 90 145
69 2 150 82 145
77 3 135 88 130
66 3 145 82 140
69 3 135 88 132
76 4 146 82 142
72 3 143 86 140
84 4 150 91 147
78 3 146 88 144
76 3 135 86 130
82 3 148 89 145
79 4 145 89 142
80 3 149 89 147
79 4 142 88 140
80 3 145 90 142
80 4 140 90 138
79 3 145 89 136
85 3 139 87 136
76 4 132 86 130
76 4 136 86 132
84 2 137 88 132
82 4 138 86 13582 4 138 86 135
84 3 140 88 138
80 2 132 84 130
85 3 142 90 140
86 3 135 89 132
78 3 136 86 134
79 4 138 85 136
74 3 131 85 128
80 5 138 89 135
79 3 137 88 138
80 4 142 86 138
81 3 146 90 142
79 3 145 89 142
75 4 136 88 133
72 3 136 86 134
74 4 135 86 132
74 3 140 88 138
83 4 142 89 138
84 3 145 88 142
75 3 132 86 130
71 3 146 88 142
70 2 130 88 128
78 4 140 88 138
77 3 145 90 142
72 2 135 82 130
72 2 135 82 130
78 3 148 82 145



78 2 149 83 145
80 3 145 87 142
87 4 150 89 147



DBP (AFTER 2 MINUTE) SBP (AFTER 5 MINUTE) DBP (AFTER 5 MINUTE) RR HR
85 130 84 20 112
84 142 82 22 80
84 130 80 34 72
82 145 85 24 105
84 132 82 22 98
88 135 85 30 98
89 117 86 38 95
82 135 80 24 92
80 130 82 24 85
98 130 90 32 95
84 138 84 30 95
85 140 84 34 96
84 136 82 30 96
84 135 82 30 90
85 136 84 34 95
82 142 84 34 98
85 140 82 36 96
85 142 84 34 96
84 132 82 36 85
85 140 82 30 85
84 135 82 34 86

   6MWT Post treatment vitals
BP (AFTER 2 MINUTE) BP (AFTER 5 MINUTE)

84 135 82 34 86
88 143 82 36 90
82 140 80 30 85
80 130 70 24 95
88 135 80 25 100
90 135 90 32 90
83 130 78 25 75
86 144 84 34 85
86 144 84 34 85
86 142 82 34 80
84 138 82 38 81
82 142 82 30 90
82 147 84 34 92
88 145 86 34 85
84 140 82 38 84
88 150 85 22 90
85 130 78 28 90
86 130 85 26 85
86 132 84 30 82
84 140 82 32 85
88 144 86 35 90
84 140 82 34 84
84 143 82 32 86
84 142 82 32 89
84 138 82 36 90
86 142 85 30 80
86 132 84 30 85



85 129 85 25 80
78 140 78 23 85
85 145 85 22 80
80 140 80 25 82
85 124 85 25 90
80 136 78 28 78
85 128 83 27 80
82 140 84 32 85
84 138 82 30 82
89 149 88 36 92
86 142 85 34 86
84 130 83 27 87
85 142 84 36 93
87 138 86 30 90
87 142 82 32 91
86 138 84 32 92
89 140 86 34 88
88 135 86 35 93
85 134 84 34 90
86 135 82 36 95
84 128 82 30 86
84 130 82 30 85
86 130 84 32 95
86 134 82 36 8886 134 82 36 88
86 139 84 30 90
84 128 83 32 90
88 139 87 32 95
87 130 86 34 90
85 132 84 32 88
83 132 82 32 89
83 126 82 24 87
87 132 86 34 92
86 134 82 27 89
87 136 84 26 92
89 141 87 34 92
86 138 84 32 89
86 130 84 26 86
84 130 82 28 85
88 130 84 32 85
86 135 84 24 86
87 135 84 32 94
86 140 84 32 95
84 128 83 27 86
85 140 84 24 82
85 123 82 23 85
85 132 85 35 90
88 139 83 26 89
80 131 78 25 83
80 125 80 24 83
80 140 82 26 89



80 140 80 25 90
85 140 84 26 87
88 145 86 24 85



6MWT Distance(METER)  (350≥)

Borg's scale score Normal (0-7) Borderline Abnormal (8-10)
2 300 10
5 260
8 275 9
5 260 10
6 280
7 285 8
6 280
7 240
6 275 10
7 270 9
7 270 10
8 225 11
5 255
5 270
7 255 8
8 236
7 285
8 255
7 315 10
8 255
7 265

HADS SCORE (DEPRESSION)   6MWT Post treatment vitals

7 265
7 230
7 285
6 225
5 240
7 255
6 225
6 270
7 255
6 225
7 258
6 255
7 258
7 255
7 225
5 225
6 240
7 285
6 270
7 270
8 225
8 300 6
8 260
8 210
8 245
7 265
8 255



6 225
6 258
7 220
8 225
6 195
7 240
7 225
8 240
8 240 10
9 190
8 220
7 285
8 245
7 255
8 265
8 250
9 185
9 275
8 194
8 250
8 235
8 190
9 200
8 2258 225
9 275
8 280
7 245
8 225
8 235
7 275 10
8 245
8 245
8 245
9 235
8 255
8 220
7 260
8 260 10
7 265
7 245
9 215
8 235
7 280 10
6 300 8
5 310 10
8 235
8 290 10
9 230
6 310 9
5 325 6



6 330 7
8 245
8 230



Abnormal (11-21) Normal (0-7) Borderline (8-10) Abnormal (11-21)
11

13 14
11
15

12 11
8

12 11
11 11

14
10

11
16

13 14
17 15

13
16 17
12 16
16 13

10
18 16
12 12

HADS SCORE (DEPRESSION) HADS SCORE (ANXIETY)
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4  INTRODUCTION 

 The elderly population has represented the fastest growing segment of total world population. World trend suggests that elderly will represent 10.8% of world population by 2025. In India 82 million elderly populations is living now and it will cross 177 million by 2025. India is the 2nd largest country where aged population lives, this is highlighted by J.J. Kattakayam Director Centre of Gerontology Studies, Trivandrum.1 Elderly female population accounts 40 million among 77 million elderly populations as per 2001 census1 and women are expected to live longer when compared to their male counterparts. They are prone to experience number of debilitating factor after their reproductive age of life like arthritis, diabetes, chronic MSK problems and degenerative conditions osteoporosis. All these geriatric conditions lead to limited functional independency. Many studies have proved that pain is the main clinical feature of these conditions.  Studies have proved that Pain becomes worse after the age of 60 (ACSM 1998).2, 3Although Pain is the major global health issue but it is not perceived by health professionals as a serious health problem till the patients present with serious debilitating problems.3, 4 Moreover the data on prevalence of lower extremity pain & its association with functional mobility (TUG) 5 & QOL (SF36) 6 is limited in Indian scenario. Ageing of global population has been accompanied by rising prevalence of chronic pain and degenerative diseases7 consequently higher incidence of disability. Many studies show that prevalence of chronic pain 



5  among elderly people of the community ranges from 29.7%-89.9% often located in the lower limbs, lumbar region and upper limb. This pain has been reported with moderate to severe intensity worldwide.8, 9 The relationship has been found to be the chronic pain which increases intensity and prolonged period of living with pain and a worse QOL reported by female in Canada. Few findings are corroborated in India in which the elderly women reported worse HRQOL in presence of pain. However, studies focusing on this topic are scarce especially related to ageing scenario and chronic pain. The lower extremity pain is a common musculoskeletal problem in elderly and it prevents them from good QOL. Knee pain is one of the major causes of lower extremity pain, decreased QOL and physical disability. Sometimes knee pain is a better predictor of disability than radiographic classification. Most of the studies focus on relationship between OA of knee or any other lower extremity joint pathology and physical function but the knee pain and physical function associated was less targeted and focus of the studies. The current study is an effort to find out relationship between functional mobility and pain as well as QOL and pain.10 Physical function and mobility have been shown to be a key determinant of health and QOL among elderly population.11 Restricted physical activity due to lower extremity pain has been shown to decrease cognitive function, reduce independence and increase the risk of fractures, falls and death.12-18 (Individuals who know their functional mobility have been observed to have higher grades of morbidity, mortality, disability, hospitalization, health care utilization and cost.)19-29 The subjects physical activity and mobility is not simply the sum of spate disease processes further 



6  the relationship between anatomical or biomechanical abnormalities and physical signs is often non-linear in nature.30  Grossel et.al found an association between mobility and QOL that increased mobility improves mental and physical QOL. Further he suggested the pain factor needs prior attention.31, 32 Gregory E. Hicks stated in his study that the combination of low back pain and leg pain among postmenopausal women is associated with greater deficits in health status than low back pain alone. Lower extremity pain and HRQOL association needs confirmation among older women.33, 34 Localized pain is descendent of mobility limitation.35-39 Long standing mobility limitation and pain is precursor of recurrent falls in elderly.36,38,40,41 Fear of fall and decrease mobility leads to a cycle of activity limitation, less socializing, increase muscle weakness, pain, loss of balance and disability.41 Social support and family support helps to reduce the mobility limitation and diminish the mental health issue such as depression and anxiety which improves the emotional, social and psychological domains of QOL of the elderly.42 The ability to walk and climb stairs i.e. functional mobility is important to assess the QOL in elderly people. Decreased mobility leads to increase chance of fall, deteriorates psychological health and has a negative effect on health outcomes. According to previous researches 30% older adults have mobility limitations.35 The ageing brings inevitable changes in all the systems of the body perhaps the MSK changes are very prominent and lead functional limitations 



7  restricted lifestyle, functional mobility. Sometimes activities of daily living are also hampered.43 MSK pain is commonly seen in older adults and the OA is the most prevalent cause of it. It is consistently related to age of the individuals and female sex. Depending on severity of the pain & joint site affected by OA it leads to increase functional impairments, difficulty in performing ADL’s which in return deteriorates QOL of the individual. Knee and hip arthritis are a matter of concern as due to pain there is compromise in independence of living.44 The prevalence of MSK pain is rising at a faster level due to changes in environmental and lifestyle and increasing older population. Studies have showed that MSK pain are a significant problem in developing countries and is a matter of concern as it reduces physical functioning. The research done on MSK pain is less in developing countries rather than developed countries for the old aged group which shows why MSK conditions go largely unnoticed in these countries settings. Knee pain is the most found pain in low economic countries and there is a little research on risk factors causing it. Proven risk factors for OA knee include age, females, obesity, occupation demanding heavy weight, recurrent kneeling and squatting.45 Falls are considered to be a major health problem among older adults as it increases the chances of morbidity and mortality in adults aged 65 years and above worldwide. Chronic pain and MSK conditions such as arthritis in lower extremity are independent risk factor for falls46. Various methods are used by physical therapist to check physical functioning of the individual. Berg balance scale, sit to stand test, Gait analyzer, TUG test etc. are different objective measures to know functional 



8  mobility of the individual.47-49 TUG test evaluates the motor skills such as controlled movement of getting up and sitting back on chair (e.g. Rising from bed, toilet seat, etc), walking a short distance (e.g. To answer the telephone or doorbell) and changing directions when walking. The time taken to rise up from the standard arm chair, walk distance of 3m, turn 180∘and walk back to the chair i.e. TUG test protocol48 performance helps therapist to assess the transition phase rate and quality of the individual.50 QOL includes multidimensional factors for e.g., health, physical functioning, psychological status, spiritual well being, social functioning, etc. it is well proved that chronic pain has negative effect on QOL. It is well documented that psychological and social factors play an important role in the adjustment of chronic pain.  In today’s world people are more aware and show self efficacy i.e. to believe or have confidence in achieving goals despite of pain which reduces disability.51  It is a common belief/myth that aging and pain are linked to each other and is inevitable. Assessment of pain is an important influencer to improve QOL of the individual, decrease fall risk, chances of depression, social isolation, dependency, extensive use of drugs, sleep disorders, cognitive disorders and malnutrition.52 Falls are common in elderly and are a major health concern.53-55 Elderly aged over 65 years and above are 9 times likely to fall as compared to rest of the population. The risk of fall increases with age.56 Falls leads to loss of confidence, increase fear of fall, disability, fragility and mortality, decrease QOL and overall health status.57 



9  OA of knee is major health concern and leading cause of joint pain and dependency in middle and elderly aged group population58, 59. Around 6% of people aged 45 years and above develop knee pain each year while 2% show radiographic symptomatic knee OA60. Foot and ankle pain is a potential risk factor for OA knee and data received on them is scarce. Foot pain decreases functional mobility, increase risk of fall and disability which in turn decrease QOL.61, 62 It affects the speed of walking of the individual. Decrease/ loss of mobility are a consequential threat to an individual to functional independency.63 Lower extremity pain is a frequent complaint by community dwelling older women which is a characteristic cause for their mobility limitation. Knee pain is one of the leading causes of mobility limitation but this is not true in every case. Obesity, knee extensor muscle weakness and foot ankle impairment may also cause pain and then mobility limitation.64, 65 Elderly population is on a rise globally as a result of major scientific and technological advancement, because of which there is low mortality and increase life expectancy. Pain and degenerative disease prevalence is increase as life expectancy is increasing.66 Degenerative joints affects both genders; women more than men. After 65years of age more than half of the population is seen suffering from pain and stiffness of joints due to arthritis out of which 90% show radiographic evidence of presence of OA. Limitation of mobility is seen in 20-80% of patients suffering from degenerative arthritis. Functional impairment and pain are key domains in sufficient decrease in QOL.67 



10  Always women recall lower HRQOL but the objective measurement of QOL is a little bit tedious task to complete. Many generic health scales are available to assess HRQOL but from the reliability point of view SF36 the MOS questionnaire was proved one of the best reliable scales for the purpose of measurement of QOL. SF36 is also well validated by many authors. SF36 covers almost all the aspects of QOL. SF36 rely upon patients self reporting and assessment of psychosocial environment along with Medicare. SF36 is easy to implement for the purpose of survey and score. The scoring is defined from 0 to 100 on this instrument. Higher score reveals good quality of life means less disability. Lower score depicts more disability. In other words lower score may indicate restricted mobility and less independency for there PCS and MCS. The SF36 is divided into 8 sections and the sections are: I. Vitality II. Physical Functioning III. Bodily Pain IV. General Health Perception V. Physical Role Functioning VI. Emotional Role Functioning VII. Social Role Functioning VIII. Mental Health In recent years, due to change in the lifestyle the mental health is also given a lot of importance and plays in the assessment performa of clinicians. The patient’s point of view to monitor the mental health along with 



11  physical health at the time of medicare has been emphasized. However the evaluation of clinical interventions focused on biological outcomes. HRQOL is increasingly recognized as an important outcome in and of itself and as a supplement to traditional biological end points such as mortality. Among elderly population especially those have aging conditions like degenerative arthritis, chronic pain, OA of various joints, poor muscle strength, loss of balance, weakness and HRQOL may be the most important outcome to consider when assessing the patient. Most of the time patient is the most source of information about her QOL. The self reported questionnaire’s are less expensive and ensures privacy, anonymity for the respondents. Therefore the SF36 was found to be reliable, self reported outcome measure survey tool in the community.68-70 Habitual walking speed may be an early marker of degenerative arthritis. This is increase stress on joint and repetitive high level dynamic joint loading while walking fast. Abnormal joint biomechanics during fast walking may further increase dynamic joint loading and accelerate degenerative changes in joint. Slower walking speed is seen early in population with degenerative arthritis detected/diagnosed later on clinical examination. Hence, slow walking speed may be a marker of pre clinical degenerative arthritis.71,72 The purpose of the current study is to estimate prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and quality of life in elderly women.   



12  NEED OF THE STUDY 

 Healthy or active aging has been promoted and studied by WHO defining as process of optimizing opportunities for health, participation and security in order to enhance QOL as people age (WHO 2002a page 12). Healthy aging is a major concern of global health although the restricted participation in social and biophysical life is becoming a major health concern. The association between biophysical restrictions due to isolated structural impairments or mobility deficits needs to establish association between self reported HRQOL, functional mobility and lower extremity pain. Restricted functional mobility due to lower extremity pain may have tremendous impact on economic and psychosocial factors on elderly population. Less information is known about the factors contributing to the patient’s response to lower extremity pain and disability. A clear understanding of the relationship of lower extremity pain, functional mobility and QOL would help physiotherapist to develop more effective, preventive and interventional strategies for elderly women living in the community.73        



13  AIM AND OBJECTIVE AIM:   “To know the prevalence of Lower extremity Pain and its association with functional mobility and quality of life in elderly women”   OBJECTIVES: 1.  Primary Objectives: 
• To know the prevalence of Lower extremity pain 
• To associate TUG test (the functional mobility of elderly women) with lower extremity pain  2.  Secondary Objectives: 
• To associate lower extremity pain with QOL in elderly women in terms of SF-36         



14  RESEARCH QUESTION 

 Is intensity of Lower extremity pain associated with functional mobility and QOL (SF36) in elderly women?                      



15   REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 The current study will explore the intensity of Lower Extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and QOL in elderly women (60yrs & above). The cumulative effect of prevalence of Lower Extremity pain in Indian women is yet to be known. Ample of literature review is available for knee pain, hip pain and foot pain separately as such lower extremity pain needs attention. Hence, study will collect the combined data for pain existing in Lower Extremity on the day of survey. The present study is designed to identify the prevalence and the intensity of lower extremity pain among elderly women of the community residing near tertiary care centre. At the same time the study variables will be analyzed to find out association with functional mobility and QOL on the basis of the study done by Lilan Varanda Pereira.7 Lilan Varanda Pereira and Patricia Pereira de Vasconcelos et al (July-Aug 2014) done their study to estimate prevalence and intensity of chronic pain and self perceived health among elderly people (A population based study).It was a cross sectional study with a population size n=934 in the city of Goiani,Brazil. Author preferred pain existing for 6months or more measured on numerical scale. The statistical analysis was based on frequency and percentage co-relation was established through chi-square and Odd’s ratio. The prevalence of chronic pain was frequently located in lower limbs (52.8%) followed by that the lumbar region (29.5%).7 



16  The occurrence of chronic pain was associated with female gender and chronic diseases. On the same guideline the lower extremity pain and female gender are chosen as prime components of the study.7 Pain is a multi dimensional phenomenon with physical, psychological, social and spiritual components. The international association for study of pain defines pain as  ″an unpleasant, sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or described in terms of such damage by people that experiences pain and considered chronic if persists the normal time of healing usually more than 3 months” accepted by WHO in 1994 to till date.74 Jakobson, Hallberg 2004, Pain is one of the most important symptoms that considerably impair autonomy and independence in daily living activities of elderly people. Therefore prevalence of pain is considered as primary objective in the study.75 A recent study conducted by Zannocchi et al 2008 showed that chronic pain in elderly has a strong affective component and its intensity influences older patient’s functional mobility, quality of life, sleep and mood swings. These authors stated the importance of pain assessment in elderly as a population at increased risk for under recognition and under treatment. Therefore the intensity of lower extremity pain on the basis of ICMR research, various articles will be assessed in this study.52 Maria dos Anjos Coelho Rodrigues - Dixe did a prevalence study.  The aims of their study were to examine the prevalence of chronic pain in elderly and co-relate chronic pain and QOL in a sample of community living older people aged 65 yrs and above. Their results were indicating higher prevalence of chronic pain in elderly people (65.5%) most of the population 



17  reported having pain more than 1 year. The prevalent temporal characteristic of pain is continuing in their population, felt pain is at various places, moderate intensity. The author concluded that the QOL of elderly was bad in all dimensions further he suggested occupation, age, gender, pain intensity and location of pain are predictor of quality of life. The same guidelines are setting the same design for the current study.74 ICMR Task force project report 2012 observed knee pain was more prevalent (58.5%), and then hip pain was 3.8%.  Ankle and foot pain prevalence was 3.73% and 2.63% respectively in Delhi. Rural and urban surveys were quoted for the prevalence of lower extremity pain by ICMR76 Lograj Muthunarayan and co-workers observed 1.8% hip pain, 15% knee pain and 7.1% foot pain in rural block of Tamil Nadu. Females above 60 years were targeted in their prevalence study (2013)4 Tibetan author Damian G Hoy et al (2010) conducted point prevalence study for 12 months in rural area. The study concluded that 43% women were suffering from lower extremity pain as compared to 36% males when current pain was considered. The duration of pain past 12 months showed increase percent for both.45 The Australian prevalence published for lower extremity pain in 2003 revealed percentage of hip, knee and ankle were 39%, 52% and 34% respectively for elderly women. The researcher concluded that the females having pain more frequently had low QOL measured by SF36 and decrease functional mobility assessed by TUG test. The factors responsible for poor performance of TUG was age, BMI, knee and hip pain.77 



18  Ample of literature suggests lower extremity pain decreases functional mobility and affects QOL in aged population. Ageing refers to the normal progressive and irreversible biological changes that occur over an individual’s lifespan (Durgawale 2012)78Mehta (2009)79 Irreversible biological changes are more obvious for musculoskeletal (MSK) system. Age related arthritic changes of joints leads to pain. Lower extremity pain is the major global health concern (Andrew Guccione textbook).80 In Indian scenario, the knee joint pain is commonly seen. The lower extremity pain and reduced muscle strength (TUG) affects the independency of elders and restricts functional mobility. The dependency affects the QOL therefore QOL should be considered from research perspective (Sapsford) 81(Theim U, 2013).44 The QOL is measured by using SF12, SF36, and WHOQOLBREF. The SF36 is reliable and valid medical outcome study measures. The Short Form-36 contains 36 questions on 8 different scales with physical component and mental component scale. SF36 demonstrates high reliability and validity co-relation co-efficient ranging from 0.81 to 0.88.It is useful in chronic impaired function. (Sullivan) 82 Riddle, DL et al (2001) studied 101 consecutive patients by using SF36. He stated SF36 is highly valid and reliable to know the relationship between functional status and outcome measures.82, 83 Therefore SF36 will be considered for current study as outcome measure. A descriptive cross sectional study was done by Melba Sheila D’ Souza with SF36 health survey to investigate health related quality of life 



19  (HRQOL) among Indian women working in Mining industry and Agriculture. They Advocated HRQOL can be used to assess QOL and to design treatment strategies (2013).84 Lahariya C, Khandekar J (2012) did a community based survey of HRQOL assessed by SF36 of the elderly in urban India with the sample size of 200. Maximum number of aged population was ranged between 60-69years. Their result depicted elderly population is affected; therefore current study is targeting the same.85 Many reviews suggest TUG test is good to evaluate functional mobility. Emma Barry and Rose Galvin’s (2014) study provides good reference to choose TUG test.86 TUG test is simple and easy to complete within 3mins of time. The required instruments are stopwatch, arm chair and measured walkway. Podsia and Richardson in 1991 proved concurrent validity in terms of Berg content validity 0.81 and Barthel is equal to 0.78.Its intra-rater reliability 0.98 and inter-rater is 0.99.It focuses on functional mobility, single task with 3m walk.82, 48 ≤10 sec is considered as normal. The age matched norms for TUG test is estimated. The estimation for 60-69years old person mean time is 7.9 seconds ±0.9. On the basis of this standard the TUG test will be interpreted in the present study.48, (Shumway Cook, 2000)49, 47, 53, 87 Researchers have recommended the TUG test to assess the functional mobility because it includes transition from sitting to a standing stance, balance and gait. Elucidation of functional mobility and QOL 



20  association between the TUG score and SF36 will be determined in elderly women suffering from lower extremity pain.48, 87, 88 Shirely musich et. al in their study ‘The study impact of mobility limitation on health outcomes among older adults’ concluded that pain interference and poor health were the strong characteristics for moderate to severity mobility limitation in older adults. Other significant characteristics for mobility limitation were age ≥80 years, depression, financial stress and female sex. Fall rates were increased 3 times and 2.5 times in individuals with severe and moderate mobility respectively as compared to the rates of those with no mobility limitation. In their study it was seen that as mobility limitation increased the medical care and drug expenditure also increased significantly.35 In a study done in 2003 on Finnish and Lithuanian elderly woman to know the effects of knee OA on functional ability and QOL by Saarima Paulinna and colleagues concluded that 56% population of their study group had functional disability due to OA of knee and it affects the QOL negatively. Physical functioning domains show a poorer score because pain due to OA knee decreases functional ability.67 The principle results in Jama. L. Purser et al study was slower walking speed of an individual has a significant association with higher incidence of radiographic and symptomatic OA knee as compared to faster speed. Many studies have suggested that walking fast may alter overall 



21  biomechanics of walking. The biomechanical studies done say that there is increase angular excursion at the knee during swing phase while fast walking.71 One of the survey conducted in 2010 in Korea consisting of 1295 men and 1658 women aged ≥50yeasrs reported that knee pain severity increase with increase in age of women than men.89 A study done in 2015 in Brazil with an aim to estimate the prevalence of chronic pain among community long lived elderly with functional independence, at evaluating its characteristics and at correlating this pain to serum vitamin D levels reported that there is high prevalence of lumbar and lower extremity pan in long lived elderly individual living in the community.66 A population based study was done in Korea to know the prevalence of widespread pain and its influence on quality of life by using SF12 on 5037 subjects. Prevalence of widespread pain was found to be 5.5% and 16.2% in males and females respectively. The QOL was compared between 2 groups i.e., no pain and widespread pain. The all domains of SF12 except mental health showed adverse affection in widespread pain group. The QOL was more affected in female population as compared to males. In the no pain group, men showed better QOL than women.6  Another cross sectional study done on Korean population of elderly age residing in community to know the prevalence of knee pain and its influence on their QOL (SF12) and physical function (WOMAC) had more than 50yrs aged 504 participants in the study. The outcome of the study showed poor QOL and physical function in individuals with knee pain. As compared to 



22  men, women who had pain reported worse scores on WOMAC subscales and almost all domains of SF12 were adversely affected. The prevalence of knee pain was found to be 32.2% in men and 58% in women in elderly community dwelling population of Korea. 10 In 2010, Talia Herman with colleagues conducted a study in USA to assess the psychometric properties of the TUG in healthy older adults as compared to Berg balance test (BBT) and Dynamic Gait Index (DGI). They concluded that TUG test is related to cognitive ability while BBT and DGI lack that property. A simple motor task of transfer and turning in TUG test measures the complex mobility which depends on cognitive function of the individual. Hence, TUG appears to be an appropriate tool for clinical assessment of functional mobility in healthy older adults.5 A study performed in Portugal composing of 296 elderly people with the aim to determine prevalence of chronic pain in elderly people to evaluate HRQOL of them experiencing pain. 164 individuals out of 296 reported chronic pain. There was 65.5% prevalence of pain and those who reported pain had a poor QOL which was assessed using SF12. The individuals with more than one side of pain showed bad results in all the dimensions of QOL. They concluded that occupation, age, gender, pain intensity and site of pain are important predictors of QOL.74 Catherine .M. Arnold and Robert. A. Faulkner did a retrospective observational study on 106 elderly men and women aged 65yrs and above with hip pain for ≥6 months to describe fall and near fall history, location, circumstances and injuries from fall and to determine the ability of the TUG test to classify fallers and near fallers. They reported in their study TUG test duration was more in older, less mobile and in individuals with many co-



23  morbidities. They also suggested the TUG test could be a useful screening test to predict frequent near falls in risked elderly population.90                        



24  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 The study was designed to find out Prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and QOL in elderly female. Pre- requisite permissions were taken from the Head of the Institution and Institutional Ethical Committee (IEC) before commencement of the research work. The following protocol was accepted by IEC and synopsis was approved from Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nasik.   
RESEARCH DESIGN: It was a cross-sectional c o r r e l a t i o n  study. In this study exposure of interest was lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and QOL. The defined population is community dwelling geriatric females. The outcome of interest would be functional mobility in form of TUG and QOL in form of SF36 which measures 8 domains.  
VARIABLES: The variables utilized in the study were independent and the dependent variables.  
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES  Existence and Intensity of Pain   



25  DEPENDENT VARIABLES   Timed Up and Go test and Short form 36 questionnaire  
OUTCOME MEASURES:  a) Prevalence of lower extremity pain b) Numerical Pain Rating Scale(NPRS): Numerical range 0-10 0= No pain 1-4 = Mild pain 5-6 = Moderate pain 7-9 = severe pain 10 = worst possible pain74, 82 c) Timed up and go(TUG) test in seconds d) SF-36 questionnaire scoring: The SF-36 has eight scaled scores; the scores are weighted sums of the questions in each section. Scores range from 0 – 100 Lower scores = more disability, higher scores = less disability 68-70       



26  Operational definitions: a) Lower Extremity pain: MSK pain like Hip, Knee, Ankle and Foot pain is referred to lower extremity pain. b) Functional Mobility: The functional mobility in this study refers to time taken for TUG test performance by the subjects. c) Quality of Life: The standard of health in terms of Physical components and mental components, the level of comfort experienced by an individual. In this study it refers to scores obtained by SF-36 questionnaire by the participants. 
SETTING: Field practice area of Tertiary care centre  
TARGET POPULATION Target population for the study was geriatric females belonging to age 60 years and above residing in the community.  
SAMPLE POPULATION: The sample population consisted of geriatric females who were willing to participate in study and who were selected from target population staying in the community at the time of door to door survey.  
SAMPLE SIZE: n= 278 females aged above 60 years. The sample size was calculated with the previous prevalence of other Indian studies in urban areas (ICMR 2012) with the expected proportion of 



27  58% relative precision (1-α) of 10% at 95% confidence interval. The minimum sample size was found to be 278 and therefore 278 elderly females’ data was collected.76 
TYPE OF SAMPLING: Purposive sampling technique was used to achieve Universal Sample size i.e. from the community survey to obtain the total sample size.  
SUBJECTS: Female population aged 60years were included from the community as per selection criteria. The survey protocol was completed at door site 
DURATION OF THE STUDY: Duration of the study - 12 months.  This period was from the time of synopsis submission till the compilation of dissertation.  

 

SELECTION CRITERIA:  
INCLUSION CRITERIA Elderly females 60 yrs and above    



28  EXCLUSION CRITERIA Visual or Auditory impairment Low back pain and Radiating pain in Lower extremities RTA (Road Traffic Accidents) Any neurological involvement Bypass within 1year (Graft from Saphenous vein) Lower extremity Amputation Cancer patients                



29  EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: The sample was collected to find out prevalence of lower extremity pain and i t s  a s s o c ia t i o n  w i t h  f u n c t i o n a l  m o b i l i t y  a n d  Q O L  in elderly females. To fulfill the objective of the study TUG test and SF36 score were outcome measures of the study. The instrumentation briefings are as follows.  
EQUIPMENTS 

• Weighing machine:  The w e i g h i n g  machine was used for measuring the weight in kilograms of the individuals who were posted for the study. There were no errors in the weighing machine during the entire course of the study (Photograph no. 1). Volunteers were made to stand straight up on weighing machine without footwear. 
• Stature meter: This equipment was used to measure the height of the subjects in centimeters (Photograph no. 2). Subject was made to stand straight below the stature meter, without footwear. Subject was instructed to look straight forward and arms by the side of the body. 
• Stop watch: Stop watch was used to calculate the time during TUG test. (Photograph no. 3) 
• Measuring tape: Measuring tape was used to measure 3m distance to conduct TUG test (Photograph no. 4) 
• Chair: Chair with arm rest was used for T U G  t e s t . The test was performed 3 times and best out of 3 score was considered.(Photograph no. 5) 
• SF36 questionnaire: Questionnaire was used to mark the responses by the patient to assess their QOL.(Annexure II a,b,c) 



30  MEASURES: Anthropometric data was collected. Functional mobility was tested by TUG and Quality of life by SF36. Single point outcome measures were noted.   Once the above measurements were calculated the subject’s demographic data was collected. Past medical history, Site of pain and perception of cause of pain was recorded. The subjects who had lower extremity pain were posted for TUG test and were given SF36 questionnaire to mark the responses.  
1. TUG test: Equipment: Arm chair, Measuring tape, Stop watch.  Begin the test with the subject sitting correctly in a chair with arm rests. The chair should be stable and positioned such that it will not move when the subject moves from sit to stand. The subject is allowed to use the arm rests during the sit – stand and stand – sit movements.  Place a piece of tape or other marker on the floor 3 meters away from the chair so that it is easily seen by the subject.  Instructions: “On the word GO you will stand up, walk to the line on the floor, turn around and walk back to the chair and sit down. Walk at your regular pace.  Start timing on the word “GO” and stop timing when the subject is seated again correctly in the chair with their back resting on the back of the chair.  



31  The subject wears their regular footwear, may use any gait aid that they normally use during ambulation, but may not be assisted by another person. There is no time limit. They may stop and rest (but not sit down) if they need to.  Normal healthy elderly usually complete the task in ten seconds or less. Very frail or weak elderly with poor mobility may take 2 minutes or more.  The subject should be given a practice trial that is not timed before testing.  Results correlate with gait speed, balance, functional level, the ability to go out, and can follow change over time. 49, 91 
 

Normative Reference Values by Age 1  
Age Group  Time in Seconds (95% 

Confidence Interval)  60 – 69 years  8.1  (7.1 – 9.0)  70 – 79 years  9.2  (8.2 – 10.2)  80 – 99 years  11.3  (10.0 – 12.7)  
 

Cut-off Values Predictive of Falls by  
Group  Time in Seconds  Community Dwelling Frail Older Adults 2  > 14 associated with high fall risk  Post-op hip fracture patients at time of discharge3  > 24 predictive of falls within 6 months after hip fracture  Frail older adults  > 30 predictive of requiring assistive device for ambulation and being dependent in ADLs 
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2. SF36 questionnaire: The SF36 is a short questionnaire with 36 items which measure eight multi-item variables: physical functioning (10 items), social functioning (2 items), role limitations due to physical problems (4 items),role limitations due to emotional problems (3 items), mental health (5 items), energy and vitality (4 items), pain (2 items), and general perception of health (5 items).92           



33   Photograph no 1. Weighing machine              Photograph no.2 Stature meter
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 Photograph no. 3 Stop watch     Photograph No. 4: Measuring Tape        
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 Photograph no. 5: Arm rest chair    Photograph no.6: Cone    Photograph no. 7: TUG test path  



36   Photograph no.8: Performing TUG test      
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 Photograph no. 9: Performing TUG test             
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 Photograph no. 10: Marking of SF36 questionnaire          
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GENERAL PROCEDURE: The purpose of the study was to find out the prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility in terms of TUG test and its association with QOL by using SF36 questionnaire. The approval to carry out the research was obtained from the Head of the Institution and IEC before the commencement of the study. The literature was searched for the approved title of the study. The sample size was estimated using earlier prevalence studies done (ICMR 2012). Door to door survey was conducted and universal sampling technique was used for collection of the data of cross sectional correlation study titled “Prevalence of lower extremity pain & its association with functional mobility & QOL in elderly females: An analytical cross-sectional study”. The survey was executed in the periphery area of the tertiary health care centre. 278 was the estimated sample size of 60years and above aged females. The study population was approached going door to door of all the houses to collect the sample. If 60years and above aged female was not present at the time of survey then that house was skipped and next door was approached. After considering the selection criteria the subjects were selected. Details of the project were explained to the selected females. Written consent was taken from the females who were willing to participate. Demographic data was collected. Then symptom of pain as enquired irrespective of site of pain followed by that NPRS was given to mark the pain intensity. Once the lower extremity pain was noted then rest of the protocol was explained to them to collect the outcome measures. The elderly females performed TUG test under the supervision of the surveyor. Explanation about TUG and the detailed procedure was demonstrated to the individual elderly female present at home with lower extremity pain. The investigator walked along with the performer to note down the duration in seconds by stop watch. TUG test was performed by the subject with or without using 
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their walking aid. The subject walked a distance of 3m and the duration required to complete the test was measured in seconds using stop watch. The best out of 3 score i.e. the minimum duration required to complete the test was noted followed by that the participant was provided with SF36 questionnaire of vernacular language. Half an hour time was given to mark all the 8 domain of SF36 questionnaire of their vernacular language. Most of the time questionnaire was returned in 20minutes. The surveyor accompanied the females till she completed the questionnaire so that all the doubts regarding it is solved then and there. As the sample size of 278 was completed the survey ended. The SF36 questionnaire scoring was done by the researcher using the scoring guidelines of SF36 given in RAND manual. Then the data was spread on Microsoft Excel 10 master sheet. The data was analyzed using STATA software. Results were obtained.               
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PILOT STUDY: 

 The door to door community survey was planned to find out the prevalence of lower extremity pain among elderly females aged above 60years. The data collection for lower extremity pain and its correlation with functional mobility as well as QOL was planned. Before taking up the final survey the administration of survey and execution of procedure to record the outcome measures in the community was little difficult. The surveyor faced the difficulty of getting 3m space at a stretch to complete the TUG test. At some houses ideal chair were not available for the purpose of TUG. Then it was decided to borrow the chairs from neighbors and complete the test. Initially the survey was planned in the first hour but the females were not ready to participate in the study to overcome this problem the afternoon time was selected to complete the collection of data. Elderly females were reluctant to read all the questions of SF36 questionnaire and did not mark some questions of mental component. This scoring difficulty was ruled out by including the SF36 questionnaire which had all the questions marked by the sample. The pilot survey sample size was not included for the final survey of the cross-sectional analytical study.  
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DATA ANALYSIS  The raw data was obtained from collected samples and was spread in the Microsoft excel sheet (2010) to prepare master chart and was statistically analyzed for drawing the results. The variables of the study were observed and documented accordingly. The statistical significance was considered in the form of p value. The p value <0.05 was considered significant. Analysis evaluated both the direct and indirect effect of observed functional mobility on QOL. Overall QOL was measured by using SF36 instruments which includes Physical functioning, Role limitation due to physical health, Role limitation due to emotional problem, Energy/Fatigue, Emotional well being, Social functioning, Pain and General health. The direct effect of pain on functional mobility in terms of TUG test and QOL was calculated by using Pearson’s correlation. Participants characteristics included as independent variables including age, marital status and BMI along with this information the chronic conditions of the subjects were included in the master sheet.  
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: The correlation was established between intensity of pain and functional mobility and intensity of pain and QOL. Statistical analysis was performed using software STATA 10.1     
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OBSERVATIONS  The study was carried out to find prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and QOL in elderly women. Following observations were noticed on the basis of data analysis.  
• The total study population consisted of 278 elderly females. 
• The females aged between 60-90 years with a mean age of 67.1±7.3years. 
• The average height of all the females was observed as 154.7± 10.4 cms. 
• The mean weight found for the 278 females was 56.8 ± 11.9 kgs. 
• The mean BMI for 278females was 23.8 ± 4.6 kg/m2 
• The status of the female education is not very encouraging from the collected data. 34% of females were educated less than 10th standard and 33% were not educated. It does not mean that they were illiterate because all of the understood SF36 questionnaire in their vernacular language as per their requirement and it was marked by themselves (Fig. 1) 
• The population surveyed residing near tertiary health care centre preferred housebound activities in other words they were homemakers. 10% population was professional. The data was 60years and above age group. This could be the reason for fewer professionals found in the door to door community survey. 
• The mean menarche age was found out to be 13.8 ± 1.3 years 
• Out of 278, 190 females attended natural menopause at the mean age 
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of 49.6 ± 4.7 years whereas the 88 females underwent surgical menopause at the mean age of 42 ± 6.6 years of age. 
• Gravidity was ranging 1-5 on an average. 
• The observed values for gravid uterus had a wide range of 1-10 
• 244 females showed the parity between 1-5 
• The valuable observations of the study were gravidity and parity was matching in terms of mean and range. 
• Live births were 1-3 for 239 females. 
• The reported abortion numbers were 2 for 64 females ranged between 1-2 
• The still births were reported by 21 females with the maximum number of 1 
• 171 females were put on calcium supplementation 
• 75 females were reported positive for Hypertension and Diabetes mellitus both. 
•  21 had thyroid, 2 had chronic kidney disease, 5 had ischemic heart disease & 5 had Koch’s previous history. 
• NPRS mean score of all the 278 females was 4.4 ± 2.6 
• Out of 278 females 138 females complained of lower extremity pain (49.6%) 
• Lower extremity pain was included for the purpose of data analysis and tabulation of result. 
• At the time of survey reported pain at various sites apart from lower extremity were noted down and spread in Microsoft Excel sheet but they were not analyzed since the purpose of the study was the association of lower extremity with functional mobility and QOL. 
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• Knee pain (105 females) was highest among the females then low back, shoulder and calf pain. 
• TUG duration mean score for 138 females was 26.8 ± 18.4 seconds. 
• 11 females used their mobility aids to perform the TUG test 
• SF36  domains mean score for 138 females : 
� Physical functioning 40.7 ± 25.3 
� Role limitation due to physical health 30.4 ± 41.8 
� Role limitation due to emotional problems 31.1 ± 43.1 
� Energy/ Fatigue 46.6 ± 24.9 
� Emotional well being 60.8 ± 23.9 
� Social functioning 52.4 ± 18.3 
� Pain 47.2 ± 18.6 
� General health 51.2 ± 18.4     
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RESULT 

� The prevalence of lower extremity pain was 49.6% aged between 60-90years elderly women. 
� Fairly strong co-relation was found between functional mobility (TUG) and pain intensity of lower extremity in elderly women. 
� Strong relationship was established for SF36 and Lower extremity pain among elderly women.                   
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Analysis of the Result: 

� Prevalence of pain: 86 females had reported lower extremity pain with the mean NPRS score of 5.35 ± 1.34 and prevalence was 45.9% aged between 60-69 years.  The increase percentage of prevalence was observed for the age class 70-79years although the mean NPRS score was little less as compared to younger group. The mean NPRS was 5.1 and the prevalence was 49.2%.  80years and above aged females were 24. Out of 24 females 19 females had marked with lower extremity pain. The highest prevalence in this age group was calibrated i.e. 79.1% with mean NPRS score of 5.7 ± 1.9.  Upward trend is depicted for prevalence of pain as age is advancing.  
� Association between Intensity of Pain (NPRS) and Functional mobility 

(TUG): The elderly females aged 60years and above showed positive association between intensity of pain and increased duration to perform the TUG test. In the scatter graph fairly strong positive correlation is seen between intensity of pain and increased duration of TUG test(r=0.586, p=0.000). Hence it can be stated that as Intensity of Pain increases there is a decrease in Functional Mobility of the individual.  
� Association between Intensity of Pain (NPRS) and Quality of Life (SF36): The association between pain intensity and QOL in elderly female aged 60years and above is negative. In the scatter graph it is seen that as NPRS score increases; the Physical functioning, Role limitation due to Physical Health, Role limitation due to Emotional Problem, Social Functioning, Pain and General 
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Heath score decreases. There is a fairly strong negative correlation between Physical functioning(r=0.408, p=0.000), social functioning(r= -0.438, p=0.000) and Pain(r= -0.373,p=0.000) whereas there is weak negative correlation between Role limitation due to Physical health(r= -0.201,p=0.000), Role limitation due to Emotional problems(r=-0.263,p=0.000) and General health(r=0.245,p=0.003). Thus it proves that the Intensity of pain increases the Quality Of Life of the individuals deteriorates.                   
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DISCUSSION 

 The current study found out the elderly women aged 60-69years with better QOL as measured by SF36 had 45.5% prevalence of lower extremity. However there is relatively few data available on the prevalence of lower extremity pain among elderly population in Asia. Japanese women between the ages of 60-90years had knee pain but the prevalence was 41% for them among Chinese residents age above 70yrs, 27% of men and 48% of women experienced knee pain despite the fact that a strict comparison of prevalence is not possible due to the difference in age or definition of various sites of pain. The intensity of lower extremity of pain and functional mobility association may be affected by various possible reasons like genetic, environmental, and cultural including lifestyle behaviors such as squatting, kneeling, sitting on floor, sitting on chair and stair climbing. In this study the knee pain was most common with the percentage of 76. In the elderly females knee pain may more often be the consequence of factors associated with aging, reduced physical activity or muscle weakness and oftenly reduced bone mineral density. In spite of all these finding the pain perception is complex phenomenon and further research is needed to trace the elements of pain perception among elderly women. The pain perception may be affected by psychological factors, education, marital life, economical status, parity of women rather than local pathology6, 10, 93, 94. The prevalence of women reporting hip, knee, ankle and foot pain was 1.4%, 31.9%, 4.7% and 4.4% respectively. 55 females out of 278 had reported no pain. The frequency of lower extremity pain was classified into 3 
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groups i.e. 60-69years (pain prevalence 45.5%), 70-79 years (pain prevalence 49.2%) and 80+ years (pain prevalence 79.1%). Women with higher intensity of pain showed poor functional mobility and QOL and the QOL was measured by Physical composite scale (PCS) and Mental composite scale (MCS).77 In general, normal ageing entails weight gain. For most adults gain is between the third and sixth decades; this weigh gain levels off, and modest amounts of weight begin to be lost though the ninth decade. Although decline in muscle mass have been documented as early as the 4th or 5th decade. This could be one of the reasons for TUG performance and its association with intensity of pain. Asian population was found to be more prone to low skeletal muscle mass as compared to their western counterparts. Thus they face more functional limitations and strong association with intensity of lower extremity pain.95 138 participants reported lower extremity pain had slower rates of decline in PCS where as MCS specifically the emotional well being domain was not affected and showing good score on the scale. This result can be interpreted as the pain is very much subjective perception but if it is pathological in origin definitely the PCS will be affected at the same time the threshold and the coping up with that pain depends on the participants. Hence, it can be stated that lower extremity pain was associated with decline in physical component of HRQOL in elderly women including SF36 and TUG. In this study of community residents aged 60years and above prevalence of widespread lower extremity pain were 49.6% out of 278 women. The knee pain was most common and 80 women reported bilateral knee pain and 28 had unilateral knee pain out of 138 females. So in all 108 participants had knee pain followed by that ankle pain was the common site of pain. 
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Recently the MSK pain has been recognized as a problem in its own rights and independent of underlying pathology. Widespread lower extremity pain has a significant impact on QOL among community residents. In the current study author/ surveyor used the definition ‘Pain, aches/aching or stiffness in any joints at the time of door to door survey’. A paucity of data is available on the prevalence of widespread lower extremity pain in Korean residents. The Korean author had divided the population in 2 parts urban and rural with the mean age of 67.7 years and above. They reported 14% of prevalence for rural population. The low prevalence of the report is the possibility of the area surveyed and lifestyle of the residents selected for the study. The other prevalence study for the Asian’s have revealed that widespread lower extremity pain was 58% and above.  The increase prevalence among South Asian’s 6 compared to Europeans was considered as somatization disorder because of psychosocial and cultural difference of 2 continents. Some old population showed communication barriers and explanation about site and terminology of pain in current study. Whether the prevalence of pain increases with age is a matter of debate. In the current study the higher age group showed more widespread pain as compared to young olds. In the present study the high prevalence of pain is the possibility because of high workload caused by their physical activity leads to physical hazards but some results are contradictory.96  It is stated that widespread pain is associated with persistent symptom and high level of disability as well as the progression of disability. Although few studies used SF36 questionnaire to evaluate the health status of the subjects with widespread pain, the SF36 questionnaire were found in one report to prevent health dimensions relevant to subject’s/ participant’s pain. In 
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this study the lower extremity pain had worsen the health status for physical function, physical health, social functioning and pain. The current study estimation about prevalence of lower extremity pain is in accordance with BGS98 97 and Schumacher Brἃhler their range for prevalence was 41-49% this fits well with current study prevalence (49.6%). Both the studies had done prevalence telephonically. The term lower extremity pain is assumed to summarize all possible joints of lower limb like hip, knee, ankle and foot sometimes calves and thigh. Many studies published various prevalence for pain reported between 25-75%.98, 99 This variability could be explained by the difference in the definition of MSK pain and discrepancy between surveyed populations. Sometimes wording of survey may bring out differences in figure of prevalence in the same region as it has been demonstrated several years ago even minor differences in wordings may lead to different prevalence. In general expressions from everyday language are broader as compared to technical words required for objective estimation required for the diagnosis and estimation of score on generic scale. Balance is an integral part of daily activities and important for independent function in older population. The balance impairment has been shown to be a risk factor for fall in older people including systematic review of older people residing in community people with lower limb arthritis have been reported to have proprioceptive deficits and poor balance control.100  In this study TUG test was performed to measure the functional mobility. As the age was increasing the lower extremity pain intensity was increasing and the performance of the TUG test was deteriorating. It means getting up from chair and clearing the 3m ground was taking more time as compared to less pain 
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intensity and young group population of the study. The loss of muscle mass, reduction in strength and pain may decrease the functional mobility of elder group. Epidemiological studies have reported that approximately 1% of muscle mass is lost per year after the 4th decade of life101, 102.  People with lower extremity pain and arthritis are commonly reported to have reduced muscle strength and poor muscle control103. Muscle weakness around the knee and hip for the people having pain in hip and knee joint reported poor functional mobility. As such the pain in the lower limb is related to deficit in neuromuscular functioning contributes to the functional limitation. One study reported that widespread lower extremity pain was shown to be substantial risk factor for poor functional mobility and increase risk of fall for women aged above 70years and association between lower extremity pain and functional mobility with increase in the lower extremity. In other way it could be interpreted that with increasing age functional limitation increases. The current thesis was planned to find out the association between lower extremity pain with functional mobility and QOL by SF36 in elderly women. Statistically the lower extremity pain was negatively correlated with functional mobility (r=0.5863,p=0.000). This association could be interpreted that the duration to complete the TUG test by elderly women was more when lower extremity showed mean score of pain 5.36 on Numeric Pain Rating Scale. It can be explained in terms of restricted mobility is a major factor due to painful lower extremity joints and soft tissues. This may lead to hampered mobility, activities and balance; thereby increase risk of fall.  The focus of the study was to estimate the prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and QOL by SF36 
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questionnaire among elderly women was obtained by executing statistical test and the prevalence of the lower extremity pain was 49.6% out of 278 interviewed elderly women who were present at the time of survey. 138 subjects were subjected to perform TUG test for their functional mobility with their self reported lower extremity pain and the TUG mean score was 26.8secs. Same sample size was distributed with SF36 questionnaire to report by themselves. The mean score of SF36 domains were: i. Physical functioning – 40.7±25.3 ii. Role limitation due to physical health – 30.4±41.8 iii. Role limitation due to emotional problems – 31.1±43.1 iv. Energy/ Fatigue – 46.6±24.9 v. Emotional well being – 60.8±23.9 vi. Social functioning – 52.4±18.3 vii. Pain – 47.2±18.6 viii. General health – 51.2±18.4 All 138 women showed poor QOL as pain was existing in Lower extremity except emotional domain remained unaffected. The reason for intact emotional domain could be explained in terms of good emotional support from their families. All the surveyed females were staying with their families in the current study. Thus it is important to address the lower extremity pain for healthy and safe aging among elderly women.    
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CONCLUSION  Elderly women with low intensity of pain had higher QOL. Diseases that affect mobility such as OA of knee joint are likely to have significant impact on QOL. Present study findings show that lower extremity pain among females residing in the community next to the tertiary heath care centre is prevalent by 49.6%. The higher prevalence significantly influenced the QOL among elderly women 80years and above.                    
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STRENGTH OF THE STUDY: 

 

 

• Community door to door survey was conducted to find out prevalence of lower extremity pain. 
• Prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with HRQOL.  

 

LIMITATIONS  
• The study was limited to females as life expectancy of females is more than as compared to males. 
• Duration of pain was not noted and analyzed.              
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 

 The lower extremity pain plays an important role in functional mobility limitation and decrease in HRQOL in elderly women hence it should not be neglected. There should be assessment of functional mobility limitation in elderly women to predict the fall risk. There should be evaluation of QOL in elderly females suffering from pain to know their physical and emotional status affection.  
RECOMMENDATION 

 On the basis of the study results the functional mobility in terms of walking or can be stated as ambulatory training needs prime attention while designing the exercise protocol for person’s with lower extremity pain.             
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Future scope of the study: 

 The mean of chronic pain intensity for lower extremity was 4.4±2 on NPRS indicates intervention strategies and action planning to reduce the intensity of pain and improve state of well being in the form of QOL to lead good active QOL for elderly women. Further scope of the study can be on exercise prescription for elderly women suffering from chronic lower extremity pain and its association with QOL. Future research could aim to replicate this analysis using multiple mobility measures. It may rely on longitudinal data or simulation models to estimate the impact of changes due to lower extremity pain and functional mobility on various health economic outcomes such as HRQOL, heath care spending, employment and hospitalization. On the basis of current study observations the low back pain had maximum number of females in the survey. Therefore, it is suggested that the association could be established between low back pain and functional mobility as well as SF36.           
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SUMMARY  
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The elderly population has represented the fastest growing segment of total world population. Elderly female population accounts 40 million among 77 million elderly populations as per 2001 census and women are expected to live longer when compared to their male counterparts.1 Pain is the major global health issue but it is not perceived by health professionals as a serious health problem till the patients present with serious debilitating problems.3, 4 Moreover the data on prevalence of lower extremity pain & its association with functional mobility (TUG) 5 & QOL (SF36) 6 is limited in Indian scenario. Thus the purpose of the current study was to estimate the prevalence of lower extremity pain and its association with functional mobility and quality of life in elderly women.   
STUDY DESIGN It was a cross sectional co-relational study design.  
SAMPLE SIZE 278 females aged 60 years and above participated with mean age of 67.1 ± 7.3 years.  
METHOD Door to door survey was conducted in the field practice area near the tertiary care centre to collect the data from the subjects. Demographic data and prevalence of pain was noted. Those who had lower extremity pain were subjected to TUG test. Then SF36 questionnaire was given to mark the 
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responses for the perception of QOL by the elderly female.  
RESULTS between 60-90years elderly women. 

� Fairly strong co-relation was found between functional mobility (TUG) and pain intensity of lower extremity in elderly women. 
� Strong relationship was established for SF36 and Lower extremity pain among elderly women.  

CONCLUSION Elderly women with low intensity of pain had higher QOL. Present study findings show that lower extremity pain among females residing in the community next to the tertiary heath care centre is prevalent by 49.6%. The higher prevalence significantly influenced the QOL among elderly women 80years and above.        � The prevalence of lower extremity pain was 49.6% aged 
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 Fig. 1 : Pie chart shows the level of education of all the participants of the study.    Fig. 2: Pie chart explains that the 50% of the participants were housewives while the others were the earning members of the house.  
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   Fig. 3: Natural menopause percentage of females were much higher than surgical menopause 
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 Fig. 4: The above horizontal graph shows the presence of pain in different joints reported by all participants          
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                   Table 1: Tabular presentation of various sites of pain of all the participants         Site of Pain No. of Individuals Foot 5 B/L Foot 10 Ankle 13 BL Ankle 3 Knee 28 B/L Knee 80 Hip 5 Low Back 91 Fingers 3 Hand 6 B/L Hand 1 Elbow 5 Shoulder 31 B/L  Shoulders 20 Neck 30 Upper Back  7 
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Age group   Lower extremity pain present     (years)   YES NO Total 60-69 Number 86 101 187   Percent 45.99 54.01 100 70-79 Number 33 34 67   Percent 49.25 50.75 100 80+ Number 19 5 24   Percent 79.17 20.83 100 Total Number 138 140 278   Percent 49.64 50.36 100  Table2: Prevalence of lower extremity pain among various age groups    Fig. 5: In the above graph it is shown that as age advances there is increase in prevalence of pain    
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Age group Lower extremity pain  Range   (years)  Prevalence (%) 95% CI 60-69  45.99 38.7 -53.4% 70-79  49.25 36.8 -61.8% 80+  79.17 57/8 -92.9% Overall  49.64 43.6 -55.7%  Table 3: Point estimates and Interval estimates of Prevalence (%) of lower extremity pain by Age groups      Fig. 6: Bar graph represents the mean NPRS score of lower extremity in different age groups    
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NPRS with r p value (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) TUG duration (sec) 0.5863 0.0001  Table 4: Correlation between NPRS and TUG      Fig. 7: The above graph shows positive correlation between Intensity of pain and duration of TUG i.e. as the pain intensity increases the duration of TUG test increases. Hence, more the pain more is the functional limitation.  
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NPRS with r (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) p value Physical functioning -0.4087 0.001 Role limitation due to physical health -0.2012 0.014 Role limitations due to emotional problems -0.2635 0.009 Energy/ Fatigue -0.1549 0.067 Emotional well being -0.1077 0.208 Social functioning -0.438 0.001 Pain -0.3736 0.001 General health -0.2452 0.008  Table 5: Correlation between NPRS and SF36 questionnaire   Fig. 8 : There is a strong negative correlation between pain intensity and physical function. As the pain intensity decreases there is a increase in the physical function. Thus pain restricts the physical functioning of the individuals. 
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 Fig.9 : Above graph shows a weak negative correlation between intensity of pain and physical health domain of SF36.    Fig.10:  There is no significant correlation between intensity of pain and role limitation due to emotional  problems. 
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 Fig.11: There is weak negative correlation between pain intensity and energy/fatigue domain of SF36.  As the pain increases the individuals feel easy fatigability in them.   Fig. 12: The above line diagram represents weak correlation between pain intensity and emotional well being status of the elderly females. 
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 Fig.13: There is a strong negative correlation score between intensity of pain and social functioning score. Increase in pain intensity decrease the socializing of the elderly females.   Fig. 14: The increament in pain has a strong negative correlatin with the pain perception domain of SF36 
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 Fig. 15: Graph represents intensity of pain has a strong negative correlation with the gneral health of the participants suffering from lower extremity pain   Fig.16: Except emotional well being domain all the other domains show a poor mean score of QOL on the bar graph 
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